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THE COURT: Now, both sides are ready in this matter of 
People v. Bruce? 

MR* IMMOMMIN4 Ready fOr the Peoples  your Honor. 
HE. BONDICH: Beady for the defense, your Honor* 

(Therevem the voir dire examination of the 

prospective jurors was commenced during which the 
following proceedinge =were had in Chambers.) 

THE COURT: Stand ups  Mr. Bruce. 
THE DEFENDANT: Yeas  sir. 
THE COURT: While was on the bench a special delitety 

letter was handed to me, postmarked March 2nd, addressed to 
"JUdge Horn, San Francisco Court House, San Francisco, 
California." The corner card shows "Lenny Bruce, c/o Orushs  
9460 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif." 

And the letter reads as follows: 
"Judge Horn 

San Francisco Court House 
San Francisco, California 

Dear JUdge Horns 
The monstrous rumor ,JUdge Horn feels the defendant 
takes the matter lightly' motivates this letter. 
"Odious is the matter, my arrest for obscenity has 

enfilmed my career with a leperous stigma that 

St. Francis could not kiss away at ethereal peak. 
"Objectivity is impossible for me. 1 have searched 
the matter out morally - 'Let yea cast the First 
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1  "Stone' -- is the answer I keep hearing. 
2  "Lest this letter be misinterpreted, it's intent, not to' 
3  placate, but to clarity perhaps a preconceived 

4  concept of my.  attitude. 

5 
 "This inference you would pre-judge is the fear of 

6  the courts as a result of Axelrod Palace. His 

7  statement 'I don't understand a thing on this tape 
8  but as far as I am concerned, he's guilty' 
9  without hearing One witness. 

10  Sincerely," 

11  It is signed "Lenny Bruce," with the name typed under it. 
12 And the formula "Misc." 
13  Let this be marked as the Court's Ekhibit, not in the 
14  trial itself, but merely as a part of our file. 
15  THE CLERK: Yes, your Honor. 
16  THE COURT: Now, before I proceed, Mr. Bendich, were you 
17 aware of that letter? 
18  MR. BENDICH: Your Honor, Mr. Bruce told me this morning 
19  that he had sent you a letter and I told him that I had spoken 
20  to you on Friday but that you had not indicated to me that you 
21 had received any such letter. 
22  THE COURT: Did he send it with your permission or at 
23 your instructions? 
24  MR. BENDICH: No, your Honor. I knew nothing of it 
25 whatsoever. 
26  THE COURT: Well, Mr. Bruce, why did you send that letter 
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THE DEFENDANT: Why did I send it? 

THE COURT: Yes. 

THE DEFENDAM The content explains. 

THE COURT: Very well. I find you in contempt of Court. 

THE DEFENDANT: I didn't write to the Court, I wrote it 

to you as a personal letter, your HOnor. 
THE COURT: You're in contempt of Court. However, I will 

defer sentence until after this trial. 

THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. 

THE COURT: I think it was most unwise of you to do this, 

however, it will not affect my feelings as far as the con-

duct of the trial is concerned. I just can't let something 

like this go unnoticed. So I wanted to do this in here. 

I. BENDICH: Well, your Honor, I think, if I may make a 

comment .01114111111 

THE COURT: Yes, certainly. 

MR. BENDICH: That the letter, from the contents as you 

have read them, indicates an anxiety on the part of Mr. 

Bruce, who does not have any familiarity, as far as I under-

stand, of court proceedings and legal relationships in terms 

of court proceedings in criminal matters, an(anxiety on his 

part to assure himself that there will be no prejudgment of 

the case, and that is all, your Honor. 

THE DEFENDANT: May I? 
THE COURT: Well, I look at it differently. In the 

first place, I never made any such statement as "Judge Horn 
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feels the defendant takesthe matter lightly," but the whole 

oontint of the letter, "Axelrod Palace" refers to JUdge 

Axelrod obviously. 

THE DEADIDANT: Do you find the letter contemptuous? 

THE COURT: I do find the letter contemptuous as far as 
the Court is concerned. 

THE 11117ENDANTI That was not the intent. 

THE COURT: You should never have sent that to me. 
MR, BE DICE: Excuse me, your Honor, May I make a fur. 

ther comment? 

THE COURT* 14e• 
MR, BEHICE: It is, of *purse, clear that persons who 

are charged with offenses before courtscuifttnot to attempt.to 
communicate with the Court when they are represented by 

counsel, but I think that this must be taken in the context of 

the person who does not know this law and cannot reasonablir 

be charged with knowing it. Mr. Bruit is in the entertainment 
world, where he aosmauticates with persons, agents, and people 
with whom he does have civil relationships in terms of legal 
relationships all the time by mall. I believe, if I heard the 

contents of the letter correctly, that Mr. Bruce was anxiously 
as he expressed it, about a rumor which he had heard. HO did 

not attempt to indicate -- 
THE DEFENDANT: Certainly not to thwart authority or to 

be rebellious. 
THE COURT: Well, ,ho certainly should have communicated, 
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with his counsel, and not only that, it's the contents of the 
letter. So the ruling will stand on that. And, as I say, 

111 defer any punishment until after thecase is over. All 

right. 
MR. BUDICIN If your honor please, I wonder whether I 

might be given leave to submit a memorandum with respect to 
the legal points involved in this letter before your Anna:,  
decides finally as to the disposition of this pending ques-

tion. 
THE COURT: Yes, certainly. 
RR. BRNDIOM TM:* you. 
Judge Horn, Mr. Bruce wishes to maks a comment. Would 

you indulge us by hearing him? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
THE DEFENDANT: Since the context of the letter is what 

you find objectionable, I did not send this letter. The 
letter -- I wrote it longhand and sent it to somebody, who 
retyped it, but the part he deleted, I am sure, I am thankful 

for. 
THE COURT: Well, it's purportedly signed by you. 
THE DSPENDANT: It is not, your Moor. 
THE COURT: But it was written at your direction? 
THE DEPENDANT: I sent him a handwritten letter and this 

is not the letter. He edited it and took out the portion 

that — 
THE COURT: Well, it's the combination of the contents 
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and writing to the Court. So the ruling will stand, of 
course, subject to your filing Yaw memorandum• 

THE CLERK* Your Honor, the Reporter wants to copy the 
letter. Is that permissible? 

THE COURT* I think not at this stage of the proceedings 
because I wouldn't want the jurors to read that. It might 
tend to influence their thinking in this case. 

NE. HABBISI (Nike Harris, San Fransiscoikiner)s I 
took notes. 

THE COURT: You may have it later, but not now. 

HARRIS : I took notes on it, I'd rather be asaurate• 
THE COURT: Well, of course, as far as the notes, that's 

something else. But I wouldn't want anything like that 
printed verbatim now because even though I will instruct the 

Jurors not to read the newspapers, they're only human. 
mn. BODICE: Your Honor, may NV. Bruce ask you a ques- 

tion? 

Tim COURTI Yes. 
THE DEFENDANT: You used the phrase -- you said that 

you didn't want the jurors to read it because, after all, 

they are only human. And I assume that you are human and 
you're not inhuman -- may I finish the question? 

THE COURT: No. I'm in a different position because I 

go through these proceedings all the time and I don't take 
it personally. 

THE DEFENDANT: You are completely divorced from this? 
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I felt that perhaps you felt a hostility toward me. 
THE COURT: No. 
Mg DEFENDANT: None at all, honest to Cod? 
THE COURT: NO, I don't feel a  hostility toward you. 

My Outings will be just the same as though this hadn't hap. 
penal. 

THE DEFENDANT: That I know, but I feel that you are 
prejudieed, definitely. 

THE COURT: That's up to your attorney. 
THE DEFENDANT: I can't 
THE COURTi Whatever you want to do* 
MR. BENDICKI 'four for, I don't share that ° Pinion* 

but I think that because this has arisen it is necessary fear 
me to consult with Mr. Bruce about the matter. 

THE DEPENDANT: There's no hostility intent in the 
letter. 

THE COURT: May I point out to you, also, Mr. BOndieh, 
that any challenge has to be made before the commencement of 
the trial. 

MR. BENDICH: In view of the situation, your Honor, that 
this letter came up after the trial had commenced -- 

THE COURT: It still doesn't alter the Code. 
MR. BENDICN: I certainly have not indicated any intent 

on rol part to push 
THE COURT: Well -- 
KR • BENDICHs To press this point of view. 
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THE COURT: If you want to talk to your client, there's 

a little room right there. 

MR*  ENEMA I would just like to make this one comments 

Mr* Bruce turned to me and told me e. moment ago, "1 really 

don't understated this. It's perfectly legal to write a letter 

to the President.0  
THE DE7ENDANT: Not legal, but a friendly intent. 

MR. HENDICH1 I mention this only because I think it 

reflects the defendant's understanding of the situation and 

his attitude* 1 believe sincerely, your Honor, that he did 

not intend any contempt* 

THE DEFENDANT: It was not sassy. 

THE COURT: Well, regardless of what he intended, Nre 

Ben .00h, he'll Just have to learn that there are certain 

things he can't do, and that letter is one of them. 

MR. BENDICHt I am certain, your HOnor, that with the 

understanding that has been impressed upon his wind now, that 

his understanding of the situation, his attitude toward this 

kind of occurrence, is entirely different. Bat I would sub-

mit to your Honor in all sincereity that I believe firmly 

that the reason why this letter was sent was that he is in 

perfect good faith and had heard, as he indieated in the 

letter, a rumor and was concerned about it as a person n1- 

ly  be. 
THE DEFENDANT: It wasn't for publicity) no one knew 

about it. 
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THE COURT: Well, you will still have an opportunity to 

file your memorandum, 

THE DEFENDANT: Thank you. 

THE COURT: YouMagY discuss it in that. And if yen want 
to discuss this with your client 

THE DEMMUNUM It that's all right. 

THIS COURT: You may do so. 

MR. SWIM I would like a little bit of time your 
Honor, to do so, 

THE COURT: All right, go right in there. 

MR. =DIM Thank You very =oh* 
(Recess.) 
MR. BROM: Hay we have five minutes before the Court 

resumes session? 

THE COURT: Well, do you have any cent to make in-heret 
MR. HE)UDICHA Oh, yes, I would have this comment, your 

Honor: That I think that Mr. Brace concurs with my judgment 
that the Court is not prejudiced. 

THE COURT: All right, fine. We'll wait, then, and give 
you your five minutes outside. 

MR, BE RICH: Thank you, your Honor. 

THE COURT: All right..  
THE DEFENDANT: Thank you. 
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(After farther voir dire examination, the fold 
jurors were selected and sworn: 

George girp Casey, XII (Foreman) 
102 Games Drive 

Raymond E. *this, Jr. 
20 Ramolo Place 

Mrs. Helen Vbrhaeg* 
308-B Bartlett Street 

4741108 ;fp ItYno 
439 Steam Street 
Mrs. Mary Blum 
124 mart Street 

Mrs, Irene M. Reifeiss 
999 Ruh Street 

Mrs. Name' Walsh 
2479 = 27th Avenue 

Miss Sharon Rodriguez 
352 - 27th Street 
Miss E. June Roberts 
2300 Vallejo Street 

Mrs. Betty %Made 
T35 Excelsior Avenue 

Robert Shaw 
1317 Ide Street 

Miss Betty A. Reilly 
1582 Dolores Street 

Proceedings were then had as follows.) 

THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, while I 
will give you the bulk of the instruotions regarding the law 
at the conclusion of the testimony and arguments of counsel, 
there are a few phases that I will touch upon at this time for 

Your guidance. 

ROBERT N. BEECHINOR. C.B.R. 
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The jurors are the judges of the facts in the case, and 

of the credibility of all the witnesses that testify in this 

case. You must, of course, apply the law to the facts as you 

find them as it is given to you by the. Court, and you may not 

substitute your own opinion for the law as given to you by. 

the Court. 

During the course of the trial certain witnesses Will 

take the stand. Now, in judging the credibility of the wits  

nesses you may take into consideration the demeanor of the 

witness testifying, the degree of intelligence, the memory, 

ability to remember, of the witness, and the manner in:1114.npL 
the witness testifies, whether he has made contradictory 
statements previously or otherwise. Now, all of those things 
you may take into consideration during the course of the trial. 

You may make notes if you so desire, and you may not-ask 
questions of any witness that takes the stand.. However, if 
you feel that you have an important question on some phase of 
evidence that has not been covered, you may write out the 
question and deliver it to the Clerk, and then I will decide 
whether or not I shall put that question. 

At the outset of the trial the prosecutor will make an 
opening statement as to what the prosecution will prove or-
intends to prove. After the prosecutor's opening statement 
the defendant has the privilege of making an opening state-
ment or reserving the defense opening statement until after 
the prosecution's case is in. You are to keep an open mind .  
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until all the testimony is in because it necessarily must come 

in one-half at a time. 

Statements of counsel made during their opt state 

vents and during the course of trial and in their elating 

arguments are not evidence and you must not consider amp state-
ment of counsel as evidence unless it is made by way of 'UPI* 
lotion or as an admission of fact. 

THE COURT: Mr, Wollenberg? 

MR, WOLLENBERG: Thank you, your Honor. 

At this time, ladies and gentle, the People are given 

the WortuniAr to briefly moles you to outline the _11 owthe7 
intend to establish during the coming days. Now, briehr 

again let me reiterate what the Court Just pointed oats I 

statement is not the evidence. We will call witnesses here 

who will give the evidence. Nor is any statement of mine -law. 

The Court will give you the law in this case. 

Mow, what or where did this occur? This incident amour-
red back on October the 4th of 1961, that's a Wednesday, be, 

tween 10300 and 11300 P.M., in an establishment known as the 
Jazz Workshop. This is a tavern up on Broadway here in San 
Francisco and it usually has Jazz combos and it may have had 

one as well on the night in question. However, around 10:00 
o'clock or a little thereafter Officer Ryan of the San Fran-

cisco Police Department, upon orders from tits superior, in 

uniform entered the establishment and stood in the rear listen-
ing to the show.. Now, as he entered, the defendant was Ott 

13  
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1  coming on the stage. And Officer Ryan is in this area  this 
2  is his beat. And while he was standing there listening to the 

3 Show the defendant comes out, sits doWn apparently on a chair 

4 in WA-stage and begins a monelogue. Now, the monologue was 

5 going along and the defendant started telling some stories 
6 about his activities in dhow business, and he's going along 
7 for a period of time and he starts talking about Ann's 440 
8 Club, Mow, Ann's 440 Club, incidentally, is a club apparent- 
9 
 17 right across the street. And he's talking with, we believe, 

10 his agent, and he says -- either he says or the agent says 
11 he's not going to 1WAltbda in there "because there's too many 
12 cocksuckers.* This is the defendant's statement in a public 
13 place, the Ass Workshop, on October the 4th in 1961. 
14 
 Then we go along a little further on the course of the 

15 evening and he's telling stories and he's talking about thi 
16 use of words. Then, again he starts another little story and 

.17 he starts saying how he dislikes and distrusts the man at the 
18 door that collects the admissions to this public place; they 
19 charge admission. And he says one of these days there's going 
20 to be a little man either going to sneak by -- he's either 
21 
 telling that this has happened or was going to happen -- this 

22 
 little man is going to sneak by the man at the door and when 

23 he gets inside the establishment he's going to expose himself 
24 and on the end of it hang a sign, "When we reach $1500 the 
25 man in the booth at the front will kiss it." 
26 
 That's the evidence you're going to hear, ladies and 
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gentlemen, that and other activity that occurred on Oatober 
the 4th, 1961, And after you have heard this evidence, after 
you have heard the defendant's case, we'll have what:meal% 
the time of argument, and the People will again hater the eiP; 
portunity to address you, And at • that time, I'll ask.  to 

retire and return a verdict of guilty of the offense eharod• 
Thank you very :ouch, 
THE COURT: Do you care to make a statement? 
NR„ BENDICEN I would like to reserve the defendant's 

opening remarks for such time as the beginning of the defen-
dant's case. 

THE COURT: Wry well,. 

HR. =MUM Thank you, your Manor. 
THE COURT: You may call the first prosecutionwitmess, 

JAS RYAN, 
a witness called on behalf of the People, having been first 
duly sworn, testified as follows: 

THE CLERK: Your name, sir? 
THE WITNESS: awes:RM. 
THE CLERK: And the address, sir? 

THE WITNESS: 180 Eldorado Court; that's in San Bruno. 

THE CLERK: Thank you. Be seated. 
THE COURT: For the benefit of the new Jurors, that is, 

the ones who weren't here this morning, at the request -of 
defense counsel I will explain to you the difference between 
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1  
the burden of proof in a civil case and a criminal case. In 
a civil case the plaintiff or the one sustaining the burden of 
proof is required to prove his case by a preponderance of-the 
evidenonto  which mane stierety the weater MUM or thirelidenee 
In a criminal case the defendant is preauned innocent until 
the prosecution proves tin guilty beyond a reasonable doubt and 
to a moral certainty. Now, that is not a mere possible doubt 
because -. well,. I think  stop right there and give the 
balance of that instruction later. Hut that presumption of 
innocence stays with the defendant throughout the course of 
the trial. NOw, it is not incumbent upon the prosecution to 
submit such proof as to, make it absolutely certain, but only 
to overcome the burden of reasonable doubt. AM you will be,  
more fully instructed on this at .a later time. Hat that is 
the general rule of law. 

All right, you may proceed. 
MR • WOLLENBERG, Thank you, your Now,. 

DIRECT =MUT/ON 
NR. WOLLENBERG: 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Q. Your name, sir? 
A.  James Ryan. 
Q.  AM where do you live, Mr. Ryan? 
A.  180 Eldorado Court. 

Q.  And your business or occupation, air? 
A.  I'm a policeman in San Franciaao. 
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Qs HOW long have you been with our Police Department of 

 

2  San Francisco?  A. Almost nine years. 

 

3  Q.. And at this time, Phs. Ryan, or calling your atten. 

 

4  tion to October the 4th of 1961, with what station or What 
5 assignment did you have? 

 

6  A. The central station. 

 

7 
 Q. Now, the central station is the station in downtown 

 

8  San Francisco?  A. lees, sir, it is. 

 

9  Q. And did you have any beat assignment or area in 

 

10  which you patrolled?  A. Yet. The area that we 
11. call beat 17. That. takes 1mtBrombealrOmilasom to Battery. 

 

12  Q. And calling your attention to the evening of 

 

13  October the 4th of this last year, did you have occasion in 

 

14  the evening of that day to be on duty as a member of the San 

 

15  Francisco Police Departgent?  A. Yes, sir, I did. 

 

16  Q. Were you in uniform or civilian dress? 

 

17  A. In uniform. 

 

18  Q. And did you have occasion to be in the area of 475 

 

19  Broadway?  A. Yes, sir, I did. 

 

20  Q.. And what is located at 475 Broadway? 

 

21  A. An establishment known as the Jazz Workshop. 

 

22  Q. And what type of establishment is this, sir? 

 

23  A. It's a bar open to the public that normally features 
24 musical entertainment. 

 

25  Qs Aid was it featuring any musical entertainment on 

 

26  that night?  A. That I really don't 
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recall. 
Q• I see. And on the night of October the 4th did yom 

have any special assignment in regard to the place MEMMOIAMI 
475 Broadway?  A. I was told 
mediate superior, Sergeant Solders, that he had received a 
complaint from the night before that the thaw at this OA* 
was of a lewd nature, and that sometime during the eiveldag 
was to go in and see the show and find out what the wapitis% 
was all about. 

 

Q.  I see. Now, did you have occasion to go into the 

Jess WorkshoP?  A. Yes, sir, I didl, 

 

Q.  At about what time did you enter the establishment? 

 

A.  Approximately 10:00 P,K. 

 

Q.  I see. And when you entered the establishment, was 
there anybody at the door, sir/  A. Yes, sir, there Was, 

 

Q.  And what was that at the door? 

 

A.  There was a man that took admission charges as 

people entered. 

 

Q.  I see. And you entered the premises, and .where did 

 

you go?  A. I went to right off 
to the right side, the back end of the establishment. 

 

Q.  I see. Mow, on going to the back of the establish.. 
ment what did you do?  A. I just stood. 

 

Q.  And how long did you remain standing in the back of 
the establishment, sir? 

 

A.  Well, I wasn't there not even for a minute and -- 
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Q. Well, how long in total were you in the back of the 
ablishment?  A. cat, 45 minutes, or 
:reabouts, I'd say. 

Q.  And after during the course or this time did you 
re occasion to see the defendant?  A. Yes, sir, I did. 

Q.  And where was the defendant when you first saw him? 
A.  dust as I entered the establishment, the defendant 

Just coming on the stage. 

Q.  1 see. And what did he do when he came onto the 
lags?  A. Well, he walked on the 

stage and seated hismia4 I believe on a stool, and started 
Ala act, 

Q.  And upon starting his eat, did you listen to his 
act?  A. Yes, sir, I did. 

Q.  And during the course of his act did any conversa-

tion or talking about an establishment bum as Amt's 44o 
arise?  A. Yea. 

MR. BEADICEs I Will object, your Honor; I think that the 
witness is being led. 

THE COURT: Overruled. 

HE. WOLLEUDERO: 4, Prior to the discussion about Ann's 

401 Club, what was the defendant talking about? 
A.  Well, he talked  talked about many things, many 

different topics. One or two that I recall was some discus-

sion that he made about toilet bowls, and another little talk 
I guess you'd call it about butterflies. 
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(11. I see. And then in reference to Ann's 440 Club, was 

this part of the conversation about butterflies or toilets? 

A. No. It was later in the show. 

446 I see. And what did he have to say, as you recall, 

about that?  A. Well, helms laving 

a little summary of different experiences that he had had 

during his time in show business, this particular instance he 
apparently had worked at Ana's 440 Club maybe a few years in 

the past. 
4.  Where is Ann's 440 Club located, do you know? 

A.  It's across the street and five or six doors es down 

the street. 
That's on Broadway in San Francisco? 

A.  Yes, it is. 

44  And you were saying?  A. And during this- par- 

ticular episode at the 440 he said he was talking to some 

other person, who, as near as I Gan recall, I think was either 
his agent or another entertainer. And during this conversa-

tion -- 
MR. BENDICHt May I interrupt? Your Honor, I think that 

it would be improper to continue with an approximation of the 
conversation which the defendant is charged with. I think 
that there is some requirement about accuracy with respect to 

the words. After all, we are concerned here with words that 
the defendant is charged with uttering, and I think that we 
ought to be very clear about whether the witness is purporting 
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to paraphrase, give a recollection and summary statement 

through his own translation, as it were, and memory of that 
was said, or-whether hela purporting to speak to a verbakba 

recollection, 

NR. WOLLENBERG: sour BOnor, may it be noted that=thet0S.-
proper for crosswexamination, and the witness has told us it's 

the best of his recollection what went on. Mess previa:Sly 

said that for the record and if counsel has some queetione 

about it, he can cross-examine him more extensively at a later 
time, 

T COURTS Well, t can take care of that in thin-liars 
Officer Ryan, in giving us the answers to the Distriot 

Attorney's questions, you understand that you are not to dm, 
or express any opinions or conclusions, but merely to give us 
the language as best you can recall it? Do you understand 

that? 
TSB WITNESS: Yes, I do. 

THE COURT: All right. 
MR. WOLLENBERG: Q. 'You're telling us your recollection, 

is that right, of what occurred in October the 4th? 
A. That's correct, yes. 
MR. WOLLENBERG: And would you continue, please? 
A. During this conversation that he had with the other 

person a statement was supposed to have been made either by 
the defendant or whoever this other person was that he was 
talking to -- 
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THE COURT: Well, now, wait a minute. 1,11 have to stop 
you there. I think 'then you have gotten to this point you 

will have to tell us what was said rather than drawls:spur 
own conclusion, what the import waaa 

NR. WOLF: Well, your Manor. a moment ago he said 

it was either the agent or some other person. 
THE COURT: I know, but he'll have to tell us what was 

said as best he can recall. 
MR. WOLLENBERG: Q. What was said? 

A. One parson said, "I can't work at the 44o because 

it's overnmwita **attackers." 
Q. Now, who was saying this on the stage? 

A. The defendant. 

Q. Now, after this statement what then occurred? 

A. A little later on in the same show the defendant- 

was talking about the tact that he distrusted ticket-takers 

and the person that handled the money.,and that one of these 

days a man was going to enter the premises and situate him.. 

self where he couldn't be seen by the ticket-taker, and then 
he was going to expose himself and on the end of it he was 

going to have a sign hanging that read, "When we reach $1500 
the guy in the front booth is going to kiss it." 

Q. Now, was this in relation to anything other than 
telling that story at the tine the defendant told it? 

MR. BEMDICHt abjection. your Honor. It calls for the 
opinion of the witness. 
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TES COURT: Sustained. 
MR. WOURRIRRes Q. Just previous to this was the defen- 

dant talking about ticket-takers et the door before httww0 
into the story that you have just told us? 

A. I don't believe so, no. 
Q. Now, calling your attention to the date of WaVeMber 

the 17th, 1961, in Department 10 of the ftniaipal Court in San 
Francisco, were you present in that courtroom on that day? 

A. Yes, sir, I was. 
Q. In the afternoon? 

A. Yes. 
TOR COURT: Well, pardon me. I don't know where you're 

going here, 
M. WOLLENBERG: I'm bringing in an admission o 

defendant at this time, your Honor. 
TIE COURT: All right. 
NR. ESMESICK: I'm going to object, your Honors, to bring- 

ing in any admission purported or alleged of the defendant. 
think that this is rather clear that thus far no prima facie 
case has been established. I think that it's rather,  clear 
under 311 of the Penal Code there has been no corpus deliati 
established, and I would object on that ground. 

THE COURT: Well, without holding that you are correat, 
X think that you had better hold oft on this question' with 
relation to any purported admission by way of rebuttal.. 

MR. WOLUMBRRO: Well, your Honor, might I ask the Court's 

23 
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 Indulgence outside the presence of the jury? 

2 
 THE COURT: You can proceed with the rest of your testi- 

3 mony. 
4 
 AR. WOLLENBERG: Ry testimony from this witness is jnat 

5  abet concluded at this point. 
6 
 THE COURT: Well, I'll giVe you permission to recall his 

7 
 if necessary. We will discuss it outside, but I'd like to 

8 
 finish with this witness new. 

9 
 MR. WOLLIMBERG: Q. Now, Mr. Ryan, after this show was 

.0  completed did you remain through the total part of the show? 

.1  A. MA:at/rely, no, 

.2  Q. . You left the premises?  A. Yes, I did4,  
L3 
 Q. And what did you do when you left the premises? 

L4 
 A. I went out to the street where I met the sergeant. 

L5 
 Q. Then you had a conversations wigs him out there? 

Le  A. Yes, I did. 
L7 
 Q. Then subsequently did you return and see the detaa 

1.8 
 dant?  A, Yes, I did. 

1.9 
 

Q. And did you have any conversation with him at that 
20 
 time?  A. Yes, I did. 

21.  Q. And what was your conversation with the defendant 
22 at that time? 
23  HR. NCH: I will object, yourHonor, on the ground 
24 of relevancy. Again I want- to press the point there's been 
25 no establishment of the corpus delicti as yet. I think that, 
26  therefore, the statement of the defendant,' conversation of the 
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defendant would not be relevant. He has not been charged 

with conversation. 

THE COURT: The objection will be sustained withoUt. 

prejudice. 

THE WOLLENBERG: Q. This all took place in San Franctisoo 

A. Yes, sir, it did. 

Q. Now, subsequent to the statement about hanging 

sign on a person exposed, was there any further conversation 

by the defendant whit giving his performance? 

A. Yes. Later in the show he went into some kind of a 

chant where be used &drum oraeymbai and a. drum for a tempo, 

and the dialogue there was supposed to be -- 

KR. MEDICS: 111 object to what the witness infers the 

conversation or dialogue was supposed to import, your Honor. 

The witness is to testify merely to what he heard. 

THE COURT: Sustained. 

MR, WOLLENBERG: Q. Would your just say what the witness 

said or what you heard, please? 
A, Well, the defendant let it be known that the con- 

versation that was -- 

MR. BENDICH: I ti ll object to what the defendant let it 

be known as, your Honor. I think the witness should be in- 
structed to repeat merely what was said and what he heard. 

THE COURT: The answer will be stricken and the jury is 
instructed to disregard it, 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Q. Can you give us the exact words or 
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2 

what your recollection of those words were? 
A. /Ss. During that chant he used the words, "ha 

coming, hm coming, I's coming," and oh.' 

Q. Did he just do it two or three tines, "I'm ecalagO" 

I' coming, hamming"? 
A. Well, this one part of the show lasted a matter of 

a few minutes* 
Q.  And then was anything else said by the defendant? 

A.  Then later he said, "Don't ems is me. Don't come 

in,  me." 
Now, did he do this just one or two times? 

A. Na, As I stated, this lasted for a matter of a few 

minutes* 
Q. Now, as he was saying this, was he using the same 

voice as he was giving this chant? 
A.  No. He used higher and lower pitch to his voice. 
Q. And ahem would he change the pitch of his voice? 
A. Well, this particular instance where he was saying, 

"Iln coming, I'm coming," he was talking in a more normal 
tone of voice* And when he stated, or when he said, "Don't 
come in me," or "Don't come in me," he used a little highs 

pitched voice. 
Q. I see. And just previous to this what was this 

subject about that the defendant was dealing with at the timer 
THE COUBTs Well, I think that calls for an opinion and 

conclusion, Mr. Wollenberg. 
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NR, WOLLENBERG: Excuse me, your Honor. May I withdraw 

the question? 

Q.  What was the defendant immediately prior to going 

into this chant, what was the defendant saying to the people 
present, if you recall?  A. Well, what was to 

follow was his impression -- 
MR. BENDICHt I will object to "what was to follow," your 

Honor. The question was: What was said? 
MR. WOLLENBERG* That's what he was saying, your HOnor. 

"What was to follow" was what the witness said. 

THE COURT: Well, "What was to follow" certainly wouldn't 

be the witness' words. 
MR, WOLLENBERG: The defendant's words, your Hamar* 

THE COURT: I mean the defendant's words, I'll strike 

the answer. 
Instead of drawing a conclusion as to what the defe

dant's interpretation was, just tell us what he said, please* 
THE WITNESS: Well, the chant was going to be -- 
THE COURT: No. Just tell us what he said. He said, 

"So and so." Now, what did he say? 
THE WITNESS: I don't recall his exact words, your Honor, 
THE COURT: Well, give us the words as best you can in 

substance without any opinions or conclusions. 
THE WITNESS: "This is my impression of a conversation 

that would take place between a man and a woman during an act 

of intercourse." 
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WOLIZISEHdt Q. Now, then, these words were spoken? 
A. Yes. 
MR. WOLLEIH3ERG: Your Honor, at this time I have no 

further quastions of this witness except to go into **Mena-
films. 

THE COURTt Well, I don't know what that is, and I would 
rather take it oft the record -- rather, on the record outside 
the presence of the jury. 

HR. WOW:2MM Very well. 
THE COURTI Ybu can make an offer of proof then. let's 

finish with this witness now. Do you have any' other questions 
at this time? 

NR. WOLLENBERG* Well, it would Just be, besides the con-
versation of the 17th or the statement of the 17th, I do 
have conversation with the defendant. Bruce. after -- 

THE COUNTS Well. I'll permit you to recall him if I 
decide to allow it. 

HR. WOLIMBIGUI: Then I have no further questions of this 
witness. 

THE WWI All right, cross examine. 

CROSS-EUICCHATION 
BY MR. BEHDICHI 

MR. BENDICH: Q. Officer 4= would you describe your 
beat to us, please? 

A. Well, as I stated previously, it takes in both aides 
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of Broadway from !son to Batter/. 
Q.  And in the course of your duties, Officer, you have 

the responsibility and obligation to observe the nature of tbe 
shows being put on in various clubs in this area? 

A. Tee, sir. I do. 
Q. Would you tell us, Officer, what some of these clubs 

are?  A. There's the Gay Nineties, 

where they have entertainment -- 

Q4  No. Just toll me the names of the clubs now, if you 

will, please, then  ask you some questions about the con". 

tent of the work that done- therlifter. 
MR, WOLLENBERG: Well, that's irrelevant and immaterial, 

it your Manor, please, other than that they are on his beat; 

the content of the work done there. 
MR. BEMDICB: We're talking about community star dardsk-your 

Honor. 
THE COURT: Overruled. 
Now, the question is just to namemome of the establish-

ments. 
£a WITNESS: The Gay Nineties, Casa Madrid, Moulin Rouge, 

Finocchiols, Bocce Ball, the Jazz Workshop, La Casadoro, I 
believe that's all the places that have entertainment that I 
can recall right offhand. 

MR, BENDICH: Q. Does your work, Officer, bring you into 
the tenderloin area of the city?  A. No, sir, it 

doesn't. 
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Q. How long have you been on this particular beat? 

A. Approzimately two years. 

Q.4 And what was your beat prior to this? 

A. Chinatown. 

Q. And how long, Officer, did you patrol the Chinatown 
beat?  A* About four years. 

Q.  Did that best, Officer, encompass any of the area 
which is commonly known as the tenderloin area? 

A.  No, sir, it didn't. 

Q.  Are you familiar, Officer, at all with the President 

Y011ies?  A* x have heard of it, yes*  
Q.  What is that, Officer? 

A.  It's a burlesque house. 
THE COURT: Well, may I interrupt here, Mr. Bendich? 

You're going beyond the scope of the direct examination, un-

less you want to make this your own witness. 

MR. =MICH: Your Honor, the purpose of the question is 

to elicit information from the officer going to his conception 
of community standards. 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Well, the officer's conception of com-

munity standards are irrelevant and immaterial to this case, 
if your Honor please. 

24R. BENDICH: On the contrary, they are quite crucial to 
the case, it your Honor please. I would like to suggest there 
is a very substantial question here as to the legality of the 

arrest in the first instance, and I should like, if your Honor 
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will allow me to, to elicit testimony with relevance to that 
question. 

THE COURT: Ho, that is not material here. 
KR* BENDICHt list14 I believe, your Honor 
THE COURT: Net relevant nor material. 
ME. BENDICEN I believe it is-relevant and instoriai with 

respect to whether or not a public offense has been made out. 
THE COURT: NO, The arrest has nothing to do with. it. 
RR. BEHDICHN Then I would rephrase the reason, your 

Muer, for patting the question. I will attempt to elicit the 

testimony under • thiS question and  whie*.:;*pft',1* 

be able to put to the  with respect to the basitupOi 

which the arrest was made. 
THE COURT: Wel4 let me put it thismys If you want to 

go beyond the scope of the direct emanation or the establish 

nests on his beat, then you must make him your own witness.' 
M. HENDICHt 46 Officer, is the 365 Club within 11M 

apt your beat?  A. No, sir, it isn't. 

Q.  Officer, your indicated in response to questions put 
to you by Mr. Wollenberg that there is a doorman at the door 
of the Jazz Workshops  that there was a doorman there an the 

evening in question, iS that correct? 

A.  That's correct, yes. 
Q.  Can you tell us whether there was an admission 

charge at the door tar persons seeking entry into the Jaz* 

Workshop on that evening?  A. Yes, there was. 
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32  
Q. And what, Officer, was the charge which was being 

made?  A. I believe it was two and a 
mu. 

 

Q.  Two dollars and fifty cents?  A. That's right. 

 

Q.  Did you pay an admission charge? 

 

A.  No, sir, I didn't. 

 

Q.  Yourself  A. No, I didn't. 

 

Q.  How did you gain entrance into the club? 

 

A.  I walked in. 

 

Q.  Now, Officer, you testified, I believe, on direct 
examination that you had a epecifie assignment with rat.trence 
to the Lenny Bruce performance at the Jags Workshop, is that 
correct?  A. That's correct. 

 

Q.  Tell us, please, if you will, what your specific 
assignment was?  A. I was acting on a complaint 
from *' immediate superior that he had received .- 

414, &mute me for interrupting*  That is Sergeant 

 

Solden?  A. Yes, it is. 

 

Q.  Yes?  A. And he told me that he had 
received the complaint on the night -- 

 

Q.  Never mind what he told you now. Let me attempt to 
ask some questions. 

NR. WOLLENBERG: Well, your Home, he asked, he's getting 
an answer to his previous question.. Now he's trying to cut 
it off, and once he's called for it -- 

MR. =DICE: I believe my question has been answered, 
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your Honor. 
MR, WOLUMBER01 I will submit the question, your Honor* 

THS COURT: Just a moment* Read the question, please. 

(Olostion read by Reporter. 

THS-  COURT: All right, the objection's overruled* 

THE WITNESS: MY eisigament was to watch the performanee 

of the show that evening. 
MA. =Mom Q4  Whit were you looking for, Officer? 

A.  Any lewd conversation or lewd gestures or miring 

that might constitute an objectionable show. 
Q. What were yair standards for Mating, Officer* rdtetdw  

a show. was objeationable or not? 
MR, WOLLEMBERMI I will object to this as being irrelevant 

incompetent and immaterial, if your Honor please, not within 

this witness' knowledge* This is a question for the Jury,-  not 

his standards, it your Honor please. What he judges is lewd 

is irrelevant. 
MR. BEND/CHI It your Honor please, the witness has 

answered the question as to what his specific assignment was 
by saying that he was to go in and watch the performance of the 

show. I am now asking him what he was looking for. 

THE COURT: Well, he has answered that. 
MR, 3E CH: May we have the answer reed back please, 

Mr. Reporter? 
THE COURT: Yes* 
(Answer read by Reporter.) 
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MR. BENDICH: And, if your Honor please, I am attempting 
to find out in what sense the term "objectionable" was being 
used by the witness in answering my question. 

TIM COURT: Well, a wouldn't make any difference Ithat 
his opinion is. We are here to decide the case on what he 
did and what the testimony is.. as opinion would have no 
bearing on this case one - way or another. 

HR. IHINDICHs Ilat not calling for his opinion, your 
Honor, as to what obviously constitutes an objectionable show. 
On the contrary, I am simply calling for the understanding of 
the witness as to Ant he meant by "objectionable" sins* he 
could hardly have made an arrest if. he didn't have some 
criteria of what "objectionable" might be..  

THE COURT: Well, the answer to that is obvious. He made 
an arrest on what he felt answered what he was looking for, 
and that testimony is now in. 

BENDICHt That brings me bask to the question, your 
Honor, which is what he was looking for. If he feels-  that he 
was looking for an objectionable show and then does not define 
for us what an "objectionable" show constitutes, then we hardly 
know what he was looking for. 

THE COURT: Well, as to the "objectionable show" part, I 
will allow the witness to answer that question. 

MR. HEROICS; Thank you, your Honor. 
THE WITNESS: Well, any part of the show that would 

violate any police or Venal Code sections that we have. 
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NR. BEMDICH: Q. Well, Officer Ryan, there is a Penal 

Code section which provides that it shall be a public offense 

for a person to commit an armed robbery. Did you go in there 

looking for armed robbery? 

MR. WOIAMMURRes Oh, if your Mawr please, this .- 

TRIM COURT: Objection sustained. 

RR, BENDICIN Q4  If I understand your testimony, Mr. 

Ryan, it is that you, went in to scrutinize the performance for 
the occurrence of any lewd gestures or any lewd words, is that 

correct?  A. That is correct. 

Q.  What time did you enter the ass Workshop. OCIleer? 

A.  Approximately 10:00, 10:00 P.M. 

Q.  Did you note the time?  A. No, I didn't.  . 
Qt.  This is just a speculation on your part as to the 

beginning of the show?  A. No, because I believe I 
made it a point to get in for the 10100 o'clock performance. 

Q.  And how long were you present at the performance. 

Officer?  A. Approximately 45 minutest 

Q.  If you'll fOrgive me, I hadmot quite finished my 
question. 'I wasn't seeking an answer as to the total amount 

of time spent there. What I'm trying to get you to indicate 
to us, if you will. Officer, is simply this: I believe that 
you indicated that the first basis of your decision to seek 

the arrest of Mr. Bruce was your overhearing of the word, to 

Wit, "cooksuckers" is that correct? 
A.  That's correct. 
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4. fir, Officer, after your entrance into the Jhas 
Workshop at approximately 10100 o'clock, what time would you 

estimate it to have been when you heard the word, neocksmekeei 
A.  Approximately ten minute., I'd say. 
4. Approximately ten alludes after 10100? 
A. Yes. 
4..  And how long thereafter, Officer, was it before iron 

heard the next term to which you took exception or which you 
considered to fall within your conception of objeotionable? 

A.  I'd say probably another ten or 15 minutes. 
4.  Now, take it, of wares, that the performeniOse 

a continuing one and that Nr. Bruce was-  performing throwetout 
this period that you stood there and observed the show? - 

A. That's correct. 
4.  Yes. Let me continue along this line, then, Officer, 

if you will, and ask you approximately how much time elapsed 
after the second term to which you took exception elapsed until 
you heard the next term to which you took exception? 

A.  A few minutes again, maybe five or — five milattes, 
I'd say. 

Q. Now, these three occurrences, Officer, are the ones 
on which you based your decision to seek the arrest of the 
defendants, is that correct?  A. That's correct. 

(44, So now you are telling us, Officer -- strike that, 

please.  

Let me ask some other questions while I have a point in 
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mind which I should like to establish. You witnessed the per* 
romance for a 16-mintite. period of times  is that correct? 

A•  Yet... 
. And when you left, the. Port°manes was stIlt.iteint. 

on..,.is:thai correct?  •  . A. That's right. 
to  • Now*. I believe • that you,  • told Jr.- Wollenberg airing 

your direct 'exandination.;that with respect to =the last .lam 
to .whioh you took examtion. to •mit, the.words.-  or the plums*, 
"ZIA coming," • . that particular section of Nr., Brueees show. 
.took approximately two minutes, La .that correct? 

A,  Well.. Iee3 IOW aardeere,  taio-to- tour edeneteets 
(1.  Anywhere from two to: feur minntes? 
A._  Xlm. only approximating now. I didn't look at my .  

watch. 
Q.  Well, you're approximating all of these. time. cattle., 

ates...are you not?  A.: Thetis correct. 
4.:  Yes. Now,.'.it only takes.-a sea m& .to .say • the. word, 

neocksuaker," does: it not, or approximately that? 
A. Approximately.. 
Q.  I'm marking an estimate of my own at this point. 

A.  Approximately, yea* 
Q.  Thank you.• 9fflaar. And I should say that it takes 

approximately another; second to utter the phrase, "kiss it," 
is that.  correct? Would you concur?  Yes. 

Wt. WOLLENBERG* Thereto no .testimony .  that that was the 
only one phrase. "Idss 
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1  Q. Well, now, Officer, what  trying to do very 
2  simply is to have you identify the terminology to which you 
3 
 took exception, and I think .I have done that now, have I not? 
4 
 Three parts of the show to which you took exception, is that 

5 correct?  A. Yes. 
6  Q. Now, Officer, if you witnessed this show for a 
7 period of 45 minutes and if the show continued after you left 
8 
 the premises, haw long a period of time elapsed in your 
9  estimation frost the time that you left the premises to the 
10  time that Mr. Bruce was arrested by yourself and Officer 
11 Bolden? 
12  Sams. me. Ilsismking an astumption here, which is that 
13  you arrested the defendant. Perhaps may Officer Sold** ar- 
14  rested the defendant, and I'd appreciate it if you'd clear me 
15  up on that. I don't want to misstate any evidence. 
16  A. NO. We both did. 
17 
 Q. Yee. Mow, how long averted of time, Officer, 

18  elapsed between the time when you left the Joss Workshop, at 
19 which point in time NO. Bruce was continuing to give hie per- 
20 
 formance, and the time when Mr. Bruce was placed under arrest 

21 by yourself and Sergeant Solden? 
22 
 A. Well, the show concluded at a few minutes after I 

23 
 left. 

24 
 Q. Now do you know that, Officer? 

25  A. I saw the crowd come out of the place. That's the 
26 reason I left early..  
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HR. SERMON I move to have that answer stricken as 
nonresponsive, your Honor, because — 

THE COURT: Well, the answer may stand. But what about 
the time element? Can you give us an estimate? 

TES WITNESS: Well, the defendant was arrested approxi.p 
mately ten minute:: after the show concluded. 

HR. =MICR: • Now, Officer Ryan, I'd like to dire:Wpm" 
attention for a moment to what occurred when you left the &Ss 
Workshop prior to making the arrest of the defendant* Would 
you tell us, please, what occurred at that time? 

MIL amass Well, I had a oonversation pith'.  
Solder: and later conversation with — 

MR. BENDICSI q. Would you tell us what you said to him 
and what he said to you, please? 

MR. WOLLENBERG: This is hearsay. 
THE COURT: Sustained, 
RR. BENDICIft If your Honor will indulge me, I should 

like to present some legal considerations with respect to 
this line of testimony which I should like to pursue, and 
perhaps you could consider it later and defer judgment on 
this objection. 

THE COURT: You may do it tomorrow morning, and tomorrow 
morning I'll take up the matter of the alleged admissions at 
9:45. It is time for our adjournment this evening. 

You may step down for now. 
(Following the- usual. admonition to the jury, Comrt was 
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adjourned until the following morn:Lugo ) 
or.ores0004womia. 
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TUMMY, MARCH 6, 1962. 
(Following discussion in Chambers between counsel, the 

following proceeding' were had.) 
THE COURTI You my proceed. 

=OS-WATSON (Continued) 
MR. BENDICHs 4. (good morning, Officer Ryan. 
A. Clocd morning. 
40  In your dirett testimony yesterday, Officer Rpoi4 

you stated that UMW Bruce' in the course of his performance 
at the Jam Workshop, for which you arreSted him, had intro- 

, 
diseed• this section Ot.his perform/We to which jou 
ception and to which you made reference by using the 
"I'm coming," b7 stating - and you purported to quote hIM-- 
"This is 10I impression of a conversation between a man and 
a WO= during an act of intercourse," unquote, is that cor- 
rect?  A. As nearly as I can remember, 
yes. 

Q.  Officer Solders, do you recall being in court -- 
THE COMM This is Officer Ryan. 
MR, BENDICH: Thank you, your Honor. 
4.  Officer Ryan, do you recall being in court on Fri-

day, November 17th, 1961, in the Courtroom of Municipal Court 
Judge Albert A. Axelrod when Lenny Bruce was being tried on 
this same charge?  A. Fes, sir. 

4.  And do you recall testifying upon, that occasion? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. And you resell that Sergeant Bolden testified upon 

that occasion?  A. Yes, air. 
Q.  And you heard the testimony of Sergeant Bolden? 
A. No*  tart 
44  You did not hear it? A. Ho* sir. 

(k•  /kit you mall your testimony that day, do you not, 
Officer Ron?  A. Yes, I do. 

MR. BEMDICRN Mr. Wollenberg*  Ism going to make reference 

to the transcript at page 19, lines 11 to lines 17. 
q4  Now*  Officer Ryan, do you recall these questions 

and the answers which you gave them 
MR, WOLLENBERG: I'm going to object to this as net being 

impeachment, if your Honor please. 
THE COURT: Mky I see it, please? 
MR. =DIM Well, would it not be proper for me to put 

the question first, your NOnor? 
THE COURT: Let me see it, please. 
MR. MIDI= Yes. Lines 11 to line 17, your Honor*  and 

then on the bottom of the page, line 26 to line 4 on the next 
page, 

THR COURT: The objection is overruled. 
MR. BENDICHI Thank you, your ROILOZI. 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Well, if your Honor please, may it be 
first shown to the ritziest? 

THE COURT: Yes, that is proper. 
MR. =MICH: q. Dines 11 to 17, Officer Ryan, and then 
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43 
on the bottom of the page, line 26 going over to line 4 on the 

next page. 

Thank you. 

Now, then. Officer Nye, you were asked this queettaks 
"Did he say anything the almond 5. or 10 minute 

period that you felt prompted you to arrest hie?" 

Answers .- 
MR WOLLSOSROs I will object to that as not being part 

of the question showwn to the witness. You started at line II, 

counsel. not at line 9. 
MR. BSIEDICUs Pit merely introdneing it. Mr. WoUrenbergo. 

COURTI Well, then,  lou will have to let the-  witness 

read all of the part that you are going to refer to. 
MR. BEND/OM Wells  I'll being with line U, your Honor. 

That will save time. I think. 

THS MUM Very well. 
MR. BROWN Q. You testified. Officer Ryans 

"Well, he had a chant that he gave that particular 

night and, I believe, everyone in the place understood. 
including myself, that the dialogue that was used was 

meant to be the dialogue that would take place between 

a man and WON= during an act of sexual intercourse." 

"46 Did me. Bruce say that?" 
"A. No. I don't believe he said that." 

Do you recall that testimony, Officer Ryan? 

A.  Yeas, sir I do. 
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Q. Were you telling the truth on that occasion? 
As Yes, I was. 
(14 Now, Officer Ryan, you were asked this question: 

"can you reeall, sir, what did he say precedift 
this Ghent that you just related to us? 

"A. I belieVe again he said that words and actions 
are dirty because what people make of they not what 
they are, but what people make of them." 

Do you recall that? 
A. Mei*  sir„ X do. 

MI waft rea toottrying trututtur upon that ° cu.. 

 

elision?  A.Ws, sir, X we*. 

 

Q.  Thank you, Officer. Now, Officer, yesterday,  dur- 
ing the course of your direct examination by Mr. Wollenberg, 
you had occasion• to describe the elubs that are situated upon 
the beat that you patriot, Mid a  other clubs you listed the 
Mt:lin Rouges  is that correct?  A. That's eorreet, 

 

Q.  And would you be good enough to tell us, Officer 
Ryan, what the nature of the entertainment material presented 
in the Moulin Rouge is? 

 

A.  Primarily a burlesque-type entertainment. 

 

Q..  Strip shows are put on, is that correct? 

 

A.  That's correct. 

 

Q.  And, as a matter of fact, Officer Ryan, there is 
a housewife's contest put on at the Moulin Rouge with respect 
to superior talent lustripping, is there mot? 
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45 
A. I don't know if it just encompasses housewives; I 

know they have an amateur night. 
Q. But they have an amateur night? 

A. That's right. 
Q. mows  Officer Ryan, will you tell us a little bit 

about what occurs during amateur night? 
A. Well, Just what it says, I believe. Girls that 

have had little or no experience in this type of entertain. 
meat are given a *hence to try their hand at it. 

Go  To try fir handd.. at it, and they try their body a 
littlei.too, don't they? 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Oh if your Honor please, counsel' is • 
argumentative. 

THE COURT: Yes. Let us not be facetious, Mr. Bendich. 
MR, REMICH: i am being perfectly serious, your Honor. 
TES COURT: Well, that question smacks of being 

facetious. 
MR, BENDICH: I will withdraw it. I don't intend it to 

be facetious. 
Q. Officer Ryan, will you describe for the ladies and 

gentlemen of the jury, if you wills  please, what the ladies 
who are engaged in the competition on amateur night do? 

MR. WOLLENBERG: If your Honor please, this is irrele. 
vent. 

THE COURT: Overruled. 
THE MOSS: Well, they come on the stage and then to 
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the accompaniment of music they do a dance. 
KR, BUDIO111 Q. And in the course of doing this dame, 

they take their clothes oft, is that correct? 

A,. Partially, pe. 
Q. And can you tell us, Officer Miami, ham the 

are chosen?  A. That I really don't keen. 

CIO  Now,. these are the amateur comPeti‘rs and p 
formers, is that correct?  A. That's correet• 

Q.  Tell us, please, if you will, what the professional 

performers do. 
A. pt ~~ this lams 00144 with  a4tplre 

more finesse or a little mere ability, it there is abilltriat 

that line. 
Q.  And you have witnessed these Shows, is that cor- 

rect, Officer Apo?  A. I have, yes. 

4a.  And these are Shows which are performed in the 
presence of mixed sudienese, representing persons of.both 

sexes, is that correct?  A. That's true. 

go  NOW, Officer Aram, in the course of your official 
duties in patrelimg your beat you have ocoasion, I. take it, 

to deal with another club, the name of which is FinocahloIs, 
is that correct?  A. That's true. 

Q.  And you have had occasion to observe the nature of 
the performances in Pinocchiofs, is that true? 

A.  That's true. 
Q.  Would you be good enough, OffiCer Ryan, to describe 
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1  to the ladies and gentlemen of the jury "hat the nature of 

2  the entertainment metedin Pinocchlois is? 

3  Ai Well, the entertainers are feuals . iMersonaters 

4  Q. Pay I ask you to describe Str tit* Jury whatlekade 

5  ispersonators are?  AG  A male that dismiss as 

6.  a woman, and the type of show they pUt an ii, X guess, a • 

7  pretty average she rs other than the rut that they are finale 
8  inVere0eatOre • They have songs' that they sing, dance* that 

9  they do, and so forth: 
10  Q. Do I uzideristand aorreetlys  Officers that by ',,pretty 
11  average show," you -are-  (*sting. the OW OW* Putt;Cik 
12  IP/n°.01015 with the kind of shaar that is put on at the. Moulin 

13 . Rouge with the exception that the POrs0115 at Pinoechiets who,  
14  are appearing as females are-in actuality "ales? 
15  A. Nos Itia-  a different -type of show. The show at 
is  Pinocahioss is usually more of astagewstype shows I. gees*: 
17  yould call it, where' Just-  abort ever ' performer in-the.  shot 

18  ill on the stage at spf one given time. 

19  Q. And can you describe the mode of dress, °faders of 

20  the female impersonators in finocchiels? 

21  A. Well, they wear different types of costumes. Some 

22  or them are quite full, and others are -- 

23  Q. Quite scanty?  A. Not "quite scanty," 

24  I WOUldelt says  nos but they are more near to what you'd. call 

25  scanty, yes. 
26  Q. More near to what you'd.  call scanty.. Well, as a 
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matter of fact, Officer, isn't it true that men appear in the 
clothes of women, and let's start up -- or I should say deign 
at the-bottom, wearing highmteeled shoes? 

NRa WOLLERBEROI Ohs if your rotor Please, he's saLftstr 
answered that they're wearing; the clothe* of women& That 

• +AO 

covers the subtlest.  are itot  PinOcchloss hers to ay 
SR. MOM We're certainly not trying Flitooehiell... bat 

we are trying -UMW &nee -on •a• Charge o •obscenity, and Ine 
have a question of contemporary sommit,' standards that has 
to be established, and 3 an: attespting to have ••Offiaer Ryan 
inditietki what theltiture,-. trif *the tonsudigr standards -OW 
beat are. 

MS COURT' Wen,. 1 dealt. think we want to: take. inventory 
of Pinocchio*s performers, They have generally been described 
as wearing female *lathing. I don't think we' have to start • 
with the shoes and' work-sll the way upa 

KR. BISNDIORt Nell, I would be very.  glad,. your- Stmark 
to cut it quite shorta  attempting to elicit from 
Officer Ryan the statement that the kind of clothing which in 
worn by the female Ispersonators 

COURTt Well, ask him to be more specific. 
MR. BENMORI Very well. 
Q,  Will you . plmase be more specific, Officer Ryan? 
A.  In what regard? I have testified ....- 
Q.  With regard to describing the nature of the.seantios 

ly dressed female impersonators in terms of their attire. 
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A. They have all different kinds of costumes. it, 
which particular one -- I never paid that such attention to 

it, really* 
Q. Well, they Weer in bleak net stockings, do CIS, 

not?  A. I imagine they do at time.* 

Q.  And War' aPP•ar in tights, dothey not? 
A.  On occasion, yes* 

Q.  And tiler' Wear wearing brassieres, do they not? 

A.  That's correct. 
Q.  I think that's specific emmugko Officer ftcn. 
Officer Ryan, in the course of your observations of the 

strip shove in the Moulin Rouge have you ever had occasion to 

become se al? stimulated?  A, No, air. 
RR, WOLLENBERG: Its going to object to this and move to 

strike the answer as incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, 

if your Honor please. 
THE COURT* The answer is < in; it may remain.- 
RE. BENDIOM Q. Were you se ally stimulated when yon 

witnessed rainy Bruceis performance? 
NR. WOLLENBERG: Irrelevant and immaterial, especially 

as to this officer, your Honor* 
THE COURT: Overruled. 
THE WITNESS: No, sir. 
KR*  MOM: Q. Did you have arty conversation with 

anyone in the Jazz Workshop on the night that you arrested Mr* 

Lenny Bruce?  A. No. 
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Q. Officer Ryan, you're quite familiar with the term 
ncocksucker," are you not?  A. I have heard it used, 
yes. 

Q.  As a matter of fact, OffieerEyes40.  was ut04.1,n 
thLPOlice Station On the night that- Lenny' She was bo4ked 

therev was it not?  A No, not to my knowledge 

Well, as a matter of. fact, it is frequently used,  

in the Police Station, is it not? 
MR. WOLF: That's irrelevant and immaterial, if 

your Honor- please. What's used ta.apolitte station or. in 

private converaatiou.between tirtv people is colapletelrfer—

ant from what's used on a stage in the theater. 
THE COMM Well, a police station., of course, is a 

public place. 
NR: WOLLENBERG: that's correct, your Honor. 

THE amma4 As to the police station, the objection is 

overruled. 
AR. RICH: Q. You mar answer, Officer4- 
A.  Yes, I have heard it used..  

Q.  Vest  you have heard the term used in a public place 
known as the police station. 

Now, Officer Ryan, there is nothing obscene in and of 

itself about the word, "cook," is there? 
MR. WOLLENBERO: I'm going to object to this as being 

irrelevant and Immaterial, what this man feels. 

THE COURT: Sustained. 
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MR.  ICH: Q. If I were to use the term, "cock," in 

the sentence, "I am now cocking my pistol," that would not 

indicate to you that I was tangentially or possibly or even 

theoretically violating any provision of the Penal Code 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Same objection, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Sustained. 
MR. BENDICH: Q. Just two last questions, Officer Ryan: 

You laughed at Lenny Bruce's performance the night that you 

watched, did you not? 
MR. WOLLENBERG: Irrelevant and immaterial. 

THE WITNESS: I don't believe I heard you. 

MR. BENDICas la. You laughed as a result of listening 

to Lenny BOuceS performance on the night in the Workshop 

that you arrested him, isn't that true? 

 

A.  "laughed," did you say? 

 

4.  Yes.  A. No, I didn't, 

 

4.  You didn't have occasion to laugh?.  

 

A.  No, I didn't. 

 

4.  Did you observe whether the audience was laughing? 

 

A.  Yes, I did. 

 

Q.  And they were laughing, were they not? 

 

A.  At times, yes. 

 

ra,  And no one in the audience made any complaint to 

you, though you were in uniform standing in the club? 

 

A.  No one, no. 
MR. BENDICH: No further questions. 
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REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLLENBERG 
MR. WOLLENBERG: Q. Now, Officers  when the wordes  

"cmokSucter,*  were used during the performance did anyandi 

laught 
A. Not right at that instant, no. 
4* that, if anything, did the people in the aide 

do when they heard that word?  A. Wells  I 
thought it became quiet. 

4.  Whit did they do specificalW 
A.  I didn't notice emcee doing anything in particular. 
4. Nes there:Uwe:dais going on et thelinel 
A. No. 
4.  Was there any ehsnge in the ataIOSPiserd in the RUG* 

as fir as the actions of the people? 
A.  Wall, I noticed several people right Where I was: 

standing that looked at each other. 

Q.  I see. Aft now, Miser, you told us you had-been 
an this beat for two years?  A. That's eorrect. 

Q.  Now, in Pinocchio's have you ever heard the word, 
peocksueker," used.  fras the stage? 

MR.  IOR: I will object to that as going beycnd the 
scope of cross. 

ISE COURT: Overruled. 
5:21E WITNESS: No, sir, I never have. 
4R, WOLLENBERG: Q. And in the Moulin Rouge have you ever 

heard that term?  A. No, sir, never. 
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Q. Now, calling your attention to the transcript of 

November 17th, pages 19 and 20, you told us that what you said 

on those -0,  line 11 through 17, I believe it wee, and line 

26 through line 4 on page 20$ were true, is tbat *MOM-  s  

A.  Yea, it is. 

Q.  And is that any different from your teattacoar hers? 

A. No. 
TRIK COURT* JUst a minute, Nr. Wollenberg. That qpeetion 

is not proper. 
MR. WOUBNBERGs Very well. I withdraw that question, 

then, Tour ROMP. 
4.  Would you explain, than, Offieer, what you miiikma - 

that occasion as to what you told us on direct examination in 

regard to that you 
). BMNDICR: Objection, Tour honor. The record speaks. 

for itself. 
NR„ WOLLENBERG; He has a right to explain his answer, 

Tour actor. Counsel has endeavored to impeaah him and Isis 

asking him to explain any conflict that may be there. He has 

that right and opportunity. 
THE COURT* Well, your question is tmproper in its form. 

If you will put it properly, it will be allowed. 

ma. WOLLENBERG* Very well, Your honor. 
Q.  On direct examination, Officer, you testified that 

the defendant gave a dialogue that was between men and women 
during an act of sexual intercourse, is that right? 
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54 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And here you say that, as you stated in line 11 

through lines 15, and in that regard would you emplatn, lauks 

you meant at the time -or what you said at the time of Novembesv 
17th? 

NENDIONt Objeetion. The motion is improper. Tour 
Honor; doesn't point out any sinilaritY immattatena. It 
doesn't go to the *Nation or toesehment* 

1531 COURT* Well, Mr. welLenheft 
NR. BENDIONS I am objeetists manly to the to at the 

question. cg- 
va CO* What he meant  he he teetitied Se 

Bible.. Ms objection will, be sustained. 
MR. WOLLENBERG* May I emend the question/ 
Q.  Would you explein the answer given on November 17th? 
MR. DENBIGH, Bane objection. 
am COURTI Sane ruling,. 
MR. WOLUMBERGI Misers on Novester nth* on peg" 19, 

and I call your attention, counsel, to lines 9 and 10. was 
that the question asked on line 9 just previous to the answer 
given, the question on line 9 just immediately asked prior 
to the answer given on line U? 

A. les. 

Q.  And what was the question asked? 
A.  '1D14 he any anything the second rive or ten minute 

period that you felt prompted you to arrett.hinl* 
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Q.  And what wee the answer you gave? 

A. The answer I gave want "well, he had a chant that 

he gave that particular night and, I believe, everyone in the 
place understood*  including mySelf, that the dialogue that' 

wes used was meant to be the dialogue that would take Naafi 

between.i man and a woman during an act or sexual intercourse* 
Q. low, Officer, you meted here to the next admonition, 

Mar. Bruce say that?* "No, I don't believe he said that.w  
And on direct examination hers you said that he said that* or 

words to that effect, is that correct? 
A*  What I meant wee that in fa own words thine* alisi 

he said. I wasn't attempting to- quote the man directly.. 
Q.  1 8e O, Thank you* I have Just one or two more 

questions here. 

Now, at the Cioutin Rouge, Officer, they do have a comedian 
as well an a strip Show, isn't that right' 

A. That's right. 

Q. 
 

Have you ever heard the comedian at the Moulin Rouge 
use the term, "cockscokern? 

A. No, sir, never. 

Q. Now, returning for a moment to direct examination*  
if Your Honor please, in regard to what we covered yesterday 
that was put over until this morning, did you have a conversa- 
tion with the defendant Bruce after his performance? 

A. lee, I did. 
Q. And where was that? 
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Jazz Workshop. 

Q.  And who was present? 
 A. The defendants 

myself, the owner of the establishment. 
Tbatte Mr. to rat  A. Kr. 

and on* other person she liatyr identified liliasolt as 
eleasons  X balm. 

4.  Wes that in relation to any of the terms lined.? 
A.  Yes it VOM4 

Q.  And was that? 
 A. I asked the defendant- 

at that time, "Didn't I hear you use the wordoicockaudkar, ,  

in  ̀somanair 
And be soya. mats rtaidmil  
MR. WOILENNERGI I see. I have no further question". . 
R. BENDICRt I have some rearoroaa, if Your Honor, please. 

RE- 0058 EXAMINATION BY MR. BENDICH 

MR. BENDICas Q. Howe Officer Ryan, I understood you to 
testify on, dIrect,examinstien = by Mr. Wollenberg yestarftthali 

you understood Hr. Bruce to have said prior to the no-oalled 
chant you testified he gave, and you then purported to' quote.  
him directly, that he was going to introduce the diatftas  of 
a man and woman during the set of intercourse. It is now your 

testimony that ass not a direct quotation? 
A. Definitely not; I never intended it to be. 
Q.  And, as a matter of fact, Officer Ryan, nothing to 

which you have testified in this court is a direct quotation 
of anything said by Mr. Brune, isn't that correct? 
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A. Some of the statements are Moo  as near as I ean 

recall, yes they are, 
Q.. But these are statements which are filtered through 

a lops period .ate translated throngs your:mestorys  thisAs-based 

upon your best recall and 'mare in no position to state that 

these Are terms which were Verbatim employed and  mss.  

are quoting them exactly aseurately and eorreetlya  is that 

right? 

A.  I would never attempt to quote NO. Bructe directly, -

believe ma. 

Q.  News  Miser, as a-satter at oat, /tr. Br . 
introduced the statements thatArak**Laxeeptioa to. 

the words "eomingall  by cutting. that atop  Is a preposition . a  

• WOLLEMBEROt Essimpemea Icmm,  Senor. This -- 

MR. BENDICRI  and °some" is a verb/ 

• WOLITAUBERG4 This is beyond the seams of re-erons 

emsnination. MayI be heard on thisAtiub4.00 

Counsel went into this on his oross.pezemination and had 

adequate opportunity at that time to explore anything he 

desired to in this regard. ThisAs the time limited to go bask 
into the question of what I went back intopthe question of 

whether it was the exact words in relation to the impeachment, 

not beyond that. 

THE =Ms Overruled. 

Read the question, please. 
(Question read by reporter.) 
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MR. =MOM And at that point I was interrupted br .  

Mr. Wollenberg's objection. 
IRS coons Ton may eontinue. 
MR* BRMDICR$  And I Mid like to conclude thisgpsew~~ 

am by adding the words* the Verb intransitiVei eteAtewelo°  

Do you recall that* ° Moe, Ryan? 
A*  Imolai? don't, no# 
4..  ycni aeesU. Otfilmwri4=4 Mr* mess statement 

to the effect that words for their meaning depeodwas Nue 
context which they are cisployed and the intent with which 

they eareullet? 
NR,*  WOURNOBROs Wm* ama Tour 110140,* We is 

beyond the scope of rower*** exasaination. 
TRE COURTs Unless this in aohneeted with one of the 

three inaidentsOat we are concerned with*  the objeatioe 

will be sustained* 
$J( EXMLCORs It is,. Tour Honor. 

COORTI Whish one, 
MR. BENDICat All three. 
1414 VOLLNNORROs well, Tour Manor, we haven't gone into 

all three in the subsequent direct examination in relstleo to 
what Mr. Bruae said. The only one is this third one. amber 
one and number two went into it for a limited purpose of 
what the officer's recollection was in relation to how the 
statement in the transcript of November 17th -- there is 

nothing as to how it was used on the date of November 17th 
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59  
in relation to what Mr. Bruce said, and counsel had adequate 
opportunity in his aroassioraminationef this witness to snaoro 
this *Whets not asking to reopen his cross4witananation as 
of this time, but he's going balk into further 
*JO is clearly beyond the aeoPe* 

MR. RINDIM Tour Honor *- 
THE COURT: One moment,plessei 
Read the question, Mr. Beichinor. 
(Question read.) 
WE WWI The obljectien is overruled. Tau may answer. 
TEE WITNEN.Is I don't resat. ASsitno as I  say, I *mad 

never attempt to.hunt  the nan directly, 
MR. BENDIANU Q. Tour teatimony is that you:avec* 

recollection ..... 
MR, WOLIENDSRO: May he complete his statement? 
=COURT* Nave you finished your answer? 
TEN WITNESS& No, 1 hadn't* 
THE COURT: well, go ahoad, then. 
THE bins As I testified to previously, he made some 

remarks about the fact that words - 
MR. BENDICNI I'm going to object to that as nonresponsive 

Your Honor. 
THE WITNESS: well -- 
TRE COURT: well, the question was whether or not you 

heard the defendant make that statement. 
MR WITNESS: I don,t recall, no. 
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MR, BEHDICR: Q. 'foul re familiar with, Clam Bow*  The 
It Girl." are you not, Officer? 

A. I have heard of her nemeit. yes, 
Q. . Are you familiar with seat IV means in relation 

to Clans  's title? 
MR. i0IMBERili - I think that's irrelevant and $amaterieU 
TUE COURT? &attained, . 
MR, BMWMORs Q. But- yet you.takis exeeption to the use 

of the word "IV by Mr. Anise 
MR, WOLLICOMIS Its going to object again. Tour Honor. 
•TRECCORTILIttelirgmaentativs, : Sustainets 

MR,  laMMARt: L Inditailaalmitterorfaeti Officer, 
take exception to the 1010 of the word "It*" hylEr4 Bruce? 

MR, WOLLENBERG, Same objection. 
1HE COURT* don!t think there's any testimony in the 

record regarding the word, "It." 
THE COW: Vas there 
MR.BEND  ICRt I believe. there is, Tour Ronor. 
THE NMI In what respect? 
I overlooked it, then. 
fit. BENDICas There was an objection to the phrase. "kilo 

it." 
TUE CONTI WW1, it's taken out of context, the word 

IA," by itself. It would have to be tied in with the words 
that are the subject matter of this inquirr, not just the word 
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61 
MR. ItOWOMEM414 Further, Your Honor, there is no redlrect 

examination of this witness in regard to that line of diirsot 

exitathation. 
TOEftAL1 riOte INM Aged* Slum is no 

question before me* 

1411. =NOM 4. Miser ityluti- wilth respect to the phrase 
"kiss non  whit% you testified yesterday es having tab:0e 
objection too  do you  Mr. &use using the name, "C. N. 
Hoziel 

*1. WOLLENUNGs Excuse me, Your Manor, 2his is beyond 
the e0 0P0 0t erosemexamination. 

1SWOOMItt Sustained,* 

MR, BENDIGNI If Tour lionor please, I'm going to the 
question of the officer's powers of rsoolleotion, and this 
is the wes *Slob Nr* Wollenberg has attempted to open up and 
I*  therefore* tee1 have the right to go into it further an 
re-oross. 

THZ COURT" No. I'm sorry. You had every opportunity to 
go into it on your cross-examination. 'emu are limited to the 
subject matter of the prior examination by the district- 
attorney. So the objection will be sustained. 

MR. =DION: No further questions*  =Leer Ryan. 
MR* WOLLENBERG* Thank you, MP. Ryan. 

JAMES SOLDEN$  
a witness called on behalf of the Vw1e, having first been 
duly sworn, testified as follows' 
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TIM CIJMX1 Tour name, sir? 
DIE IIIMMUs Janes aoldeni  3-o-14414.eion. 
TIM CUM And the address*  Officer? 

WrOM5lis 22411 • 35tit Prem. 
TIM Clint City? 

tare Ban Francisco. 
TIM =Ws Thank you. 

DIRISILIMAMEN1011 IX 164 WOLUSIGERa 
N114, WOLLSOMOI Q. Tour,  Wit, sir? 
A. Jane* Soldeas 

And. your eeetpatient  A.ISerge!"..  
Police in San irmanciase• 

Qs  And pew °tette*/ air? •  A. Central Stations 
Q.  And are you the direct superior of the last witness 

who testified here?  A. Yes. 
Q.  And oalting -your attention to the date of October 

the litho  1964 in Saners/soy in. the sr ot 475 Ilireedeve  
did you have ocoasim to Win that area in the evening hours? 

A. Yee. 
Q.  And Were you on duty as a sergeant of police? 
A. Us. X *. 
Q.  And did you have occasion while in that area to see 

the defendant Smoot  A. Yee. 
Q.  Did you have a conversation with his? 
A.  I. had a abort conversation with hisi• Yes. 
Q.  And where was that conversation? 
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63 
A.  I had a oonversation with Mr. Bruce as we led 

took him from the Ass Workshop to the patrol wagon. 
Q.  NOW, who woo Present at the time of the conversation? 

A.  Ontoow krool Kr Bruce and SW. is 
actoompanied  as fares to tits wave. 

Q.  I see. Now, what was that oonvereation? 
A.  The conversation was, I spoke to Nro Bruce ant said, 

"Why do you feel that you have to use the word. 'eookacekers,1  
to entertain people in a public night spotr 

Anditto. Bruce,I reply to moms, Nell*  thereto a, lot 
of cooksuckers arourals srenit there? 14mitfe wrong wiAie„ 
about theme 

Q.  I see. And this took plain in San Wranoisoo? 
A. US 
NR, WOLIANNBROI I have no further questions of this 

witness at this time. 
Your Honor, msy tho defendant be told to lower his voice 

when dismemio5 things with his counsel? 
THE =FUMANTI I'm sorry. 
TOE MUM All right, you may oroseoemmaine. 

CROSS-NZANINATION DT MR, BENDIad 
MR, =MOW Q. Officer Bolden, is this testimony which 

you have given a verbatim, accurate, direct quotation of the 
language which was employed by the parties in that conversation 

A.  No, sir, no. 
Q. No.  A. It's 
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4. You have answered the question* 

Officer Boldens you were here in court when Officer 

Rysn testified last a tow =seats ago, were-you not? 

Yes. 

44  You heardthat testimomy, did  nett 

A. US* 

Ct  Ton heard ° Meer Ryan test i* to the attest that 

the Han Francis** Polies, for instance. at Centval Station*  

hear the ten: neeeksueker." tropmaltly employed? 
OR* WOLLZEONNIs This is Naomi the scope of direct 

examination* 
TENCOURTs Sustained* 
1R4 BENDICO: No further questions* 

NR. WOLLEMBEROt The* you* 

People's case* 

UM: COURT: The 01110141 are resting at this time? 

NR* WOLLENNOMMI Tess Tour goner* 
TER COURT: Very well* 
NO* HERDICKI At this time*  it the Court Pleases Ishould 

like to present V  several metione, and perhaps we might beat 
take them up in chambers,' 

TOE COURT: Very well. 
(Following motions and discussion between Court and 

counsel in chambers, the following ProoeedinSe were WIC) 
THE COURT: AU right, Mr. Eendich, you may proceed. 

MR. BENDICRI I may proceed? 
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1  TB; COMet Teas  you may proceed. 

 

2  NIL  CII: Thank you* T aelter • 

 

3  ladies and gentlemen at the jirys it is no my responsig• 

 

4  btlity and opportunity to  ma whet it is that I esugeing 

 

5  to attempt to prate.  $10-yOu is the *mune of  tatiat • 

 

6  of the defense ease* 

 

7  OW Wan with. which IV* Nesse is Merged is donated 

 

8  in the. California Penal Cede as follows' 

 

9  Pas WOLIEM101 Mouse tie„ Tour donor, itm going to 

 

10  object to reading the code. This is just facts, 

 

11.  In ;WM PhjectiOn.,:sue 

 

12  PS; SEMEaCa S 15 " gag; to prove through the 

 

13  of se ,al eitoheellie littOt 13 take the stand Were you ladies 

 

14  and gentlemen of the Jury that MN Bruce gave a perfornanoe • 

 

15  ill the ass Workshop 042 tuft sly. of October 4th WA -year. 

 

16  *doh was a sh based upos the thanes at **alai oritlaiams  

 

17  hilleed .•*an .exclaylla of varlet* rem,  aelveuVece110.-. 

 

18  hypocrisy, based upon the technique of  satires  which is 

 

19  emcee in the heritage of Ala letters and* as a matter 

 

20  Of facts  in the heritage of world literature. 

 

21  We are going to proves Wien and gentles*" of the jury, 

 

22  that the nature of Itr. Brueets perform:lee on the night' of 

 

23  October the 4th was in the great tradition of social satires  

 

24  .related intimately to the kind of social satire to be found 

 

25  t the .works of such goat authors as Aristophisless  Jonathan 
26 4etrt 
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wOLLEMER01 I'm going to object. Aristophanes 
riestifying here, Tour Honor, or any other authors, 

Ignite to object to that at this time as improper 
at, 

a. MOM Your,  Honor, I. Watt I would cal 

..ristoPhanes• 
THE OE * Idon't think You ces144 very wells  fiver, 

A. you try to keep thie within the bounds of au opening 
.tement rather than argument? 

MO4 *k.';•ICH: Tess  I sill try to do that YourHonor* 

THE COM 111 note.  
Ma* MUCH: Visattemptiag todimits std whail 

yob proof will consist of 
=COURT: Very well. 
MR„ =SIM Ladies And gentlemen,- we will prove through 

the teatimony of persons who were present at the performance 
that the performance wss a typical Lenny arsee Pertorssnees 
that it is a performance which dealt with the themes which 

constitute the foundation of Sr. Vials art, that these theses, 
as I indicated to you a moment ago, are satiric anal es 
and attacks upon the hypocrisy and the misunderstsedingsi 
semantic and emotional, of the time. 

We will prove to you ladies and gentlemen of the jury 
that in the opinion of experts Mr. Eruce,0 work is serious 
in intent, artistic in nature and content, and nooially of 
the highest significance, and in terms et its quality As comedy 
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67 
extremely high and in the tradition of the best social 
ate.. 

Anther, ladies. and. gentlemen of the jury, • the • evidence 
whieh.yeawill tear pr eeented 14fOrele4 today, perhagtS' 
tomorrow* will show tit oatiOading works oit'Ort in the,. 
fields. _of drama, poetry, novel,- contain. tem,. which taken 
in and of themselves are settirely *trailer to the kind of 
terme--Whieh you heart teatified to in the .Peop  con by 
=Law Ryan and blt Sergeant Bolden, but that because of the-.  
context in which the words: ocour in the great works of 
art.andlin otherikalt* itS.the  11444!..Whielt Owe:,  
extverta will describe to. yout  'are not Obsettemti'do notlireuse 
prurient interest and •osnnot be understood when taken out of 
context..  We will also present evidence, ladies and gentle-
men,••.of the standards or taw San: Frahalaa0 cassunity with --
reqtecit - the eatgapaant. •of terms of this 'Idol, We. will 
prenenit-  the *videos. of .tea with...  at to the cultural 
level observed. in .various pineee of entertainment in the city, 
burlesque entertaiment, smYrkelt, drama, literature, 

And at the *lose of the evidence, ladies and gentlemen, 
I will present- argument and )tr. Wollenberg will present argu—
ments. Nothing that I havesaid. te you now constitutes 
evidence. Whether.  What I have said. to you will be proven to 
your satisfaction is a matter entirely within your own judg-
ment And discretion. You should attempt to listen carefully 
and to Judge accurately whether or not the things I have said 
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68 
will be proven, will be borne out by the testimony of the 
witnesses 

One final word before Z conclude and begin to present 
the 'default* eaties The defendant is charged with knowlealy 

WOTMNIMI, I. am going to object to the referent. 
to the law. Tour Her. 

THE COURT* That's argument. 
HR.  ICHI We will preeent evidence, ladies and 

gentlemen. which will prove. I believe to your satisfaction,, 
that bk*, Sewn had the soundest MAUS• for believing that t 
mature of his performanee  no we; an appeal to  cwt -•  • 
intereat. in 110484* en attempt to-  melte sue. IntereSti 
erotic arousal. and that he had the very firmest foundation 
and basis for feeling, thinking and knowing that the. material 
whit% he based his show upon and that the *muter of his 
chew was serious in intent. artistic in execution. and socially 
significant.  

Thank you, very Witch 

UM COURT* You may call your first witness for the 
defense. 

HR. BENDIClis tir. Ralph Gleason. 
RALPH J. SON. 

a witness called on behalf of the defendant, having first 
been duly sworn. testified as follow: 

THE CLERK* Your• name. sir? 
THE WITNESS* nalPh J.  aleason. 

ROBERT N. BECECHINOR, 
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THE CLERK: 0-14.e.a.s-o.e? 

TRH 

 

WI' 31 0-1-e-a-s..0-n, 

TOE CLEM Address* sir? 

IRE WITNESS' 035 'tabby AVenue, Berkeley. 
IBS CI: ink you. Be seated. 

DIRECT EXANINATION NI NR, DEAD= 
MR, EMNDICII Q. Mr. Gleason, what is your busimesi, 

oceupation or profession?  A4 I am a writer, 

4.  And may I ask for whioh publications you now write 

or have written?  A. Well* I write for the 

Sin franciaeo ChrenieletwAiner other newspapers aftunilthel 
country, sueh as the Bostonadm and the Cleve:lead Press*  

and for newspapers in other countries on occasion, such as 
the London Times and the Express in Stockholm, and also for 

magazines, such as Variety, Esquire, the avergreen Reviws, 
Contact, the New Statesman in London, publications of that 

sort. 
Q.  Now, Kr. Gleason* in the nature of your profession 

do you have occasion to review any particular kind of material? 

A.  Well, I review perfOrmances, occasionally for 

Variety and also for the Chronicle and sometimes for other 
publications, in night clubs, musical performances, oomedy 
performances and vocal performances. I also review books 

for the Chronicle. 

Q.  Can you give us a word, Mr. Gleason, about the kind 
of books that you have reviewed and do review in the course 

ROBERT N. BEECHINOR. C.B.R. 
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of your professional occupation? 
at,, WOLLENBERG: This is irrelevant and immaterial, 

Your Honor. 
ME COURT: Overruled. It's background, 
THE WITKESEs Well, I have reviewed books on must 

on popular musie, on Jan, on military history, on current 
European history, on novels, contemporary Amerioan novels, 
books of that nature. 

Q. And can you, tell us what the nature of the eolumn 
which you write is, Mr. Gleason? 

A. Well, in the San Vita* title the column that 
I write is baSically a column at comment an contemporary 
culture. 

4. In the course of your professional employment, Mr. 
Gleason, have you had occasion to review the work of Lenh7 
EWIme? 

A. Yes, I have. 
Q•  And in the course of your professional aotivity, 

Mr. Gleason, do you follow the serious reviews which, like 
your own, have appeared throughout the nation covering the 
work of Zenny Bruce and other artists? 

MR. WOLLEMBEEG: This is irrelevant and Imaterial, Your 
Honor, that he's reviewed the works of Lenny Bruoe or readings 
in other publications. 

THE COURT: Overruled as to this question. 
THE WITNESS; Yes, I have ° cession to read other reviews. 

ROBERT N. BEECHINOR, C.B.R. 
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In fact, keep a file -- 
MR. WOLLENBERG: "Yes,"is the answer, Your Honor', I 

believe, to the question. 

IRE COURTS Yes, that answers the emotion. 

MR,  ICRS Q. And, Mr. Gleason, in the course of 
your professional activity do you have occasion to keep a 

file of such reviews? 

A.  !ea  I do. 
MR. WOLLEMBERGI That's irrelevant and immaterial, To 

ME COURT, The ammo• may stand. 
BEsmicas 4. Mow, Mr. Gleason, would you tell us 

what some of those reviews are and what they say? 
MR, WOLLEMORRGs I will object to this as being 

completely irrelevant and Immaterial. 
THE COURT: The objection is sustained unless it ean be 

shown that this: is the same show that was reviewed. 

MR. WOLLENBERG: This witness would have no knowledge 

of that. 
MR. BEMDICH: Let me attempt to lay a foundation. 
THE COURT: Pardon me. I'misWing the rulings. 

MR. MIDI= Allow me if you will, Your Manor, to lay 

a foundation for that question by taking a different line of 
Interrogation now and coming back to this question later. 

THE COURT I Very well . 
MR, BENDICHt Q. Mr. Gleason, have you had occasion to 
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observe Lenny Bruce in performance? 

A. Yom, I have. 
(4. And can you tell us when you first had o* s3 to 

obaerVe Lenny Bruce in penes here? 
A. Well, I have observed him in ;iliformances in sast 

Francisco ever sinee his first appearance here at AnnIss 44o 
Club. 
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44 And can you give us some estimate as to the amber 

of performances of Wo# Bruce that you have witnessed? 

A. Well, I don4t,remember how many times I heard him 

during the course of his engftement At Ann'a 440# bat it 

was more than six, andI have slue .he him at th. 4=07 / 
on several occasions, at Neck's on several occasions*  in . 

concerts in San Oranciaco, and for, I believe, six performances 

during the Jazz Workshop ensalement. 

4.  Was this auts Workshop oniSagesents Mr. Gleason*  

the engagement in the course of which the arrest for which 

Mr. Bruce is now on trial (warred? 
A. yes. 
4.  Mr. Gleason, were you present at the Jazz Workshop 

performance for which Mr. Bruce was arrested? 

A. Yes, I was. 

Q„.  On the basis of your experience, Mr. Gleason, 

particularly now with respect to the work of Mr. Bruce, 

can you tell us whether the show for which he was arrested 

was typical of the shows which you have Seen him perform? 

ROBERT N. BEECHINOR. C.B.R. 
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)1. ticCUMBERds I will object to this as being ambiguous, 

Your Honor, what IS typical. 

IME OMIT: Overruled. 

THE WITIMSSi Mr. Bracisle performances are improvilatOry 
and SVOntaneOus, creative comedy in nature; therefore, Vno 

porOmmousces will vary from night to night and even from Maw 
to show, in quality as well as content. And soma of the 

performances will be very good ant some of them will be not 
as ,80:40, And this performance wss of the same general nature 
as the continuing satirical social comment that he engages 

in. 
4k.. Mr. Gleason, *warm, give ue a. word about the mbar* 

of the institution known as the Jags Workshop? 

A. Well, the Jam World hop is What the night club 

business calls a jfiaS club, Which means that it in a plane 

that offers /ass music as entertainment and for listening to 
its patrons, and also§ inctdootaLlY more or loos, Bolls 
drinks at the bar. It is basiaally not a bar, really, but 
a place where people go to hear American jazz music. 

Q. Mr. Gleason, with refers-nee to American jams music, 
and calling your attention particularly now to the week during 
which Lenny Bruce performed, was any jazz music being offered 
as entertainment in the Jana Workshop?.  

A. Yes. One of the greatest American jazz saxophone 

per, Ben Webster, was leading the quartette during that 
engagement. 
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Q. Is it common, Mr. Gleason, in your knowledge 

or experience with the Jazz Workshop to present nonmusical 

entertainment? 

A.  This is the first title within mr =Peri  tit 

has dons so. ?.„ 
(1.  As you observed the Workahop during the week in 

question and the nature and character of the audience there 

during the week in question, would you have an opinion as to 

whether the nature of the audience changed character during 

the week that Mr. Bruce performed there? 

A.  It certainly did. 
MR. WOLIMMIGs Just a athute, please. I will objeot 

to this question as being beyond the scope of this witness's 

knowledge. He's not an expert on this subject nor does he 

know the character of the audience, I mean, that is an 

ambiguous question. 

THE 

 
CO Ts Would you read the queetion, please? 

(Question read by reporter.) 
MR, WOLLEMBERGa Further, it's irrelevant, Tour Senora 

to this proceeding. 
ME COURT: The question is ambiguous and it also 

assumes something not in evidence. Objection sustained. 

MR. BENDICHt Q. Mr. Gleason, do you have occasion 

regularly to visit the Jazz Workshop?  A. Tess  I 

have regularly visited the Jazz Workshop ever since it.first 

opened. 

ROBERT N. BEECNINOR. C.B.R. 
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Sr. And U part of your professional duties. Kr. Gleason*  
do you have the opportunity and responsibility of Judging the 
nature and character or the audieneea whist% appear at the. 
Asa Workshop? 

A. In the course army Prot000loual duties. it is 
inevitable that I shall ~~ 

MR. WOLLEIMERds The answer calls for "Yes" or alio" 
rather than an explanation I believe. I. will object to *— 

TOE 00ORTI wells  I think he was just leading up to the,  
answer. 

But iu your answer °Veen or "No"?' 
tsz mamas my answer is yes, sir. 
TEE COMM All right. 
KR. ItENDICas 4. *No  than fir. OleaSons  on the bald 

of your experience and professional competence with respect 
to having knowledge of the nature and character of ass 
Workshop aUdienees and knowledge of the chartoter of the 

Jess Workshop audiences during the week in question, would 
you have an opinion as to, whether the character of the audience 

° hanged with respect to its quality during the week in question 

as compared with the chateter of the audience during the 
weeks other than in which Kr. ague* performed? 

A.  It was quite different. 

ma. woLLEsmas Excuse mos Your Honor. Hoy the answer 
be stricken? 

TAR COURT: The answer will be stricken and the jury 
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instructed to disregard it for the purpose of the objection. 

MR, WCALIEMBERGs Thank you, Your Honor. This is 

irrelevant and immaterial, if Tour Honor please, what the 

character of the audience was on different nights at the 

Jazz Workshop other than the night in question, and I would 

object on that ground, and to characterize that as -- if this 
witness is expecting to be an expert here on this subject, 

I would like to have him on voir dire on his expertness as 

characterizing audiences, and apparently this calls for 

expert knowledge in this subject, and I don't bellevetAft 

4Ma3.ified as such an expert in characterising Indianola* 

MR. BENDICHI I have no objection to Mr. Wollenberg 

taking Mr. Gleason on voir dire, Your Honor. 
MR. WOLLEMBEROs I'd first object that there has been 

no showing of his expertise before I'd ask for that opportunity 
THE COURT; Well, you may have the opportunity na4, it 

you so desire. 
MR. WOLLENBERG* Well, is Tour Bomar sayina -- 
THE COURT $ I'm not ruling; I'm merely offering you the 

opportunity to question on voir' dire. 

MR. WOLLENBERG* Very well. 
VOIR DIRE  INATION BY MR. WOLLENBERG 

MR. WOLLENBERG* Q. Mr. Gleason, have you taken any 

special study in the study of audiences, sir? 

A.  Us, I have taken a special study of considerable 

experience over the course of twenty years of observing show 
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business and covering night clubs. 
Q. I see. You're just talking of such as the audiences 

you have observed over the years? 
A. Practieal ofterVition and esierience. 

4. Now, did this take any special stud,/ other thaa 

observing the olubs over the years and going to nigh% club. 
that anybody that want to night clubs couldn't gain? 

A. well,. think that you will agree, sir, thst the 

experience in terms of going to night clubs repeatedly and 
observing them professionally is aomewhat different t 

=tag tit a alght club to have a gOod time with, a part,* 

 

4.  ao You went as a prassetional. I see. To obserins 
the crowd as you, observe the performance? 

A. To observe the performance and in the course of this 

it is inevitable that you observe the crowd. 

 

4.  I see. And 411 a. matter of fact, Mr. Gleason, the 
crowd and their mottos as far as your reaction to a show 
might differ, isn't that correct? 

A. That's quite true; not always, but sometimes it does. 
4. And so the nature of how a crowd acts or reacts 

or the nature and type of a crowd that is at a particular 

performance is not of primary importance to you in your 

professional study of it? 
A. No, that's not true, sir, because in writing, about 

a show in almost any club it is often very useful to the 
reporter or the critic to study the crowd, and speak of the 
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crowd's reaction. !mare trained to do this over the course 

of years. 

g.  I see. Now, bow many times during a week that your 

attended six performances of Lenny &use do you have occaelon 

to write of the performanee 
A. I wrote a column that appeared, I believe, either 

the end of that week or the beginning of the following week. 

,That was the only column that I wrote during the course of that 

siz-day appearance at the Workshop. There were questions of-

ncohnnioni production of negaPSPOrs which made it impossible 

for me,  to 40 tide overt* 

MR. W t /10, same objection, !oar Honor, 

THR 0011RTI Objection overruled. But rather than have 
the reporter go all the way back, do you have the question 

in mind? 

You'd better put the question again. 
TEM W1TMESSi I think you. better put it again. 

MR, BENDIGNI A,Yos. W. Gleason, in what way, if 

any, did the character of the audience during the week Mr. 

Bruce performed at the Jazz Workshop differ from the character 

of the typical Jazz Workshop audience during the period when 

Mr. Bruce did not appear there 
k. Well, in two immediate way's; It was a better 

dressed audience -- in three immediate ways: it was a better 

dressed audience, it was an older audience, and it was an 

audience that had two dollars and fifty omits each in order to 
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gilt in. 
Q. Now. Mr, Gleason. asn you tell us what the nature 

of W. Bruee's performance was on the night that he was 
arrested? 

MR. WOLLEMOBROs I will object to the question as to 
the nature of the Perfarashessi it Tour Sonar please. Sti ean 
testify as to what he heard. what Mr. lima* said. 

COURTt I think the word, nnaturein  is nt little too 
uncertain. Objection sustained. 

NR,AIMATCHI 14e. 
Q4 Mr' aleelon, wiLL7m, 40100ribe form* if  70111111414P 

pleases what the themes of mr. Brumes work were during the 

*Maumee in the Workshop for which he was ;tweeted? 
pet, woLIBMBERGs I will object to just the themes, Your 

Honor. Re ;tan give the performance or recite what MS said. 
but the "theme" is ambiguous. 

TEE COURT; Over 
Tag wxTggsg,• well, the themes were the same themes that 

he treats with on all *this performances. 
MR. WOLLEMBEROs I will object to what other themes were 

with respect to .. 
THE COURT, Yes.  you will just confine yourself to 

the themes with relation to the performance on the night in 
question. 

TER MUMS* The theme of the performance on the night 
in question was a social criticism of stereotypes and of the 
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1 hypocrisy of contemporary society. 
2  MR.  ICH: Q. Mr, Gleason, on the basis of roar 
3 experience and knowledge of the nature of the LonnlY AftEMO - 
4 Psrfermaace and on the basis of having witnessed Imem4rikh*0 
5 , perftreances in the pasts can yeu tell us whether the UMW 
6 Whic 14 h . dealt with on the night on which he was arrested were 
7 similar to the themes which he gully deals with? 
8  A. They were similar to the themes that he generallr 
9 deals with. 
10  Q4 And are you familiar I. Gleason, with the recorded 
11 work of UMW BMW 
12  A.- Yes, I  • 
13  qt. CAA YOU to us something *bout the recgorledustorial 
14 of  M.  Bruce Which is available to the public'? 
15  MR.VOLLEHDERG: This is irrelevant and immaterial, it 
16  HNC please*  what he gives to the public in the way of 
17 recorded themes. 
18  MR. BEIMICM: I have a purpose. Your Honor, and 
19 connect it up later. 
20  THE COURT, Very teen* 
21  MR, wousxmos /Id like an offer of proof, Your Honor. 
22 I don't see any relevance at this time. I'd like the oppor. 
23 tUnitY to be heard more extensively rather than have these 
24 things before the jury. 
25  THE COURT: I'm not going to be running in and out of the 
26 chambers on these things because it takes up too zuuch time. 
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81 
The objection is overruled. 

IKE WITMMOSs Well, Mr. de's coned,' albums are eseerPte 
frau a nuftber of performances before audiences a% ceessota 
and in night dubs, and begat** of the nature of thel4mple 
satirical oomedy that he does, it ie not verY easy 4°0  We 
a tehnical praise 6,0,  it's not very easy to present an entire 
Lenny Bruce show on a record. 

MR, WOLUMBERes !Mollusc'', this is not respoastse# 
Be was asked if he was itaillar with recorded work of -0*- 

WITIOS3i I already said I was, sir. 
TO =Ms All right. Well, yen sta$ attaP 

Wait for the nest *motion. 
Mao BENDleas Iterbg4te the easiest way to handle  . 

You Honor, would be to have the pending question read, because 
I donst tbInk it has been fully answeivtd as yet• 

TILE CO M' Re said that he was familiar with them« 
re. BENDICIII Us. Well, I had understood that re; 

question dealt with the theistic content of the albums, but 
I'll put that question directly. 

Q.  Kr. Gleason, eau you tell us something of the 
thematic content of the various albusisT 

A.  The thematic content of the various albums is a 
continuation of Mr. Bruce**, satirical assault upon social 
hypocrisy. 

4.  Calling your attention now particularly, Kr* Gleason, 
to the performance for which Mr. Bruce was arrested, bow would 
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you oharaeterise the the which he developed during Us 

MR4 BEXPIOKI Ail 
q4  01,0 the,  themes Os ther were developed. 
MR. tiOLTAULMIs And the *outset of thins 

BINDICai Thu 
TliE COURT* All right* the queition as snondade  You 

nay ammo the question as smended. 
CIE MUM Well* Piro BM* attacked the 

MR. WOLUMBItat Walls Tour Honor, nay we have the 
fosse 11r. Blouse vet to the ImMtt or this witness4 ice0040dess 

course of that particular Maine 
iggiallalt* I *At Tour Mom ors to the ebaraetariaa 

tion• HAMean 51Y+  ~~ were developed. 

14 
 the language he used riAthar than Just a general we have 

15 requiVsd the latioors here to testity as to what they recalled 
16 and What was said. not general sharaoterizationa•  
17 
 TIAR mss; The offieerit were, hot here as experte• 

18 
 HR. wouantailt Wells this witness is an expert on what. 

19 
 Tour Honor? Is this witness testifying as • au ever% mow on 

20 the crowd? He already qualified in that rileard, but now 
21 what is he testifring to es an expert here? 

22 
 THE COURTs Well, I think if you'll listens  you'll rind 

23 out 

24 
 MR, BRMDICR1 Q. Please continue, Mr. igggit, 

25 
 A. May I have the question again*  sir? 

26 
 Q. Yes. Would you tell us about the theses mhish he 
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developed during the course of the. eveningie perftmance for 
which he was arrested? 

A. • We11. he attempted to danenstrate to the audience 
a proposition that's faisillar to Student* of semantiosa  
411 that words have been given in cur society almost a login 
meaning that hat no relation to the' Theta* ant: I. think .that 
he tried in the eourse of this show that evening to demontifirlite 
that there is no harm inherent in words themselves, 

Q.  Can you ilIustrate that by staking lveference to sale - 
of the promise &spats. of the show es it was given that 
MOM 

A.. I think I cenit'in one bit that malt* 
discussing a toilet boill and ea* dismissing the fact that 
many people this it in broad, general language. alt 
you flattered me with thinking I might be able to do his 
routine, sir, I Ott. In broad general /savage he was 
attempting to show that people who attribute dirty significance 
to toilet bowls, and to toilet jokes, the egoseson human activity 
of the relieving of nature, are really attributing a magical 
significance to words that does not• exist.. lie said in order to 
have a dirty toilet joke you would have to have a dirty toilet. 

Q.  Ton mentioned the mab3eet of semantics, Mr. Gleason, 
Would you tell us in what way the theme of semantics was 
further elaborated during the **urge of that evening/ 

A.  Well, at one point he had a routine dealing with two 
words, which he accompanied himself on the drums. And the 
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words were ° to" and "come," and he attempted to show that 

these words of themselves had no signifiaanae, and that "ton  
was a Preposition and "acme was aver)). 

Q. Were those his wordS, Mr. Gleason? 
A. Yes, those were his words, 

Q4 That "t& 'is a preposition and ",on is a verb? 
A. Us, that's right, sir. 
Q. And would You please oontinue with your diacuSsion 

of the semantia quality of this particular part of the 
Performance? 

A, Well, that Ma the Walla aPPm40140 4uUkali ipw 
rest of it that took plaes was. ral !' an alaboratica Or 
a variety of method of the Some theme, that these words did.  

not of themselves have any strong actual meaning, it's just 
what is associated with them. 

Q. On the basis of Yaw obeervation of the show on the 
evening in question, Mr. Olealess mild you say that the 
subject of semantics constituted ....well, let me put it this 
way. Strike that, please. 

How important, if at all, was the theme of se mantias with 
referenee to the entire show given on the evening in question? 

A. Wall, Mar opinion, the theme of semantics is 
important in all of Mr. Drucells thaws. 

THE COVRT: well,  have to strike that answer and 
instruat the jury to disregard it. 

Read the question, please. 
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85 
(Question read by the reportvr.) 

THE COURT: You may answer that question. 
TEE. WITNESS: In y opinion, it was very important, vital 

to it. 

MRw  DICROUAnd what dominance or predominanee, if any, 

did the theme of Semantics occupy with reapeot to. the Sontent 
of the entire show on the night in question? 

A..  Well, it owsupied an important part in the eotire 
perfOrmanee, not only in the individual routines, but in the - 
totality of the program. 

Q.  Us. Now,, with reSpect to the rest or the pregram, 
Mr. Gleason, would you tell us about ease of the other thy, 
and perhaps illustrate something about them it you can, in 
addition to the theme of semantioa which Mr. Bruce worked with? 

A.  Well, to the beet of ray recollection there was a_ 
Portion of the show in which he attempted to show satiric:111Y 
the hypocrisy inherent is the licensing of a ticket taker who 
had a criminal record for particularly abhorrent criminal 
acts and demanding a bond for him. And he also discussed in 
one of the opening parts of the show in a routine in which he 
took various voices, some of the nature of night club audiences 

and performers in certain types of clubs. 
Q.  Can you recall, Mr. Gleason the context in which 

the term moockaucker" was used? 
A.  Yes, I can. 
Q.  Would you tell us in what context that word occurred? 
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A. Well, this was the tint show of the evening and 
Mr. &use began it by telling, the audience of the various 
times that he bed worked in San Francisco and of the various 
clubs in which he had worked* 

And he remarked that the first time he appeared prim 
atonally in San Premise* wa aoross the :street from the Jam 
Workshop at AMOS 440. AM then he told the audience how 
this engagement had acme about, and that he waa working at 
a olub outside of Les Angeles in the valley and had received -
a call from an amt. And then he began by using his test 
voice end the ,0144, a WO *Mt te reaVitailat, 
convereattono AM the agent ma telling him that he had a 
for him at a club in San Pranoieco, And 141r-, 3ruae asked the 
agent on the phone what kind of a. club it was. AM then the 
agent described the club to him and in the *ours. of that - 
description the agent used the word, "cocksuokerew 

4.. I See, Row did the audience respond to that* MN 
Gleason, do you recall? 

A.  There was no response. from the audience to my 
knowledge, to that word. 

4. Now, Mr. Gleason, do you have an opinion concerning 
the use of that word in the context which you have related 
with reference to the question of its artistic relevance to 
the work of Mr. Bruce on that evening? 

MR. WOLLENBERG* Exams me, Your Honor. I will object 
to this as being irrelevant and immaterial; furthermore, it 
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calla far one of the exact imams  burs involved, and I'd like 
to be heard on this. 

%23 COURT: No.. This* witness is not being •asked tie 
determine the, ultimate queStion here, that is, whother- 
work was or was not obScene. 

let. ITOLLERBEVAI Hes asked whether it Las literary 
importance • or importance as an art form, and this is irrelevant 
ant immaterial to the chmsge before us. T. chime Wore us 
is whether the perfOrmenee id °biome* not whether •kii. rem 
prepared to stipulate that !Cr. Bruce IS reputed to be a tine 

 

*Mgt*  hOwever. the ilk IS whether hem Wag 
oboe*** not wheUer hes a fine artist. 

TEM COURTI This same problem was argued at length in . 
the nowt ease and Iva very familiar with it. Overruled. 

Tees  I have an opinion on the use of the 
word in the *antes% of that performance. 

161. BIXDIOns Q. And would yea tell us Itr. Gleason, 
what that opinion is? 

 

A.  Well, that word 
MR. WOLLENBEtOt 1 will object to the opinion as not 

being qualitied as an expert. 
TEE COURT: Overruled. 
TSR WITIIVISs The word was used as man7 similar words 

are used in slang and diseusaing homosexuals?  and the night 
club — the booking agent who was atteupting to get Mr. Bruce 
to Gem to work there was describing the club and he used the 
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word "cocksuoker," as you:tight use the word ufaggotm  or as 

you might use the word "fairy," and it it common in the language 

of these people to! uSe it in that conteKts 

IMS1 4441231BM BrAiuSe  restr now. doret 
the as sr  When he says, *these people: 

We dealt know What Ws referring to, entertainer's agent*, 4-1,  

TEE WITREM I was referring to agents, sir. 
MR. BENDIOU 4. Now, Mr* Gleason, do you have an 

opinion with respect to the social importanee at the performano 

which Mr. Bruce gave on the night that be was arrested? 

Mits WOLLERBERM: Objeet to that Wilag irrelevant- and 
' 

immaterial, 
TEE COURT: The question is objectionable because the . 

proper foundation hetet been laid, Mr. Bendith, You a 

assuming something to Your question* 
MA4 BERADMit less Your licator, Let me baoktraa. 

40  Mr. Gleason, did Woo, Bruce* performance in your 
Judgment have sooial importance 

MR. WOLLENBERG: I will object to that as being irrelevant 

and immaterial* 
THE COURT: Overruled. 

TME WITNESS: Yes, it did.  All of Mr. Brucels performana 

do. 
MR, HERMON: Q. Would you tell us, Mr, Gleason, with 

specific reference now to the particular parts of the show to 
which the district attorney has taken exeeptions what in your 
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judgment the social importance is or how it may be described, 
for example, in your Judgment how you would describe the 

social importance of the part of the show that dealt with the 

use 0 the term, "cockauckeet 

A. Well, it seems hard for me to discuss it in terms 

of that partidular sentence, VW have to diScuss it in terms 
of the whole performance. 

Q. les. Could you do that, please? 

A. I think that what he was showing there again is the 

:' way in sohich,taspect of our safety functions and some of the 

hypocrisy inherent -w 
MR, WOLLENBERG: * tbat, Mr, Reporter, plum', 

THE COURT: Go ahead. 

WiTNES31 And sone of the hypocrisy inherent in the 

fact that you can discuss these things in one sense and in-
another sense youaren't Supposed to, This was part of the 

routine's anal; that point, in my opinion. I think that the 
things that he did in other parts of the performance that 
evening were of the same nature, the Same order, as his 
general proposition which is an attack upon the hypocrisies 

of our society. 
MR. BENDICR: Q. Mr. Gleason, you have Just indicated 

that the performance must be taken as a whole. In your 
judgment is a Lenny Bruce performance a work which has 

integration and which must be taken as a whole and as an 
entirety if it is to be understood properly? 
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KR. WOLLEIMERCII Same objections Your Honer. 
ZE MUM Overruled. 
THE wM13331 Yes, I think it hail to be taken that way 

sir* 
MR. =DIM SOW* itomr Manor, I would like to go back 

and put the question which I attempted to. pat earlier. I 
belleve. I have-ILLS sufficient foundation now. 

TEE, OGURTI Well*  put your question* 
SWIM Yes. 

Qm  Mr. Gleason* in the course of yo professional 
eatactrinent ond nAtivity yon Mime had imonsien ate: a 
rile of serious• reviews by persons who are professionally* 
ocou pied. engaged in and. interested in eantesparary kaaViaan 
comedy*  is that correct? 

A.  l'es*  it is, sir. 
4.  And de you have  of those reviews with yea*  

air?  A*  1414 I do. 
14.  Mr* Gleason -- 
.MR., WOLTARBERCit fiftat a minute, Tour Roam,. Whether 

he hag reviews here, I presume -- I will withdrew it until 
the next question, wait for the next question. 

MR. =MOH: Q. Can you tell us what one such review 
may be, that is, identify it for us? 

A.  well*  because this is one of my fields of interest, 
I have assembled a considerable file*  and among them I have a 
review of Lenny Bruce troa Variety magazine*  which is the show 
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business magazine, of a performance of his at The Den in 

New York City on November 4th, 1959, in which the professional 

critic 
THE COURT* No. Just stop right there, please. 

MR. BEADICH: q. And Can you tell us some of the other 

reviews which you have in your Met 
A. Well, I have a review from the St. Louis Foet-piepatch 

and the San Francisco Examiner, and News'italik magazine* %MAW 
Daily Mews, and the Oatholic !ieekly magazine Commonweal, and 
the Mew Work Times, Long Island Dail, Frees, the Philadelphia 
Bulletin, and several, magazines* 

Q. Can you tell us how your professional emploOeili 
makes it incumbent upon you, Mr. Gleason, to make this kind. 

of collection of reviews? 

MR. WOLLENBERG* This is irrelevant and immaterial, Your 

Honor. He'll already qualified in the GOurt's opinion. 

THE COURT* Well, / think We obvious that hie WINN 

sional employment -- well, strike that. Objection overruled. 

You may answer. 
THE WITNESS: It has been very useful to me in the course 

of my professional occupation as a writer to assemble material 

on all subjects on which I may at some point decide to write 
articles, and the comedy as represented by Mr. Bruce andsMort 
Sahl and others of the last five years, has been one of the. 
subjects. Therefore, I have assembled a file on it. 

MR. BENDIGHt (4. Now, can you tell us, Mr. Gleason, 

Stl 
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something about the content or the first review which you 
identified for us? 

164 WOLLENBERG* I. will object to thieitaur Honor* 

as being iftelevantend- insatevial• it/o hearsay, and-
further,' this. mon has testified as an. expert and no one has 
asked he has to testify net from specific writing$ as an 
expert'giving his opinion, and it Would be proper Matter 
for crosit.eximaination if I. detired to' go into speCific writings 
that herelled on in forming his opinion* x could go into them, 
but not. certainly to be. brought out: by MArce'direct-OZOmina. 
tun* .lia.Avad..us - hig:tilieketteund in the field. 

THE count 'Welli the  Jews that the wit errs has milky be 
marked for identiflaatIOn and l will review then tinring the` 
noon hour. 

THE MERU Defendant.** A for Identification. 

(Whereupon the reviews were marked Defendantls Exhibit 
A for identification, 

NR. EtESDXCHs Nay we adjourn, then, now, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
(Following the usual admonition to the jury, the Court 

adjourned to 2100 p.m.) 
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93  
AFTERNOON SESSION - TVESDAY, KA= 6, 1962 - 2:00 P.144 

'WHORIMAIIIWOO 

1 
2 

 

3  (Following diacussitmLbetween Court and counsel. in 
4 chambers, the following. proceettsOwate-hsd.) 

 

5  CD Ts 411 vighto  t31 t,: Puma)/ 1 ''ows044 

 

6  (Thereupon P. Gleason :rem. the stand tar' furthiMr 

 

7  direct en:a/nation-  by Mr. Bendich.1 

 

8  NB,:. DID* Q. It4.0lossou4 l0m-going. to . show you some 

 

9  of the listerials consisting. of reviewe,of  Bruce's:mmHg 
lo and-ask you to identify thaw for the-members of the lei'', ' 
11 pleast 

 

12  A. Well, this it ea,  hole f BiSqUire magattaft- by a 
13 a free lance writer whose name is Arthur Stullr.. It appeared 
14 in November, 19600. and it's an extensive analysia *14 ,disisus- 

 

15  sion of Mr. Bruce's comedy, andwhiCh was of interest ' tome 
16 because he•pointed out .. 

 

17  WOLLEMBERGI BMIUDRIDS. 

 

18  TEE COURTI• Wait a minute. Before you get-to- that. 
19'  THE•WITNESS: it's an extensive analysis and discussion 
20 or hie comedy. 

MR. WOLLENBERG: May we identify it by the lumber' 
21 

I believe that is number five they are referring to. 

THE WITNESS: Yes, there's an. `'71I:  on here, sir. 
MR. SENDICE-• C, Mr. Gleason, would you read what you 

consider to be the relevant critical comments in Exhibit & 5"gt 

TEE COURT: Pardon me. May I interrupt? First, let's 
26 
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establish the authenticity and identity of the author. 

MR. DICE: Yes, Your Honor. 
Q. iGleason, could you give us eat word about the 

author cot WW1% article, pot 
A*  Well, 1&. Stubs,  is a free lance writer who contribute 

to various national magazines and has written this artiele 

for Esquire on Lenny Bruce's comedy. 
MR. BENDICR) Za that satleSetory, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: I think the witness should be in a position - 

to tell us whether or not this man is.a recogniwed"latter. 

so forth ii ammo you (mot Just pick any writer *Wet the 
sky and say that this• is an tolerate article. 

MR m• ;RICH: Yes. 

Q4  Mr. Gleason, is this man a recognized writer/ 

A*  Yes. His name is known to as as a contributor to 

magazines, as a free lance writ and contributor to magazines 
such as Esquire. 

Q4  And do you have an opinion, J. 44aWn, as to the 

critical capacity of the author of that artialaX 
MR. WOLLENBERG* Well, I'm going to object to that, Your 

Honor, until we get a further foundation as to this writer's 

writings and critique and his writing in that field as a 

critical writer. 
THE COURT: Yes, you'd have to lay a further foundation. 

MR* HERDIC'S: Q. Mr. Gleason, in the course of your 
professional activity have you had occasion to come in contact 
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1 with other pieces that that author has written? 
2 
 A. I have read them but I don't have copies of than. 

3 I have seen his name as an author of articles in other magazines 

4  Q. Have you read articles by him? 

5 
 A. Yes, I have. 

6  Q. And has he done articles in the general field of 
7 cultural criticism?  A. Yea.  

8  Q. Now, then, W. ° lesson, do you have an opinion as 
9 to the relevance of the portions of that article with reference 

10 to the issues in this case? 
11  VOLLEWERGI Ca 11 't0Urfonor please, that quia4ou 
12  I will object to not olity becanat Of its forst but that. WV" 

13 foundation isn't properly laid• at this time. 
14  T1 COW: Sustained. 
15  MR. ISSNDICR84 Mr. Gleason, are you familiar with the 
16 nature of this article?  A. Yes, I am.  
17  Q.. Would you tell us what it deals with, please? 
18  A. It consists partially of an interview with Hr. 
19 Bruce and couments from him on his own work and description 
20 of his origins and background, and some of the conclusions 
21 reached by the author of the article concerning the nature 
22 of Mr. Bruce's work. 
23  Q. Are the conclusions to which you have made reference 
24 by the author of the article critical and analytical in 

25 nature? 
26  A. Yea, they are. 
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NR. WOLLENBERG: Your Honor, may I object at this time 

to bringing in this way without having established the 

foundation? I believe he is just trying to circumvent the 

Court's rains.  .t. 

THE COURT: Well, the article itself isn't in yet. 

1t•  WOLLENBERG: That's correct, so we are trying to 

circumvent -- 
THE COURT: No, because he's not quoting the article. 

You may finish your answer. 

THE WITNESS: Part of the article concerns sonelnalWas 

reached by the author cooteroing  Brucosa work an4t se  
wore or Interest to me for their insight into the chereeter:' 
of the satirical comedy that RN Bruce deals with. 

THE COURT: Well, let me ask you this questions 

Do you personally know this writer? 

THE WITNESS: No, I never net him. 

TVE COURTI Do you know whether ho has standing in' tho 

literary field? 
THE WITNESS: As a writer of articles I would say that 

he has a professional standing*  Sit'. I don't know whether he 
has ever written in aliterary fashion or fiction or otherwise. 

THE COURT: Well, does he have any standing in the field 
of critics of drama or theater? When I say standing, you know 
what I mean by that, reputation. 

THE WITNESS: No, sir. To me ht standing is as a 

professional writer for magasines and not a drama critic, rot' 
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97  

instance. 
THE COURT: In other words, he would receive an assign- 

ment to go out and write a article? 
A, Yes, sir, 
NR, EENDICHI hay I attempt to lay a further foundation, 

Your Honor? 
THE COURT* All right, you may. 
NR4 mom Mr. Gleason, on the basis of your profes- 

sional experience in the world of journalism and magazine 
publications in general, are you in a position to tell us how 
an assignment of this nature is made by the editorial staff 
of Esquire magazine? 

M. WOLLEMBERG1 Your Honor, this witness couldn't 
know how this assignment in this case was made and Ws beyond 
his scope. Just generally is irrelevant. 

Tito comrs Sustained. 
MR, 2813IOM: your Honor, I'm-calling for general knowledge 

and information. I'm not calling for information specifically 
with respect to this particular assignment. 

THE COURT* It wouldn't make any difference. I am 
concerned with the background of the author and that would have 

nothing to do with it. In other words, reviews of recognized 
critics, recognized artiste in the field, you know the general 
principles on this. 

MR, BENDIClia Perhaps, Your Honor, we could lay the 
foundation somewhat circumstantially by putting this quo:sett= 
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to Mr* Gleason, the witness: 
4. Mr. Gleason, are you acquainted with the editorial 

policy of Esquire magazine? Let me withdraw that questien. 

Mr* Gleason, have you, yourself, written faraway. 

magazine? 
A4 las* I have. 
416 And have your articles Mr+ Gleason, published by 

Esquire magazine, been solicited on the basis of your 
competence Judged by the editorial board of Esquire megsziner 

A, Yes, thatos the way itos done* 

go  tha aaYtt is generallY done? 
A.  /is it is it's standard practice in the fre0-lante 

writing field, 
Q4  So that it would be correct to say that articles 

of this character appearing in Esquire magazine are the 

product of persons who are recognised as competent to deal 
in this area by the editorial board of Esquire magazine,As 

that correct? 
A.  Yes, sir. 

4.  It Mr. Wollenberg were to submit an article on the 

literary merit or artistic ability of Mr Bruce, would that 

be accepted? 
A.. Not unless he could substantiate the fact that ne had 

made a study of the subject. 
MR. BEUDICH: Your Honor, may I offer this article in 

evidence with respect particularly to those portions of it 
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which are critical and analytical of the nature of Mr. Bruce'S 

work? 

MR. WOLLENBERG: My objection, Your Honor, both to the 

whole line, as I have previously stated in chambers, and 

further on the ground that still no foundation has been laid, 

the fact that by the witness's last answer it's whether or not 

Mr. Wollenberg had shown he made a study, not whether he had 

the ability or was a critic of standing, and here the witness 

doesn't know anything of this author'S critical analysis and 

his background in this field. 

How, we don't know whether the editorial board ct.141quire 

magazine has any particular background in critical analysis 

of comedians or other people. They are just publishing a 

magazine in general. And that would be my objection at this 

time. 

THE COURT: Well, the objection is sustained. 

MR. BE)ICHs May I have the items for identification, 

Mr. Clerk? 

Q. Mr. Gleason, this is an exhibit marked for identifica- 

tion purposes, the defendant's A-8. Would you look at that 

for a moment, please? 

Are you familiar with that article? 

A. Yes, I am, air. 

Q. Are you familiar with the publication in which that 

article appeared?  A. Yes, I am, sir. 

Q.  Would you tell the ladies and gentlemen of the jury, 

91 
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1CO  
please, Mr. Gleason, something about the author of that 

article, particularly with reference to his critical ability 

in the field of popular culture?.  

A, The author of this article it a man named Nat 

Hentoff, whom I have personally met and whose work I am well 
acquainted with for ten years, where he has written in 

such as Downbeat, Esquire, Commonweal, the Reporter and thee:  
New York Herald Tribune, newspaperep and-the subject of la, 

articles has been such items as jazz musie,Ameriean cosumb4. 

theatrical performances. Hes a resident of New York City, 
so many of these occurwhen the events happen in.New,  

City, theatrical performances in New /tisk City, book,rewjews • 

concerning books on music and on the theater and on imrt-Jied• 

artistic subjects. 

Q. Thank you, Mr. Gleason. And are you familiar with 
Commonweal magazine? 

A. Yes, I am. It a weekly Catholic magazine, which 

is a review of public affairs, literature and the arts. 

Q. When did that article appear, Mr. Gleason? 

A. July 7th, 1961. 

MR, BENDICH: Your Honor, I should like to have this 

accepted in evidence as Defendant's EXhibit 1. 

Nilo WOE, RG! At this time there's been no showing of 
relevancy of it, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Well, I have previously looked at it. The 

objection is overruled. May be. admitted. 
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THE CLERK: Defendant's A-8 in evidence. 
(Whereupon Defendant's EXhibit A..8 for identificatbn 

was received in evidence as Defendant's EXhibit'A-8 ) 
I. WOLLENBERG: May my other. objections be notedi'lbUr 

Honor* previously .made.? 
THE COURT: Yes. They. will be overruled. 
NR* BENDICH: Thank yoU. 
Q4  Mr. Gleason*  would you read what you consider. to be 

the most relevant portions of that article to the jurrU 
NR. WOLLENBERG: I will object to. what he considers to 

be the most releVlet.portiOnsc.. 
THE COURT:: St:Stained. 

J. BENDICH: Read the whole artiele than Mr* Gleteon. 
THE COURT: He may read the whole article*that is, with 

relation to the defendant. 
THEMITNESSI Yewr.genor*  did you wish. me to read-the 

entire.  -- 

THE COURT: I believe ao. I'll..have: to refresh my-memory. 
Yes, from here down to the. bottontlindieating). 
THE WITNESS: Thank you* sir. 

"It is in Lenny Bruce -- and only in him -- 
that there has emerged.. a cohesively 'new' comedy or 
nakedly honest 'moral rage nb the,  deceptiOns all down 
the line'in our society. Bruce thinks of himself as 
an ethical relativist and shares Pirandellols pre- 
occupation with the elusiveness of any absolute, 
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including absolute truth. 

His comet' ranges through religion.in.practum 

(what would happen if Christ and Wises appeared 0041 

Sunday at Saint Patrick,s1); the ultimate limitations 
of the white liberal; the night life of the hooker and 

her view of the day; and his own often scarifying 
attempts to make sense of his life in a society where 

the quicksand may lie just underneath the sign that 

ways: Take Shelter When The Civilian Defense Alarm 
Sounds. 

"Bruce, however, does not tom, a. night club lute 

Savanarola's church. More than any- others of the 
'new wave,' Bruce is a thoroughly experienced performer, 
and hiS relentless challenges to his audiences and to 
himself are intertwined with explosive pantomime, 

hilarious 'bits,' and an evocative spray of Yiddishiems, 

Negro and show business argot, and his own operational 
semantics. Coursing through everything he does, however, 

is a serious search for values that are more than 

security blankets, In discuasing the film The Rather 

Costello Story, Bruce tells of the climactic rape scene: 
'It's obvious the girl has been violated .  . . Shiite 
been deaf and dumb throughout the whole picture . . . 
All of a sudden she can hear again. . . and she can see 
again. So what's the moral?'" 

MR. BENIDICR: Q. Mr. Gleason, I will now show you an 
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exhibit marked. for identification purposes A-7. and ask you 

to look at that for a moment. then I will put some questions 
to you concerning it. 

Kr. GleesOn* are you acquainted with the author of that 
article? 

A.  I me well aequalated with hi* now.. 2. have never 
met him in person. 

(1. What do you know about the author of that.  Ortielitii 
Hr. Arthur Gelb?  Ai I know that he is employed 
by the New York Times as a critic and writer on show bwatness 
and has been for a nuMber of ye art. 'His -41 1t 
frequently In the Witt York Timm 

And can you tell us something about the New York - 
Times?  A. The New York Times iS the leading 
daily newspaper in the United States. 

Q,  And does this article deal with the work of Lenny 
Bruce in a critical and analytical fashion? 

A.  Yes. it does. 
MR. WOXG: May my objection be noted as to this 

whole line, it Your Honor please. 
THE count Yes. It will be overruled. 
THE WITNESS* Yes. it does so deal. 
MR. BENDICH: Q. Thank you. Mr. Gleason. 

:, D1, 1*ICH: May We offer this article in evidence? 
THE COURT: You haven't shown the date nor  the without 

obtained that. 
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cE1,4 7. 

MR, SON; What is the date of that article, please? 

A. December 8th, 1960. 

(1. Where did you obtain that photocopy of the article? 

A, This is a photostat of a page from the Neu York 

Times that I had photostated. 

Q.  That you had photostated?  -A. Yes. 
MR. WOLLENBERG; I'd like to take the witness on VW" 

Dire, Your Honor, in regard to the photoatating of that. 

THE WITNESS; Wells  a "photostat" is the wrong term, I 

think; actually it is a photocopy of it. 
MR. WOUMMMEWI: Q. Did you personally clip the article? 
A.  Yes. I subscribe to the Neu York nuclide:11Y and 

Sunday and have for a number of years. 
Q.  Did you copy it?  A. I don't have a photo- 

copy machine. 
Q. May I see the article for a moment, please? 
A, Yeas  air* 
Q.  Now, was there any pages or columns in regard to the 

article written by Arthur Gelb on December 8th, 1960? 
A.  Not to my knowledge. 
Q.  Wells  is it your recollection that this is all you 

clipped or is it your recollection that this is all there were 
in that publication on that date? 

A.  Could you ask me that again, sir? I don't -- 
Q.  Well -- 
T  COURT: Mr. Wollenberg, at the sake of being facetious 
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10! 
I'd like to carry on the trial without further levity. But I) 

at the sake of being facetious, your shirt tail is out, 

,ma WOLLENBERG: I don't think it is terribly relevant 

to the issues here, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Now. your question was -- 
THE WITNESS: N7 question was that the question to me 

was unclear to me, sir. 
THE COURT: All right. Will yOu refrains it, please? 

NEN WOLLENBE281 Q. IS it your testimony that you  recall 
that this is all, there was in that particular issue of the 

Not York Timm In regard tOo.Bruce, is that all thatiAR 

clipped and had photocopied' 
A. This is a portion of a page in the New York Timel 

which contained a signed article by Nr. Gelb concerning a 

night club performance by Nr. Bruce and other people, and - 
it's the best of my recollection that there were no other 

references in that issue of the New York Times to Mr. Vie, 

except, perhaps, in an advertisement somewhere. 
Q. Now, in relation to the article, this is about a 

particular performance of Mr. Bruce's? 
A. It's about a particular engagement of Mr. Bruce's. 

and I do not recall, sir, whether it says in that article that 
it is a specific performance or a series of performances. 

Well, I believe there is here some discussion about 
a conversation of Mr. Bruce. Let me see. About religion and 

things of that nature, in this particular article? 
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A.  There are some comments about that, yeas  sir. 

Q.  I sees Now, on the night t question was part-of 

Kr. Bruce's show dealing with religion and things of that 

nature? 
A.  On which nights  sir? 

Q.. On the night of the arrest* 

A.  Ldon't recall tray 004ific reference to religion 

on the night of the arrests although it may be true that ithOra 

were. 

QM  Well, doesn't that deal mainly with the ahowinvOlvinE 

that subjects that arti410  110t, 
with the Wow involVing'thato - IMOWL man, 1104-  Gelb 4)V:this:New 

York TimesodiseuaSsa the underlying motivation of Mr. BMWs 

comedy here. 

4A . In relation to religion and thin ga of that nature 
which were discussed as a part of that *howl 

A.  That seems to bet of the material under dilicussio 

here. 
NR. WOLLENBERG' Well, Your Honors  I'll object to the , 

admission of this as not dealing with the subject before this 

Court or the area in which the defendant was performing on 

the night in question. 
THE COURT; Was this extract from the Times made by you 

in the usual course of your business in keeping this record 

of material on the defendant? 
A.  Yess  sir. I ordinarily clip all references that I can 
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1 get to contemporary comedy, Mr. Bruce, Mort Uhl*  Jonathan 

Winter,* people of that sort. 
COORtiii Whet did you first know that you were going 

to be a ititheo0 in thiti.eithe? 
THEW:MESS* I was ieked. would I be a-witnees  time 

in the tut four wittekei X believe: it is ne0onier-eaP 
than that., 

THE COURT:.  All- right* the objection is overrulot.- -  It 

may be admitted and narked in evidence* 
THE CLERK* Defendantis A.7 in evident,* 

(ilboMingoOnVefendant#SEkhibit A.1:IttnOk' 

was me wed in evidence Ito Defendantto-A4.) 
NR0 BENDICE4 Q. Thank you, Mr* Gleations 

with the previous article, would you read thou) portions of 

that article which in your judgment and opinion have relevance 

tolhe critical and anallticel.comments about the works of 

Mr. Lenny Bruce? 
THE COURT: Well, as I ruled before, I believe you will 

have to read the entire artiele* 

Well__ 
(Discussion off the record between Court and colinsel 

without the hearing of the jury.) 
THE COURT: Now, I have indicated two marks within which 

is the pertinent • material* so will you just start at "Au  and 

"B," please. 
THE WITNESS: Yes*  air. This is the article in. the New 

As you did. 
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York Times by Arthur Gelbs 

"The controversial Mr. Bruce, whose third visit to 
Manhattan this is, is the prize exhibit of the menagerie, 
and his aet is billed 'for adults only .1  

"Presumably the management wishes to safeguard the 
dubious innocence of ueftr-age Sew Yorkers against MO. 
Bruce's vocabulary, which, runs to four-letter mord*, of 
which the most printable is 1446.A. But there are 
probably a good many adults who will find him offensive, 
lessperhaps for his Anglo-Saxon phrases than ter hie 
vitriolic attacks on such subjeets as. facile r,..14.4en, the 
sedical profession, the law,pseudo#liberelism sad Jima 
Pear. (tPaar has a God complex. He thinks he can.ereate 
performers in six days,' Mr. Bruce is apt to confide..) 

"Although he seems at times to be doing his utmost 
to antagonise his audience, MO. Bruce displays such a 
patient air of morality beneath his brashness ttwaritts 
lapses in taste are often forgivable. 

"The question, though, is whether the kind of 
derisive shock therapy he administers and the tota 
fictive free-form patter in which he indulges are legiti-
mate night-club rare, as far as the typical custommi-is 
concerned. 

"It is necessary, before lauding Mr. Bruce far his 
virtues, to warn the sensitive and the easily shocked 
that no holds are barred at Basin Street East. Mr. Bruce 
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regards the night-club stage as the 'last frontier' of 
uninhibited entertainments Re often carries his theories 

to their naked and personalconolusions and hatkearned 

for his pains the sobriquet isick01 1hp is a ferocious 

man who does not believe in the sanctity of motherhood or 

the American Medical Assoeiation. ES even has an unkind 

word to say for Smoky*  the Bears True*  &malty doesn't 

set forest fires, Mr s Bt•uce concedes's But he eau, Boy 

Scouts for their hates 
"M's Dm, catpresses relief at what he sees.  as a 

trend of *people laving the church  sod 1:0416 aPlic to 
SOW and he has nothing but More for what MI' 

the Sanctimonious liberal who preaches but cannot practice 

genuine integrations 
"Being on cosy terms with history and psychology; 

he can illustrate his point with the example of the Early 

Romans*  who thought there was 'something dirty' about the 

Christians. 'Would you want your sister to marry one?' he 

has one Roman ask another -- and so on, down to the 

logical conclusion in present-iday prejudices 

'At times Mr. Bruce's act, devoid of the running 
series of staccato jokes that are traditional to the 
night-club comic, seems like a salvationist lecture; 
it is biting, sardonic, certainly stimulating and quite 

often funny - but never in a jovial ways His mocking 
diatribe rarely elicits a comfortable belly laugh. It 
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1  requires concentration. But there is much in it to Wring 

2 
 a rueful smile and an appreciative chuckle. There is even 

3 
 more to evoke a fighting gleam in the eye.. There are also 

4 
 apells of total confusion. 

5 tt  "Since Mr.' Bruce operates in a spontaneous* .stimasm- 

6  of consciousness fashion a good deal of the time, he is 

7 
 likely to tell you what he's thinking about telling you 

8 
 before he gets around to telling you anything at all. 

9 
 His speech is liberally sprinkled with hipster jargon and 

10  pithy Yiddish expressions, and even if, in his phrase, you 

11 
 'dig' him,  in his rambles (or, posSibly, out of perierSity 

12 
 because you appear,  to dig him all too well) he will trail 

13  off in mid-sentence, bob his head up and down, grunt: . 

14 
 'Yeah,' or 'Yeah, man,' and turn his back on the 

15  audience. This can hang up even the best-disposed of- tope 

16 
 "A slightly built, dark-haired, tired-looking man 

17  of 35, MIr. Bruce paces restlessly up and down the stage, 

18  carrying a hand microphone and gesturing nervously." 

19 
 THE COURT: Aren't you, going beyond the mark? 

20 
 THE WITNESS: I am, sorry, the mark is over here and I.  

21 haven't gotten to that yet. 

22 
 THE COURT: I'm sorry. Go ahead. 

23 
 THE WITNESS: 

24 
 "He has many voices, and is at his best when acting 

25  out a snatch of dialogue, as between a mythical 

26  physician and his patient (Patient.: 'I can't pay you 
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for your treatment, Doctor.' Doctors wow can you 

talk to me about money? You know all I want for,  a Per 
is 4 h&3. doyen eggal); or between Moses and Jesus 

(11loSe, Malt have they dehe with ay BOok?W 
THIC WITMER& That is as far as you want, air. 

NR4 BUDICHs, Nr4 Wesson, would you look at the exhibit 
marked for identification purposes A-3, please? 

Are you familiar with that article, Mr. Gleason? 
A, Yes, I am, air. 

Q. I believe that the author of that article is Mr. 

Mat Sontoff, it that right?  A, That- is right. 
Q.  And as to your knowledge of Mr. Hentoff and his work 

I believe 'you have already told us? 
A.  Yes, sir. 

Q.  This article appears in what magazine, Mr. Gleason? 
A.  This article appears in the Reporter in June of 1960. 
Q.  Can you tell us something about the Reporter magazine, 

Mr. Gleason? 
A.  The Reporter is a magazine published bimonthly, 

concerning public affairs, art, literature, contemporary 
culture. 

Q.  And does this article deal in a critical and 
analytical fashion, Mr. Gleason, as did the other articles 
which you have read from, with the work of Lenny Bruce? 

A.  Yes, it does. 
MR4  BEHDICHI May we offer this next in evidence? 
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M. 10ILLMEMENGt I believe, Your Helmer, the portions 

of that are net proper subject' o be admitted in this 
ProseedingA  and might I ask, tilt; gAmr, that portions-of-those 
other articles that the Court hii not seen fit to be pare 
before the Jury be ordered =peke& out by the Clerk? 

TIN COM* Yes, that will be done. 

All right. The parts that are deleted will not be plowed. 
The rest may be marked in evidence. 

TEE CLEM • A..3 in evidence. 

(Whereupon Defendant's EXhibit A-3 for identitisation 
was received in evidence as Defendant's Exhibit A.34 

)a BENDICE4 Thank you, Tbur Honor. 
THE COURT* The witness may read it. 

NE, =mat Q. NO. Gleason, would you be kind enough 

to read the portions marked out? 
A.  This is the article from the Reporter magasine by 

Uat Hentoffl 

"Unlike Mort Uhl, whose heaviest ammunition is 

aimed at the Republicans, Lenny Bruce, the most contro-

versial of the newer 'intellectual' comedians, cuts 

beneath politics into the daily evasions of what he 
terms 'first-plateau liberals.,  To my knowledge, no 
other comedian has ever talked scornfully in his 
performance on stage or 'white Jews* who will not fight 
segregation or has explained in graphic detail how much 
'sicker' Philadelphia is than Little Hook. 
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"The Brucerbit' that. has exposed him to exceptionally 

infuriated criticism in the trade press and in general 
newspapers is a dialogue with Negro guitariSt Erit 

on the way some whitet Seeialize with Negroes at. alits414 
The lines are clise .enough to parody, to allow. then 

audience to laugh, but, many find ..the Ives squirming_ 

nonetheleas because Bruces underlying point is helt:1Mirry 
little casual social relationship exists.  betweewNeggoes 
and even the most enlightened white liberals. 

"Miller stands with a glass in his hand, as Vim, 

playing a home,-builderi aPPIrOaches-hia...with..streAti 
affability. After a few seconds. of awkward silaiiiik4  
Bruce says,. 'You know that Joe Louis was a hell of  */14P'  
a fighter. ,  Miller agrees. Bruce asserts that he has 440,  
no prejudices, and begins to make anti-Semitic referencesooi 

alia‘ to some of his clients, stopping suddenly to askililler, 

'You're not Jewish, are you?' After Bruce has proposed 

toasts to Bojangles, Stepin Fetchit, and Paul Robeson, 

Miller jauntily suggests one to the Mau Mau. Bruce 

finally invites Miller to his house ('It'll be dark 

soon'). The tag of the skit, which changes in detail 

from night to night, involves a drunken Bruce instructing 

Miller not to 'do it' to. his sister. Almost invariably, 

a few members of the audience walk out at this point. 

"Bruce used that party dialogue often when he was 
at New York's Blue Angel earlier this year, and the 
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1 .  critics were far fPom favorable* In the Journal-- 
2  "merit:tan,  ifaight protested the. linsulting nay in. 
3  which her  avisda• Note was tharatlayk. 

etacusa. far:  tiiii. toul 3Anguage.  end of his 
5  too' Ion sates Abel .0reen, edit°, of. Srapility, ussv, 
6  appalleds. 'The ugliest of phrases applying to. acilmorities.  
7  are interjected- to no good purpose * . . lie is true"- 
8  *Wined and unfunny,. 
9  "Although Prue, dismisses most of his critics-by 

lo  saying 'There's nothing.. udder than au old hips1 e- 
11  be is honestly.  passlaCita the 
12'  as.. en and Might to understand.the 
13  dialogue. He is impatient at criticism-of hie quay' 
14  language. and points out that when hes playing a pert, 
15  he talks in character, aa his.audience should realize." 
16  "A lean, tense alumnus of vaudeville, burlesque' 
17  houses, and., the production end of 'C' • movies, Brusly is a 
18  superb mime and an uninhibited actor mosmidat in. the- 
19  sweeping style of the Yiddish Art Theater. He is uncannill 
20  accurate in phrasing and stance when he imitates such 
21  contemporaries as drunken advertising men, evangelists, and 
22  night-club.-owning hoodlums. (Bruce's mastodon-like- 
23  movements in animating the last genre are grimly luny to 

24  anyone who rats had direct dealings with a Syndicate man 
25  as entrepreneur.) 

26  "Bruce, however, comes too close to one of his own 
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parodies when he seriously -- awl sentimentally -- talks 

about what Jesus might have done if Be and Caryl Chews= 

had been contemporaries. The set -is ungeedietahlOs 
one shoe he say include a half.dosen away time 
and later in the evening he say rouble fres support of 
birrytiss Luther King to analyses of other easediamt 
Nichols and Maine Nay are the 'Via and Sides of the 
younger 401Mieli; Shelley Berman is a sgoyishe Ban. Levenson. 
and Alexander King is the 'junkie Mork Twain,  )• 

"In spite of his gtoselyrising Arms is web sore 
professional as a *Uptight coeds when ha santa•-toa 
spy of his'colleagues who spaelallgse in WWII Sati00.. - 

WM* haS no equal in: sueh set pieces as a re-ereSSIOn: of 
an old prison movie with Nat Pendleton and Barton bane 

or a devastatingly accurate odysiey of a Copaeabana comic 

who wants to play S 'class,  house such as the PaLlaibma in 

London, and 'bombs' abysmally. Bruce knows showbusinese 

so intimately that his rundown of a Palladium rehearsal 

is as precisely detailed as a Dresser description or how 
a factory operates. 

'Bruce uses his considerable comic talent, he points 

out, to say as much as I *angst away with and still make 

the audience laugh.' In his most coruscating monologues, 
one of his methods might be termed verbal sleight of hand. 

By stringing together enough Yiddish firecrackers. Jazz 
jargon, advanced Broadwayeae, and such bits as the 
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346 
dissection of old movies, he reaches his audiences with 
his more serious assults before they are quite aware that 

they themeelVes art also included Mantis targets. 

4.  Thank you. IV, Olsson.  ,„ 

TSB COURT! Win you be much longer on direct? 
I think the fUry would probably like a Moss. 
NE. 11/321:01Clis Perhaps we could take a recess nova  your 

Honor. 
THE COMM Well, will you be much longer on. direst? 

SR* BENDICEs I think anireximately five minutes. .  
Mg COURT& Letts finish with W. Gleason on divest*. then 
MR. BENDIClit Yes, Your 'Wort, 
46  Mr. Gleason, do you know of any Lenny 8nt40 zesoln!- 

Which is a record of a total Virformance in a night club' 
MR. wasmenes This is irrelevant end immaterial, Your 

Honor. 
THE COURT: I think this is in the record.  overrule 

the objection. 
MR. WOLLENBERG: Therelas objection at that time, Your 

Honor, about laying some foundation. 

THE COURT: Mo. I think the witness previously testified 
on that line:  but I'll let him answer this question. 

THE winissas You asked me if I know of any pbenegreph 

record that is a record of a total performance? Ho, I do not. 

MR.  UCH: Q.. And can you tell us, Mr. Gleason, what 

the relationship is between the recorded material which is 
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available and the total performances which Mr. Druce does, 

please? 
A. These are excerpts from actual performances before an 

audience. Because of the nature of the materiel their- Mgt 

extracted Jokes out of them and some short routines, but have 

never used a total perfammiumma from beginning to end, bseauee 

he takes so many characters and wanders around on the stage, 

it is technically difficult to rscord these. 

414  Mr, Gleason, calling your attention nom to the 
performance given on the night that Mr, Bruck was arrested, 

what would you say the predesinent • the of the *vanillas* 

performance was? 
NR.1 WOLLENBERG* I am, going to object to this am sailing 

for the exact issue in evidence# Your Honor. 
THE COURT: It's been asked and answered. 

RR, WOLLENBERG* Very well.. 

MR. BENDICHt NO, Your Honer. 
THE COURT: You went into this earlier on your direct 

examination of this witness. 
MR, =MICH: If I may indicate what I believe is the 

accurate state of the record, Your Honor, there is testimony 

from Mr. Gleason as to the several themes which Mr. Bruce 
worked with that evening, but I have tot as yet put to Mr. 
'Gleason what was the predominant theme of the evening, And 

so I should like to have his answer to that. 
THE COURT: Well, jou haven't asked him if there was a 
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predominant them. 

NR4 BEIGaCat Well, let me ask tnat questions 

4. • itr‘ Meson, in your jlalgeent Ms there a preassinant 
these to heigss peace :m?  A, Yes, Mrs 
is a predominant theme to all Obis tierfanlanCeS• 

TN& 
 

COY Well, just confine your sneers to these • 
questions now, 

let* BENDICIII 4. Mr* Gleason, would you tell us, please, 
what in sour judgment the predominant theme of the evening's - 
performance for which Kr* aims was arrested•was? 

A.  Well, In a very real sense it's semantiest  the 
search. for the ultimate trtith that lies beneath the sed*t 
hypocrisy in which we live, All his. performances =Ude to. 
this. 

4.  Mr. Gleason, as an expert in this field, would 7ou 
characterise the performance in question as 'serious in intent 
and socially significant? 

NR. WOLLENBERG: I will object to this as being irrelevant 
and immaterial. 

THE COURT: Overruled. 

THE WITNESS: Yee, I would characterize it an serious. 
)t.  ICH: Q. AndlOw would you characterize the 

social significance, if any, of that performance? 
A.  Well, I would characterize thin performance as being 

of high social significance, in line with. the rest of his 
performances, 
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1  4. Mr. Gleason, what in your opinion, based upon yotn,  
2 professional activity and experience in the field of popular 
3  culture; and particularly with reference to humor. ',fiat in 
4.  your opinion is the relatitin between the Iltallar of Lenny-  ince 
5 and that of other contempOrery humorists, such as Mort an, 
6 Shelley Merman, Mike and Elaine? 

7  MR* WOLLENBERG: That's immaterial, Your Honor, ghat 
8  the COMOUVLSOn is been his. and any. other comedian-. 
9  THE COURT: Would you read that question back, Mt* 
10 Reporter? 

11  (Question reed by reporter.) 

12  MR COURT: Objeetion overruled. 

13  THR WITNESS: MO. Bruce attacks thsfUndamental structummt/ 

14 of society and these other comedians deal with it superficially 

15  HE. BENDICR:  M. Gleason, you have already testified 

16 that you have seen personally a great many Lenny Bruce 

17  performances, and you ars *Igo intimately familiarwitlrhis 

18 recorded works and other comic productions. Has your prurient 
19 interest ever been stimulated by any of Mr. Bruce's work? 

20  A. Not in the slightest. 

21  ?'U WOLLENBERG& I will object to that as calling far 

22 the ultimate issue before this jury. 

23  THE COURT: The objection will be overruled. 

24/  MR. WOLLENBERG: May I be heard on this, Your Honor, 

25 please? I'd like to cite some authorities, both the Wepplo 

26 case and People versus Barris. 
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1  THE COURT: You may answer the question. 

2  THE WITNESS* I have not been exalted, my prurient ar 

3 naval interest has not been arousal by any of Nr. BAs 

4 perforionees. 

5' 
 1614 BENDIds Your witness, NG Wollenberg 

6  THE,COURTs Well, uelll take aromas at this tins*,  
17  7 
 (Blunt recess.) 

8  TEE COURT: All right, J. Bendish, you have permintiot 
9 to call the witness out of order. 

10  MR. =DIM Thank you very much, Your Honor. 
11  Kr. Litt &Milt*. 
12 
 LOUIE E. GOTTLIEB, 

13  a witness called on behalf of the defendant, having bay thaNY 
14 sworn, testified as follows: 

15  THE GLERI4 Your name, *10 

16  THE WITNESS* Louis 134 Gottlieb. 0-o-t-t-l-if-e-b. 

17  THE CLERKs And the address, sir? 

18  THE WITNESSt 13661kowster Drive in El Cerrito. 

19  THE =REA Thank you. Be seated,. 

20  DIRECT =MATZOH BY Ma. BEND= 

21  ma. BENDIGHt Q. Mr. Gottlieb, what is your business, 
22 profession, or occupation, please? 

23  A  I'm an entertainer, singing folk songs and doing 
24 comedy. 

25  '4. Are Sou with any particular group? 
26  A. I'm with the pup called The Limellters. 
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Q. Are you also a professional comedian? 

A*  I am in part; my activity consists of that. 

Q. Do you have any other occupations or professions? 

A*  1. ea trained An &Amnia hietorian, and frowtilat_ 
to time 1 have done emericriting4 

Q. Would you give us a word about your educational 

background, please, Mr. Gottlieb? 

I should say "Dr. Gottlieb. 4 COMM me. 
A. I received a Bachelor of Arts at U«Celi«A« In 1949, 

a Master's Degree at the Valversity of California in 1951, 
and a Doctor of Philosophy at the wee institution in3958, 

4'. Dr. Gottlieb, what experience in the enterteMlistit 
field have you had«  please?  A« atm:tidal/ 
a pianist in 1939 and have worked in that capacity, also that 
of a music arranger, sinew, performer on the bass, viol, and 

as a comedian. 

Q. Dr. Gottlieb, have you had occasion to do articliss 

in the area of popular culture or culture in general? 

' A. Yea. I have published some articles dealing with 
the work of famous Jazz performers and some reviews on the 

work of comedians who have appeared in this area. 

Q. Dr. Gottlieb, are you professionally familiar with 

the work of Lenny Bruce?  A. I am. 
Q.  How did you gain that familiarity, please? 

A.  Like many other professional comedians, I make every 

attempt to see Lenny Bruce work whenever it's convenient. 
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1  *Q. Could you tell us why that is? 

2  A. Because I think that his work - 

3  wilimagns your Nonor. Ihn going to object ft:1MM 
4  he thildraAlf  BM& 111,  110r4C as Wag loreiavant and tallataw.  
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26  q. Would you tell us aomething about the themes which 

ial YburiBbnar. 

TEE COURT* Objection sustained. 
MR. BENDICRs 4. Dr. Gottlieb, on the basis of your 

familiarity with Lenny Bruce* mark, could you tell us sageohiag 
about the nature of hls'comedy? 

MR* WOLLENBERG* Your it or-̀  on the night in question. 

We've had *vitae= that was there on the night in quialitien •. 
that testified as an expert. Thin lunitimin not nhnun himself 

to have been there on the night in question, ant the nature: 

of Mr. Bruce** comedy is not in issue here. The nature st the 

performance on the night in question is. And I would objiot 

on that ground, and farther, on the ground that it is irreligion 

and immaterial. 
THE COURT: Well, the objection is sustained. 

MR* BENDICELQ.Dr. Gottlieb, I'd like to direct some 

questions to you in the area of contemporary standards of 

night club comedy. Have you worked in night clubs in this 

area professionally? 

As  Yes, I have. 

Q.  As a comedian?  A. Yes, airs as a cowed 
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1 are generally presented by night club comics? 

2  NIL WOLLERBEIVIt That is irrelevant and Immaterial,- also, 
3  Your ii:4301**  the general themes of night club comics. 
4  C=FtTs The objection is good; it's sustained. 
5  MR. BENDION4 X will ask apeoittO questions, Your lesors 
6  Cle Lit. Gottlieb♦  as a professional comedian with Ostipess- 
7 ience in night club comedy in this area and in other areas 
8 of the country -- by the way,IthinkIamlutauming emmeabing 
9 not in evidence. I will ask the foundation question. 

10  Dr. Gottlieb, have you had experience in night dubs 
11 throughout the country as a comedtant 
12  $ WOLLENBERG* Excuse sic Throughout the country-1s 
13 irrelevant and immaterial. It is the standards in Sam Franc 
14 not throughout the country. 

15  THE COURT* I think with relation -- no. I,11 overrule 

16 the objection to that question, then we'll as where we go 

17 frog there. 
is  MR. BENDICH467bu can antiwar that. -Yes" or 4No," Dr. 
19 Gottlieb.  A. Yes. 

20  Q. How, Dr. Gottlieb, you have had occasion to perform 

21 in 'clubs in this city and other cities throughout the United 

22 States. Have you also had occasion to be concerned votes. 

23 atonally with the performances of fellow professionals in the 

24 area of night club comedy? 

25  A. Yes. 

26  Q. On the basis of your professional expertence and 
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activity in the area of night club entertainment, Dr. Gottlieb, 

would you tell us something about the subject of the treatment 

of sex, fftteXample, in night club may? 

M, MUMMERS: Thia is irrelevant, the treatment*. Zit* 

broad and ambiguous, "the treatment ot sex in night club 

comedy," if Your Honor please. 

THE, COURT: Mr. Bruce, I don't mind -- 

THE DEFENUNTI I beg your pardon, Your Honor. 

THE. COURT: I don't mind your consulting with your 

attorney, but kindly do so so that you do not disturb the• 

conduit of the trial. 

THE DEFEHDOTI I'm sorry. 

THE COURT: The objeetion is sustained. 

MO BEND/CHI 4. Dr. Gottlieb, with reference now 
particularly and specifically to night club comedy in the 

Bay .Area, with respect to which you have testified you have 

professional experience, can you tell us whether sexual 

references are considered out of place? 

MR. WOLLENBERG: I will object to that as being irrelevant 

and immaterial in the scope of what the exact words are that 

were used in this particular case. 

THE COURT: Mr. Bendich, you haven't laid any foundation 

with relation to this witness to show when he performed, where 

he performed. There is no background here at all. 
MR. BE) US: All right, Your Honor. It is easily done. 

Q. Dr. Gottlieb, would you please indicate some of the 
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night spots in the area at which you have performed? 

A. I was employed at the hung' i far a period of about 

two years beginning in 1955 and terminating in 1957. I othes-
quently worked for, per, six  neintnn in one =MN.* 

and another in two months at au establishment called the 

Purple Onion. Then I appeared at other times at the NUOICP7 

1, engagements lasting from six months to one month. These 

primarily, as a singer and entertainer. As,  a pianist in many 

others. 

c. All right. Dr. Gottlieb, have 7ou also in theeOurse 

of.  yourprofassional career as a night eIub.eomitian4Wed. 

occasion to visit clubs herein this area. wherei pfthaPlo.  you 

may not have pwrforme4but for purposes of professional 

scrutiny of the work of fellow comedians? 

A. Consistently, 
Q. Consistently. Let me, then, put this question to 

you on the basis of your professional experience in thiwarea, 

Dr. Gottlieb: Can you tell us something of the themes which 
regularly are presented in night club comedy by professional 

night club comedians? 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Irrelevant. and immaterial, if Your 

Honor please the themes presented in night club comedy. 

THE COURT: Overruled. 
THE WITNESS: Of Qourse, it depends a great deal on the 

generation which has produced the comedian. Someof the more 

traditional themes deal with kind of mock exasperation, with 
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domestic problems, frequently impersonations are used of 

celebrities. We find lampooning of speech mannerisms of 

various ethnic minorities, and, of Course, the area of 

Courtship and marriage IS fully fair game for the eomedibm 

the night clubs in San Francisco. 

Q. Thank you, Dr, Gottlieb. New, on the basis of 

your professional experience as an entertainer in night clubs 

in the Bay Area, can you tell us something about the prevalence 

of nudity, strip tease shows and other girly manifestations of 

entertainment/ 

MR. WOLLENBEItet This is irrelevant ant iamaterieLes well 
Your Honor, what girly shows they have. This is the use of 

worts charged here, not -- 

MR. BENDICH: It goes to contemporary standards, Your 

Honor. 

THE COURT: Well, thiS goes to the complete picture, 

I think, So the objection will be overruled, 

THE WITNESS: I was for a time employed in an establish- 

ment called the Diamond Knee as a pianist, which featured strip 

tease performances, and female nudity was, I would says  the 

main attraction, certainly not the orchestra. 

THE COURT: Where was that? 

THE WITNESS: That was on Mason Street in San Francisco. 

I think the establishment has been replaced by another kind 

of structure. 

MR. BENDICH: Q. Do you have any knowledge or information 
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coucerniza t4o presence or strip tease performances or shoos 
in other night club spots in the Lay Area? 

.Thia is cot  don't visit those as conailstentir, 

pall I Sty, bat there are, think. MAO Eat very 00110416, 
n' in in which the aussod -- 

Q.  Are you familiar, Dr. Gottlieb, with DisaGis 
Club? 

A.  Yes. I have appeared t  8* 8 pianist* 
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Q.  Can $ou tell .us something about the preemaiwet audit 
as a subject of entertainment in that.clubC.,_ 

A.  There was a famous performer wha larked thererAM tht 
time that I did by VW as of Lill St.-Cyr, %dose ponedieNaces  

are oharactericed by appearing in rather little clothing. 

Q.  And, can you tell us something, Dr.. Gottlieb, about 

the subject matter of the comedian, who appear in clubs such 

as these that you have told us about, mare-ePeol:14411477 
A.  I think that particularly at th4140Amoal& gam *Oro 

was a comedian, whose name I have since forgotten, whose 
perrormotuto• was thoroughly in keeping with the somewhat 
free-wneeling atmosphere or that establishment. and I think A 

that -- 

MR. WiLL6NBEHOI Excuse me, Your Honor. We don't have 
the date or time of this as to the relevance of the performance 
of the Diamond Znee. 

THE WURT: I think the time e14,..t would be appropriate. 

 

26 THE wITHES.6: This must have been fully --- this was in 1954 
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I bolisve, at that time. 

 

NR4  t, QT  I will object as to the relevancy of 

his appearance at the Diamond Moe, Your Honor, temameiliiey 

is meal years later* 
TUE COURT* Well, et *purse, /udging treat =meat Wit, 

you might say, things have beeome more liberal since 19M. 

So the objection will be overruled. 
L1 =USW Thereto no doubt that sexual re:armee' 

were quite in keeping with the character of the entertainment 

in that place, and the comedian who appeared there, wheal name 

I must lay hits *seeped nee  used it *ate frequentiii 
MR, BENDICRI  Clettliebi are you fangher with the 

work of the comedian named Joe E. Lewis? 

A. Very. 

 

Q.  Are you familiar with the work of an entertainer 

named Sophie TUckert  A. Indeed. 

 

Q.  Could you tell us something about the content of the 

material which is used in the comedy routines which theme 

comedians have presented in an Francisco? 

 

A.  The last time that I saw Joe E, Lewis was at the 

Fairmont Hotel, I would say less than a year ago. And as I 

recall, his themes, as they usually are, were problems of 

drinking, ganblingo  particularly at the horse races, and his 

'relationships with the opposite sax. 

 

q.  In the course of :lour professional experience, Dr. 

Oottliob -- strike that, please. 
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With reference no to Sophie Tucker, Dr. Gottlieb, 

would of tell us something about the comedic character Of 

herentertainment? 

MUM Tucker I haven't mu, 2 oust say, is*Amin 

long time. She Sneers-with a pianist & singe songs 

are especially-- 
THE GMT: Val:4Mayl interrupt? If WOU haven't Seia 

her for a 1.0:4 ti:Xl — 

THE laTHEES: That's been seven years, at least* 

• GOURT: We 'mkt go into that* 
Maw SEmss Q, Oil the baste of your profenal".#,, 

experience and involvement with the *NU of nigh&  . 

comedy. Dr. Gottlieb, do you have an opinion as to the waft"-
atonal skill of Lenny Bruce as a *mediae 

). WO  wiz t;,* I will object to that as being irrelevant 

and immaterial*  it Your Honor please. His profesaimmal skill 

is not on trial*. 
MR, =DIM For the purpose of the question, Your 

Honor MAR 

THE COURT: So*  his standing as a comedian is not on 

trial here. The objection will be sustained* 
MR.  ?ICris 1;4 Dr. Gottlieb, do you hayseopinion 

with respect to the artistic merit of Mr. Bruceos work? 

MR. WcIZIENBERGI aame objection. 

THE COURT: The objection will be sustained. 

MR, ZESDICRI Q. Dr. Gottlieb*  can ;you tell us omsething 
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1 about tae themez which are regularly employed in the GOMM 

2 of Mr. Bruce's per-romances? 

3  MR. woLLMBEHOI Thatos irrelevant and lossaterlai. Sitiept 

4 on the night in question, Thor fir. 

5  Tag 0017RT: Z can't agree entirely with you them, ANA 

6 the record does not show when this witness* last Ms the 

defendant perform or bow often he has seen his or Ifibiere. 

8  I. $nB CU I wi.0 lay that foundations  Your ilarsoft 

9  Q. Dr. Gottlieb, how WWI have you seen Nr., Brae* 

10 perform?  A. It is conceivable. that Z- bat* seen 

n his work as many as forty' Uwe* . I have Saw MS-  in. • - 

12 Francisco beginning, and I xesember the *Onset tiate, alte 

13 lCth, 1958, at Ann's 440. I have seen his subsequantWin 
14 Haw York Cit„ and other establishments in San Frans:1*W, in 

15 Los Angeles, and I third one* in Chicago. 

16  Q. And when was the last date upon which you witnessed 

17 Mr. Zruea's work? 

18  A. In Los Angeles, I think, about a month ago, 1,1114MUL 

19 a little more, six weeks. 

20  Q. How many clubs in San Francisco has Nr. Bruce p/ayed 

21 to your knowledge, Dr. Gottlieb?  A. Ann's 440, 

22 Fack's No. 2,p the 4unary iv  and the Jazz Workshop, I think 

23 that's the extant or the engagements. 

24.  Now, with this background in mind, Dr. Gottlieb, would 
25  you tell us aching about the ‘hemes which Mr. Bruce presents 

26 La h1Sperforssuices? 
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A. May I say that Mr. Bruce's attempt in to evoke 

laughter, which he does suety well. In so doing he 

carieatures.societ7, emphasise* certain elements which atrIMO\ 

him Se grotenue, As a bliifitluat 02: this ex,tremel7 Wawa" 
xi-P*1We, I feel that the soeia1 effect of the ttumact*OMMO. 

he *sleets to elaborate are onll beneficial. 'He mato. A 

sympathy, again as a by-product, within his audience far 
social/ produced problems, such as racial and reLiglamt-- 

bigotrz, perhaps even narcotics addiction, the probloowot 
. - 

inverts sad Other people whose problems, I think., masetliit-. 
regarded sympathetien11$ . before. tho?shall over ba'Apagoratodip 

tr. Oottitebs  . as .ar, prafassiona.1., aomadisia4K  • 
toll us if you know, what the reaction of other proressimoil 

comedians to Mr. Bruce's work is? 
MR. WOLLENBERG: That is objectionable, lour erg it is 

irrelevant and immaterial, 
TU. COURTs Sustained*  

MR4 BENDIGHIQ•Ceo You characterize briefly what yOu 
consider to be Mr. Zrugaels comic point of view? 

MR. WOLLENBERG& That's just been covered, Your Honor, 
THE COURT: I think so. Or do you understand that 

differentU? 

TBZWITNES3; Isee it somewhat differently, Your Honors 
Tas mum All right, you may answer then. 
THE WITNEW: Mr. Bruce's point o view is one of the 

great 401410 points of view in literature and in history. I woul 
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1 bay, and it has been charastorised as laughter through tears, 

2 or laughing to keep from crying. And I Chink this point of 

3  view is the source of the real soul-reStoring laughter that 

4 one can see, for example, in attehings, for exemplep in 

5 watching children observe the Ihree items on the telewilden, 
6 coats porforeaucea which, alas, have no Ungar that ettest 
7  on adults, as a rule, but the street of which is de Voutly 
8 desired by most people. To be able to laugh, for example:, 

9 as my ornmlmerold does in watching that, is ,..most demised 

10 condition. And Mr. Bruee is able to evoke that by virtue 

11 of his approach and his $kill.  _ 

12  Could you characterike in any 'meter pertletdasiit7 
13  the Goole point of view which you find in Mr. Brute .0 appreash? 
14  A. I think- that 
15  I. WoLLEMBERds Your *nor*  may I enter an objection 

16 here to this as being cowered, redundant? 
1?  THE COURT: I think this field has been covered adequately. 
18  MR. BENDICEs Q. Do you find Mr. Brucels work tunny? 
19  NR. WOLLENBERG: That is objectionable*  too, if Your 

20 Honor please. 
21  THE COURT: The witness has previously answered and 

22 already covered that. 
23  MR. BEADICHI ;4. Have you ever found any of Mr. Bruce's 
24, performances or any of the comedic material which Mr. Bruce 

25 has created to be prurient in appeal? 
26  MR. WOLLENBERG: I will object to that as being irrelevant 
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1 and immaterial except as to the night, in question. This vitalise 

2 wasn't there. Whatever he did on other nights is irweleveet4 
3  M. BENDICEI Your Honor. this question has been allersi 

4 borers during the sOuree of the Wel.  kt44,7 

5  INS COURTs I think you man proutly re-ward that amMeilen 

6 and it will be allowed* 
7  I. BEDDIUR: Q. Does** Brues41 work Dr. Gottlieb. 

8 stimulate any prurient interest in you? 
9  A. Indeed not. 
10  DO, EMNDIZM4 Your witness. 
11  aossAmmincit mama. Num= K. 

12  woussasnot Q, Sesta?, 70* say led hail 

13 Bowe in Los Angeles?  A. lee. 

14  Q. And what was the last remark he makes as Imefteg the 

15 stage in his show in Los Angeles, 
16  A. I mist say that Nr. Brumes last remarks tower Tested 

17 at every performance that I have Over xi  . 

18  Q. Did he make any reference to eating something iA 

19 his last remarks in Los Angeles when you heard ram perform? 

20  A. No. 

21  Q. He did not?  A. No. 

22  Q. now, have you ever beard .him in reference to reindeer. 
23 dimming reindeer and any stimulus he gets from beating theme? 

24  A. I have not heard that reference. 

25  Q.. You have never heard him state, 41 get my nuts off ' 
26 from beating reindeer at Christmas time!"? 
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1  A, No, I have not heard that. 
2  Q14  I sot. Mow, Doctor, you say the main theme of MI* 

3 Brawls to got laughter./  A. Tbatft 

4 the professional ommedian‘s duty, 
5  Q. I See. And do you see anything funny in the 101416 

6  "eocksudrargt  A. Me. Bruce -- Winona,  that 
7  question with "Yes" or'No-  is teposaible, Your Mono,. 

19  8  MR4 WOLUMBISM41.16I asked you if you saw anything tummy 
9 in that word. 
10  THE =Ms You may =mar it "Us' or "No and tiat 

11  explain sour assiter• 
12  TIM =lam 1 found it extremely unfUmay as preiiiiitet 

13 by Mr. Wollenberg, I  =St may, but 2  can also 
14  TME. COURT' All right, wait a minute, wait a minute., 

15  I have tolerated a certain amount of activity fib.tliS 

16 audience because I:knew that it is difficult not to resets% 
17 times, but this is not a show, you ere not here to be entertained 

18 Now, if there's any more of this sustained levity, the courtroom 

19 will be cleared. 
20  And the witness is instructed not to argue with counsel 

21 scut to answer the questions. 
22  Now, read the question, please. 
23  (Question read by reporter.) 
24  THE WITNESS' I do not, but .ts Mr. Bruce presents :his 

25 performances he creates a world in which normal dimensions. 
26 mean. become -- how shall I say? Well. they are transmuted in 
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a grotesque panorama of contemporary society, into which he 

places slices of life, phonographically saturate statemmMt 

that come cut of the show business world as the critiowhiikiMut 

quoted-Wevidanee menttanedi.endeometimea the AtrtopiliiOnc' 

Cf the goinerally fantastic item a reformed that he is. 
to create and the startling .intrtution• of slices of life is 
terms of language that is used in these kinds of areas. has 

an extremely comic effect., 

4*  Lees, And an audienoe would laugh, is that rfalitt 

Al. • Nay I say that is what Mrs. Bruce tries to do, 1St. 

make the audienee 2S • 
I eon 4 Aid you equete what herd.- trying ttf 

that of what thellmmuAlloogewere trying to do:on telitv114q0 
A. Indeed not, I equate only the desirability erthe 

laughter that is evoked  in m children t the Three &Gegen 
with the Laughter that Mr. Bruce has frequently evoked in me 

and main othere• 
Q. I see. Now, Mr. Gottlieb, you'd say you are a 

comedian. Mows  do you stand before audiences as Mr. Bruoe 
does and perform, or is your fora of presentation different 
in Its format or presentation? 

A. I have not Mr, Drsae's gift of imroviaation. 1114 

performance is connected with the performance of music which 
is a set act, and as a result I find it vary difficult to 
improvise my remarks or I shall- forget whIst I'm supposed to 
do when I'm singing. Re. Deuces  nowevers'is able to Improvise 
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brilliantly* 
Q. Do you use words of that nature in Your about 
A. I do not. 
Q4 ZON, in a semantics disaassion by 110,41 Bruce -- 

rop ever heard him give a motatimilasousidon? 
A. Tot, 
Q. And the one in referenee to "I's coming, I'm coming"? 
A. Yea. 
Q.. He's talking about the use of terms and words and 

how words used in one way might be fonstrued in another- wan 
is that Carrect? 

A. At I understand it, yes. 

Q. That's right. And have you seen him step to the 

drum or cymbal and beat a rhythm on that? 

A. That's, perhaps, an extension of that particular 

routine that I have not omen* WhenI saw it, that was apt 

done. 
4* Now, does he get his point over as to how words 

are used by just saying, "I'm coming, I'm coming, don't 

come in me," once or twice, or is it necessary for his to get 

this point over that for two or three minutes he goes on 

beating the drum and, "I'm coming, I'm coming, I'm coming, 

I'm coming, I'm coming, I'm coming, I'm coming," and then, 

"Dodt come in me, don't come in me, don't come in me, don't \I  

come in me, don't come in me"? 

Do ;jou think that is nocesaar7 in good theater to get 
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1 over the point of how words may be used in different rant 

2  A. Me... tse is a farmer's Skillful comedian thin. I  
3  mend I'. don't presume to -- 
4  Q4  Well, 10114re bore as an expert. Deeter. ihno 

5 'k a judge in that field, as an expert on ommeds, is the% 

6 expert eame47? 
7  A. I think in the hands of MIN Bruce it Can valLbas 

1-17 

q. Hoe. in talking about the different pluses heftk 

10  worked and different ineldents in show business. ZociesW: 

11 does tbiS fit into his soma pattern of Preaentaticairliklia4  
12  be talks about ineidente that ham aeourisped during his 

13  performances in different pleas? 

14  A. There are many autobiographical references is his 

15 performances, as a rule, Mi. 
16  Ct. Do they fit in moms way, in your mind, into his 

17  satire on life in general, or homover,be approaches itt 

18  A. Mr. Brune is eminently a part of contemporary society 

19 which he attempts to satirise as a whole. That includes hissol 
20  410 And then, Doctor, by the way, have you heard a 

21 recording of It'. Bruce's performance on the night in question? 

22  A. I have not. 

23  41c. Nov. when was the last time you heard Mr. Bruce? 

24  A. I'm estimating about six weeks ago. It was -- no. 

25 It must have been in early December of last year. 

Q.  I see. Mow, Doctor, rou say that Mr. Bruce does not 
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use a prepared script, sometimes his shows differ, thee. 

Just whatever comes into 

A. More widely than any other practicing comedian- 

today. 
4: And sometimes his performances fall flat, them, 

and sometimes they are very stimulating, is that right.? 

A. 'Tell flat" I would say is something of a strain' 

term, but in taking the chance that Mr. Bruise does with.  

spontaneity, one must run risks of greater or less swum 

at individual perfammenees. But I must say he is,rstftr 

consistently gond* 

q4 Sometimes the performance as a whole doesn't hang' 

together, there are gaps in them. isn't that correct? 

A. As Mr. Bruce builds toward different risible atm. 

tions, sometimes there are more or leis -- there are lalreir 

or shorter spaces between the sudienaeAs laughter. 

Q.  Mo. I have referease to when he's Wilding a thaw, 

once in awhile he interjects other things into it as he's 

building, doesn't he? 

A. Parenthetical reference, Yes. 

q. And does the fact that ems of these themes that he 

may be dwelling on and then interject other incidents into it, 

if they happen to be words such as I have mentioned earlier, 

would this be in your opinion good theater/ 

A. Good theater consists in evoking laughter, Mr. 

26 Gounselor4 and I feel that laughter is caused as a rule by 
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1 the unexpected. The interjection of the unexpected on a 

2  train of thought which is going along one line -- one SWUM,  

3 has referred to this as bisoctation -- the interiMaima,  

4 two planar  and  Ahis it dons suseassfUlly, 

5 what MUMS laughteri 
6  Q4  Well, more oartivalin04wlet's ammo that thelehme 

7  is going on the tenor of the use of tome and we switehiCWMIhr 

8  to a couple,  of incidents in sham business and then ment-bate 

9  to ouruse. of words, our use entio discussion Would the. fast 

lo that he used certain terms in discussions in his experiameen 

11  shoe business, ion toad say _those merelert of 141141*.' • 

12 of semantics if the, mere unconnected mith•the USG 

13 discussion of mord*? 

14  A. IV* nj  impression that' in order to evoke  t' I' 

15 one must Juxtapose unrelated incidents whenever possible, and 

16 if that's what happens te suet itself to the Voesor0*solV 
17 at the ties, I think that'll' quite is order. 

18  MR. WOLLUBBROI I have no further questions. 

19  REDIRECT EXAMINATIOREBYHMR. SCR 

20  MR. BERDICR:  Dr. Gottlieb, in your expertenee with 

21 Kr. Bruce's work, have you ever found that he has used weds 
22 in isolation, words like ''cocksucker„ words o: that sort. 

23 for their' own sake in order to evoke a laugh? 

24  • M. WOWIlinfli I will object to that, if Your Manor 
25 please, as being irrelevant and imouttwial. It's what 
26 happened. on the night in question. 
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1  THE COURT: urisrruied.• 
2 
 Tim immusst NO. I find that as a rule, t  wards of 

3 that charester ars introdused in this phonographic resin. :  

4 duetting or *posh that is heard in these various sphersok.,‘: 
5  of aetivitir *Ash he is try iss to present. I many it be is 
6  reprodusing tne speech- of the entestainment industri.46ti \J.  

7 that worii:mould be appropriate.. 
8  q. Why would.it be apPropriatet X00. Gottlieb? 
9 
 A. Because the normal sonveutbmicwoLsomewhat 

10 in the entertainment industry, and I can win imagine ahOoking 
11  agent Or an agent repreSOSitia0 taiestOf on* Sort fr-Sek 
12 using thatkind of lawn* at all tames. is quits essmon. 
13  must says  in many other eiheris of endeavor. 
14 
 lit. BISNDIMIs Thank you, Drd, Gottlieb. 

15 
 RE-GROS8 IXAMIT ON int. wounanaw 

16  ma. wouzgamai 4* DOstor. booaluss en agent eleellAbet 
17 
 teiraruhen he talks to h talent, you •f  nothing wrong with. 

18 using it in a public place because you're relating a conver- 
19 sation between yourself and your agent? This excuses the 

20 use of that term? 

21 
 A. What excuses the use of that tams, Mr* Wollenberg,\ 

22 in my opinion. is its unexpeotednena in the fantastic world 
23 that Is. the frame of reference, the world *doh includes many 

24 grotesqueries that Ur. Drum, is able to establish. Then when 

25 you get a phonotwaphic reproduction of a snatch of a conversa- 

26 tion, I find that this has comic uffect very frequently. 
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Do juumesn 'phonographic ar "photographic"? 

Ai -Monographic." I mean reproducing the actual 

speech verbatim with the same intonation and same attitudes 

and everything else that would be chaventeristie of*  ed 

IsaYip a talent agent of same kind. 

 

(.  I see. In other words* the changing of the words 
to more .. sell, we might use gentile terms*  would take ever7-

thing away tram that, it that right? 

 

A.  It wouldn't be phonographiCally ascurate. It would; 

lose its real feel; there would be Almost no point.  ,\1  

 

44  Are you familiar with the deVelopment it hat 

term is used here that we are having sisgereres to? 

 

k*  I was in.eaurt yesterday and heart OfficorRyia* 

 

Q.  And taking out that word and putting in a word,*  
"homoilismal" or "fain," that would take away complatelp in 

your opinion from this story and make it Just completell-

amothimocmal 

 

A.  I must say it would. 

MR* WOLLENBERG* I see. 

I have no further questions, Your Honor. 

ME =RV Mr. Bendich, anything further? 
MR, BUDIClis No further questions. 

TIE COURT: All right, you may step down* 

MR.  ICH: Just a moment, please, Dr. Gottlieb. 

Well, Dr. Gottlieb, Mr. Druce nes asked me to put a 

question. 
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1  Ma. WOLLENBERG* Just a minute. Whether Nr. keine has 
2  asked counsel to put a question -- commie/ is handling this 
3  Om put his own quest s. 

CO1ES4 All eight, Iet ft eliminate any diatuitims 
5  with NO, Erase, Just pat your question, please, 
6  1114 BMSDICSt Q. During the course, Dr. Oott11464 
7  or Mkt. tbIlentera'a questioning of you. was his use or Wm 
8  language which he at  to to Itr, Woe. fairly attekamimmi 
9  to NIG Emmet 
10  Bar that, lament* ask you whetheritt. Wines esplers.  
11 Unsay guatiultr, VolienbergimesemplWring.in therte, 
12  that Wt. Wollenberg employed that language 
13  Din WOLLEMBINGs This is unintelligible, if Your 
14 please* 
15  THE COURT: I'm afraid I agree with ler. Vollentwire• 
16  160 BESDICS: port example, Dr. Gottlieb, in throwers. 
1?  of this drum *hint coneeruing which you testified, though 
18  your experience did not encompass the umeNt a drum, did Nr. 
19 ave. use the term, "sat it,4  or is that Nr. W011enberes 
20 own voluntary effort? 
21  A0 I never -- 
22  NR. WOLLENBERG' Pardon me. I didn't get the word. 
23  TSE COURT: Would you read the question, please? 
24  (uestion read by reporter.) 
25  THE WITNESS" I must say I think it's a voluntary effort. 
26  MR. BOUGH: Thank you. 
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12  THE COURT: All right, you may step down. 

13  (After the usual admonition to the. jury, Court adjourned 

MR, WOLLENBERG: Well, just a minute. At what time in 

my cross-examination of you, Doctor, did I say when the drum 

chant was going on, the term "eat it," was used? 

A.  I don't resssber. 

Q.  You don't remember it because it wasn't said? 

A.  You asked that phrase with respect to closing the 

show in Los Angeles. 

Q.  That is a little different then, than a druo Ghent, 

is it not, Doctor?  A. That is quite true* 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Thank you. I have no further questions. 

MR, BEN)ICRI Thank you, Doctor* 

14  until the following morning.) 
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1 rang= lumalogw laDNESDAY, MARCH T A  1962A 10too A*N4 

2  v.* .1•••••11.10. 

3  TIM COMM You ine4 proceed*  - 

4  Nikk =Mitt *. 011411.214 Ern Iva seam the  444‘ 

5V please 

6  RAM J. al4kSOL4 

having previously been rams  testified as follows4 

8  GROSSmEMIRATION. BY lit.. 1101•TARBRIA 

lifft• VOILMBERils Q. Kr* Gleason, tow Ian km,* Wit. 

in the field as a critic?  As. Za. whieh 11446 air? 

44  *Lts  is the maw flia44. M.A** 1001? 

of eritioe, is it not/  A* Yes*. 

44,  Z see* And your saintarea oat' endeavor, le  is 

that right?  A., Proportionately I woad saw that-

it's about 6o per cent musici. 

4*  And bow long ham you be. with the San .Pransimoo 

Canonici*?  At. I have written for the Sew 

Chronicle since 1949. 

4.  And you told us yesterday that the Jaws Workshop was 

not basically a bar, but a place to go to hear musts', is that 

right? 

A.  In my opinion that is right. 

4  see. And do they collect anything at the door when 

.people go there just to hear music?  A, No, The 

only time the Workshop Ilas ever had a door charge admission 

is during the engagement of Mr. Bruce, to the best ot my 
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1 knowledge, 
2  Q. And wee it an employee in the Workshop that wee at 
3 the door collecting the moneys? 
4 was at the dear et a box where Way St the egaeltin 

you entored the door was the ordinary door we at the lierkshoe, 
6  and these was another worsen with hiss* 
7  Q, And who was that other person-with him? 
8  A. The other person with him was mother nen who I 
9  understood was hired for that period of tine. 

10  Q. By whoa?  A. I donft know. 
11  .116 lb wee au symployee et Sri brines  was he nela. 
12  I don tt know. 

I eee, And now, you told us, or will you tell_wos, 
14 please, what subjects were 4i*cussed prior to reaching the 
15 area where Cie described his conversation with his agent? 
16  A. Well, it is wy impression, sir, that it was at the 
17 very opening of the fieloterrismie in question and it could net 
is hailt been proceeded in my opinion by More than five minutes of 
19  dialogue or anuolove. And during that time I think- the only 
20  thing that he discussed was the names of night clubs In- whith 
21 he- ltd previously appeared in San Francisco and how he Game 

22 about being employed at Ann's 440 .Club. 

23  C4. I see. And, in Other wards, he was just telling - 

24, stories about incidents and places he appeared lU the theater? 

25  A. No. lie came an the stand and said he was glad to be 

26 there and, you know, this is an ordinary thing in show business 
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1 and he said hello to the audience and said that it was 

2 interesting that Ile was now working in a club that was amOse 
3  the 1000St trap the club that he  first walked in in Seh 
4. And -thente Net isentianed the Other 
5  he tarbmi and talkol . about then a little bit. 

6  (14 Then he arrived at a diesussiew with hie saaleart 

7  A. So, he wasan discussing it withhiavaanagsg% as 
8  uSiiiiibMmi it. sir. for  waikreeodetrUttint .-- 
9  Q. Would yea tell us the word* that he used, aeleat 
10  you arnre a 11 thee  A. As best I mean 

11 110,,Id that be vasloviting $n a club outside 
12.  in 124.  Valley*  he received' a.call- from an agent. 
13  hOildaSse an agent is not ordinarily a eanager* 

14  a broker of talent* And the agent asked hint  said 

15  a job for him in a club. called Muss 440-Club In sayriltrantisco* 

18  And then Mr* Brum gauss in the vote* of the agent -araVikelotaf.. 
17  his own- voice the cassuting dialogue* 

18  Q. Well, would you give this dialog e,• please?' 

19  A. He asked the agent what kind of a club it was. and 

20  agent said, You know, it's got a lot of coeksuekers up there. it 
21  Q. Did he use it just in a monotone as he gave this 

22 portion of it? 

23  A. No. Mr. Bruce almost• never gives dialogue in a 

24 monotone, sir, but I have not his qualification aa a mimic.. 
25  Q. Did he change his voice, raise his voice when he 

26 got to the word, "cockaueker-?  A. Not to my 
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Q. 1 see. Now, other than toiling incidents is ShOw 

business, haw did this fit into his dist:088ton of semantiss 

that came later? 

A. Well, his discussion of semantics that aamer4Obip 

wasn't labelsdna discussion,  of  tins," 

my recollection. This is inherent in the whole methot 

which he attacks the hypocrisy of moiety. 

4.  Was be attacking the hypocrisy of scatety ss sank 

when he was discussing the conversation with the agento,41,  vas 

hs just giving stage 

A,  no was giving a phmuographill, Wermendmetion 

telephone conversation, of an incident. 

Q.  I see. This telephone conversation, then, was just 

an isolated story that he gave in relation to the total 

performance, is that correct? 

A.  Well, in the swum that any sentence is au iStirbed 

aentence in a paragraph and any paragraph an isolated sentence 

in a chapter. 

G.  Well, was this story, then, part of the big *tan, 

in our opinion?  A. Well, it is not my  opinion 

that there is a big story of any ore performance from the 

opening word to the closing word as in a soap opera episode; 

it doean,t work like that with comedy, air. This anecdote 

in the beginning in which he talked to his agent was a part 

of the whole performance. 
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1  ,. Well, what was its purposeinow, in the whole 

2 perfOrmamcel Wks it aetting a scene fOr the whole Perforance 

in sere Wry? 3 
Its purpose in the whois performance vas 1  .-

5 Isophipil which is the purpese of any comediem• 
kt  During what-POW* o  4. Did anybody laugh?: 

7 ei 

8  41,0  In referent:etc this reference tie °0ocksmakeiree 

A. 9 

10 

11 444000Aef that, part of the monelegme# 

12:.  .  NOW A , wit 19) .0a a iittla further and ow somi,11011 

13 diseasslom that Mr. grime had im reference Me( his distaste 

14 for the man at the doors  is that correct, the salleeteret 

15 moneys at the door? "Was there &discussion of that daring 

16 the courssof the performance, 

17  A4Y,  Not in relation -- 

18  MRs.BENDICHt Itur Honor, at this point I should like to 

19 object to the continual misstatement of. the evidence by 

20 mr. Wollenberg, to the continual assumption of matters which 

21 have not been introduced in evidence by Mr. iiollenberg, 

22 predicating questions upon these assumptions -and upon.the 

23 miestatements of the evidence, and I think that he ought to 

24 be admonished not to do so. 
25  TBR GO T: will you read that question, please? 
26  Ossetian read,  by reporter« I 
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It is not ay ingreesion that anyone Laughed/ Z 

*sub! be wrong. But thereon certainly laughter dusk the 



2.39 
THE COM; Wells  the queStiOn was certainly compound 

and assumes something not in **teepee. ° Wootton sustained* 

MR, WOLLEMBERO: Q. Vas there a discussion about the 

ticket taker at the door?  A. The ticket UM. V  
at the the door at the Jazz Workshop? 

Q.  Re. Just about ticket takers and Mr. Brusese 
dislike for ticket takers. 

NR. BEHDICRI Objection. The question is compound*, 
THE COURT t Sustained. 
MR. ItIOLLEHHIRO* Q. gas there a disaussion about tleket" 

taken?  A. 2bont  t rental .0t 
onsedoto about a tuba tamp. a flettonattieket We* 
e7 undaratanding. 

(4.  What was Mr. Brace discussing just prior to going 
into this anecdote? 

MR, MINDICH: I will object to chareaterising a. pegs of 
the performanee as aosneudeititikireur amp,* Thome is the 
testimony to that effect. Again, it assumes something not in 
evidence and mischareaterizes -- 

THE COURT: Refreme your question. 

MR, WOLLENBERG: May we have the last answer of this 

witness read beck? 

THE cOURT: All rights  7ou may. 

(Answer read by reporter.) 

THE COURT:  reverse myself and .overrule the objection 

MR4 wOLLEMBERO: Thank you, Your Honor. 
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1  MR, =MU; I will withdraw the objection, Your Manor. 
2  MR* VOLLMER& Ywu nay maw the question. 
3  A*  What is the queationt  air? 
4  -  VOLURIBIZO4 riay tia have it read Wiz*  Red aitiefigteeir` 

please 

6  TRE CC ROM You say, 
7 

8 
(Question read by revolter.) 

TIVE MOM X do not *oval. 
9  MR* WOLLERBERMs Q. Well, was it still terlinget 
10  ineidents in show business?  A*  I dontt recall*  sir* 
11  Af'I see. Aest what we the min wards. or 
12  t000llection, the words of that amsededeI 
13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

. 20 

21 

22 

23  am not that good. 
24 Q.  I see. And then what did the dialogue consist of 
25  in regard to -- or was there dialogue in regard to a patron or 
26  1901100011 sneaking by that ticket taker? 
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A*  wen*  this was a bit, as professional cowed linsi -
call it, having to do with a man by the, name 'of Ilealetr 
believe, who was a bonded ticket takor, and Mr. Bruce Iliseussect 
this bonded ticket taksr4s criminal background, and.toom 
recollection made the point that it was Certainly perailsoleat 
that a bond should be issued to a man with this particular 
criminal background. Mow, there was a lot of conversation 
and dialogue and little -- 

q.  We'd like the conversation and dialogue. 

A,  I would, too, but I can't recall it, sir. I really 
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1  A. Mot to m7 recollection* 

2  Q. There was 00 reference to.  "fin it roaches fifteen 

3  hundred,  dollars- the man at the door will kiss it4? 

4.  A, . I don't recall that. 
Q,  I. see* Well. what cans next after this ansadate 

e  is lard ta: the. ticket takers Ste. anis? 

7  A. Well. I don't recall the order of the bite of that 
8' pertarmaacat sir, =laps that Ida recall the opening -- 

9  Ws =DIAL* Just a •moment. please. lir. Gleason. 

10  Mr, Wollenberg has characterised the tiakst taker all spins 

11  widOuthe name of  iris. There's no, such testimearips:the.:.  

12 aveccildi Your Mao,. Agnin.- this 1$ ItA lugaumPtian tiliplitit 
13  the question of evidence which is not in the record. twill_ 

14 object, 

15  THE COURT: Overruled. 

16  L. WOLLEMSOt May w oa.read the question If theme is 

17 am presentliv on the Mort 

18  THZ COURTi This last gnostical 

19  WORLLENDEO: Please. 

20  THE 4,OURT1 fill right, 'ycAU may read it. 

21  (Question read by the reporter.) 

22  TUEVIMIESZI (Continuing) -- of the entire perAmmemoce. 

23  MIL wC4I,,LFTITIEHGt q. How, would you say it was in the 

24, , last half of the performance that Mr. Bruce, the defendant 

25  here, went into his discussion of the word, "Coma"? 

26  A, Yes, I would say that was in the last half. 
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3 Q. 

1  4. And iod rodall what dame before that? 
2  A. You. The preposition *to.0 4  

 52 

me. And whit intredueed this dissuasion 44-the 
"to' and the word, 'leo/9 

5  A. Uello  Nro Arum. who had been performing in tient 

6  of the minrophone in the motor of the stage&  went blotto 
7  where the drums were and spoke from there at that point. and 
8  said, "'to. is a preposition and leomai is a verb**  
9  Q. And then what did he dot 
10 
 Al..Be neat on and discussed this furthers and the asset 

11 1allati411k X. die Sat VIRS*214r, 
12 
 

4. Well, wail* using the drua at this point, 
13 
 

A. tali, yes, he would to on the drum and Upon the,  
14 *what. 
15  qt. And he.00ntinuod thin for quite a period aline? 
16  A. Ho *outlawed to tap en the drum and tap on the,  eyabal 
17 but it is not my  resolleetion that he yontineed to say,64tos 
18 is a preposition and 'sow is a verb.°   
19 
 

441 No. Did he not use the expression&  "I an noning&  
20  I am coming, I'm coming"?  A, I don't resell that, 
21 air, 

22  Q, And did he not then say, 414sn't come in ale, don't 
23 come in me,' in a different tone of voice? 
24  A, I don't recall that, air. 
25  Q, Now long would you say he stood at the drum and 
26  cymbal in the mart How long did this take place? 
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A. Wall, I don't think it could taxer been Mare than 

two or three mlnutes, but perhaps it was, 

Q. Nos, isn't it true that when he was back hittLAK 

the drum he was chanting as dietingaLahOd riles just talkialsig 
or telling a story? 

A, It would not have occurred to as to have deseribed 
it as chanting, 

Q. Well, what would you  describe it as? 

A. I would have described it as repeating soundiron 

the drums and equating those Sounds on the drums mitiglebe 

sound of bin vette, but I donet think that went omr 
to justify the word, 4ebant.4  

"Q,4 Wen, was he using the same ward over and 
again?  Alt He said, "to' is a prepoeitien, 
'come' is a verb.°   He said that several times, three, maybe 

four times. 

Q, And did he go on from there repeating the worfti- 

A. No, I don't think that he did. lie may have, but 

I don't recall that. 

Q. Now, you were telling us during yesterday's testimony 

about how records and recordings are made, is that correct? 

A. I was not under the impression I was telling you 

how records and recordings are made, but only specifically in 

the way Mr. Zruce's records have ooen made. This is not 

ordinarily the process. 

Q. Well, now doers he accueulatee this material that is 
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later put onto the recordings? When I speak of recordings/  

Lim 'Cooking of the recordings that are later sold to the 

public. 

A* Well, I have not Observed this preemie maps tit 
the extent that I have seen a microphone present at timers 

I would assume from this that the performances are reeOrded 
and then played back in a studio and usable portions Of then 
are edited together. 

Q. You saw a microphone present on the night in question 

islet that correct?  A. Yes, air. Therese 

always AL sdArochone present on the Jess workshop sssesok:- 

q4  In fast, you know that the performance of that- night 
was recorded, do you not?  A. Not of my own kzowied  
sir. 

Q.  Mr. Bruce has told you?  A. Mr. Auerbach, 

the manager of the Workshop, told me -- the owner of the 

Workshop told me that a recording was made. 

Q.  And that recording would have Mr. Bruce's exact 
words on it, then, is that correct?  A, Well, I 
have not heard it; I don't know what it has on it. 

Q.  Do you know who the individual was that was making 
this recording?  A. No, sir. I did not see 
a recording made. 

(.1. Now, .you have told us that Mr. Bruce has played in 
other places here in San Francisco besides Ann's 44o and, I 

I believe, the hungry i may have been mentioned by you or Mr. 
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Gottliec and tne Jazz Jorkshop. Is there any other place? 

A.  He pla;;ed at New Fack4s  Foci's on Bush Street, and 

3  at a concert at the Masonic Memorial TeaPla. 

4.  Now, did you attend one of those concert* pnaat 

A.  There was only one concert, sir; I attended thaft# 
4 

5 

6 yes. 

 

7  Q. And charge was made for tickets of admission? 

 

8  A. Oh, yes* 

 

9  Q. And were there any signs or anything, "adataionl$-? 

 

10  THE COURTI 4hat place are you referring to now? 

 

11  WO.LidESESEROI At the Masonic Auditorium, YousisiknWre 

 

12  THE. WrIONESS: No, sir, there was not.  .424.4 

MR. ALUM:BERM I see, New, I believe you read from, 

some various articles by critics yesterday for us, is that 

correct 

A.  Yes, I read excerpts from several articles yesterday. 

Q.  Did you perchance bring those articles that yo had 

:vsterday, are they in the courtroom, the other ones that you 

had with you? 

A.  No, I did not. 

aow, mignt I ask you if among those other articles 

ou have an article by Mr. Knight. I believe his name is, 

Gene Knight of the Journal American? 

A.  If I had -- you're asiUng me if I had among the 

articles that I did not bring this morning? 

13 

14 
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ge q. Yes. ;o I don't believe I tilde 
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1  
Q. I see. And who is Mr. Knight? 

A. Mr. Knight, I believes is the advertising salesman 

for the New York Journal American in the night club 114144 

I may be wrongs I'm not personally acquainted with him*. 

 

4.  Does he write, also?  A. Yes t.. does. 

 

Q.  In what regard does he writet 

 

A,  He writes on a page similar to the ones that 

current in the papers in this part of the country on night club 

advertisements. There's a page of advertisements)  ant then 

there will be a column of comment. 

 

q4  In other words* WS a: critics of -4. 

 

A,  Not by my standards, sirs 

 

4.  And what about Abel Green, the editor of Variety*. 

did you bring any articles perchance of hist 

 

A.  No, I didn't, but Mr. Green is quoted in one of- the 

articles that I read, to the beat of my reoollections4mying 

that Mr. Bruce's humor.  was a very low grade and that Iteissok 

objectionable terminology. 

 

Q.  Well, I think the exact quote is here among the 
articles: 

"Abel Green, editor of Variety, was appalled& 

'The ugliest of phrases applying to minorities are 

interjected to no good purpose . . . He is undis-

ciplined and unfunny.'" 

Is that it? 

A. Yes. 
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Q. So Mr. Green -- who is he? 
A. Mr. Green is the editor of Variety. 

Q. And is he an expert in this field? 

A.  Oh, yes, he certainly is.  •4" 

Q.  So all expert, don't agree with you in your fin' 

which you believe to be the worth of Mr. Bruce, is that 

correct' 
A.  No, they don't. They seldom agree totally on any 

subject. 
Q.  wells there are some recognized experts in the field. 

Are there any other than We Green that hare expresso StaLlar 

types ..of distaste for his 'mid 
A,  well, the only other show business critic that I% 

can recall other than Mr. Green that has objected to Mir* 

Bruce's comedy was the man whose article I read yesterdaywho 

went bask and heard him a second or third time and changed 

his mind and ended up liking him* 

Q.  I see. That is Mr. Hentoff/ 

A.  No. That's Mr. Byer. 

Q.  Mr. --  A. It's from the Long Island 

Press, air. 

q.  That is not here, I don't believe. You didn't read 
it -yesterday?  A. I guess I didn't, then; I 

must be mistaken. However, that's the onl:; other critic that 

I know of that objected, and then he recanted afterward. 

Q.  But you didn't collect Mr. Green's work in among your 
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collection of critiques of Mr. Bruce, is that right? 
A. I have W. green.* review which is quoted in tbe 

Reverter article by Mr. Rento' in one of ay sets of Wawa* 
of %W W1 one.. adult out it *et because ItpsalStOt.  
quota the pertinent parts of it in his article. 

Q.  And you didn't collect sigerately or brine the 
article to court here yesterday?  A. Nes 
didn't, because it was quoted in the Reporter. 

Q.  Well it was more extensive than just these taw 
lines in his discussion, isn't that correct? 

A.  Tbe article wen sgreater length than that, ilitaik - 
but it also discussed the other attraelkins that were oe the 
same platform. 
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42 1 

2 

3  
4 

5  
6 
7 
8 

9 
to 

Q.  Well, are there any other writers in any other 
publication that are crates that here discussed Mr. Brea*. 

Periods *thSt you haven't collected their works? 

A.  Not as far as I know*  Ten may not  have  all ralriMMO- 
there in evidence kmdkeWyeu, sir, but I have tried to aralranale 
a fairly complete file. 

Q.  I awe.  A. I am aura them as -ones 
that I don't have beanie it's not humanly possible to--roral 
all the papers in the country. 

Q.  Now, during the coarse of the pertomanoe is wettan1  

11 saa there e  rearms* terealat disc ubothn during that 

12' performance 

13 A.  I don't recall that there was specifically in that 

14 perfornanoe.  It's a common theme with Mr. Bruce's performance 

15 and it may well have been that one, but I don't recall it - 

16 specifically as such. 

17 Q.  Well, do you resell anything specific, otNar than- 

18 his opening remarks, about this performance as distingoilhed 

19 from other performances of Mr. Bruce? 

20 A.  Well, you mean do I recall anything in that per- 

21 formance that was not in other performances? 

22 Q.  No.  Are you testifying now as to your recollection 

23 of this exact performance other than the opening remarks, which 

24 you aay you recall specifically of this performance, or are 

25 you testifying from your recollection of other performances 

26 in relation to the one in question? 
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16  
A. Well, I believe that I said earlier that it was 

my recolleetion that he had discussed the "'to' is a prom* 

salon. 'come' is a verb" bit that he does, and I bates. go 

asked= about ticket taker *attack. an4 I recall  idt 
thole as having been in that performance. 

Q.  Nave you overheard the opening story which yo 
make reference to before?  A. qtr. BMWs 
comedy is Improvisatory and whinges grainiest to night. 
have heard him at other times discuss clubs in which he has 
worked. and I remember the night that he opened at the hungry i, 
SOT instance, he disammordhlaprovlous engagements 
San Arancisco. 

Q.  Did he use that word that night? 
A.  What word, sir/ 
Q.  Did he use 1,toockaucker"?  A. Not -to 

my recollection. 

Q.  I see. And now, in your opinion as an exper‘-sir, 
was that story in any way made funnier by the use of that 

word as distinguished from some other descriptive tern? 
A.  I think it was more authentic, not necessarily more 

funny. 

Q.  Well, it wasn't funny, then, more funny, as a result 
of it?  A. I would not say it was more funny as 
a result of it, no. 

Q.  was that story even funny?  A. Isolated, 
no, as a sentence isolated, it is not.  But as a part of the 
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1 whole, yes, that was a humorous routine. 

2 
 Q. And part of the portion of the performance that it 

3  was being given in, was it funny?  A. Ault 

4 that one sentenae taken out of that performance and isolated 

5 ‘is not funny. One sentence taken out of any performamokand 

6 isolated is not funny. 

7 
 Q. Well, afterwards did you chuckle, thinking balk.  

8 of it, over the total picture of this story, this story and 

9 the whole show speolfically with reference to that story? 

10 
 A. Of the whole show or of the Whole story speeificel3q, 

11 which do you wish me to ansimor, sir? 

12 
 Q. This wasn't one sentence as a. story, it was Mi group 

13 of thoughts in relation to his dealings with an agent about-. 

14 Ann's 440? 

15 
 A. Yes, that routine was tunny; I laughed at that. 

16 
 Q. I see, you did. Would it have been any less humorous 

17 if the word in question was not used? 

18 
 MR. HERDIC:Ms I will object to that as irrelevant, Your 

19 Honor. 

20 
 THE COURT: Sustained. 

21 
 MR. WOLLENBERG: Well, this man has testified as an 

22 expert here, Your Honor, in this area, and I'm asking him as 

23 an expert. 

24 
 MR. SENDIGH: He is an expert, but this is irrelevant, 

25 Your Honor. 

26 
 MB COURT: All right. Now, wait a minute. As I have 
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1 previously stated, the degree of funniness is not on trial here 
2 The objection is sustained. 
3  MR. w011iagBERGI Q. Was there a discussion about 
4  butterflies during the GOUrae of %be performance? 
5  A. I do not recall one. sir. 

Q.  Z see. Was there a discussion about toilets? 
7  A. Yea, there was. 
8  Q. lows  where did that fit in in the total pertereenee, 
9  just before any one of these others? 

A.  well, the closest I could place it would be: oaf 
-.% 

 

11  the opening routine and before the elacM41 math' .•  .  . 

 

12  believe was the one having to do with. 1.1to' is a 

 

13  'come' is a verb." Within that, I don't recall the seeneneo. 

 

14  Q. Now, after the incident, you mere present When the 

 

15  defendant was placed in the patrol wagon, is that correct? 

 

16  A. That's corrects... 

 

17  XR. WOIAAMBERG1 I have no•furtImmremetabas. 

 

18  REDIRECT EXMINATION 

 

19  BY MR. BENDICH: 

 

20  Q.  Mr. Gleason, you have described Mr. Bruce's work 

 

21  as improvisatory. Do you mean by that this is the stream of 
22 consciousness -- 

 

23  MR. WOLLENBERG: I'm going to object to this as being 

 

24  covered on direct examination and repetitive. 

 

25  THE COURT: Sustained. 

 

26  MR. BENDICH: Q. Mr. Gleason, what would you way is 

10 
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5 the predominant opinion among the serious reviewers of Mr. 

Bruce's work throughout the country concerning the seriousness 

of his intent, the quality of his humor? 
MR. WOLLEMBEROt I'm going to object to this as being 

beyond the scope of cross.examination. It was **vend on 

direct. 
TR& COURTs Sustained. 
MR. BEMDICMI Tour Manor, may I submit that Mr. 

brought out or attempted to bring out on mss-examination 

that there may be disagreement amoag the experts in the-field, 

and I es asking Mr. Gleason to teatitY to the PrePenderallao 
of opinion of the experts,. which Ism* Something thatrums 
brought out on direct. I believe it is perfectly proper re- 

direct. 
TIE COURT: There is no foundation for that question, 

anyway. 
MR. BEMDICR: Well, Ie l2 lay the foundation if Your 

Honor will indulge me. 
Q. Mr. Gleason, you have testified that you keep as 

comprehensive and complete a. file as it is possible for you 

to do of the reviews throughout the country by serious critics 

of Mr. Reasoner; performances, is that correct? 
A. Mr. Bruce's performances, and also Mr. Sahlis and 

Jonathan Winters'. 
MR. WOLLENBERG: This has all been asked previously, 

Your Honor, on direct examination. 
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THE COMM Well, letus get on with it. 

MR. REMDICRI Q. And, Mr. Gleason, you have testified 

that vartousAmperts have opinionS which have simmiSol in 

these reviews with respect to the SignitIcance, the Setileasnede 
of the intent, the quality of the humor represented b MIN 

Ernee's performances, is that 40rreet? 

A. Yes, I have. 

4.  AM you have told us, for example, that Abel Green, 
the editor of Variety, has one opinion. 

THE couRT: Now, wait a minute. I donut want you to 
00114, the same ground-all over agolo. Letts not vests tista 
that, Mr. &radish. 

MR. BEMDICHt Q. Lets* ask you, Mr. Gleason, Whether 
yak:have made a survey of the reviews which are in your 

possession with reference to the preponderance of opinion -in 
those reviews? 

MR. WOLLEMBERGI That is irrelevant and immaterial. The 
evidence is before the.Court. 

=COMM It's not irrelevant and immaterial, but it 
does call far the opinion and conclusion of this witness on 
a matter which the jury can determine for themselves. The 
objection is sustained. 

MR. BENDICH: Well, if Your Honor please, the jury does 
not have before it those reviews which Mr. Wollenberg attempted 
to discuss with the witness. 

TRE 
 

COURT2 They have certain reviews before them. 
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1  MR. BENDICH: Very well, Your Honor. 

2  Thank you very much, Mr. Gleason. 

3  ME COURT: That will be all, Mr. Gleason. 

4  THE WITNESS: Thank you. 

5  MR4 BENDICHI Professor Doe Geiger. 

6  =GEIGER, 
7 a witness called on behalf of the defendant, having been 
8  first duly sworn, testified as follows: 

9  THE CLERK: Your name, sir? 

10  THE WITNESS: Don Geiger. 

11  TH3 CLERK: And the address, air? 

12  THE WiTNESS: I'll Oxford Street in Berkeley. 

13  THE: CLERK: Thank you.. Be seated. 

14 

 

 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY ma. BENDICH: 

16 
 Q. Professor Geiger, what is your business, ocsupation 

17 
 profession, please? 

18 
 A. I am associate professor of speech and chairmen of 

19 the department at the University of California at Berkeley. 

20 
 Q. Dr. Geiger, give us a word, it you will, please, 

21 about your academic background. 

22 
 A. I took a 11.3. degree in public speaking and argument- 

23 ation at Northwestern in the School of Speech, and then an 

24. M.A. and PH.D. in interpretation, Department of Interpretation 

25 there. That work involves one of literary criticism, literary 

26 esthetics, and a public reading and oral performance of poetry 
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and fiction. 

Q. Have you published articles or books in the field 

of literary and esthetic criticism? 

A, Yes* I, have. 
Q. Could you tell us what some of your books supe4 

please, Professor?  A.. I have published so: 

book in speech and literary theory called "Oral Interpretation.  

and Literary Study*" a book of literary criticisultailOV 

"The Age of the Splendid Machine," and I have also written a 
book of poetry deriving largely from ay experiences as a 
W nner in World War IS, entitled "ftexpeetetTruce‘r4±T 

Q.  And could you give us a word* Professor*  AMU* 

about the scholarly articles which you have published? 

A.  Well, I have published in -- oh, College English 

and American Literature, Quarterly Journal of Speech, Journal 

of Esthetics and Art Criticism, a few others; about twenty or 

thirty articles probably in this area*  and a dozen sags:Ines. 

Q.  Do you hOld any editorial or supervisory positions? 

A.  I was editor of Western Speech and presently 

associate editor of the Quarterly. Journal of Speech, and I'm 

a member of the legislative assembly of the Speech Association 

of America. 

Q4  Professor, as I understand it, the field of your 

academic focus and expertese is the area of oral interpretation 

of poetic and literary work, is that correct? 

A.  Oral interpretation, literary esthetics or theory 
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1 and literary criticism cover it. My doctoral thesis was 

2 a study of the nature and character of literature. 

3  41. Professor, can you tall us something about the 

4  standard.; of :udgment which you employ In arriving at year 

5  oritical judgments and evaluations of the works which yes 

6 review? 

7  MIL WOLLENBERG. This is irrelevant and Immaterial, his 

8  standard or judgment, Your Honor, in arriving at a aritique. 

9  MR wpm At this stage of the proceeding*, I think 

10  the 'objection is good. 

11  MENDICHI  Will you tell us somethings  
12 about the work which you are currently engaged with! 

13  A . Well, the writing that I. am, currently doing la . 

14 a review of some recordings by posts, reading their awn works. 

15  I am writing that review far roetry magazine, which I think 

16  is safe to say is the leading pastry magazine in the country. 

17 Argosy, its purposes are serious and these posts are all- 

18 distinguished poets whose recordings have been made either by 

19 the Library of Congress, and in that Twentieth Century series 

20 in poetry, or by Yale University in their series. 

21  Q. Professor, are these recordings which are available 

22 to the public? 

23  A. Yom, these recordings are available to the public, 

24 and tor the moat poo,t they are bought by libraries and by 

schools for use in the classroom or for housing in the it 

for students, either in collages or sometimes in high schools 
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1 or emnsunity libraries. 

2  Q. And, Professor, when these recordings are used in - 

3  the course of classroom work or activity, they are played. to 

4  the students to listen to it? 

5 s  MR. WOLLENBERG: Tow Honor, the fact that recordings 

6  are made andresowdings are in libraries and even it the 

7  records have profanity in them is proof of nothing bare, and 

8  I Will move that the testimony be stricken and no further 

9  reference to it. It is irrelevant and immaterial. I Will 

10  cite the Barris case. 

11  INIZOOONTs Notion denied. Overruled. l presume it LB 

12°  preliminarY.  1. 

13  WON_ Thank you'  Your honor. 

14  Q. Professor Geiger, you state that you are presently 

15  reviewing this recorded material?  A. Yes. 

16  Q. can you tell us for what journal you are currently 

17  preparing this re view 

18  MR. WOLLENBERG: Thetas been asked and answered. 

19  THE Cif No, the name of the Journal I do not think 

20 was mentioned. Overruled. 

21  THE WITNESS: Poetry magazine. 

22  MR, BENDIGH: Q. Thank you, Professor. 

23  Can you tell us something, Professor, about some of the 

24, poems which you are currently working on? 

25  MR. WOLLENBERG: Irrelevant and immaterial, if Tour 

26 Honor please. 
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7.1 TIE COURT: Overruled. 
It. WOLLINBIRG: Nay I be heard on the subject. YAM* 

Sonar? I have authority. 

4  INA:COURT: lea.  
NR. WOLLENains The relevancy of it. Your nonori iut 

6  this proceediag would only be with whether or not it was in 

7  the area of obscenity, and the Courts have held in as illorvis 
8  ease, believe it is, that even it these are books la 

9  libraries or reeordings in libraries, that there is oo 

10  relevance here. =Mee night be a lewd book -- 
11  IE OCCRTs Ws been held net ter be. 
12  NR. WOLIAMMIs i an using this for the sake et 4liieuse1 
13  Tour donor, and the feet that it is in a library is probative 
14  of nothing. whether or not it is lewd or not. 

15  'NB NUM Well, we are ousoerned here with contemporary 

16 standards. Overruled. 

17  NR. 3121DICHK•Proteeeeri do you have some of theear poetic 

18  materials with you?  A. Yes, I do have. These 

19  are -- 

20  MB COURT: Well, you have answered. 

21  THE WITNESS: Yes. 

22  'NE COURT: Wait for the next question first. 

23  'NE WIT S: All right. 

24  MR. BENDICHI Q. Professor Geiger. do lines of individual 

25  terms occur in these poems which, taken out of context. might 

26  be construed by some as prurient or obscene? 
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12 
1  A. Yes. 
2  Q. Could you, give us some of those linen, please, 

3  Professor Geiger? 
4  WOLLHHOSRDI I am going to object to this aS being 

5  irrelevant and innatersja*  

6  TSB COURT* No. That objeetion is ovemled. But you 

7  will have to identity the author and the name of the pose and 

8  so forth. 
9  MR. BODICE, Ws certainly shall, Your Honor. 

lo  Q. Professor Geiger, do you have a poen before y now 

11  which contains such lines? 
12  A. I will have in just a second. 

13  Q. Thank you.  A. Yes. 

14  Q. Who is the author of that poem, please, Professor? 

15  A. The author of this poem is JOWL Mardi, whets a very 

16  well iiMOUrt poet and 1et1s see, besides, he is poetry editor 

17  for the Saturday Review. 

18  Q. Professor, what is the line which occurs in the 

19  poem that you have identified as one taken out of context 

20  possibly implying prurient appeal? 

21  A. Well, the man refers to hitiseLf as "the wet pants 

22  man of his tamily.°   

23  Q. How, Profeseor, may I ask you why you indicated that 

24  that line might have prurient implications? 

25  A. Well, of course, in this contest it simply doesn't, 

26  but I am sure there are many times when to refer to a uan's 
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1 wet pants would be either tasteless or prurient. Here*  ass 
2  really a poignant line because the man is Identifying himself 
3 as «ohs recalls the time When his father died when he eas 
4   three* four years olden,* left him, poignantly*  "the well 
5 :man of his faaill.°   

q. So then when taken in context*  Professor*  it I 

7 understand whet youore sayings  "wet pants" in the contact of 

8 that poem really refers to a diapered *had/ 

9  A. That's right, and that is the artistic point of 

10  this entirely, certainly, Me is the man of the family bees= 

11  there is no others= in the family* no of male bas elf 
12 

13 
 NR. WOLLENBSROs Zammieme. Professor. 

14 
 THI WITNESS; But at the same time -- oh. 

15 
 MR. wOLLEMBERO: If Your Honor pleases  in this ores tee 

16 have had the words recited and the contess of the words, and 
17 
 this is a question of foot for the Jury whether meat %MY 

18  are in context or whether they have any other meaning or a 
19 /egitimate meaning. Now, what possible meaning or in that 

20  way might the "wet pants man of  roily " be relevant to 

21 this proceeding? It's whether or not it's a word used in one 

22 way or another. This is a matter not for expertese, and it 

23 is completely irrelevant in this proceeding. 

24  •  ME COURT: Well, this poem, of course, is not in issue 

25 before the Court, whether or not it appeals to prurient 

26 interest. I think any further examination as far as this poem 
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is concerned, unless yo have some =tons' which is similar 

to that which is before the Court, will not be allowed. 
MR. BEBDICHI Q. Professor Geiger, do you nave smog the 

examples of modern poetry with you this morning a poem fat 

which the line. occurs, °people are blowing sash other*? 

A. 24e. 
Q. Would you read that poem to us, please, Professor' 
THE GOMM Well, let us have the foundations plesee, 

the poem end author. 
NR. Roam Q. What is the title of that - poems 

Prewar, Whom you. OWAlt? 
 ti 

of this poem is "Seven.*  It's written by John Berrfililko It 
appears in a menthe rather blearrely called "The Nobise 

Savage," a Meridian periodicals and Berryman himself la a very 

tine modern poet, eartainly one of the really outstanding - 

modern poets. And the magmata in which his poem appears 

has writings by other very important modern writers,, iMaic  

Harries  who I believe also tee at San Francisco State, 

Harvey 3wadoe, an excellent fLotionist, who is also there, 

I think. 
R. wOLLENBERG: well, Your Honor, we were asked a ques-

tion about whether or not there's an article with people 

blowing themselves. We don't need a background of everyone 
that writes in this magazine. I think it's not relevant. 

THE COURT: All right, you me put your next question. 

MR. BENDICH: Q. Professor Geiger, taken in and of itse 
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17.1 
° People are blowing each other La ambiguous, is that not 

right? 

A.  I suppose so, that I can imagine mare than one 

meaning, 

Q.  Yes. Taken in and of itself in one sense, Professor 

Geiger, that line might have for some persoa prurient istereat, 
is that not so? 

A. Possibly. 

4.  Professor Geiger, would you read the entire peen. 

please? 

A.  This pow is called `liven.°   

THE COURT: The entire pose? Mew, wait amin:WWL. MIS 

trial is only going to last so saw days. 
MR. BEMDICHt It's a short poem, Your Homer. 

THE COURT: Let me see how loa% it is. 
MR. KILLED:Meth Well, Your or, if he reads this, I 

woad have the right to go up to the public library, I presume, 
and bring in every poem and we could go through all. the 

literature and poetry on the subject. 
THE COURT: It's short. All right, you may read it. 
Tin WITNES31 The poem is as follows' 

"SEVEN 
"I am, outside. Incredible pante rules. 
People are blowing and beating each other without 

Mercy. 
Drinks are boiling. Iced 
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1  Drinks are boiling. The worse anyone feels, the worse 
16  2  Treated he is. Fools elect fools. 

3  A hanalesa man at an intersection said, under his 
Breath, ' Christ I 6  

°That word, so sib affectal the vision 
Of, when they same to work next day, shopkeepers, 
Who. went a were fitted tor glowers 
Enjoyed they then an appearehes of love and law. 
Milani& Wart a waft — one, ono er, er 
Their glasses,  Wove. taken. fres them and they Sam«. 

"Nan baa undertaken the top Job of alt, 
Rig end. good luck. 

I myself walked at the funeral of tenderness, 

Yellowed other deaths. Among the last, 

Like the memory of a lovely fuak, 
bias I do, ut des.3  

MR. =MICH& Q. Professor Geiger, on the basis of your 

professional and academie experience, how would you critically 
evaluate the prurient appeal, it any, of the lines occurring 

23' in a peen, ''People are blowing each other,4  and hthe memory 
24 

25 

26 

of a lovely fuck"? 

A.  Well, I think beauty and significance really are 
their own shields. I think this is a beautiful poem. Itls 
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beauty of a certain sort. There is beauty and tam,* is 
beauty, but this is the beauty of a man who is trying to give 
the experience, a nen who is, at least pereonallY, at tha-mal 
of hiS tother and feels that the human race is. So WI not 
a pretty situation, but within that situation what you have 
la am: trying to say with a do, ut des at the end semeighat-
suggesting the possibility of sone exchange of gratitude or 
favors. Re's trying to say that here thare is at least .& ktad 
of memory of something tender it a world which is itself a 
nightmare world, as he sees it. So that that expartafts 
becomee a contagnad thing, which dos 't lead tia, 
I had urge to blow or heat another, bat nothing' 
a contained whole thing which byes an object for our 
tion and our intermit, and though we don't ourselves• tool that, 
Wet are in that experience, we know teething more of what. it is 
to experience the mind at the end of its tefter. So it 
an object, a thing to observe, a thing to feel, a new sense of 
human possibility and aspartame. 

Q.  Professor Onions, this is a poem which has been 
written in the recent past, is that correct? 

A.  Oh, area. Let's ems. The publication date is 1960, 

March, 1760. 

Mg. =MICR: You may cross assns, Mr. Wollenberg. 
GROSS-EXAPLINATION BY MR. WOE 

MR. WOLLENBERG: q. Doctor, the word 'saocksucker," what 
does it connote to you, just that bare word by itself? 
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1  A. Well, it I really take you precisely, it doesn't 
la  2 ecanote much. It it eortaini7 denotes a eclakaufskor. It 

3  would be hard to imagine it it anything other than a 

4. experienne. You know, it could possibly be kind of liekial 

5  a hen or smenthing of the sort, but I'd have to reach ter 

6 implication. 

7  Q. And what does the expression, 41 won't appear there 

8  because it's overimurwith coeksuckers,4  infer to you? 

A.  I won't go there beams it's filled with hasoft 

nexus's. 

4.  I See. Aed death* weld 4seeksusker,4  demattlaair 
beauty as distinguiebed tram the wortehesosexual?  

A,  I couldn't possibly answer that, I think. 

4.  Mow  A. That is, you would lave to 

provide a context for it, and. then one could answer that. 
would say this about it,. sad I.would like to: That "homo-

sexual" is a kind of neutes". seientifio term which slat 

is a given context itself have a freight of staninalinelt or 
beauty or artistic merit. But it's less likely to than the 

word "cooksucker," which is closer to colloquial, idiomatic 

oweission. 

Q.  Or the words, "oral copulation, might cover? 

11,4  "Copulation,' for instance, would not have been 

appropriate hare in the posh I read be  'copulation" is 

this kind of neutral, abstracCaitegorical term, whereas this 
word, "fuck," which was used, is an intentionally hard, coarse 
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1 and lad, because that's the experience that he wants to 
19  2 evoke. And something of that same relation between "fuee 

3  and "copulation," and 0eocksuaker4  and whcensexual" might- 
4  Stnerally obtain. Se you :wouldn't really soy until you hid 

5  the context provided. 
6  Q. Doctor. len Bendish works =der you. is that 
7 eorrect? 
8  A. Well, he doesn't work under me. 

9  Q. You are the supervisor of his department? 
10  A. In a sena*. that's fair enough, though it does a 
11  chairman at the University of California too smadlitumemP.. We 

12  don't do mutat superviSidg. 
13  MR. WOLLENBERO: Thank you. I have no more questions... 

14  MR. BERDICRI Thank you very mudh,. Professor. 

15  1211g COURT: All right, that will be all. 

16  THE, WITNESS: I blle_rmme-poems.____ 

17  THE COURT: Perhaps we'll have a private reading Semew- 
time. 

MR. INOMICK: W. Brown, pleas*. 
KENNETH BROWN, 

called as a witness on behalf.of the dAptemismt, being first 

duly sworn, testified as fellows: 
THE CLERK: Your name, sir? 
THE WITNESS: Kenneth Brown. 

THR CLERK: Address? 
THE WITNESS: 459 Joept, 
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1I  
THE CLERK* San Francisco? 

THE WITHESSI That's right. 

THE CLEM Ds seated, please. 
DIRECT =ANIMATION BY M. BlINDICH 

BEHDICHt Qt. Mr. Brown, would you kindly state your 

business, professioNor occupation, please? 
A. I am a teacher. 

Q. Where do you teach? 
A. Jefferson High 6chool, Daly City. 

Q. And what subjects do you teach? 

A. English. 
Q.  Can :you give us almrd about your educational 

background, sir? 
A. 1 went to the University of California, graduated 

there in 1951. I went to Europe and went to the Sorbonne, 

University of Faris. Came back and took my credential for 

teaching at the University of California in 1955. That's about 

it. Now I'm working on a Master's at State College right now. 

Q. And have you been-involved in any literary activity? 

A. As a poet, yes, and short story writer. 
Q. I see. And have you written poetry, Mr. Brown? 

A. Yes, I have written poetry. 
Q. And can you tell uc whether that has been published, 

and, if so, where? 

A. Yes, I have written poems that have been published 
in Poetry Magazine, Occident Magazine, a magazine put out by 
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the National Poetry Association, a poem that appeared in the 

Columbia University literary magazine -- I can't think of the 

name of it; I tried to find that out, I can't find that out, 

And a pose that appeared in &Minch periodical, Paris Review, 

belies. 

Q. Mr. Brown, did you have occasion to go to the iris 

Workshop on the night of October 4th when Mr. Bruce gave a 

Performance for which he was arrested and is presently on 

trial here in this courtroom? 

A. Yes, I was there. 

4. Mr. Brown, you don't know me, do you? 

A. Except the other dal when you phoned and asked:Ase Sr 

I would witness -- 

4. When did you first meet me? 

MR. W" mg.- ft I don't know the relevance of this. 

THE WITNESS: I met you yesterday. 

MR. WOLIZNBERGI Excuse me, Your Honor. There's been -- 
THE WITNESS: Cho  pardon me. 

THE COURT: Well. the answer may remain. 

MR. =DIM Q.. All right. Mr. Brown, you have testi- 
fied that you went to the Jazz Workshop on the night of 

October 4th. Can you tell us whether you proceeded there alone 
or were,  you accompanied by anyone else? 

A. I took my wife. 

q. Can you tell us why you went there on that particular 
evening? 
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1t. WOLLENBERG: Irrelevant and immaterial. 
THE COURT: I imagine he went to see the show. Do you 

have some other reason? 

MR. BENDICH: I. want to distinguish between a sasual 

visit to a Lenny Bruce performance and a person who 

specifically took the trouble to go down to that club and 

pay $2.50 to hear Mr. Bruce because of some particular intents 

in his work. 
THE COURTI Very well. The objection will be overruled. t 

tUt. BENDICH: Q. Mr. Brown, why did you take your wife 

to the..Tass Workshop on the evening in question? 

A. We had seen Mr. Bruce on a former oceasion-et,thi 

Masonic Hall on California Street* about two years previous, 

and were quite excited about the unusual approach of Itr. 

Bruce -- 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Excuse me*  Your Honor. This is irrele- 

vant. They went because they heard him once and wanted. to 

hear him again, is all that is necessary to cover that. 

That they were excited -- 

THE COURT: Well -- 

MR. WOLLENBERG; That is a conclusion. 

THE COURT: In order to cut this short, JOU were 

impreased by what 4ou saw before and ;you wanted to see him 

acain, is that it? 

THE TIT! ESS: Yes, air. 

THE COURT: "11 right. 
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*t. RENDICH: Q. Now, Mr. Brown, did you see the 

performance which Mr. Bruce gave on that night? 

A. Yes, I did. 

44  As a result of which he was arrested? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Did you enjoy the performance, Mr. Brown? 

AM., WOLLENBERG: That's irrelevant and immaterial. 

THE COURT' Overruled. 

THE MUSS: A performanoe -- 

MR0 WOLLENBERGI The answer is "rtes or "no," sir. 

THE =THEM Mr. Bruce 
THE Mans Pardon we. You have, to "answer that "yes" or 

"no," and then you may explain your answer if it needs.. an 

explanation. 
THE W1THESSI The answer is yes, and I think it does 

need an explanation. You wouldn't enjoy it like you would 

enjoy, Let us say, Bob Iftwhart, or Jonathan Winters, I don't 

believe, because there's a great deal of, I think you would 

almost say at times, a painful experience; esthetically painful • 

if that makes sense. 

MR. BENDICH: 4. Could you explain for us, please, 

Mr. Brows, what you mean by that? 

Aft  Mr. Bruce is a man who digs - 
MR. WOLLENBERG: Excuse me, Your Honor. I will object 

that this is galling -- now he's testifying to the definition 

of terms, and I don't think he's here as an expert. He's 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

testifying as to what he saw on the night in question. 

MR, Br ICUs These are his own terms, Your Honor, He 

is merely explaining his answer, 

MR, WOLLENBEROs He's starting to explain that Nr. 

Bruce digs this and that. 

THE COURT: Hr. Bruce -- 

THE DEFENDANT: I am sorry. I beg your pardon, Your 

Honor. 

THE COURT: If I have any further disturbance from 

you we'll have a repetition of what happened_in chambers. 

Now, Ism not going to caution you again. 

The objection will be' sustained at this time. The 

witness may describe what he saw, if you so desire, and then 

he may interpret. But as to this question,the objection is 

sustained. 

MR. BENDICHs Q. Tell us what you saw or heard in the 

course of the performance, Mr. Brown. 

A. You mean to reproduce 

Q. No. What do you recall about it? 

A. Well, there were several routines and I don't 

remember their order. I saw one where he sat on the piano and 

with a drumstick from one of the Jazz men that were there, and 

touched the cymbals as he gave a very strange lesson in 

English. 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Excuse me, Your Honor. What he said or 

what he heard, not the comments of the witness. 
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THE COURT: Well, you may go into this on crosso.emamina 

Overruled. 
Hit. WOLLENBERG: Well, the question was what be ssar-Or 

heard* 
THE COURT: Hy ruling wAl stand* 

MR. BEHDICH: You ma  continue, Mr. Brown. 

A. HA said he was going to discuss the verb, *UARelessan 

intransitives" An. intransitive verb does not have as objects 
He repeated the word perhaps twenty times in such a way that 

a poetic influence was made. Let me explain -- 
. KR. WOLLEHHERG1 I'm going to object to it as. the 

Conclusion of the witness Your,  Honor. He can tell that 
heard or saw. 

THE COURT: Overruled. 
THE WITNESS: When you say a word over and over and over, 

it begins to change its association and its character, and I 

can't explaia.the phenomenon that happened unless you were all 

to try Yourselves saying some word many, many times. It begins 
to change its character, it begins to change its feeling. If 

you say your own name 
THE COURT: Now waiX.a minute. 
THE WITNESS: -- the ,same thing: happens. 
THE COURT: Just a moment. Just confine yourself to 

what you saw. I don't want you to get off on any tangents, 
please. 

THE WITNESS: The meaning came out -- 
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MR. WOLLENBERG: I will object to what the meaning was, 

Your Honor. It's what Mr. Bruce said or what this witness 

heard. 

MR. BENDICH: Your Honor, Mr. Brown has been qualified, 

I believe, as a teacher of English in the San Francisco high 

schools, as a writer and author of poetry, as a person tamped 

in the University of California and the University of Paris, 

and I believe that Mr. Brown is fully capable of indicating 

what in his opinion a performance which he especially went to 

see may have been. 

THE COURT: Well, he hasn't been asked that questiono in 

the first place, and he must, as a prerequisite, relate. wbaV- 

he saw. You can't have a blank check to testify up here* -So 

you'd better proceed by question and answer. 

MR* BENDICH: Q. Can you recall anything further about 

that portion of the performance, Mr. Brown? 

A. WhatI saw and heard made me see what I, of course, 

thought was the point of Mr. Bruce's whole performance, in 

that routine. 

MR. WOLLENBERG: I'm going to object to that, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: All right. That answer will be stricken. 

He hasn't related yet as to completely what he saw. 

THE WITNESS: Well, what I saw was a man on a piano hittin 

with a cymbal on a stick, and saying, To come." That was what 

I saw. 

MR. BENDICH: Q. Now, then, Mr. Brown, did you derive 

 84 
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1 an impression from having witnessed that performance? 

2  A, Very definitely. 

3  Q. Would you tell us, please, what impression yon_ 

4, derived? 

5  NFL WOLLENBERG* I will object to this witnesses.  • 

6  impression, Tour Honor, as being incompetent, irrelevant and 

7 immaterial. 

8  THE COURT* Overruled. 
9  THE WITNESS* The impression is, he was trying to get over 

10  a point about society, the inability to love, the inability 

11  to perform sexual love in a creative way. The routine= then 

12'  would •snter a dialogue between a man and a woman and_:. bill7 

13  were having their sexual difficulties at orgasm in bed, at-. 

14  least one of them was. And one said, "Why can't yawdeme?" 

15  And, "Is it because you don't love me? Is it because you 

le  can't love me?" 
17  And. the other one said, "Why, you know me, this is where j 

18  I'm hung up, I have problems here*" 

19  And, that was enough to give me the impression that -- 

20  with the other things in context that were going on before and 

21  after, that he was talking, dissecting our problems of 

22  relating; to each other, man and woman. Simply that. 

23  THE COURT: May I interrupthere? I think it's time to 

24, let the jury take a recess. Would you step down temporarily? 
25  THE WITNESS: Yes. 

26  (Following the usual admonition to the jury, a short 
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recess was taken. When Court reconvened, the following 

proceedings were had.) 

THE 

 

COURTS All right, you may proceed. 

MR. BEWICHs Mr. Brown, would you resume the witness stand 

please? 
KENNETH BROWN 

having been previously duly sworn, resumed the stand and 

testified further as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION (Resumed) 

MR, BENDICH: Q. Mr. Reporter, could you piesse read 

the last question and answer? 

ME REPORTER: The last answer was quite lengthy, Your 

Honor. 
THE COURT: Yes, it was too lengthy to read back. 

MR. BENDICH: Q. Mr. Brown, you have testified that in 

part your reaction to Mr. Bruce's performance on the night 

in question was one of experiencing or feeling esthetic pain. 

May I ask you, sir, whether you also experienced esthetic 

pain...when you witnessed Mr. Bruce's performance in Masonic 

Auditorium, which preceded the performance for which he 

was arrested? 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Irrelevant and immaterial. The only 

thing we're dealing with today is October the 4th, Your Honor. 

THE 

 

COURT; Overruled. 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

MR. BENDICH: Q. And yet, Mr. Brown, you returned to hear 
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1 

 

Mr. Bruce after having experienced esthetic pain on a prior 
occasion, is that correct?  A. Yes, 

 

06,  Can you tell us why you specifically nought out 
such an experience? 

MR. WOLLENBERG: That's irrelevant and immaterial.. 

IHE COURT: Sustained. 
MR, BENDICH: Q. Mr. Brown, can you redalIotherportiOns 

of the performance that you witnessed on the night of October- 
the 4th? 

 

A.  I've got my mind on that one at the moment. 
.  Oh, at one point We Bruce talked about the verial. "116" 

He said this word many times over, what he -- he said40 
are interested in what is, not what, perhaps, should be or% 
what we'd like to have be. But if we are to live the real 
world we must know what is so we can deal with this. This was, 
as I have often found in many, many comics who are great, 
disguised -- 

THE COURT: Just confine yourself to this evening, please. 
THE WITNESS: I thought it was a disguised sermon on 

the nature of facing truth as it is. 
MR. BENDICH: Q. Mr. Brown, can you recall the theme 

.of that sermon as it was developed by Mr. Bruce in the 
performance on the night of October 4th? 

A. Yea. 

 

Q.  Would you tell ua what that theme was, please? 

 

A.  The theme was, truth is important, truth is the only 
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thing that is important, to live in the past or to live in 

a world of what we'd like to have is not to be real. This is 

the theme as I felt it, 
In describing that theme as being embodied in a 

sermon, Mr. Brown, do you use the term, "ten, Ì  in AM 

ecclesiastical sense? 
A. No, in a prophetical sense, and here -- can I speak 

about other comics or not? 

THE COURT: No, not of other comics. 

TEE baTnESst Or just to say that great comics throughout 
literature have always disguised by comedy, through Zaughtert 
through jokes, an underlying theme which is very sus, and 
perhaps needs laughter because it is also painful, 

ME. BEUDIaat G. Mr. Brown, in ths course of your 
professional activity and experience as a teacher of English 

in the high schools of San Francisco -- 

MR. WOLLENBERG: He doesn't toast:Olathe high .schools of 
San Francisco, Your Honor. 

THE WITNMS% Daly City. 

L DI le ICH: Thank you for your correction, 

TUE COURT% There is only one hiish school. 

MR. BENDICH: Q. Mr. Browne  in the course or your 

professional experience and activity as le teacher of En3lish 
in a high school in Daly City, do you have occasion in 

teaching your classes to work with materials which evoke 

esthetic pain? 
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A. Yes. 

Q.  Can you tell us what acme of those materials we, 

please. 
A. Amy time we teach tragedy in a school, or a SAW* 

in itself is an experience in esthetic pain. Z to Mu 
Lear and Malin; theses?* two of the most painful ralit 
beautiful dramas that I know of, and yet we return crawrinmi 

over again to learn something and to ro.experienee mbaa- bansas 
when we are close or vicariously experience a great trolled'. 

Q. Mr. Brown, based upon yaw professional batkgreoed, 

experience, study, would you have an opinion as to whether the! 
perforsanaa that MO, Bruce gave on the night in quesSImalesaik 

with serious themes treated in auch tragedies as Hamlet and 

Lear/ 
MR, WCILLUSEROs If Your Honor please, the comparison -- 

THE COURTa Let counsel finish his question, then you 

-may make your objection, 

MR. BENDICHI You may make your objection, Mr. Wellenberg. 

MR. WOT-LIMERCis Counsel had finished his question 

apparently, Your Honor. Comparing this to the works of 

Shakespeare I think is irrelevant and lAwaterial, if Your 
Honor please. 

THE COURT: Well, the comparison would rot be, but 
the question is objectionable. Sustained. 

MR, BENDICHt Q. I'll rephrase the question, Mr. Brown. 
Based upon your.**ofessional background, experience and aetivit 
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would you say that Lenny Bruce's performance which you witness  

on the night of October 4th, as a consequence of which he 

was arrested and for which he in presently on trial in this 

courtroom, had artistic merit? 

MR. WOLLENBERG: That's irrelevant and -- that's 

objectionable as to this witness; as to the question of whether 

it's comedy or not, he's not qualified to testify to. As to 

the merit as to literature, this is not a literary work. This 

is a theatrical performance. 

THE COURT: I think the objection is good. You haxen't 

established this witness as an expert in the field of.qe,Avo. 

MR. BENDICH: 4. Mr. Brown, in the course of 

professional duties and obligations as a teacher of English. at 

a high school in Daly City, do you have occasion.to teach 

comedy, to deal with works of comedy?  A. Yes: 

THE COURT: Well, I can see where you're going, but so 

that you won't waste your time and the jury's time, you'll have 

to get into this particular field. Comedy in the books is 

one thing, comedy of this type is another thing. We're going 

to restrict it to this type of subject matter. 

MR. BENDICH: If Your Honor please, I should like to 

ask the witness whether in his professional opinion the work 

of Mr.:.. Bruce is legitimately characterized as related to and 
in the tradition of high comedy, serious comedy and tragic 

comedy in the heritage of the works of tristophanes, Rabelais, 

Jonathan :swift. This is the purpose for this line of 
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THE COURT: Then put that direct question. 

MR, BENDICH: Very well, Your Honor. Thank you. 

Q. Mr. Brown, are you familiar with the works QS'  

Aristophanes? 

A.  "The Clouds." "The Frogs."  - 

Q. 

 

Are you familiar with the play,"Lysistrata"? 

A. Yes. 

q.  Can you tell us what the theme of "Lysistrate is? 

A,  The theme of "Lysistrata" is there will beLigkIpme 
-  • 

war. 

THE COUNT: Just a moment, I know that that ia- 

the theme of "Lysistrata." 

MR. BENDICH: Your Honor, I believe in all seriouitiaia 

that that is -- 

THE COURT: That's only a part of it. 

MR. BENDICH: I believe that that is a very seriously 

intended statement of the theme of "Lysistrata" and I think 
that we would agree upon reflection that certainly the theme 
of "Lysistrata" is antimilitaristic and antiwar and in the 
treatment and development of that theme, if Your Honor please, 
I believe that co.nedy is used, and that the materials of comedy 
have to do with a sexual strike on the part of the women of 

• Athent, who refused to have intercourse with their men if they 
did not refrain from engaging in further war-like and 
militaristic activity. And I believe that :ghat Mr. Brown was 
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 1.92 
saying was entirely well taken and accurate, if I may aubmit 

that thought. 

THE COURT: Well, what you just stated in the correct 

answer. 

MR. BENDICRs I am, perhaps, Your. Honor, less overawed 

by an atmosphere which because of my professional duties 

and, obligations is not so unique nor strange to ma as I am 

sure it must be to the witnesa4 

THE COURT: All right, let's proceed. Put your next 

question. I just wanted the true theme to be revealed and 

you have stated it. So lets.* go on. 

MR. BENDICRI Thank you, Ibur Honor,. 

Q. Mr. Brown, are you familiar with "Gargantua 411 

Pantagruelp  ;y Rabelais?  A. Yes. 

Q.  Mr. Brown, are you familiar with ''Oulliver's 

Travels" by Jonathan Swift?  A. Yes. 

Q.  May I ask you this question, Mr. Brown: On the 

basis of your professional training and experience, do you 

think that the work of Mr. Bruce as you know it, and in 

particular the content of Mr. Bruce's performance on the 

night of October 4th, for which he was arrested, for which 
lie is presently here in this courtroom on trial, bears a 

relation to the themes and the fashion in which those themes 

. are developed in the works which we have listed here? 

I see a definite relationship, certainly. 

Q.  Would you state, Mr. Brown, please, what relationship 
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1 you see and how you see it? 

 

2  MR. WOIUNBER01 I think he hasn't qualified as an 

3 expert on this, Your Honors 

 

4.  THE COURT: Well, he may state what the relational*** 

• 51 is that he sees. 

 

6  THE WITNESS: These works.use often repulsive tochniques 

7 and vocabulary to make -- to insist that people will look at 

8 the whole of things and not just one side. These artists 

9 wish not to divide the world in half and say one is good and 

10 one is bad and avoid the bad and accept the good, butivou 

11 must, to be a real and whole person, you must see- 10441 

12 life and see. it in. a balanced, honest ways I would indlude 

13 Mr. Bruce, certainly, in his intent and he has success in - 

14 doing this, as did Rabelais and Swift. 

 

15  MR. BENDICH: Q. It is your testimony, Mr. Brown, then, 

16 that based upon your professional experience, your careers 

17 your academic background, your study, that Mr. Brumes 

18 performance on the night of October nth, to which you were 

19 a witness and for which he was arrested and for which he is 

20 in Court trial today, had artistic merit? 

 

21  MR. WO DIA: '0 The same objection, Your Honor. 

 

22  THE COURT: I'll overrule the objection. 

 

23  THE WITNESS: Mr. Bruce is an artist 

 

24,  THE COURT: Strike the answer. 

 

25  THE WITNESS: I would say ses. 

 

26  THE COURT: _strike the answer. 
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Read the question, please. 

Listen to the question, just answer the question. 

(Question read by reporter.) 

TI WITNESS: Yes. 

mR, BENDIGR: Q. Mr. Brown, did any part of Mr Htuoe's 

performance on the night of October 4th stimulate any impure 

thoughts in your mind? 

MR, WOLLENBERG: Excuse me, Your Honor. The witness has 

already testified and he would be impeaching himself if he 

said other than that he did have those thoughts stirred in his 

mind. 

THE mum well, even so, Mr. Bendtoh, the objection 
is sustained because the statement that you just made is not a 

correct statement of the law. 

MR. BENDICEs* I stand corrected, Your Honor. May I 

rephrase the question? 

THE COURT: No, I think not, because the witness has 

already expressed what he thought and saw. I think that is 

sufficient. 

MR. BENDICE: Q. Mr. Brown, do you have an opinion as to 

the social significance of Mr. Face's performance on the 

night of October 4th?  A. Yes. 

Q,  Would -jou tell us what thatopinion is, please? 

MR. WO 

 

The same objection, Your Honor. 1:  t 

 

THE COURT: Overruled. 

THE WITNESS: Would you read that? 
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1  (Question read by reporter.) 

2  MR0 BENDICH: Would you read the previous question, 

3  please,. Mr. Reporter? 

4.  (Record read.by reporter.) 

5  'mm WITNESS: My opinion is that it has social sigaifis 

6  because Mr. Bruce is mainly concerned with things that- mot 

7  socially significant, our attitudes toward eaoh other in a 

8  society, our attitudes toward races, our attitudes toward God 

9  or to religion -- 

10  THE COURT: May I interrupt you? 

11  TEE WITNESS: Either Socially -- 

12  THE COURT: Pardon me. May I interrupt you? 4.40SL.  

13  now giving us your opinion as to Mr. Bruce generally criur. 

14  to his performance on that night? 

15  THE WITNESS: I don't know Mr. Bruce, sir. 

16  THE COURT: Are you giving us your opinion as to his 

17 performance on the night in question? 

18  THE WITNESS: Yea. 

19  THE COURT: P.11 right, just so that we make sure. 

20  Had you anything to add to that? 

21  THE WITLMSS: I think not. 

22  YR. BENDICH: Q. Mr. Brown,, would it be proper in 

23  jour opinion, or .:could it be possible in your cpinion to fors 

24 .a judgment, an accurate judgment, as to the nature of Mr. 
25 Bruce's performance on the night of October 4th without 

26  listening to the entire and whole performance? 
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MR. WOLLENBERG: I'm going to object to this, your 

Honor, since the witness hasn't given us the whole and entire 

performance and he hasn't endeavored to, hasn't been examined 

on it. 

THE COURT: The objection is sustained, 

MR. BENDICR: But, Your Honor, Mr. Brown witneaaed.the 

entire performance upon the basis of which he is here and 

tesVifying. 

THE COURT: He  already given us an opinion. 

MR. BENDICH: He hasn't given us an opinion as to this 

precise question, Your Honor. 

THE come: That is something I think is up to 

jury to determine. 

MR. BENDICH: Q. May I ask you this question, Mr, Brown; 

As YOu witnessed the performance on October 4th, based upon 

your professional experience in the field of literature and 

poetry and drama, would you have an opinion as to whether the 

performance constituted an esthetic whole? 

MR. WOLLENBERG: That's been covered, also, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: The ob:ection will be sustained. We're not 

concerned with an esthetic whole as such. That is not the 

question before the Court. 

ma. BENDICH: I have just one final cuestion, Mr. Brown: 

Q.  Were :you excited sexually or stimulated by the 

performance on October the 4th? 

MR. WOLLENBERG: The qus,stion has been covered, Your 
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Honor, and in the witness's description he told us how it 

affected him. 

THE COURT: Well, /111allew the question. 

THE WITNESS: No. 

MR. BENDICH: Thank you, Mr. Brown. 

Your witness, Mr. Wollenberg. 

GROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLLENBERG 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Q. Mr. Brown, you heard the whole 

performance?  A I did. 

Q.  You were there when Mr. Bruce walked on the stage? 

A. Yes. 

 

q.  Start from the top, please, and give us what-Oliettered 
on the night in question. 

 

A.  I don't think I can do that. 

 

Q.  Well, what was the first thing or subject that Mr. 

Bruce dealt with? 

 

A.  He walked from in back of the stage smoking a 

cigarette and came on the platform in a strange way; he 

stretched, he looked at the ceiling, he seemed to be trying to 

collect himself. And then he launched into the first routine. 

And I don't remember which the first was for sure. It may have 

been the drum and cymbal and drumstick one. 

Q.  Well, early in the performance did he deal with a -

conversation between himself and an agent? 

 

A.  Yes, I remember. 

 

Q.  Now, he told us, or told the audience, I should say, 
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about a conversation between an agent and himself about AnM's 

440 Club, is that right? 

A. Yes, I remember that. 

Q, And he used the word the agent said to him, that 

that place uas full of cocksuckere, is that right? 

A. I don't think so. 

Q. Would you tell us what he said,. then? 

A. The agent said, "Would you like to work at Aan's 

um? They're going to change, maybe they're going to change 

the pOlicy," I believe, or something along that order. "The 

place has been a homosexual place," and now they were,  

Mr. Bruce to appear, and I believe that the way it west& 

Q. He didn't use the word, "homosexual," the other word 

was used in place of that?  A. Yes. 

Q.  I see. And would you tell ua the social significance 

of the use of that word and that expression, please? 

A.  I wouldn't think -- I can't imagine a word that 

would not have social significance. 

Q.  I see. And, in other words, there are many other 

ords that would have just as equal social significance in 

explaining that, is that correct? 

A.  In a different way, with different emotions, of 

,:ouree* Mr. Bruce was after one effect, and that's why he 

used that word, I presume. 

Q.  You don't know that effect Mr. Bruce was after, then, 

L3 '.;hat what -Jou're telling us by ;our ''preauming'? 
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A. He was after a humorous effect, I would think. 

Q.  And you laughed he  at that story? 

A,  I don't think I laughed heartily at Mr. Brusels 

porfonsinee. As I e aiaer Wry are not be/344.Aughpepi. 

formutees. 
Q.  Well, did you laugh at that story? 
A.  I don't remember; I may have. 

Q.  1,1411, what was funny about it, will you tell us! 
A o  what was funny about it was the way Mr. Brae* *Ltd 

it. It doesn't sound very funny now. 

4,  Did it to you connote anything else besides:VISA 

Ann*s 440 Club had in the past or s% the preSent ben **MO 
13 where homosexuals or peoples  deviates of that nature, WOW 
14 be? 

15  A. I did not get the point of that question. 

16  Q. Well, I'll repeat it, then. Did this anecdote or 
17  story or theme give you any other connotation but that.. nun's 
18 440 Club either was in the past or was at the present a plass 
19 where homosexuals or other deviates -- 
20  A. That was the idea, that it was a place of this nature 
21  Q. I see. And that may or may not be the truth, as far 

22 as you know?  A,. That's right. 
23  Q. Now, a little further on in the performance did an 
24, incident or theme arise in regard to the person who was 
25 collecting tickets at the door? 

A.  Yes, the ticket collector and them:agars  one of 
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the -- and I don't remember just how this was presented. 

Q, We're asking you Just for your best recollection, not 

the exact words or anything, Mr. Drown. 

Ai  Yes, The manager had evidently been trying tO gat 

the ticket taker to do more, sell more tickets. Aud-/I believe 

the Joke was, the ticket taker puts -- hung maim on his 

penis in erection, "If I sell a thousand tickets, the manager 

will kiss it*" 

Q. Now, will you tell us the social significance of this 

theme in the total entertainment of that evicting? 

A.  Well, if this doesn't relate to life also,. I don't 
know it was funny in its way, This is part of life,. Now 
are you going to disassociate it? I don't know. 

Q.  Now, going on from this incident, did we gam`12dra 

a discussion of words somenunwallmag, during the evening? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And the word "toilet" was discussed? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And how there are dirty toilets and clean toilets 

and boiled toilets and things like that? 

A.  (Witness nods affirwatively.) 

Q.  And after that discussion about toilets, did we come 

to this word, the word, "come"?  A. Yes. 

Q.  And "to"? 

h.  (Witness nods affirmatively.) 

Q.  And did he not say, "to come, to come," or "I'm 
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1 coming" fit into ''to come, to come? Will you tell us? 

 

2  A, There was a dialosue between -- Lenny Bruce was 

 

3  making a dialogue between two people in sexual intersourie, 

 

4  showing their difficulties, and that's when that was used. 

 

5  "I'm coming," and she, I believe, answers, "Well, not in me," 

 

6  showing her fear, tha common fear of becoming pregnant.. 

 

7  Q. I see. Now, let me ask you this, Mr. Browns As 

8 Mr. Bruce was saying "I'm coming," did he say it only once? 

 

9  A. I think he said about -- several times. 

 

10  Q. At least twenty times again? 

 

11  A, "'Po come" I think he said twenty times. "Vwctoming" 

 

12  I denl.t think he said twenty times; maybe ten. 

 

13  Q. And as he was saying it he was tapping on the 

 

14  cymbals, is that right?  A. Yes. 

 

15  Q. And then in a different intonation of voi@e, raising 

 

16  the pitch of his voice, he went into "Don't come in me," is 

 

17  that right?  As Yes. 

 

18  :;1. And he continued the tapping on the table ° ran the 

 

19  cymbals as he was doing that?  A. I think so. 

 

20  Q. That's right. Now, did the effect, "I'm coming," 

 

21  when he said, "I'm coming, did you understand what he was 

 

22  talking about at that point of the dialogue? 

 

23  A, ?es. 

 

24  Q.. You realized that it was a man about to nave an 
25 orgasm?  A. Yes. 

 

26  cee. Now, and "Don't come in nie was, as you 
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explained, the woman's response?  A. Yes. 

Q.  Now, would you tell us the social significance of 

repeating it ten times, both of those, instead of aayimvit 

once' 
A,  This technique that he used, this repetition, glade 

something happen that made the performance right. I wit 

think I could find a word esthetically right. 

Q.  In other words:  it didn't become funny until he 

started repeating itover and over again? 

A  It didn't become funny at all. This was not a funny 
routine in my memory. This was a tragic routine, about:Sexua1 

fears of the people in our society and the inability of peoplb 
to respond because of their fears. 

Q.  Now, Mr. Brown, how long was the performance? 

 

A.  It was very long; I would say maybe 45 -- maybe an 

hour. 

 

Q.  I see. And what time did it commence? 

 

A,  9:30 or 10:00, I think. 

 

Q.  And how many people were present in this auditorium 

or showroom of the Jazz Workshop? 

 

A.  It was quite filled. 

 

Q.  Was that 50 people, 150 people? 150 about right? 

 

A.  would hesitate to guess. It's a small jazz club. 

MR. WOLLIMBERG: Thank you, Mr. Brown. I have no further 

questions. 

TUB COURT: Anything'else, Mr. Bendich? 
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BENDICM ?ios  I have no Al:stile? Question. --of *re 

Browns  Tour Honor, 

TIM COURT* You nay step down. 

Onliming the usual adaosiition to the javik 

journal until 2100 p•au) 
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AFTERNOON SESSION - WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 1962 - 2:00 P.M. 
N001114,11.1111.0, 

(Tbe following proceedings were had in chambers): 

THE COURT: Now, lets* see. Your name is -- 

CAPTAIN QUINLAN: I think the name is on the bottom, Your 

Honor. 

THE COURT: What is your name? 

MR. POLAND: My  name is Jefferson Poland, P-o-l-aain-d. 

THE COURT: You are hanctung these out? 

MR. POLAND: Yes, sir. 

THE COURT: In thscorridor today. Who. is MaurizioKa:1W 

MR. POLAND: That is a student at San Francis.°  Slate 

College..  

THE COURT: How old are you? 

MR. POLAND: Nineteen. 

THE COURT: Are you going to school? 

MR. POLAND: Yea, City College. 

THE COURT: Did she ask you to deliver these? 

MR. POLAND: We cooperated on distributing them. She 

wrote them and I distributed them. 

THE COURT: Why did you do it outside of the courtroom? 

MR. POLAND: In order to give them to.give them to the 

audience, the people who are familiar with the case. 

THE COURT: Don't you know that these might get into the 

hands of a juror? 

MR. POLAND: I thought they were kept away in rooms away 
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from the crowd. 
THE COURT: Well, they leave the courtroom during the 

noon VeOsss and at night. 
KR, POLAXDs Oh. I didn't think about that. I undilialt — 

want them to get in the hands of jurors, no. 
THE COM: Someone might leave it around or just hand 

them one, then the damage is done. 
MR. POUND: I see. 

TIM COURTS You see what you're up against here. You are 

astually in contempt of court for interfering with the pro** 

of the court. 

MR. POLAND: Oh, 
THE COURT: Because it this got into the hands of a 3 

it it still does -- I don't know whether it will or will not --

this might affect the course of the trial. I don't think you 

used very good judgment in doing this, you or this Maureen 

Elanek 
MR. POLAND: Yes, I should have taken more precautions 

to see that they didn't get near the jurors. 
THE COURT: It's not only that, gou are not permitted 

under any circumstances to distribute literature of this 
type in a courthouse where a trial is taking place. 

POLAND: Oh. I see. 
THE COURT: You may distribute on the street, expressing 

your ideas, but not in a courthouse where the actual trial is 

taking place. Have you ever done this typo of thing before? 
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MR, POLAND: Well, no, not in a courthouse ---- well, not 

with a trial, either. I have distributed leaflets of various 
things. 

TER COURT* I. mean in a courthOuae• 
MROOLANDs MO. 

THE COURT: What school do,  you go to? 

ME. POLAND: City College. 
THE mum Do you live with your parental 
MR. POLAND: No. My parents live in Florida. 
THE COMM whom do you live with? 
NIL Mins Other-students. 
THS COURTI 'there does this /Wring Blancic. live*  do • 

you know? 

MR. POLAND: 1532 Eighteenth Street. 

THE COURT: Will you make a note of that? 
INSPECTOR DYER: 1532 Eighteenth* 
THE COURT: Is that in Sao Prenolsoot 

MR. POLAND: Yes, sir. 

THE COURT: Well, I'm not going to do anything about it 

this time, although this conduct of yours constitutes 
contempt of court. Because of your age, because of the fact 

that I don't know as yet whether.or not this will influence 

the course of the trial, I'm not going to take any action 

at this time, either as far as you are concerned or Maureen 
Blanck, But if it should develop that this pamphlets have 

some effect on the course of the trial, why, then we'll have 
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1 to take this up again. And in the meantime do you have say 

2 of these left in your possession? 

3  NIL POLAND: Yes. Do you wont them? 

4  =COMM No. YOu may keep theme but keep thei4eJthat 

5  on/ACLOW, And I think it would be best it post =Matt: the 
6  courtroom at this time, lett the courthouse. 

7  M, POLAND: All right. 

8  THE COURT: And do not return, and unless you hoer- 

9  further from me. we'll consider this the_ end of it. BUt I 

10  hope nothing does come of it and I hope that you have learned 

11  a lesson as to court procedure. 
12  MR. POLAND: Tos, I won't do this. 

13  THE COURT: You feel that you have? 

14  MR, POLAND: Yes. 

15  THE COURT: You can understand what influence it siVit 

16 have? 

17  MR, POLAND: Yes. I didn't realise that. 

18  THE COURT: All right, we'll let you go for now. 

19  (Following is the context of the leaflet distributed by 

20 Mr. Poland.) 

21  "WELCOME TO THE FARCE! 

22  "Lenny Bruce, one of America's foremost comedians 

23  and social critics, is at this moment playing an unwilling 

24  part as a straight man in a social comedy put on by the 

25  City and County of San Francisco. 

26  "Incongruously, in our urbane city, this is a poor 
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1  provincial farce, insensitively played by sons of the 

2  city's most Shallow actors. 

3  l'Arnee nay be imaginative, but the du11-wittsdw 

are the old-maidish lyrics of section 311.6 of the 

Penal Code, which in genteel, puritan prose  :#ha 
users of ,  A and,  A and other common exprilaMMUMas.:.  
to play a part in the dreary melodrama of 'San FreasidAMm 
Law Zaforcesent,i 

%sally, we are grown up now. With over-pop014tion, 
• 

Mann nisei, and the threat of war inaveaalags  
rather mare adult per  from society.  --,-i fl 

"You know, and I knows  all about the herois impure 

thoughts. We've probably had them ourselves. Making 

such a fuss just !snit convincing at all -- it lacks 
psychological realism -- as do most attempts to find a 

scapegoat for sexual guilt feelings. 

"Forgive Lenny's language. Most of us use it at 
times; most of us even use the things and perform the 
acts considered unprintable and unspeakable by the 
authors of 311.6, though most of us are not nearly frank 
enough to say so. 

"Lenny has better things to do than play in this 

farce; the taxpayers have better uses for their money; 

and the little old ladies of both sexes who produce it 
should have better amusements. 
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"with a nostalgic sigh, let's pull down the curtain 

on 'People vs. Bruce' and its genre; and present a faro 
more interesting and fruitful play called qtrredom of 

Speecht4. It would do our jaded ears good* 
"Maurine Blame 

rhst following proceedings were had in open court.) 

THE COURT: All right, Mr. Bendich, you may call your 

nest witness. 

MR. BRNDICKs Mrs. Brown, please. 

MARY BROWN, 

a witness called on behalf of the defendants  having first 
been duly sworn, testified *s follows* 

THE CLERK* Your name,gease? 

THE WITNESS: Mary Brown. 

THE CLERK: And your address? 

THE WITNESS: 459 Joost Avenue. 

THE CLERK: In the city? 

THE WITNESS* Yes. 

THE CLERK: Be seated. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BENDICH 

MR.BENDICH: Q. Mrs. Brown, where do you reside, please? 

A. At 459 Joost Avenue, in the city. 

Q. What is your occupation, please? 

A. I'm a housewife, mother. 

Q.  Do you have any children? 
 A. Yes, one. 

q. Mrs. Brown, did you attend the show that Lenny Bruce 
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1 gave, the performance that Lenny Bruce gave on the night 

2 of October the 4th at the Jass WOrkshop in this city? 

3  A.. Us, I did. 
4  Q. Did you attend with anyone?  A. 
5 husband, yes. 

6  Q. Mad you ever seen a Lonny Bruce show before? 
7  A  Yes, I had, 

8  44 Where was that and when?  A. At the,  

9  Masonic Auditorium. I believe it was. 

10  Q. Was there an admission charge as you entered t Sit 
11  JOSS Workshop/  A. I think there mai 
12 sure. 

13  A. Do you remember the perfOrmance, Mrs. Brown? 

14  A. Parts of it, yes. 

15  Q. Did the performance as a whole, or any part of It, 
16 its Brown, stimulate any sexual interests in you? 

17  M. WOLLENBERG: That's irrelevant and immaterial, if 

.18  YOur Honor please, whether it stimulated sexual interests. 

19  THE COURT: The question as propounded is objeatiOnabbei 

20 Sustained. 

21  NR. BODICE: Q. Were you sexually stimulated, Mbs. 

22 Brown, by any part of the show or the whole of it? 

23  L. No. 

24  M. WOLLENBERG: Same objection. 

25  TM COURT: Sustained. The answer is stricken. The jury 

26  is instructed to disregard it. 
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MR.  ICH: I was under the impressions Your Honors  

that this question had been permitted earlier in the trial. 

TRR COURT* In a different form. 

MR. BERDICat I see. Thank you, !Our MOnOrm. 

Qs  Mrs, Browns  would you tell us something of Whit you 

cart recall about the performance in question? 

111.-BENOIClit Your Honors  might I object to any general 

recitation? The words spoken 
TX% COURT1 Yes. She may state what she sew or heard. 

MR. BENDICEIs Yes. 

Q. In that form, Mrs Noon. 

 

A.  Well, it .J been  time, I didn't take notalli 

I didn't know I'd be here. But I do recall parts of it. I. 

recall the entrance of Mr. Bruce and from what he said I 

remember the "to cue" part, and I remember when he spoke about 

is. 

 

Q.  May I ask you whether you can recall more partieular 

what he said with reference to what is? 

 

A.  Well, I think he was trying to bring out that -- 

MR. WOL ELMBERG: Excuse me. 

THE COURT: Ho. Just a moment, please. Listen to the 

question. Just answer the question. 

Will you read it? 

(Question read by reporter.) 
THE WITNESS: I thought that's what I was answering. 

With reference to what is, I recall Mr. Bruce -- I can't give 
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his exact words I can only give my recollection of what 

THE COURT: Well, you ay give your recollection or-yhat 
he said, but you may sat give vi your opinion and eciattosioa; 

THE WITNESS* I see. May I think far just a minute, 
COURTt Yes. 

TEE WrIZESSI Well, I recall that Mr. Bruce spoke et 

accepting what is rather than what snovidbe or might be& and 
by accepting what is, and looking at this, we can perheps 
better our thoughts, our ways and so forth. This is what 

gathered* 
M. BEHDICH: Q. Now, let as put the question teaems 

which I put to you a moment MO, Mrs* Wenn* and 

formulate it: Did the performance stimulate sexual desire in 
you? 
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MR, WOLLENBERG: May I object this time? It's the same 

question as previously. 
THE COURT: The form of the question is still objectionable 

Sustained. 
MR. BEHDICH: Q. Let me attempt to put the question to you 

this way, Mrs. Brown, if I may: Did you find the performance 

casually stimulating? 
MR. WOLF: I will object again. 

THE COURT: Sustained.,  

MR. BENDICH: May I approach the bench, Your Honor? 

THE COURT: I don't think it's necessary. We have been 
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through all this. u you put the question** the right term, 
it will be allowed. 

NR, BERDICRI Q. Mrs. Brown, did you find the perfAltiade 
• 

1 

2 

3 

4  erotically stimulating? 
5  NR. WOLLENBERG* The same objection. 
6  TES COURTt The objectionotill be sustained. 
7 I  DR. 8EMMC84 Your Honors, may I ask: for your asaliktineol 

TEE COURT1 I may add. one further aomment here, NM!, 
Bendicht You brought in another objectionable feature hem. 

This witness is testifying, of course, as an average iniftviduaU 

but you omit teeing 131  the people — ltea speaking  
theoretically now. You mild bring • in all of the peeitedOWN6 
attended the performance and it you were to judge a ease Etch 
as this by the numeric response that you received from the 
audience, that certainly would not be a. logical way of deeldths: 
the issue. 

BENDICHt Your Honors  I'm at a loos to detei.the  
precise form of the question which you previously allowed. I 

wonder if you could assist me in that regard? 

THE COURT: I'm afraid that's not mq purpose hers.. 

MR. BENDIClit Could we have the reporter read the question 
which Mrs. Brown's husband, Mr. Brown, the previous witness 

testified to? 

THE COURT: Oh, no, I'm not going. back. This case is 

taking a lot of time and I want to move it along as expeditiousa 

as possible. 
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MR. HERRICK: I certainly want to do that, too, Your 

Honor, but if I have to attempt to guess at precise formntaw 

tion I think it may extend the proceedings further then 

the record would. 
THE COURT: Well, you know the provisions of the lamp 

you know the formula. 
MR. HERRICK: Ism afraid Ism not very successful at 

repeating it this afternoon. 

4. Mrs. Brown, was the performance erotic or aphrodisiac 

in character? 

WOLLEMBERes I'll object to that, Your Mouor•. • 
Weil. this witness, of course, is eat— 

qoa0fied as apkexpert to be able to answer that question. 
MR. BENDICK1 ,, If Your Honor please, I am not attempting 

to get her expert opinion* I only want nor individual opinion. 
THE COURT: Well, the question as put, of courses *ells 

for au expert opinion. 
MR. BENDICH: Let me try to refrains the question, if Your 

Honor please. 
4. Mrs. Brown, did- the performance arouse your prurient 

interests? 

MR, WOLLENBERG: I will object to that on the same ground, 
Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Overruled. 
THE WITNESS: May I answer? 

THE COURT: You may answer. 
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THE WITNESS: NO, 

MR* !MICH: Thank you, Nrs, Brown. 

Your witness, me. Wollenberg, 
GROW.EXANINATION BY ER, WOLLENBERG 

NR4 WOLLENBERG: Q. Will you define prurient forum/ -.- 

wait a minute. Withdraw the question. 
Mrs. Brown, prior to October the 4th, did you know what 

the word "prurient" meant? 

A.  I think so, yes. 

Q.  Will you definelt for us? 
A.  I don't know A can give you Websterla 

I imagine it means -- I think or it in one tern as Atakisis  
but in another way of arousing the senses* 

4.  I see. The performance made you nauseous, didn't 
it?  A. Is this the exact -- 

MR, BENDICHI Did you understand the question, MOrs4 

Brown? 

THE WITNESS: Prurient? 

MR. BEADIGHt No. The question Mr. Wollenberg put to you 
was whether the performance made you nauseous. 

THE WITNESS: No. 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Q. You were entertained? 

A.  Is that a "Yes" or "No", too? 
THE COURT: Well, you may answer "Yes" or "No" and if 

you reel that your answer needs an explanation, you may explain 
it. 
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1  THE WITNESS: Well, I can't exactly -- I must say. no. 

2  I wasn't entertained. 

3  PEE COURT: All right. 

4  NR. BENDICH: But you may explain your answer, ie' 

5  wish to do 50. 

MR. WOLLENEERGI Your Honor, Iota examining the witneasis 

7  She stopped. She was told by the Court that she has.tbst 

8 011099,tUnity to explain if she desires, and now counsel wants 
9  to put words in her mouth, apparently. 

10  MR. BENDICH: Your Honor, I desire to do no such thing 

11 and resent the ispeltaLion of counsel and think it is pelpot17, 

12  obvious that Mrs. Brown has, no prior familisrit7 with. eourt 

13  room procedure, and I think that in all fairness she ought-. 
14 to be permitted to explain her answer because, as a matter of 

15  tact, she expressed her desire to do so before she answered 

16  the question "Yea" or "No," indicating, as a matter of fact, 

17 that she did not think it in her capacity to answer with a 

18 simple "Yes" or 1No" answer. And on the condition that you 
19 allowed her to explain her answer, she proceeded to do it the 

20 best she could. 

21  MR. WOLLENBERG: The record speaks for itself, Your Hbnor. 

22  MR. BENDICH: It certainly does. 

23  THE COURT: All right, next question, Mr. Wollenberg. 

24  MR. WOLLENBERG: Thank you, Your Honor. I have none. 

25  MR. BENDICH: I have no further questions, Mrs. Brown. 
26  Thank you very much. 
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TEE COURT: All right. 

Next witness. 

MR. SENDICH: Clancy Knight, please. 

CUR= 131101E4 

a ',Mass called on behalf of the defendant, laving bees 

duly sworn, testified as follows' 

=CLM, Your name, sir? 

THE WITNESS: Clarence Knight. 

THE CLERK,* And the address, sir? 

THE WITNESS& 2331 Whitman Way, San Bruno. 

THE,  CLERICS Thai* you. Be seated. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MN. BEND= 

MR. MUM Q. Mr. Haight, what is your business, 
occupation or profession, please? 

At I am an attorney at law. 

4. Can you give us a word about your training and 
experience, please?  A. I received my Bacbslar's 
degree at Stanford in 1948. I received my 41..B., my law 

degree, at Stanford in 1950. I practiced in Jan Yranstisco 
in general practice for approximately' a year and a half, at 
which time I went to Tulare County in California as an 

assistant district attorney. I served there between two and 
two and a half years, at which time I went into private 
practice. After about a year and a half of private practice, 
I went to San Mateo County and served there as deputy district 
attorney for approximately four to four and a half yeari. 
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4., Imo,, Nhfight, when did you cease being a deputy 

district attorney in San Mateo County? 

A. I resigned my posittOn U deputy district any 

in San Mateo County approxiviately theltddle.of August:  

1961. 
q. Mr. Knight, what were your professional dntiesz&S 

deputy district attorney in San Mateo County, please? 

A.  My duties were the prosecution,. imvestimition Sat 

evaluation of criminal asses. 

q4 Was there any particular focus? 

I. WOLLENBSRMI Mal1 this is irrelevant and. 
e 

whare,:the Joh lose 

MR. BEUDICHI I will connect it up. 

THE COURT: I don't Icnow what's coming, yet. Overtmled. 

at this stage. 

MR. BENDICH*Q.YOu may proceed. 

km.  In general, I handled just about every kind; .Pt 

criminal prosecution that goes through a di&trict attorney's 
office, with the exception of failure to provide cases. I 

did serve with aWawr deputy in regard to the evaluation of 
all pornography eases that were referred to the district 

attonney's office in San Mateo County. 
4. Mr. Knight. about how many pornography matters were 

you required to pass judgment upon 31 the capacity of your 

official duties as deputy district attorney in San Mateo 

County during the period you 1%ave told us about? 
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1  A. I would estimate that I passed on probsblw between  
2  200 and 250 separate items of material in regard to the 

3  pornographic or nonpornographie content thereof. 

4  Now, Mr, Knight, you were present on the n24001--0 

5  October the 4th as a patron of the ;ass Workshop when W. 

6  Bruce gave his performance for which he was subsequently, 

7  arrested and for which he is here now on trial, is Vat  

8 correct? 

9  A. That is correct. 

10  Q. And you witnessed the entire performance? 

11  A. I witnessed. Mr. irueele entire pertormancaa016: 

12  Q o ft. Knight, did the performance arouse 

13 interests? 

14  MR. WOLLENBERG: I will object at this time. Your liOnero, 
15  as to the qualifications of this witness to anew*r the 

16  THE COURT: Overruled. 

17  THE WITNESS: It did not. 

18  MR. MUCH: Your witness, Mr. Wollenberg, 

19  CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLLENBERG 

20  MR. WOWNIMG: Q. Mr. Knight, would you tell us, sir, 

21  when :;Sts heard the performance, did you hear reference to the 

22 word, "cocksucker"? 

23  A. Yee, I did, 

24  q. Would vou explain how those words were used? Tell 

25  us the conversation of Mr.'Bruce in regards to those words. 

26  A. To the beet of my recollection, Mr. Bruce was doing 
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a monologue in regard to the previous occasions on which he 

had played San Fransisco*  and he told the audience that he 

had previously appeared at a night club called Ann's 44os. 

whieb was directly across the street from the Jazz Werkehop*  

and almost directly across, the street. And he said at tht 

time that he made the engaiement,to play the Jam Workshop he. 
was in Chicago and he didn't know anything about San Francisco*  

or particularly about Ann's 440. And he was talking with 

his agent and the agent said, ID* you want to go to ass 

Francisco?" 

And Mr. East said, "41 don't know. What have you get?" 
The agent said, "There's a place there called Anm's 440v- 

you can play." 
Mr. Bruce said, "What do they have there?" 

Be said, "I don't know. A three.piece band and a couple 

of coeksuckers." 

That was the routine as best I can remember it. Mr. Bruce 
did it much mare humorously than I did. 

Q. The audience came down in hysterics at that? 

A. In my opinion, Mr. Wollenberg, it was the funniest 

thing Mr. Bruce said that night. 

Q. It wasn't a very funny performance, the whole night, 
as a matter of fact, was it? 

A. Well, I have seen comedians that have been a great 
deal more humorous than Mr. Bruce was that night. I considered 
the performance humorous, in places I considered it very 
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humorous. IA  
Q, New, Mr. Knight, since August of 1961, what bi 

you been doing?  A. 70r approximately three! 

months or tour moilths directly subsequent to that datILIAIMAOL 

my hand at  night club comedian. za7r,te. 1:4400- 
MR. NOMMEN: I sees(  I have no further questSmii 

BEMDICH: Thank you very much, AU,. Knight. 

THE WITNESS 1 Thank you. 

THE COURT: All right. 

MR, BENDICH: Professor Traoyi please. 

JICOMMACTs 
a witness called on bit of the defendant havilmtimaki4140; 
duly sworn, testified as follOwss 

THE CLEM Your name, sir? 

THE WITNESS Robert Tracy. 
THE CLERK: And your address? 

THE WI' fl  2214 Carlton, Barkeley 4. 

THE CIALMK: Thank you, Be seated, please. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BEND 

MR. BENDICKI Q. Professor Tracy, what is your business. 

occupation or profession. please? 
A, I am assistant professor of English at the University 

of California in Berkeley. 

Q. Can you give us a word about your academic background 

please?  A. I hold an A.B. degree from Boston 

College, a Master of Arts degree, 1954, from. Harvard University 
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1 in comparative literature, Doctor of Philosophy, Harvard 

2 university also, in comparative literature, 1960. 
3  Q. What have been the areas of fdeus in your preffitelousl 

4: Ssalet interests, Mr. Tray? 1' should say Dr. Trani,. PardOer 
5 me. 
6  A. I am primarily concerned with drame4 x have been 
7 concerned with drama in the fi.heater. My doctoral thesis was 
8 on the subject of stage-performances of the playa of Anton 
9 Chekov, who is a Russian ***dim, comic writer.  And. rbave 
lo been concerned teal With these plays an the stage awl also 

IL with American 4001441111414:5001111,* Ism writing  f1;00. 
12. theiUbject of theAliticaneemedisn from the middle 

13 19th century on, comedians Who do not as a general thing 
1. 

14 write down their acts; they are not working in place but working 
15 in the way that Mr. Bruce works. in vaudeville, burlesque 

16 houses, to modern times night clubs and so on. And Vm 
17 attempting to establish some idea. of the general line et 
18 American: comedy. 
19  Q. Protessondoes this book on comedy that you are 
20 presently writing deal with Mr. Bruce?  A. Yes 

21 itwill contain a chapter on Mr. Bruceis work, also chapters 

22 on Chanfrau, who was an early i9thcentury American comedians-- 
23  MR. WOLLENBERG: I think tim question was, "Does it contain 

24 anything about Mr. Bruce?" 
25  THE COURT: All right he's answered that question. 

28  26  MR. BENDICE: .4. And can you tell us what else your book 
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will deal with, Professor. 

A, There will be chapters on Chanfrau, who was - 19th 

century American comedian. dosorph Jefferson'  also a 190- 
century comedian, probably 411  ROMs* X.  C* Yields,  
Weber and Fields, who were a vaudeville team at the-  UW.Of 
the century. and Mr. Bruce. 

Q. Can you tell us something about your other paaestesafos 
and academic publications, Professor? 

A. Most of them have been more or less in the drum 
field. I have :batten book miens of plays, book reviews 
for magasines such as the Carlton Miscellany/  books alootha 
Civil War and so on. I have contributed articles to fie _...  

Oxford Companion to the Theater, which lis the standard ref.  
encyclopedia in the theatrical field. These articles have 

dealt with -- well, some of them I have written were W. C.-
Fields, Earl Carroll, I have written the entire artitle on 

the history of Bulgarian theater, I have written partaet the 

articles on Chekov and Ibsen. Well, I can go on. 
Q.  I think.that's enough.  A. I have also  

recently completed an edition of the works of J. M. 3146, 
the prose works of J, M. Angel who seas' an Irish playwright, 
and which will be published by Random House in the fall. 

Q..  Thank you, Professor. 

THE COURT* I ought to charge you for that plug. 
THE 1ITNE33: It's not a plug. 
MR, BENDICH: Q. Professor, in the course of your professi  
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1 work and particularly with reference now to your focus of 
2 interest in the field of comedy, and more particularly with 
3 reference to the great comic tradition.and worldatemtvra, 
4  we  familiar With the work of AristoOhmaist 
5  A. Yes, I ant  .sir... 
o  414 Are you familiar, Professor, with a play urtimbmt 

.7  by Aristophanes entitled, qoysiatrate? 
8  A. Yew, I am. 
9  46  Ars there, Professor, posses** in that play Waft 
10  deal with the subject ofthepettialerectus? 
11  A, Yes, thos.10?•rorpsiimiasso 
12/  .NA4 WOLLERWROt .  Exemit4riefrfeurlitctOr, 
13  rather cumulative herein Our testimony and Iswoula (4400- 
14  not only to this being irrelevant and. Immaterial, butidso 
15 cumulative, 
16  =COM: Wan. this is preliminary to compartment 
17  RR. 'MICR& Yes, it is, UAW lionoro 
18  THR COURT: Very well. Overruled. 
19  T WITNESS: Shall I then answer the question, sirt, 
20  THE COT ?s You may answer the question« 
21  Tint WITNESS, Yes, there are passages dealing with the 

22 penis erectus in the works of Aristophanes, specifically in 

23 the play "Lysistratai" 

24  MR. BENDICRA 4. Is that play taught in our schools, to 

25  your knowledge, Professor?  A. Most universities 

26 with any pretenses to seriousness include the works of 
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Aristophanes in their course, yes, both in courses to  dy#,  

courses in Greek drama, courses in classics. The plays are 

also perfOrmed at many universities. 

44  PrOfeSSOrik do you have with a copy of that OW,  

A.  Yes, I do. 

4.  And Professor —  A. And I have !OMR 

several passages in it which are relevant to the ._ 

Q.  Professor.before you tell us about those pasass, 

is the version of the play which you have the version whitish is 

used in the schools? 

A.  Yes, it's a version propered for use Maths* 
an edition published in San ftencle00# as a matter of 
by the Chandler Publishing Company. The general editor is 
a man by the name of Robert. Corrigan, who is a recognised 

figure as a drama critic and as authority on world drama-, 

editor of a magazine called the TUlane Drama Review. It's 

translated by a man named Donald Sutherland* who is a profe 

at the University of Colorado..  

Q.  Yes. Now, would you read us same of those passages 

that you made reference to a moment agooplease, Professor/ 

MR. WOLLENBERG: I think out of context, Your Honor, 

object to any reading of these passages. 

THE COURT: Overruled. 
THE WITNESS: There are several passages which era 

relevant to this matter. The first one comes toward the end 
of the play. We perhaps necessary to mention what the play 
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is about, though that has been discussed here. It is an 
antiwar play and the specific plot of the play deals With 
the revolution on the part of the women of Athens, who refuse 
themselves to their husband*, unless their husbands wtIrtgre4r 
not to fight war any longer. So it is an antiwar or, I.suppose 
yould call it a pacifist play. The passage in question comes  
toward the end of the play in which the men have finally come 
to terms with the ladies; they have agreed not to fight any 
more and it turns out that that rewillution6n_the part of the 
women had spread to Sparta and other countries and no women 

are giving themselves to any men, so that mankind 
to terms with the ladiesi' And the play, as it comes Wilin 

end, there is. a call for harmony and the spirit of harmony,.. 

A native maid appears and her speech is as follows: 

"too take the Spartans first, and lead them over here, 

not with a rough hand nor an overbearing one, 

nor, as our husbands used to do this, clumsily, 

but like a woman, in our most familiar style: 

If he won't give his hand, then lead him by the prick. 
And now, go bring me those Athenians as well, 
leading them by whatever-they will 'offer you. 
0 men of Sparta, stand right here, close by my side, 
and you stand over there, and listen to my words." 

And then it goes into some Greek topography, Olympia, Delphi, 
Thermopylae. The comment made by the Athenian actor at the 
end of this speech is: 
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15ty prick is skinned alive  that what's destroying me, 
A few pages earlier there is a seen, in which the name 

comes to the Athenians that the Spartan ladies have alai* denied 

the  to the Spartan nen, and the SparteniseSSengieft- 
gtaMTivita. And a ward about the Spartnan men here' he hist 

chosen for dramatic purposes to print the Sines of the epartansi 
because Sparta is a southern Greek City, he has chosen to 
print the lines of- the5Spartans in a southern dialect, which 
I will spare you, if that's all right. The Spartan gals. 

"Whore is the Senate-house of the Athenians? 
I wish to see the chairman. I have nom for lame' 
The Athenian says, 
"And who are you? Aft you a Satyr or a man?" 
The Spartans 
"I am a herald. my young friend, yes, by the gods, 

and I have come from Sparta to negotiate." 

And the the Athenian: 
"And et you come here with a spear under your arm?" 
Spartan: 
"Not I, by Zeus, not It. 

Then the Athenians 

"Why do you turn around? 

"Why throw :,,our cloak out 610 in front? Has the long trip 

given you a swelling?" 

The Spartan: 

"I do think the man is queer: 
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Athenians 

"But you have an erection, oh you reprobate l" 

Spirtans 

!Sy Zeus, I've no suet thine And don't von foot MOM% 
Athenians 
"And what have you got there?" 
Spartans 

"A Spartan seroll-atick, sir." 
Athenian; 
"Veil, it it is, this is a Spartan sill-stick too. 
But 

 
look, I know what's spa you can t  that Viat44 

Just how are things with yentiatt Spartnt tell an that. 
altartan 

"nitre is uprising all Sparta. Our allies 
are all erect as well. We need our nnirty‘s-pails*" 
Athenian 
"Prom where has this great scourge of frenzy fallen ou 

You? 

"Prom Pan?" 

The Spartans 

"flO, I think Lampito began it all. 
and then, the other women throughout Sparta joined 

together, just like at a signal for a race, 

and fought their husbands off and drove them tram their cunt 

Athenian; 

"So howtre 7ou getting on?" 
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Spartan: 

"We suffer. Through the town 

we walk bent over as if we were carrying 

lamps in the wind. The women will not let us tons& 

even their berries, till we ell with one accord 

have made a peace among the cities of all Greece.°   

Athenian: 

"This is an international conspiracy 

launched by the women! Now I comprehend it all:" 

And so on. 

MR. BERDICRI Q. Professor, where in the main stream, of 

the heritage of the world literature regarding comedy deer 

Aristophanes stand? 

A. Aristophenes is considered by all reputable scholars 
to be the most important of early comedians, the most important 
comic writer of classical times and probably one of the three 

or four greatest classical writers, greatest comic writers of 

literary history. No course in comedy would be complete 
without at least one play of Aristophanea. 

Q. And such courses are offered in the leading American 

schools?  A. Such courses are offered in all 

major universities, yes. 

Q.  Professor, in the course of your studies in your 
field ofinterest, have you had occasion to become intimately 

acquainted with the works of Geoffrey Chaucer? 

A.  Yes, I have. I have taught many portions 
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of Chaueses work in class, both_. at the University of 
California and elsewhere* and I have, of course*  read the 
Canterbury WAS and other works of Chaucer fOr.my own beellio,  

Mundt. 
Q. Prefessor* are the Canterbury Tales by GeofrOW 

Chemmorresularly used in mumps given Iii universities,. 
A. Yost  Centertum ?Ales era rsiSulsrlY used Jelin. 

Dialer universities and there ere complete *GUMS divetettle 
Chauoer:Ohioh read the Canterbury Tele* is their anusY 
or practically sos. that are given in all ma4or univerattle 
tRtbil0/0144411preetanatitS.- 

get  Professor  * are you familiar with the Canter 
Tales?  A. Yes, I am. 

Q.  Do you have the Canterbury Tales with you? 
A.  I have a copy of the Canterbury Tales witianeli les. 

Q.  Have you selected some passages? 
A.  Yes, l have. 
Q.  Passages from Canterbury Tales which taken t and 

of themselves might be cenadered to be stimulating to plitspient 
interest? 

A.  I don't think they are stimulating of prurient 

interest in and of themselves, but I have found some peXAMWM 
Which might possibly be taken as such by someone. 

Q.  Let me withdrew that previous question, Professor*  
and put this question to you: Have you attended the sessions 
of this trial? 
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1  A. Yea, I have, the second and:third days of this 

2 trial. 

 

3  Q. You have heard references with respect to the.phrase, 

 

4  nkisSing-itn?  A. 1Se, I have. 
5 I  Q. And you have beerd testimony with respect to the 

 

6  exposure of genitals?  A*  Yew, I. have. 

 

7  Q. Do such lines occur in the work of Chaucer? 

 

8  A. Yes, indeed, these do. 

 

9  Q. Do 7ou'have such lines?  A. Vasa, Z have. 

 

10  Q. Would you be good enough to read some of then for 

 

11  us?  A, rid be 4114 to. WA first 

 

12  tree !'L Miller's Tale." 

 

13  MR., WOLF: Cceuee me, Professor,. 

 

14  xr Your Honor please, what is said on the stage and what 

 

15  is written in a book which is taught in the college to students 

 

16  of literature and of that nature is not the same, now is it 

 

17  indicative of community standards, and LwOuld object on those.  
18 

19 

20 
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grounds. 

THE COURT: Overruled. 

THE WITNESS: This passage is from The Miller's Tale and 
it occurs -- the situation is a rather involved love affair, 

a seduction affair, in which there's been sort of a  g.up 

of couples, and the airl has promised to welcome the advances 
of a young man if he comes to bar house at might. His name 
is Absolon; this explains the reference to Absolon. 

"Absolon began to wipe him mouth as dry as possible. 
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"The night was dark as pitch or as coal. 

"And at the window out she put immt hole, 

"Led Abiolea felt no better or no wares 

liat with his,  mouth he Wised her naked area,  „.. 

*Pall savarly before he was aware of it." 

That is,wbat be thought be misdoing. 

"Beak he jumped and thought something was wrong, 

"For he knew perfectly well that a woman has no beard*- 

"Be felt something an rough and long-haired; 

"And said 'alas! what have I done?' 

"'Mabee** Moth she, and clapped the window tot. 

"And Absolon meth farth feeling very uncomfareeMe. 

"ItA beard! A beard!' Nicholas said, 

"'By Godfa body, this go fair and well.' 

*Thus Abeolon heard everything happen, 

"Alta he began to bite on his lip for anger." 

There is another passage which I think is relevant is 

some of the things which have been said, and that is in the 
Wife of Bathes Prologue. 

The Wife of Bath is a very lusty lady and she deliVers 

a lecture to her traveling companions before she begins her 

tale. The purpose of this lecture is to justify herself for 

getting married over tbd over again. She swiss 

"Tell me also to what purpose 

"Were sexual members made, members of generation, 

"For what profit was a man made? 
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"Trust, you can be sure, that they were not made far 

"Whoever wishes to explain it and was bath up and, Mown. 

"That the ttexual members were made only for purer 
"Of urine*  and both our sexual organs 

1Wens may to knovs& female from ma*, 
"And for no other cause, —* 

And she. goes oa* 

MR4 WOLLEMBERGt Well, I move to strike this testimony 

in regard to both passages that have been read as not 

probative of anything in this proceeding* 

me COURT' Overruled* 
I. 11=434 Q. Professor, where in the world mule 

heritage does Geoffrey Chaucer.stand? 
A.  Geoffrey. Chaucer is again one of the great mole 

writers of Western European literature, He is resod by 

all responsible seholare as one of the focal ambers of 
Western comic tradition and Western literary tradition in 

general* 

Q.  Professor, in the course of your professional 
studies, have you had occasion to become acquainted intimately 

with the work of Pranoois Rabelais? 
A.  Yes, I have had a chance to eud7 the works of 

Rabelais. 

Q.  Who is Francois Rabelais?  A. Primate 
Rabelais is a 15th century monk and phyoician, and who was 

at various times a physician in the service of the Haman 
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the whangletools of our holy fathers hang so low? Well, 

they never wear dark breeches, so their lusty organ*, 

dangling down at liberty like a horse given head*  

knock against their knee& like women's, beads* Why are 

they correspondingly large Because, with all this 

waggling to and fro, the humors of the body sink dews 

into these parts. Do not the legtsts point out that 

continual agitation and continual motion are the cause 

of attraction?" 

Another passage a few pages further on, this time discuss 

'WOIROOI 

"I figured it this welt 'These superannusbat 

harridans spent their youth to advantage, thigh-squeez, 

ing and buttock-clenching with their :trees cocked for 

all comers,' I. said. 'In the course of time, no one 

would have traffic with them any more. Veil, by God, 

I intend to treat them to one mare brenglebump before 

they diel." 
Another passage is in chapter 21 of the second book; 

this is the beginning of the chapter: 
"As a result of the debate with the English 

scholar," 

which 1 have just been reading excerpts from, 

"Panurge had acquired quite a reputation in Paris. 

The activity of his codpiece was proportionally 

greater, and to that effect, he had it pinked and 
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slashed with ornate embroidery, after the Homan fashion. 

His praises became a topic of general conversation. 

There was even a song written to Celebrate his exploits) 

the little children *Ong it as they went to fetch 

mustard. Best of all, he was made welcome in the mast 

elegant circles. But it went to his head; he aotuall4 

had the presumption to beleaguer one of the greet 

ladies of the city." 

Another passage 0 book three. Panurge is talking again 

on his favorite subject: 

4iNsultdamibow nature inspired man to arm himself,1  ammo 
continued, land what part of his body he first clApped 

armor on. It was, by God's might, the bollocks 

When man hid sheathed Priapus John 

With his two precious hangers-on o  

He knew the job was fitly done.' 

"Massey Panurge pursued, the great Hebrew captain and 

philosopher, affirmed that he armed himself with a 

stout and gallant codpiece most skilfully contrived 

out of fig-leaves, these. by their solidity, indenta- 

tions, frizzling, gloss, size, color, odor, and 

other characteristicsproved.capital covering and 

protection for man's whangdoodle. 

"With, however, one exception: the terrific knockers 

of Lorraine, which dangle down like.huge plummets 

at the very bottom of their owner's hose, fractious 
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to the discipline of high stately codpieces. As an 

example of such, Panurge cited the noble Viardiere, who, 

at a Valentine Festival or Feast of Fools in Nam, won 

the title of Valentine or King Fool. ?enure awhile 

preparing to look his smartest on that Nay Day The 

fellow had his pendioula spread out over the table 

like a SpaniAh cloak and was assiduously sciaping amity 

at his scrotum. 

"Because of the codpiece's importance, henceforward, 

whoever wished to speak correctly, when he bid a militia• 

man godapeed en his way to the ware, should not• as In 

the popular farce, stroke the fellowit head, urgidgt 

Look out for that.winepot, Tevot, my lad 

but, rather his knockers, sayings 

Look out for that milkpot, Tevot, my lad._ 

"Surely, thin must be obvious, by all the devils of 

hell, sinammten a man's head was out off's  only the 

victim perished; whereas, with the loss of ballocks, 

all human nature would perish" 

"Qay old Galen makes the same pmt in his Book I, Of 

Sperm, where ha roundly avers that to possess no heart 

would be a lesser evil than to be destitute of geni-

tortes," 

and so on. He Goes on; it's rather long. Mout of it is in 

the name tenor as the passage I have just read, and I would 

say that this same kind of passage by and large is found 04 
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almost every page all the way through the works of Rabelais. 

There is a long passage in the third book, also kind of almost 

a chant, one might call it, perhaps*  a litany perhaps, which 

is addressedto the "cod** 

"Every single person plenum, had consulted, threatened 

him with cuckoldry, affirming this fate to be predaStined 

in  for him. 

"'All men, who wish to be, aren't cuckolds,' Friar 

John countered. 'If you are to be cuckolded' ergalas 

we logicians say for therefore) your wife will be 

beautiful; ergovyou will be assured good enter/Mill* 

ment by her; ems,  ion will be blessed with the fruition 

of many friends; ergo, having practised the Christian -. 

virtues of neighborliness and humility, you will 

attain salvation, Those are what we religious scholars 

call Topics. You will be all the better for it, 0 

sinner; never before Were you so assured of a happy 

future. You will suffer no loss from it; your property 

will increase considerably. If the thing is preordained, 

would you seek rebelliously to oppose your godsent 

destiny? Listen, 0 withered cod: 

"10 mouldy, mildewed, rusty cod; 0 fusty cod; 0 

misty, rusty cod; cod, frigid and numb, kneaded in 

ice-cold water; cod, pendent and pendulous, 0 cod 

appellant, cod levelled, slack, relaxed and flapping 

cod: Hear me, I beseech you! 
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""Cod„ innocent of seed in your pod; 0 cod, weak 

as water gruel; 0 cod without fuel: Hear me, I besseaS 

you! 

"0 cod incongruous; 0 effete and exhausted, Othereif 
s- 

prostrate and prostate cod; 0 cod beshitten, aawing. as• 
loose hinges, somniferous and skimmed of its milk; *old 

expressed and suppressed, low-hung, wrung and unstrung; 

cod, 0 emulsive, repulsive, incomunicative and puts. 

tivel 0 cod, food for the worm, good to the germ,. cod 

come to its term, cod infirm, cod, empty of emu gear 

me, I besesta 

"Cod esallucer and coneholdil, reniform, lentitormb 

cod shaped like a weary pear; 0 dejected and downeastv. 
0 ill-shapeni 0 sallow-complexioned and evil of visage; 

0 hangover cod; 0 cod, light as cork, flush, floundered 
and fluked; 0 cod, diaphanous and brained, drained4N 
chillblained and murrained; cod, cysted and ameth4.,.. 
ysted . .  • 

and it goes on for about three more pages. 

Q. New, Professor, in the course of this professional 
focus of interest upon the stream of heritage of world. comedy, 

have you had occasion to be iatimately acquainted with the 
works of James Joyce? 

A. Yes, I have. I have taught a graduate seminar at 
the University in the work of James Joyce, and I have also 
engaged in. some critical writing on joyae. 
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1 and-1.--hayemalso-engaged-in-eome-tritidalr-wrtting- rr-icreeek"-- . 

.2  Q. And to save time, 'Professor, are you familiar with 
3 "Tilyases4  by James Ayes,  A. Yes, I am. 

4,  4,. Anders there passages width *sleeted tram thalreark 

5 Ilionld fit into this ares.that we are current ll detains; with? 

6  A. Yes, sir, there are. 

7  4.. And would. you read. just a few of those, please* . 

8  A. There is one famouillassage from "Ulysses" tmnemMUi 

9 the end of the book. The passe:gels known as Melly WAWmes 
lo Soliloquy, which is a long strum of consciousness attempt 
11 on the pert of the author to present a. certain..chersatarc.S 
12  certain. kind of personality through am insight into idatipmms• 
13 on in bar mind. This it. not written logically, it's not mitt= 
14 the way an ordinary novel is. 
15  MR. WOLLENBERRI Are ypu reading this, Professor? 
16  alma, moo  your Monet. The question was. to read something.  

17 from the book, I believe. 
18  TRICOUITi Well, I think I know what the professor is 

19 getting at, but I think you'd better just read it. 
20  THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
21  THE COURT: 'We'll let the jury be the judge of it. 
22  THE WITNESS: Very well. 
23  Well, just beginning at the top of the page: 

24  "burns the bottoms out of the pan all for his Kidney 

25  this one not so much therea the mark of his teeth still 

26  where he tried to bite the nipple I had to Gamma out 
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looking student that stopped in No 28 -." 

THE =UHT: Mr. Beechinor, is the Professor 

fast for you? 
THE REPORTER: Yes, Your Honor, 
THE COURT: If you will slow down a little bit, pleiem;:--, 

areut they fearful trying to hurt you I had a great 

breast of milk with Hilly enough for two what wae the 

reason of that he said I could have got a pound arek 

as a wet nurse all swelled out the morning that 4444matir- 

i 

got* PriAtt7  

THE WITNESS: All right. 

"all swelled out the morning that delicate looking. 

student that stopped in MO 28 with the Citrons Peeress 

nearly caught me washing through the window mu tom.  

I snapped up the towel to my face that was his 

atudenting hurt me they used to weaning her till he got  

Dr. Brady to -- 
HR. BENDICH: Pardon me, Professor. Will you slow down 

just a little bit more? 

THE WITNESS Sure* 
"Citrons Penrose nearly caught me washing through the 

window only for I snapped up the towel to my face 

that was his studenting hurt .me they used to weaning 

her till he got doctor Brady to give me the Belladonna 

prescription I had to set him to suck them they were 

so hard he said it was sweeter and thicker than cows 

than he wanted to milk ma into the tea well hes beyond 
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1  everything I deolare somebody ought to put him in 

2  the budget if I only could remember the one half of 

3  the things and write a book out of it the works of 

4  Master POldy yes and its so muth wroth mm the skin 

5  much an hour he was at them Im sure by the clock =at 

some kind of a big infant I had at me they want 

7  everything in their mouth all the pleasure those mem 

8  get out of a woman I can feel his mouth 0 to VOust 1 , 

9  stretch myself I wished he was here or somebody to 

10  let myself go with  come again like that I feel 

11  all fire inside me or if I could dream it wheaLhammda. 

12  me spend the End time tickling me behind with hi*.  i 

13  finger I was coming for about 5 minutes with my legs 

14  around him I had to hug him after 0 Lard I wanted to 

15  shout out all sorts of things fuck or shit or anything 

16  at all only not to look ugly or those lines frost the 

17  strain who knows the way hod take it you want to feel 

18  your way with a man theyre not all like him thank God 

19  some of them want you to be so nice about it I noticed 

20  the contrast he does it and doesat_talk I gave my eyes 

21  that look with my hair a bit loose from the tmnblang 

22  and my tongue between my lips up to him the savage 

23  brute Thursday Friday. one Saturday two Sunday three 

24  0 Lord I cant wait till Monday." 

25  At another passage a little earlier, the page before, in 

26 fact: 
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"yes I think he made them a bit firmer sucking them 

like that so long he made me thirsty titties he malls them 

I had to laugh yes this one,  anyhow stiff the nipple gets 

fora the least thing Ill get him to keep that up entln.1 

take those. eggs beaten up with marsala fatten thew out 

for him what are elLthose veins and things curlews the 

way its made 2 the same in case of twins theyre supposed 

to represent beauty placed up there like those statues 

in the::: museum one of them pretending to hide it with 

her hand are they so beautiful of course compared with 

what a man looks like with his two bags full and,bla 

other thing hanging down out of him or sticking up at you 

like a hatrack no wonder they bide it with a oabbageleaf 

the woman is beauty of course theta admitted when he said 

could pose for a picture naked to some rich fellow 16 

Holies street when he lost the job in Hilys and I was se17  

ink; the clothes and strumming in the coffee palate would 

I be like that bath of the nymph with my hair down yes on 

ahes younger ar Im a little like that dirty bitch in that 

Spanish photo he has the nymphs used they go about like 

that-Lasked him that disgusting Cameron highlander behind 

the near market or that other wretch with the red head 

behind the tree where the statue of the fish used to be 

when I was passing pretending he was pissing standing out 

for me to see it with his babyclothea up to one side the 

Queens own they were a nice lot its well the Surreys 
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1  relieved them theyre trying to show it to you every time 

2  nearly I passed outside the mans greenhouse near the 

3  Harcourt street station just to try come fellow or otbar 
4  trying try catch my eye or if it was 1 of the 7 =OM 
• 5  of the world 0 and the stink of those rotten placesithe 

night cooing home with Poldy after the Comerfordepert7 

7  oranges and lemonade to make you feel nice and watery." 

8  It goes on. There are no sentence stops or paragraph stops. 

9  MR. ZENDIQUI Q. That's written, Professor, to free 

10  flow, a spontaneous flow of consciousness, stream. of conscious- 

11 nese:: 

12  A. What is called technically by literary critics, 

13  stream of consciousness, yes. 

14  Q. I wanted to clarify that by way of indicating to 

15  the persons that were listening to you that you were not 

16 reading ordinarily written material, which is.much easier to 

17 read. 
A,  There is no punctuation whatsoever in this entire 

number of pages. 

Q.  Now, Professor, what relation to the stream or the 

heritage of world comic tradition does James Joyce hold? 

A.  James Joyce, again, is considered perhaps the leading 

modern. practitioner of comic writing. Be is one of the two 

or three most important modern novelist s, and he is read both 

specifically as a great comic writer and also as a great 

writer generally, great modern novelist. 
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4. Now, Professor, on the basis of your professional 

interests, studies, work, writing, do you have an opinion 

as to the place in the stream of the world comic heritage-0f 

Lenny Bruce? 

A, Yes, I do, 

MR. WOLLENBERG: I will object to this. if Your HOner 

please. I'd like to take the professor -- oh, withdraw that. 

My objection is, Your Honor, that this is not relevant or 

material, where Lenny Bruce is in the stream of heritage, 

THE COURT: There is no foundation here showing that 

this witness is-familiar with the work of the defendant* 

MR. MIMICS: Q. Professor, you testified earlieVka 

believe, that you are presently engaged in the writing of 

a book dealing with the subject of comedy, is that correot? 
A. That's correct. 

Q. And that one of the chapters in that book deals 

specifically with Mr. Bruce and his work, is that correct? 

A. That's right, yes* 

q. Do you feel, Professor, that on the basis of the 

study of the comic tradition, on the basis of your study of 

Mr. Bruce's work, that you can give us an opinion on the 

relationship between Mr. Bruce's work and that tradition? 

MR4 WOLLENBERG: I will object, if Your Honor please. 

It is any understanding of the direct testimony that be hadn't 

written that chapter on Lenny Bruce yet. 

THE COURT: Well, the question is objectionable on another 
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ground. Sustained. 
MR. RICH: q. Let ma approach the question this 

way, Professor. How have you gone about researching your 

materials for this bookl 

A4  It varies with the subject under discussion. I am 

still in the researching stage; I havenot written very much 

of the book. For those comedians who are dead and who lived 

before the days of film, it's necessary to read what is left 

of scripts, recollections in autobiographies, reviews written 

at the time, photographs or sketches of their costumes. the 

way they acted on the stage, all kinds .of things come into 

a study of this sort in an attempt to establish what eetually 

happened on the stage during a routine by Joseph Jefferson,: 

say, during an act by Joseph Jefferson. 

For more modern comedians, W. C. Fields, for example,-  --

THE COURT: Well, Professor, I know this is educational, 

but letls get right down to the defendant. 

THE WITNESS: How I have done my research on Hr. Bruce? 

THE COURT: And if you have done any. 

THE WITNESS; I have done research on Mr. Bruce by 

listening to the tour released records, which were taken from 

routines by Mr. Bruce. 

MR, BENDICH: Q. Now, on the basis of your professional 

study of American comedians and comedians in the world comic 

tradition, do you feel that you can give .124 a qualified opinio9 
In qualified and academic terms of the relation between the 
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work of Mr. Bruce and the other comedians whoa you have 

studied?.  

A. Yes. I do, 

Q. What is that opinlon, please? 
ma. WOLLENBERG: I will object. Your Honor. He not 

qualified because we know here, as a matter of fact, that* 

these are gleanings of his better material, that his shows 
run up and down, very their moments, and consequently this 

man, not having heard him over a sustained period of time, 

not having heard him perform in the theater or night iamb, 

would not be competent to assist us as to how he performed 
on the night in question, 

THE COURT: Sustained. 

MR. BENDICH: Your Honor, I should like to have the 

witness answer that question with reference now to theL. 
specific element of the crime charged of intent, the knowing 

emploreent of obscene materials. And with reference to that 
I think that it is relevant to have the professor tell us 
what the reputation of Mr. Bruce is among persons who are 

professionally concerned with his work, particularly persons 
qualified in the academic tradition. 

THE WITNESS: His reputation -- 
MR, WOLImNAPRO: accuse me. 

THEE COURT: Wait a minute, wait a minute. 
THE WITNESS& Ism sorry. 

THE COURT: Are you now seeking to interrogate the 
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professor as a character witness? 

NIL BENDICH: Not at all, Your Honor, because, as a matt 

of fact, the professor doesn't know Mr* Bruce* 

THE count Well, that-  is the only way that you ilnad 

approach the subject that you just mentioned. This witness, 

as far as I understand, has never seen the defendant pasofftemil 

MR. BENDICHI That's correct, Your Honor, but he has 

made a study of the defendant's recorded material, whiett is 

rather extensive. There are four long playing records which 

are available to the general public and which have been 

available for some time and which cover, I should say,,the 

bulk of Mr. Bruce's material. 

THE COURTt But your own witnesses testified, or at 

least one of your own witnesses, Mr. Gleason, as I recall, 

testified that according to his best knowledge these records 

wee extracts from performances. 

MR. BENDICH: That's perfectly true, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: And under those circumstances, even underl  
your own theory, the whole must be judged. 

MR. =DICK: That's perfectly true, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: So the objection will be sustained. 

MR. BENDICH: But I'm not asking the doctor to judge 

the performance in question. I understand that he did not 

see that particular performance and, therefore, thane can 

have no opinion of that particular performance, and for that 

reason, of course, I am not directing any of my questions to 
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that performance. But the professor has made a study of 

Mr. Bruce's recorded material, just as he made a study of the 

material of the comedian Ariatophanes, of the comedian 

Rabelais, of the comedian Geoffrey Chaucarg the comedian 
James Joyce , and other works in world heritage of comic 

literature, and on the same basis that he eau give us an 

opinion on the work of the comedian Aristophanes, who has 

been dead for better than two thousand years and whom he 

obviously could not have seen, he is in a position to give us 
an opinion on the work of Mr. Bruce which is in the public 

domain, which is recorded, and which is available to alikpeople 

THE COURT: Us could give us an opinion on reoordiaga, 

if he has heard them, but he cannot give us an opinion on the 

performance in question. 

MR. BENDICHI Yes, that's absolutely correct. 
THE COURT: Or even a similar performance. 

MR HEHDICH1 I think that's absolutely correct, because 

he has never seen the full show. Your Honor is perfectly 

right there. But I'm now attempting to have the professor 

give us an opinion only about that material which he has 
made a study of. 

MR. WOLLENBERG: That's limited, though, Your Honor. 

THE COUT: I'm afraid that question cannot be allowed 
under those circumstances. 

MR. BEIIDICH: Your Honor, I should like to make this 

statement: None of the persons who have testinelin this 
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courtroom, it Your Honor please, have been able to recapitulate 

the entire performance, none of the persons who have given 

any testimony in this courtroom during the course of this 

trial, if the Court please, has been able to provide tow 

anyone any opportunity of judging the performance as &Wale. 
At the very best, if Your Honor please, there has been bits 

and snatches of testimony given from a performance which, as 

the testimony in the record indicates, lasted approximately 

one hour. As a matter of fact, the prosecution witnesses 

testified to portions of a show which upon -- 

Mao  WOLLEREaCh If. Tour Honor please, this Isis t the 
time for argument. 

THE COURT: No. 

BE RICH: By the prosecution's testimony that lasted 

for a matter of four minutes and twoleconds. 

THE COURT: What are you leading up to? Let's get to 

the. point, 

MR. BENDICH: Yes, Your Honor. I think the pointis 
clear. 

THE COURT: Not to me, yet. 

MR. BENDICH: Well, I think the point is this: 

That the professor has had an opportunity to study a 

great amount of the recorded material created and performed 

by Mr. Bruce, a much greater amount of material which ?dm 

Bruce has performed, as a matter of fact, than anyone who 

thus far testified in this proceeding has been able to give, 
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has been able to present the jury with. Ad I think -- 

THE COURT: I'm going to stop you there because you're 

making the same argument that you made before with relation 

to this recorded material. My ruling will stand. Now, that's 

it. 
MR. BENDIGH: Perhaps I'm not clear in understanding the 

precise ruling which Your Honor has made. 

THE COURT: My ruling is that this witness will not be 

allowed to express an opinion, a comparison opinion_or_any: 
opinion relating to the show in question by reason of his 

baying made and hoard the records that you were referring to. 
MR, BENDICH: All right, Your Honor, I think I understand. 

Professor, what in your judgment is the quality 
in terms of Iterary merit, social significance, humor and 

artistry, of the recorded material which Mr. Bruce has created 

which you _have studied? 

NIL liOLLEMBEROI I will objeet to this, Yourftnar, as 
being irrelevant, and immaterial to the total picture of Mr. 

Bruce in that -- 

THE cqyal sustained. 
ma. BEHDICH: May I be heard for a moment, Your Honor? 
TRH COUftTs Xo. I'm sorry. 2tis is the same question, 

irnnW:0144d; it from a different angle, 
MR, immara4 Yes. 
THE COURT: And XI= going to give the jury a rotes& at 

this time. 
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(Following thousual admonition to the jury a short 
recess was taken. When Court reconvened the following proceed- 
ings were had.) 

THE COURT; All right, you may proceed. 
ROBERT TRACY, 

having previously been sworn, resumed the stand and testified 
further as followsg 

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BENDICH (Resumed) 
KR. BENDICH:  PrANNusor,'Iwhy did you select Lenny 

Bruce as the subject of one of your chapters in a book on 
comedy? 

MR. WaLLENBERG; It's irrelevant and immaterial. 
THE COURT; Sustained. 
MR. BENDICH; Na further questions. 

CROSS-EXAIIINATION BY MR, WOLLENBERG 
Ma.  I+  G; Q., Your age, Professor? - 
A,  I'm 334 

And isn't it a fact that the book "Ulysses" is not 
universally accepted, as not being -- withdraw that, please. ,11  

Aren't there many people that bold the view that stalteseen\  
is an obscene book? 

I dont know of any* 
I see, When •was Ulysses published? 

A. 1922. 
Q.  I see*  -And When did it first ease into the United 

States?  4: I believe 1933. 
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1  Q. 
2 '33? 

1922 it was published and it didn't come in until 

A. It did not legally come in till 1933. 

3  Q. I see, And why was that?  .1 

4  A. I believe that there was both in the United States 
5 and England -- the customs authorities refused,to allow 

6  the book to be imported. 

7  go So there were some people that felt the book was 

8  obscene?  A. Vies. the customs authorities of 
9  Englad.  the United • States. 

10  Q. And it was subsequently admitted after litigation? 

.11  A„ That's 

12  Q. 141, which it was held not obscene? 
13  A. In which it was held not to be obscene. 

14  Q. I see. Now* the passages in Ulysses as well as in 

-15 the other books that you quoted from Professor, thaw,  are 
16 ports of storisa. is that eerreet? 

A4  'ftat'svighto  

18  Q Tbey are in the context of an over-all story in 

19 ,MbSO.thay are a portion thereof?  A. Yes, sir. 
20  Q. Asd  wOUld  mark the places in those books for,  us 
21 that those .. do you have some SItns Of paper' 

22 
CI.6t  Would you Nark these places in these books felt us 

read lOrmat  A4 Certain21. 
Q.  And *lust tar the,  record, tell us-the tagge numbers 

26 40et are InvolvedI  A. might 1111 start in the 
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order in which I read them. In Idysistratas  the first passage 

I read was on page 41, starting in the middle of the page, 

and going almost to the bottom of the page. 

The second passage that I read was on page 36, starting 

toward the bottom of the page -- there's a small arrow which 

I have drawn here -- and going on about halfway, a little over 

halfway down page 37. That's losistrate. 

Chaucer, I read a passage on page 92s  which I will mark. 

Q. You can't mark it in the back,Ptofessor. You might 
just stick a piece of paper on the page. 

A, OK, Page 92. Actually, there are lime here. It 
started at line 115 ands  I believes  went to line 125 or so. 

And also in Chaucer'  page 64, starting at the column one, 

line .031s to line 3742, I think. I stopped. 50 that's 

Chaucer. 

Rabelais, I reed book two, page 66, the bottom of the 
*1110 1*-  thole', a =all arrow drawn in there. Beek-twO, page 
70, about halfway down the page, a small Arrow there marking 

the place.. Page 81, small arrow marking the plaee; it begins 

at the top, the very beginning Of chapter 21s  which begins 

in the middle Of the page. In bat* three -- this book is 
puenated by *actions*  Mook three, Page 32, starting about 
eight linsorfrom the top of the pcg, and going to the bOtom 
lathe page, and throats a small pencil mark them. Apd 
there were two mote from Rabelatsi PAP 68 --.% email 
didn't read anything on page 68 and page* 99 and.  100  include 
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the chant, the poem, in which the cod is addressed. 
And fina13 in Joyce, I read pages 738, most of the page, 

and about three-quarters of page 739. 
t 

I think that is slot. 
MR. WOLLENBERG: Thank you. May these be marked in 

evidence at this time? 
THE COURT: May be admitted. 

THE CLERK: People's number one in evidence. 

THE COURT: -Well you better mark them separately. 
THE CLERK: One, two, three and four. 

MR. W 

 

In whatz'order for the record, so we'll • Itt  d 

 

know which is one, two, three.and:four? 

THE- CLERK; One will be Ulysses, two will be Oargantua. 
Three 

 

will. 14sitstratal. four will be Chaucer. 

(Whereupon'the books were reCtived'in evidence as 

People's Exhibits  and 44 
Mitio  WOLLENBERG:  MowiTOCtOro you told 'ea that these 

books are found: -- Lysistrata. la found in the bookracks in 
a fifty.cent edition adjacent to univerbitiett 

A.  That's' right. 
Q.  And the Other books arO4Ublished in paper back 

apis for theAs011egetltudint,  A. Ulyeses is 
ivublishedi ,I.:believe-thet*gs a paper edition. There isAa hard. . 
cover edition wbiebleils fer,t4OY:ae4 :a:half, so that :g- 

Q«  I see* Now  the peer bail& editicm Anotbridged 

edition? 
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1  Q. There are also other publications of Ulysses that 

2 are abridged, are there not? 

 

3  A. Not to my knowledge. I don't believe so. 

 

4  Q. Now, Doctor, these books are generally found in 

 

5  a university atmosphere, is that correct? 

 

6  A. That is correct. 

 

7  Qs  And they are usually found in advanced literature 

 

8  or study courses,of that nature? 

 

9  A. I wouldn't call them advanced classes, no.- They are 

 

10  found in freshman and sophomore classes*  as well as in advanced 

11 classes. 

 

12  Q. I see. Chaucer is an English literature book that 

 

13  is found in other than the advanced classes? 

 

14  A. Yes, indeed. 

 

-15  Q, The courses are taught from these paper back books 

 

16  or from books reeOmmended•by .that university?  • 

4.  Isin afraid I don't -- 
18  Q. Well, are they found in bound volumes such as 

19  English lit, you buy a particular group of books or individual 

20 book? 

21  A. Well. you buy whatever books are going to be read 

22  in the course. I'm afraid -- 
23  (1%-, 11424 2 understand that, I notice Itlyaletrata 
24 $uu introduction in it, is that correct? 

That's correct, 

And do the books that are used in the University in 

17 

25 

26 

A. 
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regard to these other volumes also have introductions, 
explaining the works which they're about to read, 

A. As a general thing, yes. 
Q, An these ars written by people other than the 

author, usually, these introductions" 
A. Usually. It depends on whether the author Is able 

or still extant. 
4. And it explains the import in the community or in 

the particular area of our culture that these books fit, 
is that correct? 

A- Well: it could do that; it doesn't always do that. 
Sometimes the introduction La a literary Introduction attempt 
to establish literaryratmosphere as to the social importance 
of the author. Sometimes it's *discussion of the author's 
style, a blogrophical introduction, all kinds of material 
are included in these latcrOdUctionse 

44 In other wiereis, wo44 it be tar to say-that a took 
of this nature may be important because of the Stile, as 
distinguished from content? 

A, I don't believe that you eau distinguish between 
the two. I don't think you can talk about style isolated from 
coeten14.9,vielit versa* 

). IRMUIESSESOi itemdclrou, Doctor. I have no furAber 
quostUons. 

401/B11 All rights  Mr, 13endich, I think  have 
allowed enough tine here, You say prooeedo 
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W. BENDICH: Thank you very much, Professor. 
THE COURT: You may mill your next witness. 
R. BENDICH: Mr. Asch. 

NATHAN ASCU, 
a witness called on behalf of the defendant, haying been first 
duly sworn, testified as follows: 

THE CLERK: Your name, sir? 
THE WITNESS: Nathan Asob, A-0-c-h. 
THE COURT:. Nr. Bruce, I suggest that you be quiet. 
THE DEPEMDANT: I'm sorry. 
THE COURT: I was addressing the defendant. Sorry for 

interrupting. 
THE CLERK: Your address, sir? 
THE WITNESS' 63 WOodside Zane, Mill Valley. 
THE CLERK: Thank you. Be seated. 
THE WITS .-Than4 ru,  

zpuggVEKANINATION BY MR. IMMKOS 
MR. BENDICKIJ4i 'PO Ascii what is your profession? 
A.  Ilms write :ant I'm also .a little bit of a. teacher. 
Q.  Can.yoU  sir, what you have written 

and in what fi0I41  have written --
have been trying.,:tori, forty: years. I have written both 

fLOtion and .non4ctienl have  ileveral:, neve/141  
Which are publOhed: hoihhere amt abroad, and ,I have also 
published a book of travel  Road in ::Search at 

America," , and if I:may be: permitted another commercial a large 
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portion of this book is on the bookstand now as a part of a 
book called "The Thirties, a Time to Remember," published 
by Simon and Schuster. Thank you, sirs 

TIM COURT; All right. 
TRE wrzassi I also have published very many short 

stories in mast of the magazines, many stories in the New 
Yorker, Red Book. If you take quality magazines,, you nese it, 
and I have probably published in it. I have also published 
articles. l hove also for-many -years-done-a lot of book 
reviewing. I have given it up because there isn't much money 
in it. And as I Sus a little -bit of a teacher because 2 
ham a... 

-WOIMMINRes I don it believe -there is any question 
about your teaching, Mr. Itaah, at the soment• • 

TR* COURT: Well, you only did a little bit of teaching? 
IRS WITSESSI 24m doingg -a little bit of teaching right 
strit - 
THE count AU;. right-, you:  may tell us *bat  doing. - 
THE iaTSESS4 I have twO. °leases in creative writing in 

Mariam County, one in MU Valley.  and one in Terra Linda, and 
it's a very small part:. or my time that is Woo up with that. 
Otherwise, Vava professional writer, Ood bless me. 

MR, ARMDICIs Ct. • .And you hsnie - done some work, haysit  you 
nOt., also, XT. Via., App. the,:ttalLted States ativernment, • 

A,  Not  'that's not .:eerrect to say. Mueh..t0 - aty•surprtse•  
about three yiltitra, ago,•:the- flee of War Information — their 
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problem is one of getting the people -- 
MR. WOLLEMBERM Excuse me, Your Honor. I don't believe 

this is responsive. 
THE COURTa No. I think we'll have to stop you there, 

N. Asch. Your answer is "Ho,u  

Next question. 
MR*  BENDICR$ 4.  I r. Aech, you have performed services 

for the Office of War Information., have you not' 

A, Itey- reprinted a story of mine, which was originally 

printed in the Mew Yorker, in twelve Watt* languages in 
order to Wit the phony picture that people *Wool have 

of the United States, pictures given by Hollywood, And the 
languages: are so exotic that I have a list of them and I can 

give them to you, but some of the languages I have never even 

heard of. 

44.  And nowt  in what connection Was the eta of yours 
Publiehed in tie** various language*? 

A,  Well I got .a letter from the Office of War Informa- 
tion asking me 

WOUIENBEHOs ,011, Your .Honor -- 
THZ mass* Asking as for permisaion — 
TSB WWI Pardons litr• Mello 
THZ  S itee, air, 
THE COURT; „2. dean,  tidnic this is relerint4,  

BEHRICHs Q. Hr. Mush, when did you tiot become 

 

26 

 

Interested in Lanny Jarmo?  A. I have to explain ttst 
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My wife is a jazz fano  I am not. But my wife -- my wife 
works for the government. As you probably realise, • professional 

writers do not fully earn their living. My wife works for 
the government and she was in Hawaii working for the government,  

and when she got back she told me about this wonderful 

oomedian she had heard called Lenny Bruce, 
MR. WOLLEHBEROs Your Honor . this is hearsay. It hie 

wife wants to come in and testify about this wonderful 

comedian Ism sure we'd love to hear her. 
THE CORTI All right. You became interested because 

of sonething your wife told you. 

THE WITHESSI Yes, 

THE COURT* All right, now stop right there. 
ME4  BENDICU: ct, And what did you do by way of following 

up that interest. Mr. Await  A. My wife told 

me that he was staying it a Olase called Aunts -. 
+i  1. Jame,  me. 

THE COVEN No. Please. Were not interested in what 

he did by my of following up that interest. Mow, let's not 

asst. time. Mr* ,Mendich. 
MR* BBMDICH; I don't believe I am. YOU, Hailetre 

TM Oars- Well. l believe that you am 

MR. IMICSI Q4 MUM did you first seeVI. lbmumIr 

Av  saw his at Amos !Ow nub*  I belieVe, 11604helirst 
1411Mmummi in San Pranolomb And I have seen hip limpid times 
since; I have seen him at least three times at the hungry i. 
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and I saw him at the Masonic Temple and I also witnessed 

the magnificent performance he did:at the Curran Theater. 

Q. Now, Mr. Asch, in the course of your professional 

occupation as a writer, have you had occasion to focus upon 

the field of comedy? 
A. Particularly in the book, "Maid in Search of 

America," I discussed -- it being a travel book about America, 

I tried to give equal portions to each part of American life, 

and so I discussed in it burlesque performances, and I think 

it was Memphis, and a Chicago taxi-dance hall, and the 

Tenderloin in San Francisco. 
Q. Yes, Mr. Asch, Haw many times would you say in 

your estimation you have witnessed the work of Kr. Bruce? 

A.  I'd probably say five or six times. I mean, witnease 1. 
Q.  Yes.  A, Yes, about five or six times. 

Q.  And in addition to having witnessed live performances 

have you also developed any familiarity with his recorded 

work? 

 

A.  Oh, yes, I believe I have heard all the records. 

 

Q.  Thank you, Mr, Asch, On the basis of your profes- 

sional experience and activity as a writer in America, Mr. 

Asch„ as a writer who deals with America, as a writer who 

has been concerned professionally particulsruaith refeiience 
to the culture of. America gOing Om *oast to‘eoast, do you 
have an opinion on the place of Lenny Bruce in.Ameriean 

 

comedy?  A, I do, 
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)t. WOLLENBERG: Excuse me, sir. I think it's irrelevant 

and immaterial what his place in American comedy is from 

coast to coast. We're dealing with what occurred in San 

Francisco on October the 4tn, 1961, not wnaL; he did from 

coast to coast. 

MR. BENDICH: It goes to corawuniti utandards„ Your Honor. 

MR. WOLLENBERG; The community standarU is tae community 

of San Francisco, not New York. 

MR. =MICH: Mr. Asa: has testified he knows that 

community, too. 

THS GMT* I think you're both a little confused on the 

terms that you$re using. However, there is no showing that 

this witness is qualified even to write the article that he 

mentions. 

MR. BENDIOH: I have no further questions, Your Honor* 

MR*  WOLLENBERO: Thank you, Mr, Asch. 

THE COURTS. All right, you,  may Step dowos 

MR. BENDIQH: Thank you very much, Mr. Asch. You may 

step down, Mr. Asch. 

THE WITHESS4 Thank you. 

MR. BENUICH: Grover Sales, please. 

GROVER SALES, 

a witness called on behalf Of the defendant, hawing firift 

been duly sworn*  testifled as follow** 

THE CLEM Your name, sir? 

THE WITNESS: Grover Sales, Jr4, 1403 Kearny Street, San 
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Francisco. 

THE CLERK: Thank you. Be seated. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BENDICH 

MR. RICH: Q. Mr. Sales, what is your business, 

profession or occupation, please?  As. I'm a 

publicist and a writer. 

Q.  Were you present on the night of October 4th in the 
Jazz Workshop, Mr. Sales?.  A. I was. 

Q.  On that occasion, Mr. Sales, did you witness the 

entire performance that Mr. Lenny Bruce gave? 

A.  I did. 

Q.  And as a consequence of which he was subsequently 

arrested?  A That is true. 

Q.  Mr. Sales, tell us something about what you- h̀ave 

written, please?  A. I didn't hear the last word, 

Q.  Could you give us a word about your writing? 

A.  Oh, about my writing. I have written articles for 
the Sunday Chronicle and Examiner on politics, I have done 

book reviews, on American comedy, and on subjects of general 

interest in the music field. 

Q.  Mr. Sales, did the performance arouse your prurient 

interest? 

MR. WOLLENBERG: •Excuselme, Your „Honor. I don't believe 

there's an adequate foundation. He was there; we don't know 

that he heard it. Some of these witnesses• haven't heard very 

much. 
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1  THE COURT: You might apk the witness if he saw the 

2 whole show. 

3  MR. BENDICH: Mr. Sales, did you see the whole show? 

4  A. In its entirety. 

5  Q. Before putting the previous question to you again, 

6 Mr. Sales, have you had occasion to see the work of Lenny 

7 Bruce on prior c..ecasions? 

8  A. I have seen the work of Lenny  oe more times than 
9 I can remember, 

.Mr...'Sales, could .you give us a numerical approxima-
tion Of the number of times you have seen his work? 

A. :It . wotald be very diffiCUlt. I have witnessed him 
in concertat least three times, I have seen him at Annie 440, 
144 say about a dozen times, at the Jazz Workshop during his . 
two-week engagement, I think I missed two perforianaes or 
.two:  even  s, I .have iieen. him in • Pack's, 1 have• seen him at 

ilthe  sedFI:jimHthOroughly  th the Materiel • 
on his four .long playing records-. 

Q.  Mr. Bales,. o ixlg your' attention to the performance 
.ort the. '.night .of Oetobetr: 4*florithich Mr. 'Bruce was arrested, 
and keeping. in mind your 'familiar:it),  with Mr. Druce•s other 
met*, can yeti  us.:*n What - relation the performance .given 
..oWsthe • night of Otiteber kith stands in relation' to the teat 

1?ti 

of  # otter,:WOrk?. 

i. .woL  I..doiett believe this Witness is competent 
to testify to that, Your` -B  Be hatnit been established' 
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as an expert. 
ii.. 

MR. BENDICH: Your Honor, this is,a question which calls 

for expertise. Mr. Sales has testified that he has witnessed 

on innumerable occasions the work of Mr, Bruce and I am simply 

asking him whether the show in question was similar to the 

others that he had previously seen. 

THE COURT: You put it in different language, 

Would you read the original question back, please? 

(Question read by reporter.) 

THE COURT: Now, boiling that down to the second question, 

was the performance of October the 4th similar to the others? 

THE WITNESS: In many respects it was similar, and in 

some respects it was not; as other witnesses have.seld -- 

THE COURT: No, never mind what other witnesges have said. 

THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. 

THE COURT: All right. 

THE WITNESS: The work of Lenny Bruce boadhanged consider--
May over the years. In his engagement in the Jazz Workshop 
he was no longer doing the kind of bits or routines that 

characterize his earlier career, and he was -- 

MR. MENDICHt Q. May I stop you there just a moment, 

please, Mr. Sales. When you say "his earlier career," how 

far back in years are you going?  A. 3.95846 

 

41.  Thank you 
A.  And he was no lOnger dOing what he Called bits or  

routines. He was doing what he calls tree form or free 
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association, very much in the same style as the passage that 

was read out loud from James Joyce, the Molly Bloom Soliloquy, 

and in that way it was different from the earlier material. 

But it was essentially the kind of comedy that has always 

characterized his career, except that he didn't do these 

bits or routines. It was the unified monologue very much 

like Molly Bloom's Soliloquy is a unified monologue. 

Q. Now, Mr. Sales, do I understand you correctly to 

say that the similarity between the performance on the night 

in question and the previous performances which youhad seen 

had to do with the themes which were developed in the course 

of the performance by Mr. Bruce, and that the difference had 

to do with style in which they were developed? 

A. His themes have always been the themes of social 
td 

criticism, but-addressing himself to the problems of our 

eivilisation, including race 'relations, international power 

rOligiou, and the sexual difficulties of our time, 

problems of the family, problems in the community, 

Q. And would you say, Mr. Sales, on the basis of having 

seen Mr. Bruce's work and on the basis of being familiar with 

all of his recorded material, that the themes which you have 

just stated are developed by Mr. Bruop in the course of ht* 

-various performances . which youhave seen, and in the cou:lose of 

then vas  recording* Which be has created? 

A.  That is true. 

Q.  Mr. Sales, what themes did Mr. Bruce develop on the 
.25 

26 
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night in question during the course of his entire performance 

asraconsequence of which he was arrested and for which he 

is presently being tried here? 

A, On theme was the theme of semantic confusion that 

exists in contemporary culture when people attach magic 

meaning 

MR. WOLLENBERG: liCur Honor, may we have the actual 

content rather than the conclusions of this witness? He's 

not here as an expert in this regard. 

THE COURT: Well, I don't think he would necessarily have 

to be an expart,k  Out may I make this suggeation, Mr, Bendicht 

This is certainly getting to the point now where it's 

Cumulative. I mean you're bringing in the same thing by 

witness after wttdess, and I might ask you now if you intend 

to call any other,  witnesses along this same line of 

questioning? 

MR, MOM No, Your Honor, I do not, 

THE COURT: Well, then, as long as this is the last witness 

along this line of questioning, I will allow it. 

MR, BENDICR: Thank you, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: You may continue with your. answer. 

MR4  HEROICS; Q, WOuld it help you, Mr. Sales, if the 
reporter were to reread the question to you? 

It woud• 

0 

14R, BENDIORt Would you be good enough, Mr. Reporter, 
26 please? 
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(The record read by reporter.) 

THE WITNESS: (Continuing) Magic meinings to words which, 

when taken out of context, have really no meaning at all or 

have vague confused meanings, such as "Ito' is a preposition, 

'come' is a verb." The dirty toilet joke, for example, Mr. 

Bruce pointed out that if you have a toilet that is clean, 

sterilized and disinfected, you cannot have logically, 

semantically, a dirty toilet. You can only have a clean 

toilet, that .a dirty toilet and a dirty toilet joke only 

exists in the mind of people who are in the habit of telling 

and laughing at dirty toilet jokes. 

Another theme that was developed was the.--- I would like 

to qualify this by saying I have heard Mr...Bruce•in person so 

many times that it is very difficult for me to say definitely, , 

whether he did develop this particular theme on the night in 

question, but I do believe that he dealt with the theme of 

religious hniserisY, the the being that Christ and Moses 

have come back to earth and visit a contemporary church, which 

is a theme that has been devoloPed by Bbss*-Dostoyevsky and 

other writers, 

MR* WOLIAMBERGt Well, I don't know whether Dostoyevaky 

and Shaw are relevant here, Your Honor, at this point, 

THE WITMESSC I merely drew a parallel because — 

MR*  Wien Mumma sot* May 1 -maks that objecihon 

and have it stricken? 

THE COURT* All right. We'll let Wstand as far as it 
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271  
goes, Next question, please, 

MR. BENDICH: Q. Can you recall any other themes that 

were developed during the course of the entire evening's 

performance?  A. I'm not positive that this theme 

was developed on this particular night -- 

THE COURT: Well, if you're not reasonably sure, then 

your answer should be "No,n  We want you to be reasonably 

sure not to speculate. 

THE WITNESS: The theme of how he was booked into., Ann's 

LAO, his first engagement hare, was dealt with, and the 

conversation that he had with his booking agent. 

MR. BENDICK: Q, May I ask you this, Mr. Sales: How 

long does this portion of the entire performance relate to the 

themes which you have told us about up until this pant? 

A,  It's hard for me to Isolate bits of a Lenny Bruce 

performance, end especially as it has developed-in.  the last 

year, because it appears to mii as a unified whole. It has 

a beginning, a middle and an end. 
MR. WOLLENBERG: Nay this be stricken as calling for 

the opinion of an expert? 

THE COURTA Yea, the answer will be stricken as not 

responsive to the question, 
MR, =DIM R.  Mr, Sale*, I will cut it Short. ‘Did 

.' the performande on she night of October bth arouse your 
prurient interests? 

MR. WOLLENBERG; Sams objection, Your Honor. 
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THE COURT: Overruled. 

THE WITNESS: It did not, 
MR.BENDICHt Q. Has a Lenny Bruce performance to which 

you have been a witness ever aroused your prurient interest? 

MR. WOLLENBERG; Objection. 

THE COURT: Sustained, to that question. 

MR. BENDICH: Q. Did you enjoy the performance, Mr. 

Sales?  A. I did. 

MR. BENDICH: On the night of October 4th? 

A.  I did, although it is not the word I would use. I 

would say there are elements of enjoyment in it, although 

that's not the word I would elect. 

Q..  What word would you elect, Mr. Sales? 

A.  I would say that it was profoundly moving and 
-15 emotionally disturbing in an unforgettable way. 
16 
 

Q4 In what way, please, Mr. Bales? 
17 
 

A. Bocause Mr. BrUee challenges 
18 
 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Your Honor, he's not here as an expert, 
19 and I think we're going far afield again. 
20 
 

MR. BENDICH: He's talking about his own reactions, Your 
21 Honor, 
22 • 
 MR. WOLLENBERG: I think it is objectionable at this 

23 point, Your 'Honor, calling -- 
24 
 

THE COURT: 'I think as to this present question the 
25 objection will be sustained. 

MR. BENDICH: You may take the witness. Mr. - Wollenberg. 
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CROSS..EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLLENBERG 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Q. You say that there were three or 

four themes, in this presentation, is that correct, of Mr. 

Bruce on October the 4th? 

A. At least. 

Q.  At least. And one was Ann's 4400  there is' a theme 
about that?  A. (Witness nods affirmatively.) 

Q.  Was there also a theme about the ticket taker at 

the door? -  A. I do not recall that theme. 

Q.  I see. And how about a theme about the use of the 

wordilomer you recall?  A. I recall that. 

Cati OK, Now, you say these were all just sort of 
squashed together and mixed up no that you can't break them 

down, is that right? 
A,  I did not put it that way. 

MR. BEMDICH:  will object, Your Honor. If the Court 

Seam, Mr. Sales said nothing remotely  to that. 
THE COURT: All right. Now, wait a minute. 

MR. BENDICH: "Squashed. 

THE COURT: I know Mr. Sales did not use the word 

"squashed," but this is cross-examination. 

Head the question, Ouse,  
MR. WOLLENBERG: I will -withdraw the question, Yok 

'Honor* 
THE COURT; An right. 
MR* B'+ RICH: vhenk you, Mr. Wollenberg, 
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MR. WOLLENBERG: Well, you  oh, never mind. 

Q.  Mr. Sales, did Mr. Bruce deal with one theme and 

then go to the next?  A. That is an extremely 

difficult question to answer, the way you have put it, sir. 

Q.  Let me ask you this: Did he deal with Ann's 440 

Club in one story or did he interject in the middle of some 

other story? 

A.  I would recall that Ann's 440 might have come back 

in a contrapuntal fashion during this monologue. Be mIght 

have mentioned it in the beginning, the middle and the end, 

Q. leautas.to the one story about the place having 

cocksuckers there, did he stop and inter lst in that where he 

is talking about that, something else in the :mites of that 

thought? 

A.  Well, "interjected," I'd say is the right word, 

because this material was an aside or an interjection on Mr. 

Bruce's part,. This is what he would call in his prOfession 

a throw-away line, 
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• * • • • * 

NR. WOLLEXBRADs Will you mark that, please, Mr. 

Reporter? 
Q  Tcu say "a throw-away line". It didn't have any 

meaning to the show, is that what you are bCMLUM; us? 
A  No, that's not the meaning of a throw-Away line. 

A throw-Away line dramatically is a line that is not stressed 
or given emphasis but is merely tossed off in a sotte vac. 

fashion, • as though it's just an aftertMought. 
Inother words?  he did not sUs  'You know what kind 

of a place it it, this place has got a lot of cook.suokers in 
ice" see not done that way, It was done, "What kind of a 
plane is it?" sod so forth* 

Nalt  you know, you know. a three-Once band and a 
couple of cock-euekers," then he went on something else 
quite rapidly. and that isi  to the best my memoryt  the umr 
hs deliverad that line,  at .Th la what I Wit. by- re-  -  • • 

"! • 

Q  It was just thrmalln ma an aside, thaw it wasn t 
neoessary to the show? 

A  Otis not what I said or what I implied* 
Wen* was it necassant to the show? 

A  Itos very =mutt for we to answer that guestion 
lOithout saying that anything that Mrs Bruce sees  to tit 

*  aseleam7 t4 that show. 
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A  It is not my place to give Bruce a license. I paid 

two and a half to get in the Jazz Workshop, and the only way I 

could register my protest if he Offends my sensibilities, is 

to walk out of the Jazz Workshop without hearing him through. 

And I assume that anyone else that paid two fifty has a 

similar right. 
THE COURT: Pardon me. It is my inclination just now 

to clear the courtroom. I have allowed the spectators a 

great deal of leniency. This last outburst was too much. 

Now, if there's a repetition, and this is the last warning, 

there will not be another -- it there's a repetition of an 

outburst like that, the courtroom will be forthwith cleared. 

Now, bear that in mind, please. 

All right, go ahead. 
MR. WOLLENBERG: Thank you, Your Honor. 

Q  Now, Mr. Sales, you made an analogy between Mr. 

Apnoea presentation And the prelentation in Ulysses, is that 

right?  A. Yes. 

Q And what portion of that was that again? 

A  The entire slum. 

Q I say, what portion of Ulysses? 

A  The Molly Bloom solilOquy that is about the last 50 

pages of 1317ssets  sections of which were read by Professor 

Traal• 

Q In Other words, hen 4ust Giving forth thoughts that 

are in his head just rambling on, is that right? 
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A  Yea, thoughts that are — they're the thoughte and 
his remblings, as you put it, that cone into his head. And 
mach 

 
at his show is presented in this way. 
Q  Mow, wae there any portion at his show that isn't 

Just ramblings, us we have characterised it, With Molly Bloom? 
UR* 1110=011,1 Your Honor, I have not heard that 

characterisation from she other than Mr, Wollenberg, 
TIM COMM What chancterizstice? 
101. =DIM "Ramblings•w 

0OUBT: I think you are correct; the wild 
*ramblings* tossinot been •used. by any witness. 

164 VOLUOCIEROs Very well, your Honor, I will 
withdraw the word, then. 

Vie Mr* Brueees mosestation — his presentation is 
AL rambling, is it not?  A Yes, though I do SRI - 

AtA0- Om is quite distinettert  the rambling ot a 
ulna like RN Bowes -6.414  t7re  1 ---tfash 

We're not hero it question you as au expert, sir, 
on It. Brueets superior mind*. Wye asking you whether it's 
Figs  

A  I sanit accept that word* 
WOLUCtinfais I see, Will you read back his 

previous answer a stasent agog  planet 
#00112s I Wilk not.  Wollenberg. 

Jut. woratamtmt ifery mu. 
001111Tt fao ahead. 
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1 
 MR, WOLLENBERG: Q Now, Molly Bloom is a portion 

 

2 
 of Ulysses, ls that right?  A  Correct, 

 

3 
 MR. WOLLENBERG: I have no further questions. 

 

4 
 THE COURT: Mr. Benefich? 

 

5 
 BENDICB: I have no further questions, your 
6 Honor. 

 

7 
 THE COURT: You may step down. 

 

8 
 Mow many other witnesses do you have? 

 

9,  Will you, answer my question, pleaze? Bow many other 

 

10  witnesses do you have? 

 

11 
 lialiDICIts Ws* 

 

12 
 las COUNT: All Tight. You may proceed. We'll go 

13 until 015. 

 

14 
 MR. BENDIClis Hr. Vie. 

 

.15  LENNY BRUCE, 

 

16  the dareadeat herein, called as &witness in his own 

 

Tt:  What, Wins tiriO duly sisen# testified as follows!! 
18  THE CLERK: YOur name, air? 

 

19  2BE WITNESS: Lenny. Bross* 
20  THE CLEM And the address? 

 

21  THE WARM 8025 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles, 
22 saufornia. 

 

23  IONE CLERK: Thank roue De seated. 

In Cant Wm Ms chair everheree geasso this 
25: one.. 

 

26  RA Ares 40 
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DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. BENDICH: 

Q  Mr. Douce, Mr. Wollenberg yesterday said specifically 
that you had said, "Eat.: it. Mid you Say that? 

A  No, I never said that. 

Q  What did you say, Mr. Bruce? 
A  What did I ear when? 
Q  On the night or October lith, 

AR. WOLLENBERG: There's no testimony that Mr. 
Welledbansaid that Mr. ftuste• said, "Eat it," the night of 
October 4tho.ityvar,  Manor please. 

IBS COURT* This question isl What did he say?. 
TUB Mans I don't mean to be facetious, Mr 

Wollenberg said, "Eat it,' X said, "Kiss tt." 

KR BENDICUI Q Do You apprehend there is a eigni- 

tPget 44:410r6000 belmaita is* tx"..phrsteese  ? 
A..  19410.1ng it" and Ntattions i*,. yas i  atf4Ong 1147 

mother assays an4 eating sysother goodbye, thOre is a 
4nantiY of  difference, 

Q.  Mr. :Wollenberg also quoted you as =Am, 'Pa ctoming • 
tou coming, Vs coming." Vtd you'say that? 

A  I neveresid that" 
.  NA, WOLIANOPOs Mhy the• witness be not led threSeb 

bia 61/03*nli  and rather uk him quest4Anzoi and be san give 
labs answers, your honor? 

TUE COMM You eon tam his on cross-examination lat is 
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MR. WOLLENBERG: Thank you. 

MB. BEADICH: C Officer Ryan said that you spoke 

of butterflies in the course of your performance on October 

JIth in the Jazz Workshop, Mr. Brune, Did you have occasion 

to speak of butterflies? 

A  Officer who? 

Q Officer Ryan, Mr. Bruce.  A  He said that? 
No, I never said that in my life; I never spoke of any 

butterflies on the stage, though I believe there was a 
pornographic trial up here concerning butterflies that perhaps 

they dragged in. 
THE CCM: That gratuitous remark will be stricken 

from the record. The jury is instructed to disregard it, 

and the witness is instructed to answer the questions and 

only answer the questions. 
TES WITNESS: res, sir. 
M. =DIM 4 Mr. Bruce, do you recall using 

the term, °cook-sucker"?  A  Yes. 

Q Can you recall accurately how you used that term, n 
A  You mean accuracy right on the bead, total recall? 

Q Yes, Mr. Bruce.  A  If a "the*  and a "an" 
are changed around, no. I don't have that exact, on-the-head 

recall, That's impossible; it's impossible. I defy anions to 

do it. That's Inpassiblia. 
Mr. Bruce, if a "the and a Han" were turned around, 

as you have put it, would that imply a significant difference 
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in the characterisation of what was said that evening? 

A  Yes, yes. 
CI  Are you saying, Kr. Bruce, that unless your words 

can be given in exact, accurate, verbatim reproduction, that 
your meaning cannot be made clear? 

THE WITNESS:1 Your Honor, may I answer with a 
"Yes" or "No" and explain the *Yee or No"? 

THE COURT* You may answer "Yes" or "No" and then 
explain your answer. 

THE WITNESS: Will you repeat the question? 
THE MUM You may read the question, Mr. Meporter.  
(Question read by reporter. ) 
THE WITNESS* Yes, that is true. I would like to 

explain that. The "I am coming, I am coming" reference, which 
I never said, it we change — 

N, wan a adnate, twit a idiots. Vim 
ikover said its thereto nothing to explain. 

THE WITHES81 Whether that is a coming in the 
second coming or a different coming -- 

THE MUM Wells you wait until your counsel's 
next question, now. 

B. BENDICK: Q Mr. Bruce, in giving your Pore. 
romance on the night of October Itth in the Jams Worki4p, 

a consequence of which you suffered an arrest sod as a 
result or whichyou eXe Presentlq on trial on. the charge of 

obscenity, did you intend to arouse anybody's prurient interst 
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A  No. 

I said no, Mr. Wollenberg. 

M. BENDICH: Q Can you recall, Mr. Bruce, what 
the themes VOTO which you were working on that night? 

A  The dominant theme was semantics, which I'm concerned 
with. 

Q  What do you mean by that, Mr. Bruce? 

THE WITNESS: Do we have time to go into it and discuss 

the semantics, or would you like to hold that for tomorrow? 

THE COURT; Well, perhaps we'd better defer that until 

tomorrow mornings 
A11 right, will you Step dosm for now, please, 

THE WITNESS: Yal Thank you. 
MR. WOLLENBERG: sour Honor, may I have a continuing 

order on the person of Everett Hill? 

CCURTt !es Everett Mil is directed to return 
to thin ootirtmsoom tomorrow morning at 10100 o'clock without 

further notice or subpoena. 

(Following the usual admonition to the jury, court 

adjourned until 10100 ofolook the following morning,) 
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36  1 
2 
3  THE COURT: All right, the defendant may. resume the 

4 stand, if you so desire: 
5  LBUY BRUCE, 
6  the defendant herein, called as a witness in his own 
7  behalf, having been previously duly sworn, resumed the 
8  stand and testified further as follows: 
9  DIRECT =AMAZON (Resumed) 
10 BY MR. BEHDICE4 

11.  Q Mr. *use, directing your attention now to the 
12 performance which you gave on the eVening of October 4 at the 
13 Jess Workshop, as a consequence of whieh you were arrested and 
14 es a result of which arrest you are here in this courtroom 
.15 on trial today, was there a We rem rd made of that show? 

154,  A 
171  that We recording, Please, Mr. Blame? 
18  A Everett Hill. 

Q  Was that tape recording made pursuant to your request 
and direction?  A Yes, 

Q  And did you have occasion, Mr. Bruce, to listen to 
the tape after it had boon recorded?  A Yes, 

Q  And can you tell na, sir, whether that vapor:00g 

SO ima =curate end faithfUl rePrOduction of the PlOcrsance 
batch you gave on the evening of October 4th? 

A Yea. 

• 'ROBERT N. BEIECHINOR, C.B.R. 
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Q  Mr* Vie, did you subsequently have occasion to 

play that recording before Judge Axelrod at the trial which 

you were previously engaged in? 

MR. WOLLENBERO: This is irrelevant and immaterial. 

THE COURT: Sustained. 

MR. BENDICH: Q  What did you do, WI.. Bruce with 

that tape recording after the show in question? 

A  I listened to it, and when I came to the first word 

the City felt was taboo or a deroistonr*mse's I stopped. 

Then I went back about ten minutes before we even started to 

relate to that word, letting it resolve itself, and the three 

things I was charged with, put them together and more. I 

wax charged with three specific things; I gave them ten, so 

therefd be no 

THE COURT: Just a moment. I think we axe at 

oress—Pumpeses here, Mr. Blondish* 

R* MODICRI X ass not certain I understand*  • 
THE 

 

CO M You asked him what he did with the tape. 

assumed that you meant *ysically, showing its custody. 

HR. BEHDICE: Yes*  thatiks correct, Your  Honor, 

THE COURT: Well, this answer certainly is not 

vemponsive. 

MR =DIOR  Aid you retain possession of *be 

JR**. Bruce  A Yes. 

Hr. Bruce* I want :to show you a tape And ask whether 

You can tell us sametang about it. 
ROBERT N. BEECNINOR. C.B.R. 
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000RTI Well 
Tita KLUB= • Won. not really. 

001111T: Just ask him if that is :i• tape. 
Tag 1=033$ That's the tape; it's the tsps of the 

Show* In of words, all the word* I was Wafted with. akVisla 
Me as the taw: 

10111 A1,i its Your Honor, we 4 like to 
- 1 play that team,'  

MIS 4'r 't /Aro you have any question about the 14enti- 

WOLISEBSais Tees 118 this the *We taps. ama 
Oat were going to howl 

Us =MITI Well. I don't latme• YOU may sok the 
Witness that: 

Int:ialBOO$  Is this the Whole tape that you 

ot,Ipitt Shaw* it the 45 sibustswi and net 1 abates 
er 10 s'sisattie 

1  MOSS* lb* No. ordained that: You weren4t 
listening: 

This tape .0.6. tiot City. the State. ehassedi aw with —
'M Musts slovior Wad that the City ohooteed goo with. 
elat UMW; I WWt knout  slams 03411. 

1411'414 404 a weisento 
ritasisioent the perrosaino. Win so 

ilataber the 4thravon beginning to sofa withoust soy altesatiens 
deletions wr subtawistionST 
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%SE WITNE33; Tess  this is ropresentative at the 
Show*  this does represent the show. 

THE courts The oesPlete show? 
THE amass That is ambiguous, your lionor• The 

complete show relates to the Bon Webster — 
1118 COURT: Vs not talking about a reproduction or 

rmir plysital actions; Ifs talking about what you actually 
IMO or the sounds that you made or caused. 

TagWZ  s Zoo not too sure it you really — 
re taking about something ambiguous 

TRW COURT, You untkorstanti what I swans  lb. Boodiehs 
SW maws' x airs toll you — 
Zit COURT, See it you eau get it room the witness* 
OM ammo X eon ten it in my own words to you* 
PUt* sagowas C lb. Armes the show lasted 55 

A Yee* 
Does this tape haw ea it the 55-minut• Pszetieseses 

Allah you WV* IMMO ;ass Workshop on the night at October the- 
ft*?  A It does not:. 

What 4oes it base• an it, 1134 Brant 
A  Vs hsti  thew, the somata thews that 

coneWore4 *liege).* plami — time were three, *Ms Lt a* 
* the neeming* irshmeessidixt  Mat was the +7 mei( 

lionexlirem rota Semi ettonsixe, her the 01.01 
IMF acgmft, Sr. Welleatom is !Atha position at asking 

ROBERT N. BEICCHINORuC.S.R. 
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3311=111 Wok put  its. aft*** 
26  MARKS Zereideditite "B“ in valence. 

13 

1  1033183141 All right* I'd be ISOM to aatUar 
2  of his itinestions. 
3  THE 00UBT:  in view of what the witness kw 
4  said. it Morels anything that you think is aissinga rou Can 
5  interrogate the witness later. 
6  Wit* WOLZAZINath 'Your now% I'd like a little 
7  spiv dire at this time. 
8  =it SOX =MAIM= 
9  WOLLICKENUtis Q Zs this the original tape*  •Hr. 

10  SPUDS. that was taken. or is this a copy ot that? 
it  p A th;is Is the original tape* 

_12  Q  otfter words* there have been Portions of it that 
3. , doW,t deal with what has been testified here in emelt to, that 

14 -!aitit hoed taken out?  A Correct. itiainion4  
.15  itaatiOn't. kW the .Catholla Church. 
16:  le that here Meow", that..poriOn et lb. tope? 

Sines 2-  .1100t thSrged wi* that — bit 1 hate 
18  '"Peattectil IWO. in that- -.114014 these bits X _haws dew soni# limes 
19  ,7:agt in tor the ordninal istrda. thoy ay. •twiestold in here* 
20  obvious .thatI aiaot Ws* to Savo alyselti. 
2  Ilik .COggri Any turther Voir dire or obliset4/142 

. ,  Vii Nei Map Senor. 
23 light. let ;taw tape be susised"yin 

'ROBERT N. BEM:MINOR, C.B.R. 
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(XlinfENDANTIS =KU= nlin received in evidence.) 
anallClig Your /Imre. I should make a request. 

per. This show mes high comedy. in wy opinion 
WWZMENit Bzeuse me. This isn't the time 

tor ferment or for statement* 
Itignara $ Nay I finish my statement. please. 

and then you may ecoment• 

The reiusst *doh X *dish to have your /loner eonsider 
is this* 

X think in all sincerity. your Xonors  that there 
ex. partains elt-lisis toe which arit going to *voice latabiwt 
in the autis *  

COURes I anticipated you; X mos ming to give 
that edmonitton• 

Sallanditi Mai *It I us Wait to *04 Mt 
*MOW ave endiseme eight not to alb $e respond 

s114,14' the siosunet****it-  that tido le; an atwurett 
weprednitton *I' rn p  *Soh Is given a a night club; 
Ws going to reek* soda rospense. and X belie,* that it mould 
he,  as  OM then la humealy possibile ot the persons in 

.thle couglimon net to wespositif bneenlyb  shish is to ago  by Kay 
0; -14110tiii4 

11, COWS WU. as z  prammair soweipkeli  at Ss 
netatan0 it le ao ,  anet.$110$ -ta*** 
gay gosh thing. I eattialpeted pa this morning. ane siang 
to. anti•.2 an now going to admonish the apeciater test you are 
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1  ant to treat this an a perfornenoe. This la not tar your 

 

2  BAtOrtailinint*  is a very serious question Involved 

 

3  lhere. -the right of the People and the :right at t* defendant. 

 

4  And athnOnith 3rou that you are to control yourselves with 

 

5  award to w emotions that you nay feel during the hearing 

 

6  this morning or the twin and roproduntion of this Ws, 

 

7  AU right, you say proosed-• 

 

8  WITNralit Tour ifkolori nay I ask — 

 

9  COURTr No• YOuz• poundal will do everything 

 

10  that's nealasarY* 
11-  sot auto Do Zito 
12  ;Vat GOMM Nowa Nita amenti Mr. BMWs TM? 
13  Counsel is in *barge of this easito It You want to  ainctitinal 
14  tit his say U. 

• 15 

 

 .Maas !our nom,* Psi iir* Brno* nouns his 
oauusel tablet 

'coati  Wit:  
18  MEd DirilltiDASTs Thank 
19  Tin COM All right. biro Benlichi letie g, on with 

MX} IClis  you play the tarta piSaSsi 

itherpoom It! taps rssoretinE 110* Plare4 as itllowat 

as4 Anerlean logion garanktteito 1$1.7 took all,ctito WW1* 
and put in SOMA WNW* SUPS a. And Ferlingbettl 

ROBERT N. BEECNINCIR. C.B.R. 
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nor L. 

going to the Pat. 
to-o 

You know*  this was a little4 gnobby tor se to worki 
I. just wanted to go bank to iumfig. !au don't latow about .thato  
do you? Do you share that recall with me? It's the tint 

is 
gig I ever worked up here*  a place called Anat.* 144Cij;lubmish 
was enrage the street. And Zgat a call and I was Ircating a 

MoeR 
burlesque gig with Pita awe, in the Valley. That's the 
oat on the aim here.whieh isnally strange, seeing his 
atter all these years, and working together. 

And the guy sans °Manis a Plana in Ban Franolacto 
but they've *hanged the poiAtaysis  

1,0101.1.* V4041 th. tpallele 
"MU* SIZt;cct OM IOW MM. thatos the main 

th.i.ngits  
Nell. what kind * Show Sa  mane 

*awed -Sas 

that to a pretty bizarre show. I don't 
can do Ita,that kind of a show,* 

4k o40 Weals want you to ohms all that*" 
&mot thatta a higslaw I eau Ott 

itten  

• ,. 
lissom 4th you  are orSauflodi  t • this is just 
Kith mautiotio  ~ uorla4  us*  Vs rot m4°0=41 
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this :.Is aesethise that Z asiem someone suet have USA 04 se, 
because Z doAsol; have au original thconlibt• I an mod; 
I *peak Eoglishi that's it. I sae not born in a vacuum.1 

4  aver: thought iseve Waage to samobody else. ThenI must 
5  fit. Sakti an& OM dings goiendiere. 
6  Ito I as not placating you by making the tallonieg 
7  statement* I mint to help youit you have a divtir-vrord 
8  Probleu. Mors are 4044. anal XIII *pall it mit g 123 to 
9 you. 

Hire is el toilito aPnattion117 that's all weer* 
aouceseateathip ,apse ***if roan tell you a.  -fit isisut 
Maki us nom have a dirty toilet* ghat** IMO sere_ talking - 
about.*1(1.1)1, It se take tiles toilat and boil it fed 
its" casarkyllian wimp to you spectitically a 03417 toilet • 

tigs-  to:U*14 I eau tell rat a *UV toilet Me 
WWI*,  at 441041100a1  het lids -toilet is 

let**10114= Obiteigni  ,:,mateltatiittai• 'ads 

mkt his 110-  010!al allWast aystes. a*  as  uses. 

It is net *Wei is a. ‘rib toilets itLeaueolvbe -Obsolcsaj 
it Could .be obeemei!it-could be easaky, 

it :004 be a .Covecniitt *Eget. a  It can 
-This 

OAT 
fll  . At Wit, 

,,:25,, VOW  $$-;101.17# -SW OM*. 
• :28  110116 -8111 et us boo h04 4 bila 00,11 tOLUbt 10101Ming 
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1  t' tit why we aro lams up with it. All of us at the sole time 
2  got two singers, one tor the Pollee Zwpartnent end one for the 
3  toilet. 
4  "All right, he wade a kehkaa  call a policeman. AU 
5  right, okay, ala-right• Pcmt you going to do that any wore? 
6  "Okwa  tell the policeman he •doesnft have to coca 
7  op sore" 
8  All right* Nowa  we all got "pot, pollemana  
9  policeman  rad we bad a tow psychotic parents who took it 

and Tubbed it to our tact. end those people tor the costa  10 

11  you sop* it outa ess eengerSii Ohlf tint.. they hate *WE* 
12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

1  thett dad mkt 
18  a and Vali WO dirty, the fault lies with the 
19  seautattlatest•  3tthittgeld* assa  yeeh• 
20  itut cas do sgything with the body that ded sale and 
21  thee rat mit to set donative acid tell se or the 14,ttg 
22  160140, X  tthat marshes* iu soy retoreass to my MIL 
23  Tesh:  ~~ it slit it's Ill slow dor sal &WV. 
24 

fir:  alibilr40000 001106 tree the peligious loadires, 
25  itho igt ktitOes  vitlUateus leaders amid** timid be. 
26  Whir *ay.  do not involve thicsolvos iiith the Phfillsalg 

ROBERT N. BEFMNINOR. O.B.R. 
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ramIR e 
Witgli Parialati, ilea* Do rat swills* It you got Nat ripped 
*round With it toilet,  hate it, sod anyone who rioters to 
it. It_IS 'City au4 .nametertable to you. 

/Iowa 
 

U the bedroom Ls dirty to /at, tims Tan 
yot taw theavi;upeshi. 
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the tauthit.  truth Is what is. It what is, you ham to 
• SIAM eight, ten hours a day, that is the truth* A lie 
will hes People need no sleep at all. Truth la dot is, 
Zr every politiolan t• the besinning is crooked*. 'the* 
la no oroOkede But it you ere ocaserned with a lies  what 
Amid be. and What should be le a reidafra a. tarvitS0a -tt,.rue 
terrible,lis that soneons _sere the pIleaens sow aisi 
la what should be; and iuk pa* ever saw what should he. 
that you don't need am *WO and yin can go seven: yaw.  

Vito** *1 /410100 So that .illtpectple were sad* to sessure Up 
tht 4414017  s no *rooked 

ITO*. 
sent the IMMO Ikons: Detective Aglow 4.-• Noy 

end you katar what that assess embody idio Is 
140;t:001134 BIS Acenv, 

F eAlt 
ZA.h  the GOVerhOr  tcreellY,okopiehe that% 
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*Dear Mr* Bruce; 
Received your letter*  blah blab blahs, We have 

ticket sellers, bonded. We charge two and shalt dollars 
per tiehet seller per hour. We would have to have Bono wore 
imams  huh gal blab. VMS truly, C. S. Menlo**  

C. E. M031144 C. Z. axle* tingles  buddy. C, E. 
mhale. from the criminal correetional Florida institution 
tor the erisinally insane, and beat up a spade / junkie 
before be ii thrum of the pollee 'tom, and then became 

Pit kecion wen and as *greeted tor ahtgppiteg b *top- 
daughter* Cto  andeal =its. 

uteltt Wow* Verealse have a sense a the 
ludlieszati  X Sent his back en answer Sr* Noxie• Mg* 

31AT 40111:t goi,1a fv his5 
because 1-excen-taifrie sae of the reelly goodies had 
is  tAtergi you lato‘ 

deteiles 

the detinititei41brelegOen et *bat thereitt40**111 tot  
'unlese:2 rean iciablente that-1We Iseppaned 
Ala' tihe pelt..OW not be 44,i.:*si000416".. such iiiittelest titan's 

she.  thear,  Were .haree*04::tgy owetomere 
.ciatited tit* laWkikt . ,0*04  Son 40*0 

10)4 

.-504,1100;70  so41100 see it beee*to Wye. 00.44): L. 
ieyebrotra landAdesn' hie we' wait open, yeti couldn't esse 
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anymay* do and have a lot of problem lite that, 
*at* oh, see* oh yesh, m father*  Solomon Osterow tor 
fathers  Soloman Osterom, has boon in three mental Usti- 
touts. and detastrathe fact that 1 SU is tho Industry, 
and really ablettre the tact that I have been successful 
econominally and his hersesed some Whet 1$013.0n4p. 
is assziocato he stood in line posing ae a lea' and, 
lightning flask, grabbed a handful at human temps wad 

-mod -it in the "I *et tatters tact* 
moo in Detroit he posed es a widener 

and jut mood:fit the Weld% se the ticket sells? could 
act see  •him*  and he was Woking himself, and had sign 

hanging gas 14 slOilds 'taw w• hit Moos the Naw 
JAW* time booth As going to idea it*.* 

*we  yozittemorete  15.: Rorie, reeding the Utter*  
mould ASV Itejfair thtit 111"111141001,  viClidity to it& 
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*litho  SON1013* who is not antrow.windedflike the Z had 
etttlinting Da  *Mali *IN in Oregon* id%0 sisintwelmotod 

us and stole wy watolts" 
gal hat 
Is that heavy? 
a  4— stole sy watoko And hoping to hear tram 

V 
yono  blah bash blaho  Lennie Bruoeos  

Mgr* Now, I sent Ws a booster letters 
%War Xr. nottes 
Sy attorney satA I was wad for ever eowtesoing 

what ha* beamed $0 we. you Mow*  so know that I oan 
trust yisui  and Z have mot you, sent oolagne*It  

a .4. sent you sax* solagne and don't know 'abates 
happenetww * 

or?, 'Wri; this, bittatttitua 
I* X slea.  **Pa hawat4 that sainottftr 

tk 4 4cAlt  1- roc= Y 
.$ 4.1111104 billig44.41M14111011,0 

:PM 14111$ 

oare toss any* of  X. 
ROBERT N...881CCHINOR, Q.B.R. 
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So Z just cant% — oho  I got to tall you about 
Solomon Osterow. 

Ow gala= Oattarow,A„reteronee  Cations  , t-  3  loogovei  it/  e  
Salmon ollimcmis.  0314101641ciiie ietter f  supdpoperio‘fil, 4.d 

3- a IS 
'Ulm= Qatereas  oho is standing  " 

Ina 

 

"Sol omen Caton*" — 
"  yaw old " 
When Solomon °stem w..  ithoo I sax let's 

aon. Zia 36 idzonl saw a poor old no. less than that. 
beileveI sax born*  190. 

Saloom atanoW went into a *whale dig him in 
a synagogus *". Selma and ahot up nix psopla• 

Solemn Oster** and this La in the papers  
au boon in mental inStilattisaa for 37 yoses• The atate 
declared bin mano•  mt. Nosy ho baa to *band 

dOing  %%OS* SMUG. iltalcoonj get in ths court 

Then thsPooPlegp Woulsi you assoalet-h7 !mild 
have any layeigettewasos that thO SW* could get ileS41* 
*OW Ortat. MeV 400. tida baaatlatiat ?ow sot up a 
viten*. 1441 the saies* lb &sot !Lis is beautiful; only 
it pmeire "WO will  beams it SS 
many anbe  won than* to be 
ilanai  kinods 
gamy Saw. a tapical Brom wok Wink  goiriaa  law 
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1 iAsny Dow too MUNE, Kora Zoom us killed 

 

2  MAIO 401014,126#  fUid dig the witness. though — this kid 
3 us in Saba* with his mother who got shot, Rose something, 

 

4  VG and ha membered all these years that he was in 

 

5  sob  at his mother. and that nut am in and did 
avonboty ino  you loom . ikarliiiiarisitigopeal you 101034 and 

 

7  just did eveiwbody 

 

8  do .1 have adopted polomon °stem in the Utter*  

 

9  now" riu .gig  'heismy Others as tar as Norda is soneernedi. 
Se it)  e 4 ( tr" 

 

10  X soolireptio-fiiii-poo it .14$0k0:Xogito 

 

11  Mat seidt the letter* then wont ttul oUpplug 

 

12  et goiouon Coitospow* you ,lutou• Aue#1011 resaar linset. h. 

 

13  Leda WO 111 Uttle bi$tits liess still nuts, all 

 

14  he's looking u4suoul evenudy• 
°Don't give me a gia again*  Blatiasht ° So there itc 

\hi in the 

Pittia40 PhotaitAtedittinking 
s out 

*X don't 1mev ithitt were itug ito do, Wad% but 
Yost ateuvoil WAS 

Tiuttos roality-446.* 
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HR. BENDICH:-  -Mr: 'BMW -would you-take the stand, 

please? -- 
(Mr. Bruce resumed the witness stand.) 

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLLENBERG: 

MR. WOLLENBERG:  Q. Mr. Bruce, had you a written 

script when you gave this performance?  A. No. 

MR. BENDICH: Objected to as irrelevant, your Honor. 

THE COURT: The answer is "no"; it may stand. 

MR. WOLLENBE' GR: I have no further questions. 

TEE COURT: Al right, you may step down. 

TEE WITNESS: Thank you. 

MR. HERDIC!!! The defense rests, your Homer. 

THE COURT: Any rebuttal? 

MR. WOLLENBERG: NO, your Honor. 
The People were calling Everett Hills; as you recall 

and his name has been mentioned •- to produce the tape here, 

and we have no need for any rebuttal; the taps has been 

produced. 
THE COURT: Very well, then Everett Hill is excused from 

further attendance, if he is in the courtroom, if he so 

desires. 

De you want a short reams before you start Your 
f 

arguments to the jury? 

NR. WOLLENBERG: Just as well, your Honor, yes. Thank 11  

ROBERT N. BEECHINOR. C.B.R. 
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1  THE COURT: Very well. 
2  (Whereupon, following the usual statutory admonition 
3  to the jury, a recess was taken.) 
4  • 0. 

5 
 

(After discussion in chambers between. Court and 
6 Counsel, the following proceedings were held:) 
7 

8 
 

TEE COURT: All right; both sides having rested, Mr. 
9 Wollenberg, you may make your opening argument. 

10 
 

MR. WOILENMERG: Thank you, your Honor. 
11 
 

OPENING ARGUMENT BY MR. WOLLENBERG: 
12  Your Honor, Counsel, Ladies and Gentlemen of the 
13 Jury: 
14  At this time the People have the opportunity to make 

. 15 mbat is called a closing argument. I will endeavor to be 
16 very, very brief -- 
17  TIE COMM I believe you mean opening argunent. 
18  MR. WOLLENBERG: This is the opening closing argument. 
19  -- and at this time I will endeavor to be very 
20 brief. 
21  I have a second opportunity to address you, and 
22 at that time I am permitted to respond to the remarks of 
23 counsel for the defendant; I am not allowed to go into snow 
24 and various channels of this case that have not bees 
25 explored. 
26  Now, first, let me remind you what your job is here: 

ROBERT N. BEECHINOR. C.B.R. 
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You are here as the judges of facts as they apply to the law 
to be given to you by the Court. 

What is the District Attorney's Job here? We are 
not here to tell you that what a police officer did in making 
an arrest is right or wrong; this is your Job. The police 
officer made an arrest for what we heard. Ile came in here and 

told you what the facts were, what he heard. In fact, after 
many, many witnesses have come in here and given you slightly 
different versions of what they heard, what do we come out 
with? 

We came out finally, at the end of a half a down 

or more witnesses, with the taps of what was going to be 
played or what was played on the night of October 4th. 

Now, 'that doss this all boil down to, ladies and 

gentlemen? What are we deciding hem? 

We're deciding an issue under aunties 311 of our 
iiede, which requires or states that every person who knowingly 
sings or speaks any obscene song, balled, or other words in 
any public place is guilty of a misdemeanor. 

The  will define these terms to you at a 
subsequent time; but this is basically what you have to decide. 

low, it es interesting to note from the defense here, 

all the witnesses called, they could give a general rec011ec 
ties of -what took plate, but they were pretty certain about 
erne portion or two cr.;.three portions of this entertainments 
the three themes that have been brought out here and hammered 
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at over and over again. In other words, what we are saying, 

Ladies and gentlemen, is that the three themes were the 

dominant portion of this entertainment. In those three themes 

you heard the use of a word here that had no construction in 

the whole of that show, completely just thrown out for effect 

0+ a throw-away, as Mr. Saleklut it  just thrown in there. 

Who cares what somebody said with their agent at 

Ann's 440? 

Nat, we take the theory of the defense throughout 

this case, of the experts called for the defense; from now on, 

under this theory, our comics, as long as they think it's all 

right, and as long as the great brains aver at the university /- 

think it's all right  they too can use vile and profane 

language with immunity in their comic routines -4. comedy is 
defined here by the experts as something to get laughs, not 

vulgarity. 

That is not the test; it is whether it is obscene, 

mbether it vent to prurient interest, as defined in the Code, 

a shameful and morbid interest, in nudity, sex, or exretion, 

which goes substantially beyond customary limits of candor in 

description or representation of such matters, and is matter 

which is utterly without redeeming social importance. 

What social importance did you hear here? What is 

funny about it, anyway? 

When you describe San Francisco to somebody, ladies 

and gentlemen -- you are asking me about San Francisco -- do 
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you talk about our sewers? That's what we heard a performance/ 

of, the sewer; and that's comedy? 
We heard several experts, and they all talked of 

the literature, and they read from the literature, and Mt. Sales 

who wasn't an expert, testified here, and he told.us the way 

Lenny Bruce is just like Molly Bloom's portion of Ulysses. 

There aren't many people who will tell you that Molly Bloom's 

part of that book isn't obscene; but it's a portion of the 
whole book, and there are other redeeming features in the book 

that make it literature of some value  not Molly Bloom's 

portion of it, certainly. 

&a lit. Brea, our defendant here, his performance 

is just like that, licensed to get up and say What he wants; 

that's what he wants here, is a license from you, ladies and 

gentlemen; 
Now, the question isn't what the University of 

California professors or the high school tembers'from Daly 

City feel is literature or comedy; the question:is what the 
eommunity feels -- not the top of the community educationally, 
those people ever in the ivory towers that say this is a 

literary mock; it is what the people on the street, the 

imemaemerate average, feel 0.4. not just the high and mighty 

. iPs the selipappointed high and mighty. 
Ladies and gentlemen, you are the judges. 

Is this-whet the young — 

THE COURT: Pardon me; the young have nothing to do with 
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this case, if you're referring to children. 

MR. WOLLENBERG: I have not completed my sentence, your 

Honor. I do not intend to -- 

THE COURT: The word "young" may be misleading. 

MR. WOLLENBERG: I do not intend to refer to children. 

THE COURT: That is not within the law. 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Is that what our youth -- and when I 
refer to "youth," I mean people in their twenties going to 

collage -- before they had the great literary minds at the 

university to channel their thoughts, when they take the 

courses in how to think in terms -- 

THE COURT: I am going to have to atop you there, Mr. 
Wollenberg; and I shall instruct the jury this applies only 

to adults -- which is a person over the age of 21. 
MR. WOLLENBERG: Well, many of our university students 

are in that (densification, your Honor. 

TOE COURT: Well, I shall instruct, and you are directed 
to restrict your argument to the law, which refers only to 
adults. 

MR4 WOLLENBERG: Thank you, your Honor. 

This law, ladies and gentlemen, as I have pointed 
out, is a law to be applied to the total performance. You 

heard what apparently the defense thought was the relevant 

portions of the total performance. If thareweresmme redeem-

ing features in the rest of the performance, why didn't they 

cove in hereand play them for you? If it was so stimulati 

6 
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and so necessary, or in the terms of the statute, had some 

redeeming social importance, why didn't we hoar them? 

Obviously, from what the defendant told you, it was 

edited, and only those portions that he thought we wanted to 

hear were brought in. 

This isn't the issue, as the law states. 

So you listen to the instructions of the Court; you 

make your decision. You are not here to give a green light 

to what the officer did, or the fact that we are in court; you 
are not here to give a green light and a medal to Mr. Bruce 

for what he does and performs. You are in here to determine 

whether whet he did on October the 4th -- not what some 

reviewer says be has done on other occasions but what he 

did on October the 4th was obscene. Did be do it knowingly? 

Wail, a person as W. Bruce, who has done these 

Amines all the time you beard him do it did be do it 

knowingly? 

Well, this is manifested by the way in which he 

,did it; that be said to Officer Solden when Bolden asked bim, 

"Do you think this is right to talk this way in public?" 

And what does he say? The world is full of thaw 

kind of people, using that descriptive term of  his. What is 

said by stereedores down on the wharf leading a ship, this 

isn't in the same classification!, and the stevedores you find 

down sa the wharf aren't saying it in a place crowded with 
people in an auditorium. 
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Ladies and gentleman, you heard the evidence. You 

have to decide whether in San Francisco this type of 

activity, performance, is or is not obscene. That judgment 

is with you; and we are sure that when you make that judgment, 

you will make it in the best interests of the 1., and in 

following the law, you will agree and reach the conclusion 

that on October the 4th, in San Francisco, in a public place 

known as the Jima Workshop, Section 311.6 of our Penal Code 

was violated, and it was violated in the sense of the word 

"violated." And we ask you when you return your verdict to 

return one of guilty as charged. 

Thank you very much. 

THE COURT: All right. Mr. Bendicht 

(0Werwapon, following the closing argument of defense 

counsel, court adjourned until 2:00 o'clock p.o.) 
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1  AFTERNOON SESSION - 2:00 O'CLOCK P.M. 
2  dribs':Jo= as 

3  THE COURT: All right, Mr. Wollenberg, you may proceed. 
4  MR. WOLLENBERG: Thank you, your Honor. 
5 

CLOSING ARGUMENT BY MR. WOLLEN13ERG: 
6 

7  This is the time for my closing remarks, ladies and 
8 gentlemen; this will be the end of the case. It will now come, 
9 in moments, to you to decide. 

10  The Court will instruct you in the law. Now, in 
11 the mein, I will deal with responding directly to remarks 
12 made by counsel in his argument to you; and it is interesting 
13 to note the technique that was used during counsel's argument. 
14  Now, you may or may not know;  in the taw, that a 
-15 person is. tried for a criminal offense, and if he is acquitted, 
16 lhat is the end of the albinos; the People can't retry him; 
17 that's it. you may also be familiar with the fact that if 
18 the People make error, and the defendant is then found guilty; 
19 and the case is appealed to a higher court, and they reverse 
20 it, we come back and try the cam again. 
21  How, the defendant can't make a mistake. He can 
22 bring in evidence which you shouldn't see, you shouldn't talk 
23 about. He can wave it before you and say, "Parget about it,* 
24 but they don't reverse a guilty finding; that's it; it's over 
25 with. In other words, the technique, ladies and gentlemen, 
26 you observed, you sew. 
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What foundation was there? There was noes. 

Whgt scurvy hole did it come from? There was nor. 

Now, ladies and gentlemen, let's talk about the 

premise of the defense argument here: The defense argument 

would make it possible under their theory -- why not? We 

would have a long beard up on the stage explaining the act 

of love and explaining the shortcomings, Now, this is life, 

Ladies and gentlemen," and now he calls on two volunteers from 

the audience, or somebody else from that part of the act, to 

perform the act of love on the stage. Is this not, under 

their definition, not prurient interest? There is nothing 

wrong with this, because it has social importance; it's true. 

It's true that people have sexual relations, and some have 
difficulty in their sexual relations. Maybe it's comedy; 
I don't know. Counsel told you it's a shame, in his opinion, 
that he should be here defending this charge. The People 
are net apologising, ladies and gentlemen, for the American 
system of jurisprudence. Counsel is condemning it by his 
remarks. This is a court of law, where a jury of our peers 
will judge this case -- net somebody saying autocratically or 
otherwise that this or that will happen. This is a Government 
for the people; the people will decide, not an individual, 
not counsel, but a jury picked from among the citizens 'of the 
City and County of San Francisco. 

 

Now, let's get batik to our standard: about what we 
are going to do here. Now are we going to judge? 
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We're certainly not called on to judge other than 
the community standard itself; not the standard of the 
University of California in a cultural environment under 
direction and control of a professor teaching in the school. 

Ulysses: the introduction to the book; read it. 
It explains, talks about the litigation that was involved; 
it's all there, explaining the book and its significance. 

Counsel says there's no one ever said Molly Bloom 
ow that Ulysses' Molly Bloom was obscene. The courts have 
had mimed emotions over that bank and portions of it. Whether 

it was Molly Bloom specifically or not, there is no evidence 

in that regard before you. It is counsel again testifying..  

Na., counsel brings the Bible and reads one section 
of the bible, and he says, "Isn't this apparently obscene 
longings?" Of course, it isn't; and the inference you get 

that the District Attorney's representative is ssocilissious, 
because the Bible contains this refocuses and I am hers 

trying a case of the People vs. Bruce. Well, the Bible 
contains many votiveness, and it's a thick volume. You heard 

the tape recording of Mr. Bruce's activities; you beard that 
tape. Now, counsel says the People should have put in the 

whole shoe, brought in witnesses. The People brought in a 
ease and proved a case; they brought in that evidence that 
showed the obscene nature. New, the burden doesn't shift, 

but the defense then comes forward and says it's not *Ismo 

taken in context; so be then brings in the tape recording of 
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what occurred -- and what do we get from the tape, but filth, 

obecenityt ... that's all weheard. What was funny? What was 

comedy in that? What was  but as we pointed out a few 

moments ago, the difference between that and having two people 

perform an act? It's just a tape taking words to present 

action. 

Now, counsel remarks that he can't figure out which d :( 
end Mr. Wollenberg is dealing from, the top at the professors', 
or the bottom at the sewer. Well, none of us are dealing in 

either of those levels; we're dealing at the common level. 

That's the test. 

How many of you have read all four of these books, 

or any of them? Dees the common man on the street, the 

average citizen? That's the test. Has he read these books? 

Does he read them at home or in spare time, or if he has had 

the opportunity of a college educations  he may have come in 
contact with them in the class room under academic pursuits, 

certainly, but not in the street. Bow many of you have read 

about them? Think about it. 

Counsel says Mr. Bruce, if he is convicted, can't 

play in San Francisco. Mow, the Lew doesn't say Mr. Bruce 

can't play anywhere be desires. The law doesn't say anything 

about stopping Mr, Bruce from saying anything he likes. The 

law says, however, that when you say something and it is 

obscene, you can be held accountable for what you say. We 
can't stop a person from saying anything; we don't endeavor to  
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or wish to. It is not permitted, nor would it be a person's 

thought and words. He can stand accountable for what he does 

and says. 
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Counsel suggests that Mr. Bruce is a criminal; and, 

ladies and gentlemen, what is a criminal? Because he violated 

what we call our penal and criminal laws, that may be; then 

he is a criminal; but is the drunk driver the same criminal 

ai the murderer with a gun? He wilfully consumed his alcohol; 

it wasn't forced down his throat with a funnel. Mr. Brune got 

up on the stage, and out of his mouth, with no other purpose 

in mind but trying to extort laughter from filth, told these 

stories. you have seen him here during the course of the 

proceedings, his actions, how he feels, how he acted, what he 
said wm 

MR. HENDICH: Your Honor, I really must object to this. 11, 
I simply cannot sit hare and listen to this go on any further. 

Mr. Bruce's personality is not on trial in this courtroom. 

THE COURT: I must confess, I was looking at instructions 

at the present time. 

Would you read that back, Mr. Reporter? 

(Record read by reporter.) 

THE COURT: Well, how he feels is out of place, but the 

rest is legitimete. 

MR. WOLLENBERG: Thank you, your Honor; and I'm sorry I 

interjected that word. 

These are all things that may be taken into account 
ROBERT N. BEECH1NOR, C.B.R. 
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fria  

by you in weighing -- You heard him testify; these may be 

taken into account by you in weighing this case. This is a 

man who believes that he can go out amongst us in society, 

not just at the academic level in a class of speech and 

literature at the University of California, not down at the 

other end of the rainbow -- out with the boys, maybe, let's say 

doing a laborer's job, using vile and profane language; no, 

this is a main that is going out into the public and believes 
he has a license to use this language. 
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• 

What was the legitimate reason or purpose of this 

other than to connote prurient interest, ladies and gentlemen? 

You are the judges; and the People silk you that when you 

retire to deliberate, you add the feats up •• you add this up; 
and when you have heard it, ladies and gentlemen, you will 

agree, I'm sure -- may I strike the word "I'm," because I'm 

not here other than in a repsweentative capacity •- the People 
feel, we feel, that when you deliberate, after bearing the 

Court's instructions, you Mill agree with us that on October 

the 4th of last year, the defendant violated Section 311.6 of 

our :renal Code. 

Thank you very much..  t4/ 
. iJ 4/n4 

COURT'S INSTRUCTIONS TO THE JURY:jili-q1kljtj  

THE COURT: Well, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, it 

becomes my duty as Judge to instruct you concerning all of 
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the law applicable to this case; and it is your duty as jurors 
to follow the law as I shall state it to you. 

The function of the jury is to try the issues of 
fact that are presented by the allegations in the complaint 
filed in this court and the defendant's plea of "not guilty." 
This duty you should perform uninfluenced by pity for a 
defendant or by passion or prejudice against him. You must 
not suffer yourselves to be biased against a defendant 
because of the fact that he has been arrested for this offense, 
or because a complaint has been filed against him, or because 
he has been brought before the court to stand trial. None 
of these facts is evidence of his guilt, and you are not 
permitted to infer or to speculate from any or all of them 
that he is more likely to be guilty than innocent. 

You are to be governed solely by the evidence 
introduced in this !ri!land the law as stated here by us. 
The law forbids you to be governed by mere sentiment, 
conjecture, sympathy, passim, prejudice, public opinion, 
or public feeling. Both the People and the defendant have 
a right to demand and they do demand and expect -- that 
you will conscientiously and dispassionately consider and 
weigh the evidence and apply the law of the case, and that 
you will roach a just verdict, regardless of what the 
consequences of such .:verdict may be. That verdict must 
express the individual opinion of each juror. 

The jury are the sole and exclusive judges of the 
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 6 
effect and value of evidence addressed to them and of the 

credibility of the witnesses who have testified in the case. 

The term "witness" includes every person whose testimony 

under oath has been received as evidence, whether by examina-

tion here in court or through a recording that was produced 

in the court. 

The character of the witnesses, as shown by the 

Avidesee„ should be taken into consideration for the purpose.. 

of of determining their credibility, that is, whether or not 

they have spoken the truth. The jury may scrutinize the 

winner of the witnesses while on the stand and may consider 

their relation to the case, if any, and also their degree of 

intelligence. A witness is presumed to speak the truth. 

This presumption, however, may be repelled by the manner in 

which he testifies; his interest in the case, if any; or his 

bias or prejudice, if any, far or against one or any of the 

parties. 
A witness wilfully false in one material part of 

his or her testimony is to be distrusted in ethers,. The jury 

may reject the whole of the testimony of a witness who has 

wilfully sworn falsely as to a material point. If you are 

convinced that a witness has stated what was untrue as to a 

material point, not as a result of a mistake or inadverOnce, 

but wilfully and with the design to deceive, than you may 

treat all of his or her testimony with distrust and suspicion, 

and reject all, unless you shall be convinced that he or she 
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has in other particulars sworn to the truth. 

In arriving at a verdict in this case, you shall 

not discuss or consider the subject of penalty or punishment, 

or anything that you may have heard without this courtroom, 

as that is a matter which lies with the Court and must not in 

any way affect your decision as to the innocence or guilt of 

a. defendant. 

The law of this State admonishes you to view with 

caution the testimony of any witness which purports to relate 

an oral admission of the defendant. 
A defendant in a criminal action is presumed to be 

innocent until the contrary is proved, and in case of a 

reasonable doubt whether his guilt is satisfactorily shown, 

he is entitled to an acquittal, but the effect of this 

presumption is only to place upon the State the burden of 

proving him guilty beyond a reassemble doubt. *Reasonable 
doubt* is defined as follows, It is not a mere possible 

doubt « because everything relating to human affairs, and 

depending.. on moral evidence, is open to some possible or 
imaginary doubt; it is that state of the case which, after 

the entire comparison and consideration of all of the evidence, 
Leaves the minds of the jurors in that condition that they 

cannot say they feel an abiding conviction to a moral 

certainty, of'the truth of the charge. 
The law doss not require demonstration or that 

degree of proof which, excluding all possibility of error, 
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produces absolute certainty, for such degree of proof is 

rarely possible. Only that degree of proof is necessary 

which convinces the mind and directs and satisfies the 
conscience of those who are bound to act conscientiously upon 
it. 

You are the exclusive judges of the facts and of 
the effect and value of the evidence, but you meat determine 
the facts from the evidence produced here in court. If any 
evidence vas admitted and afterwards was ordered by me to be 
stricken, you meat disregard entirely the matter thus stricken, 
and if any counsel intimated by any of his questions that 
certain bidden feats were or were not true, you must disregard 
any such intimation and must not draw any inference from it. 
As to any statement made by counsel in your presence concern-
ing the facts in this case, you must not regard such a 
statement as evidence; provided, however, that if counsel for 
both parties have stipulated to any fact, you are to regard 
that fact as being conclusively proved; and_if, in the trial, 
either pqrty has admitted the feats to be true, such admission 
may be considered by you as evidence in the case. 

The People and the defendant both are entitled to 
the individual opinion of each juror. It is the duty of each 
of you, after considering all the evidence in the case,: to 
determine, if possible, the question of the guilt or innoeence 
of the defendant.. When you have reached a conclusion in that 
respect, you should not change it merely because one or more  
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or all of your fellow jurors may have cams to a different 

conclusion or merely to bring about a unanimous verdict. 

However, each juror should freely and fairly discuss with his 

fellow jurors the evidence and the deductions to be drawn 

therefrom. If, after doing so, any juror should be satisfied 

that a conclusion first reached by him was wrong, he 

unhesitatingly should abandon that original opinion and 

render his verdict according to his final decision. 

If, in these instructions, any rule, direction, 

or idea be stated in varying ways, or repeated, no emphasis 

thereon is intended by ma, and nous must be inferred by you. 

For that reason, you are not to single oat any certain 

sentence or any individual point or instruction and ignore 

the others, but you are to consider all the instructions as 
a whole and are to regard each in the light of all the others. 

The order in which the instructions are given has 
no significance as to their relative importance. 

You are not bound to decide in conformity with the 

testimony of a number of witnesses which, not produce conviction 

in your mind as against the declarations of a lesser number, 

or a presumption, or other evidence which appeals to your 
mind with sore convincing force. This rule of law does not 

mean that you are at liberty to disregard the testimoai of 

the greater number of witnesses merely from caprice or 
prejudice, or from a desire to favor one side as against the 

other. It does mean that you are not to decide an issue by 
ROBERT N. BEECHINOR. C.B.R. 
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the simple process of counting the number of witnesses who 
have testified on the opposing sides. It means that the final 
test is not of the relative number of witnesses but in the 
relative convincing force of the evidence. 

At times throughout the trial the Court has been 
called upon to pass on the question of whether or not certain 
offered evidence might properly be admitted. You are nor to 

be concerned with the reasons for such rulings and are not to 

draw any inferences from them. Whether offered evidence is. 

admissible is purely a question of law. In admitting evidence 
to which an objection is made, the Court does not determine 

what weight should be given such evidence; nor does it pass 

on the credibility of the witness. As to any offer of 

evidence that has been rejected by the Court, you, of course, 

must not Consider the same; as to any question to which an 

objection was sustained, you must not conjecture as to what 
the answer might have been or as to the reason for the 

objection.  differei  
If the evidence in this case is susceptible to twoA 

constructions or interpretations*  each of which appears to you 
to be reasonable, and one of which points to the guilt of the 

defendant, and the other to his innocence, it is your duty, 

under the law,to adopt that interpretation which will i'dmit 

of the defendant's innocence and reject that which points to 

his guilt. 

You will notice that this rule applies only when 
ROBERT N. BEECHINOR, C.B.R. 
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both of the two possible opposing conclusions appear to you 32 
2 to be reasonable; if, on the other hand, one of the possible 
3 conclusions should appear to you to be reasonable and the 
4 other to be unreasonable, it would be your duty to adhere to 
5 the reasonable deduction and to reject the unreasonable, 
6 bearing in mind, however, that even if the reasonable deducti 
7 points to the defendant's guilt, the entire proof must carry 
8 the convincing force required by law to support a verdict of 
9 guilt. 

10  I instruct you further that you are not permitted, 
11  on circumstantial evidence alone, or when the case of the 
12 People rests substantially on circumstantial evidence, to find 
13 the defendant guilty of the crime charged against him, unless 
14  the proved circumstances not only are consistent with. the 

-15 
hypothesis that the defendant is guilty of the crime, but are 

16 
irreconcilable with any ()the* rational conclusion, 

17 
Two classes of evidence are recognised end admitted 

18 
in courts of justice, upon either or both of which, if 

19 
adequately convincing, juries may lawfully find an accused 

20 
either guilty or innocent of an offense charged: one is 

21 
direct evidence, and the other is circumstantial evidence. 

22 
Direct evidence consists of the testimony of every witness 

23 
who, with any of his or her own physical senses, perceived 

24 
any act or any of the conduct, and which testimony relates 

25 
what thus was perceived. All other evidence admitted in the 

26 
trial is circumstantial, and insofar as it shows any acts, 
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declarations, conditions, or other circumstances, it may be 
considered by you in arriving at a verdict. The law makes 

no distinction between circumstantial evidence and direct 
evidence, but respects each for such convincing force as it 
may carry, and accepts each as, a reasonable method of proof. 

Either will support a verdict if it carries the convincing 
quality required by law. 

Duly qualified experts may give their opinions on 
questions in controversy at a trial. To assist you in 
deciding such questions, you may consider the opinion with 
the reasons stated therefor, if any, by the expert who gives 
the opinion. You are not bound to accept the opinion of an 
expert as conclusive, but you should give to it the weight to 
which you shall find it to be entitled. You may disregard any 
such opinion, if you find it to be unreasonable. 

By the Constitution of California, a Judge of this 
Court, presiding in the trial of an action, is authorized, 
within proper bounds, to comment on the evidence and testimony 

and credibility of any witness. 

If it has appeared to you that any remark of mine 
has expressed an opinion concerning the testimony or 
credibility of any witness, or the significance or effect of 
any of the evidence, I caution you that it is your right and 
duty to exercise the same independeneof judgment in weighing 

the Judge's comment on the evidence as you are entitled to 
exercise in weighing the testimony of the witnesses and the  
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arguments of counsel. 
You will keep in mind that you are the exclusive 

judges of the credibility of the witnesses and of all questi 

of facts submitted to you. Such authority as the Trial Judge 

has to express his personal thought on any of these matters 

is confined to the sole purpose of aiding you in arriving at 

a verdict, and may not be used, and is not used in this case, 

to impose his will upon you or to compel a verdict. 
The defendant is charged with violating Section 311. 

of the Penal Code of the State of California, which provides: 
"Every persons's, knowingly sings or speaks any 

obscene song, ballad, or other words in any public 

place is guilty of a sdademeanor." 

"Obscene" means to the average person, applying 

contemporary standards, the predominant appeal of the matter, 

takes's, a whole, is to prurient interest, that is, a shameful 

err morbid interest in smdity, ses, or excretion, which goes 
substantially beyond customary limits of candor in description 

or representation of such setters and is matter which is 

21strly,  without redeeming sesial-ispertance. 

The words "average person" mean the average adul4 

person and have no relation to minors. This is not a question 

of what you would or uumad net have children see, hears er \\ 
reed, booms that is beyeseUthe seeps of the loo in this case 

4nd is not to be discussed or considered by you. 

"Sex" and "obscrnity" are not synonymous. In order 
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to make the portrayal of sex obscene, it is necessary that such 

portrayal came within the definition given to yon, and the 

portrayal must be such that its dominant tendency is to 

deprave or corrupt the average adult by tending to create a 

clear and present danger of anti-social behavior. 

The law does not prohibit the realistic portrayal --7  

by an artist of his subject matter, and the law may not 

require the author to put refined language into the mouths 

of primitive people. The speech of the performer mast be 

considered in relation to its setting and the theme or themes 

of his production. 7be use of blasphemy, foul or aegise 

language, and vulgar behavior does not in and of itself 

constitute obscenity, although the use of such words may be 

considered in arriving at a decision concerning the whole 

of the production. 

To determine whether the performance Of the 

defendant fails within the condemiatiem of the ititnte, au 

evaluation must be soda as to whether the performance as a 

whole bad as its dominant theme an appeal to prurient 

Anterest. Various factors shiald be borne in stied-when 

applying this yardstick. These factors include the theme or 

themes of the performance, the degree of sincerity of purpose 

evident in it, whether it has artistic merit. If the \ — 

performance is merely disgusting or . revolting, it cannot be 

obscene, because obscenity contemplates the arousal of sexun 

desires. 
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A performance cannot be considered utterly withoUi 

redeeming social importance if it has literary, artistic, or 
aesthetic merit, or if it contains ideas, regardless of whether 
they are unorthodox, controversial, or hateful, of redeeming ( 
social importance. 

In the case of certain crimes, it is necessary that 
in addition to the intended act which characterises the 
offense, the act must be accompanied by a specific or 
particular intent without which such a crime may not be 
committed. Thus, in the crime charged here, a necessary 
element is the existence in the mind of the defendant of 
knoiing that the material used in his production on October 4. 
1961 was obscene, and that, knowing it to be obscene, he 
presented such material in a public place. 

The intent with whiith an act is done may be manifested 
by the circumstances attending the act, the manner in which it 
is done, the means need, and the discretion of-the defendant. 
In determining whether the defendant bad such knowledge, you- 
may consider reviews of his work which were available to him, 
stating that: his performances had artistic merit and contained 
socially 'important ideas; and by-the same token, you may 
consider material in those same reviews or other reviews 
which comsat unfavorably upon his past perfornences. 

May I have the forms of verdict, please? 
THE CLEW: Yes, your Honor. 
THE 'COURT: Two forms of verdict have been prepared for 

23 
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your consideration, and the order in which I read these has 

no significance or importance. 

The first is -- the title of court and cause, and 

reads: 
"We, the jury in the above-entitled cause, find 

the defendant guilty of the offense charged, misde-

meanor, to-wit: violating Section 311.6 of the Penal 

Code of the State of California" -- with a line for 

signature in the event that that should be your 

verdict. 
The second is -- the title of court and cause, and 

reads: 
"We, the jury in the above-entitled cause, find 

the defendant not guilty of. the offense charged, 

misdemeanor, toiowit: violating Section 311.6 of the 

Penal .Cede of the State of California"  With a 

line for signature in the event that that should be 

your' verdict. 

Now, upon retiring to the jury room, you will select 

one of your number to act as foremen or forelady, who will 

preside over your deliberations, and who will sign the verdict 

to which you agree. In order to return a verdict, it is 

necessary that all 12 of the jurors agree to the decision. 

'Therefore, as soon as all of you have agreed upon a verdict, 

you shall have it signed and dated by your foreman or forelady, 

and then'returnwith it to this courtroom. 
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After you have retired, if you want any of the 

material that is in evidence, if you will let the bailiff 

know, I will send it in to you. If any questions arise, you 

may submit them to the bailiff through your foreman or 

foralady in writing, and he will transmit theerto me. And 

if you want any of these instructions repeated at any time, 

give a message to the bailiff, and he will return it to me, 

and I will try and accommodate you. 

All right, you may swear the bailiff. 

(Bailiff and matron sworn.) 

THE COURT: All right, ladies and gentlemen, will you 

please retire to the jury room? 

(Whereupon, the jury retired for deliberations.) 

(During deliberations, the jury returned to the courtroom, 

and the following proceedings were belch) 

TI COURT: Well, ladies and gentlemen, I have this 

message, signed by your foreman: 

"May we please have the instructions concerning 

the definition of obscenity, and so forth?" 

You desire those instructions read again; is that it7  

THE JURY: Yes. 

THE COURT: All right. 

Thi. defendant is charged with violating Section 

311.6 of the Penal Code of the State of California, which 
provides: 
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"Every person who knowingly sings or speaks 

any obscene song, ballad, or other wards, in any 

public place is guilty of a misdemeanor." 

"Obscene" means that to the average person, applying 

contemporary standards, the predominant appeal of the matter, 

taken as a whole, is to prurient interest, that is, a shameful 

or morbid interest in nudity, sex, or excretion, which goes 

substantially beyond customary limits of candor in description 

or representation of such matters and is matter which is 

utterly without redeeming social importance. 

The words "average person" means the average adult 

person and have no relation to minors. This is not a question 

of what you would or would not have children see, hear, or 

read, because that is beyond the scope of the law in this case 

and is not to be discussed or considered by you. 

"Sex" and "obscenity" are not synonymous. In order 

to make the portrayal of sex obscene, it is necessary that 

shah .portrayal come within the definition given to you, and 

the portrayal must be such that its dominant tendency is to 

deprave or corrupt the average adult by tending to create a 

clear and present danger of anti-social. behavior. 

The law does not prohibit the realistic portrayal 

by an artist of his subject matter, and the law may not: 

require the author to put refined language into the mouths 

of primitive people. The speech of the performer must be 

considered in relation to its setting and the theme or themes 
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social importance. 

In the case of certain crimes, it is necessary that 

in addition to the intended act which characterises the 

offense, the act must be accompanied by 'a specific or 

partiOular intent wit out whiff suet' a crime may not be 

committed. 

Thus, in the crime charged here, a necessary element 
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of his production. The use of blasphemy, foul or course 

language, and vulgar behavior does not in and of itself 

constitute obscenity, although the use of such words may be 

considered in arriving at a decision concerning the whole 

of the production. 

To determine whether the performance of the 

defendant falls within the condemnation of the statute, an 

evaluation must be made as to whether the performance as a 

whole had ao its dominant theme an appeal to prurient interest. 

Various factors should be borne in mind when applying this 

yardstick. These factors include the theme or themes of the 

performance, the degree of sincerity of purpose evident in it, 

whether it bas artistic merit. If the perfOrmence is merely 

disgusting or revolting, it cannot be obscene, because  

obscenity -contemplates the arousal of sexual desires. 

A performance canmet be considered utterly without 

tedeaminel eocisl importance if it has literary, artistic, or 

aesthetic merit, or if it contains ideas, regardless of whethe 

they are unorthodox, controversial, or hateful, of redeeming 
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is the existence in the mind of the defendant of knowing that 

the material used in his production on October 4. 1961 was 

obscene, and that, knowing it to be obscene, he presented 

such material in a public place. 

The intent with which an act is doneHis manifested 

by the circumstances attending the act, the manner in which 

it is done, the means used, and the discretion of the 

defendant. In determining whether the defendant had such know-

ledge, you may consider reviews of his work which were avail-

able to him. stating that his performance had artistic merit 

and contained socially important ideas, or, on the contrary, 

that his performance did not have any artistic merit and did 

not contain socially important ideas. 

Now, do you think that covers what you want? 

JUROR ND. 1: Yes. Thank you, your Honor. 

THE COURT: AU right. 

JUROR ND. 1: May we have the reviews, your Honor? 

11} COURT:  send them in with the bailiff. 

(Whereupon, the jury retired for further deliberations.) 
• • • 

(During the jury's deliberations, the following proceed-

ing' were held in chambers:) 

THE COURT: For the record, this is taking place in 

chambers. 

I have a note in writing from George Casey, the 

FOreman. addressed: 
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"Your Honor, without further public reading, is 

it possible for us to have the instructions you just 
read to us -- that is, a copy for us to examine?" 

(Following discussion between Court and counsel, written 

instructions were provided to the jury.) 

(After farther deliberations, the following proceedings 

were holds) 

THE COURT: Ladies and gentleman, I am informed that you 
have arrived at a verdict; is that correct? 

JUWR NO. 1: We have, your Honor: 
THE COURT: Ht. Lacey, will you take the verdict? 
THE CLERK: Yes, sir 
THE COURT: All right, you may read the verdict. 
TIE CLERK: Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, listen to 

the verdict: 
• "Iis the Municipal CA in of the City and County of 

San Francisco, State of California; the People of the State of 
California, Plaintiff, vs: Lenny Bruce, DefendantiNerdict: 

"We, the jury in the above entitled cause, find the 
defendant not guilty of the offense charged, misdeueanor, to- 
wit: violating Section 311:6 of the Penal Code of .  State State 
of California: 

"George R. Casey, III, Foss." 
Ladies and gentlemen of the ju*y, 'is this your 

verdict? 
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THE JURY: Yes. 

THE COURT: All right. 
Do you desire the jury polled? 

Imo. WOLLENBERG: No, your Honor. 

THE COURT: Would you ask the jury once again if that is 

their verdict? 

THE CLERK: Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, is this 

your verdict? 

THE JURY: Yes. 
THE COURT: All right, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, 

thank you very much for your services. You have had a long, 

herd day; I know. Thank you very much for your services, and 

you are discharged until further notice. 

MR. WOLLENBERG: I believe there is still some matter 

before the Court..yOur Honor' 

THE COMM: We'll take that up in a minute. 

Nrc - Bendiib,weilleake up that orher'ustter as 
soon as we get settled here. 

All right. New, Ht. Bendich, with reference to 
the finding of contempt, I gave you an opportunity to file a 

memorandum. Nene Waimea filed. 
.  164 BERDICB: Your EOM*, I have not yet had an oppertuni 
to prepare one, but I naiad very mach appreciate the oppertuni 
to present mean 

TER COURT: I'm not going to delay this any longer. 
MR. PEN)/CH: If your Honor please, no dead line was 
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1 proposed. 

2 
 THE COURT: You asked for a few days to present a 

3 memorandum, and I gave you a few days; in fact, you have had 

4 four. 

5 
 MR. MULCH: If your Honor please, we have been on trial, 

6 and I have been terribly occupied with matters pending as a 

7 consequence of the trial situation, and the jury has Just now 

8 come in, and this has been my first opportunity to devote any 

9 attention -to preparing any sort of memorandum at all, end I 

10 should very much appreciate the opportunity to present one. 

11 
 TIE COURT: I'm sorry, Lam going to dispose of this now. 

12  You will have the defendant stand. 
13  You have formally been held in contempt of court. 
14  MR. BESDICR: Your Honor, may I be heard extempore on 
• 15 this question? 
16  THE COURT: All right. 
17  You say sit down, Mr. Bruce. 
18  tiR. BE  'Your Honor, as I understand the situation, 
19 this matter arose as a consequence of a letter which was 
20 delivered to you by the United States postal authorities while 
21 Your Honor tias on the bench. 
22.  As I understand the tedhnical aspect of the law of 
23 contempt, there cabs no contempt, legally speaking, unless 
24 there is an interfeience with the due processes of justice. 
25 Mr. Bruce was not responsible for the timing of the delivery 
26 of that letter. The United States postal authorities had it 
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entirely within their discretion as to when the letter would 

be delivered. As a matter of fact, your Honor, it was not 

entirely within the discretion of the postal authorities as 

to the timing of that letter. If the letter had been held 

from your Honor until, for example, the noon recess, or until 

the time of adjournment of the usual court day, or, as a 

matter of fact, if the letter had been delivered to you on 

Sunday, or if the letter had been delivered to you before the 

time of the convening of court, then that could not possibly 
have constituted an interference, if any there was, with any 

promises involved, or inherent in this trial. The defendant 
had absolutely no,  control, your Honor, over the time of that 

Letters delivery; and I would submit, your Honor, in all 
sincerity that to charge the defendant with an interruption 

of the processes of justice when, as a matter of fact, the 

proximate cause of any such interruption, if any there was, 
was me within the defendant's controlo  would be an injustiew. 

The letter could obviously hive been delivered en Sunday. It 
war. sailed, as I understand it  posted on Friday; it 
was a special delivery letter. I have personally been in 
receipt of special delivery letters on Sundays, Sundays are 
not court days. If that latter had been delivered to your 
Honor en Sunday, your Honor could have easily contects4me. 
I would have explained • to your Senor that I know absolutely 
nothing about the letter, which is the truth. The defendant 
has explained to your Honor that he wrote the letter in 
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335  
longhand to persons with whom he was in contact in 
Los Angeles, who then took the liberty of editing that letter 
and sending it an. That liberty was not within the ambit of 
the defendant's control. That liberty was something which 
was entirely outside the defendant's control, your Honor, and 
I believe that to hold the defendant in contempt, particularly, 
your Honor, in view of the fact that the defendant had had 
absolutely no prior experience with court processes, with 
judicial processes, would be to assess against the defendant 
a penalty which almost any citizen in the United States who 
has not.had previous experience with the law would be exposed 
to. 

THE COURT: Well, when you say the defendant had had no 
prior experiences with, court processes„ what about the trial 
before JUdge Axelrod? 

BENDICH: If your Manor please, I was not involved 
in that trial, but I read about it in the papers -- 

TEE COURT: Well, you r& a statement just now that be 
had no prior experience with court processes. He had been 
through a trial with Judge Amami. 

MR. BENDICR: in the coarse of which, your Honor, if you 
please, the defendant had absolutely no basis for understand-
ing that writing a letter to a judge while the trial val 
pending would be conceived as ammiteeptuous. If your Honor 
will recall, the defendant expressed in chambers the thought 
that if it would be proper to write a letter to the President 
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1 of the United States, the Chief Executive Officer of the 

2  Country, which it certainly would be proper to do, why would 

3 it not be proper to write to a judge? This is a matter, if 

4 your honor please, which perplexes a great many people who 

5 have been exposed to training in the field of the law. It 

6 requires a considerable amount of research, if your Honor 

7 please, to discover whether or not a particular action is in 

8 effect legally contemptuous; and I believe, your Honor, there 

9 is absolutely no contempt intended by the defendant. If your 

10 Honor please, the contents of the letter expressed a mieunder- 

11 standing-on the part of the defendant. The defendant said in 

12 the letter, as I recall the contents, as your Honor read it 

- 13  to me, that he had heard a rumor 'expressed to the effect that 

14 he, the defendant, had not taken the proceedings in this 

.15 matter seriously enough; and, if your Honor please, the only 

le  intent tibia' the defendant had was to disabuse the Court of 

17  that impression* if, Jai:fasts the Court was.poseessed of that 

18 impression, The defendant merely desired to inform the Court- 

19 that he use very seriously cemented about this trial. 

20 I really believe, your Honor_, that, this latter expressed on 

21  the part of the defendant an. attitude of sincerity, not at all 

22..\  an attitude of contempt' and to assess against the defendant 

23 the penalty of contempt for doing that which amet.persOpe 

24  would be perfectly liable to attempt if they were, in fiat, 

25 Admoere, I think would be an extreme paradox.. I think it 

26  would be -- I am at a 101111 for wards. It would certainly 
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not, your Honor, articulate with the intention of the law, 

with the majesty and seriousness of the law, with the true 

intention of the law. If your Honor please, I believe that 

the intention of the law is to elicit the highest respect for 

the processes of the law, the body of rules of 'government, 

the rules of behavior for civilised society. 

Mr. Bruce, as I say, is a layman, an entertainer 

by profession, a comedian, who, as I say, is not familiar with 
the processes of law. I say that in all seriousness. It is 

true that be was involved in the case before Jude Axelrod, 
but his involveurat in that case was purely peripheral in that 

he employed an attorney to represent his interests, and, as 

a matter of fact, his total experience in Judge Axelrod's 

court, I think, consumed lea than a day. 
THE Dot T: Vt. Bloodbath, the point is I did not write 

the letter. I wrote the4gglerAnhaodwriting; I con produce 
it. I asked the men to cheek it out, the legality, asked him 

for information. Hs ended wp sending a half a MP letter. 
I didn't send the letter -- is what I am eenfosod with. I am 

charged with a letter I didn't send. 

HM4 WOLLENBERG: The defendant's own statement, your 

Inner, is that the original letter was worse than the one -« 
TEE DEFENDANT: No, that was not my original statement. 

Toes dealt have a very good amettry. 
THE COURT: All right, just a minute: I have a good 

memory of what you said in chambers when we first discussed 
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the matter, and the defendant stated that some material had 

been deleted from the letter, "Thank God." 

THE DEFENDANT: Yes. 

THE COURT: Now, the record will sustain that. 

TIE DEFENDANT: And what is "Thank God"? HAW do I 

manifest "Thank you, God"? Something has been deleted from 

the record that you got. 

THE COURT: Go ahead, Hr. Dendich. I'll listen to Gee 

at a time. 

NM. BEFIDICH: Your Honor, I would submit that even if 

the comments which I have made are not in point and not well 

taken, that as a matter of technical law, in terms of the 

technical meaning in legal understanding of contempt, that 

there oust be an actual interference with the processes of 

justice. -Your Honor received this letter; it was delivered 

to you, It was not incumbent upon your Honor to interrupt 

the processes of court to read that letter. Your Honor could 

have placed that letter in his pocket; your Honor could have 

read it later during the recess; your Honor could have read 

that letter after court had been-adjourned for the day. 

If any of those contingencies had been an actual 

fact realised, there would not have been any interference 

with the processes of justice. As a matter of fact, yiur 

Sonar, I don't believe that there really was any interference 
with the processes of justice. It was a matter of your Honor 

exercising his own discretion, which called upon us to enter 
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1 into the chambers to enter into a discussion of the elements 

2 of the matters of the issues tendered by the delivery of that 

3 letter; but, as I suggested a moment ago, your Honor, the 

4 actual time of that delivery was a matter not at all within 

5 the defendant's control. As a matter of fact, if your Honor 

6 will recall, that letter was delivered at a time when there 

7 was a considerable degree of ambiguity concerning the legal 

8 representation of the defendant. 
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THE COURT: Hot of record. 

MR. BENDICH: Pardon la? 

THE COURT: Not of record. 

MR. BENDICH: No, that's true, it was not of record,your 

Honor. But, as a matter of fact, I had a conference with your 

Honor on Friday preceding the first day of trial in this mat- 

ter, and your Honor was conversant as a consequence of u 

statement of the facts regarding the situation. 
THE COURT: Well, that is no excuse, because you are 

attorney of record and youremain so at all times. 

MR. BEHDICE4 And, your Honor, if the Court  please, I 

understand that there was a request for infatuation contained 

within that letter inquiring as to the time and place where 
the defendant was supposed to appear in terns of the trial whLcl  
was then ceding. And I think that this casts a considerable 

degree of light upon the intention of the defendant. 

THE:. COURT: Just a Wants. Let at have the letter. 

THE CLERK: Yes, your Honor. 
THE COURT: There is nothing in this letter inquiring as 

to the time and place of trial, if you want to refresh your 

annoy. 
MR. BINDICH Your Honor, the defendant has asked me to 

represent to you that in that Notarial that has been deleted --

it was deleted by a person 
THE DEFENDANT; It's not deleted; it's been changed. It 

is not from in; it is not cy letter. My signature isn't on it. 
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THE COURT: It was stated in chambers that this letter 
was written at the direction of the defendant to me. The 
defendant knew he was going on trial on March the 5th. He 

knew that for some time. It's postuerked March 2nd on the 
envelope, air mail special delivery, addressed to ma here at 
the San Francisco Court House. The letter bears the date of 
March 1, and it says, "Sincerely, Lenny Bruce." It's someone's 
longhand, and underneath is typed, Idenny Bruce." 

Now, the defendant has admitted that he instructed 
his agent to send this letter to me, knowing this case was com-
ing up for trial. And the whole letter, of course, is in the 
record, but he states here, "this inference you would pre-judge 
is the fear of the courts as a result of 'Axelrod Palace." 
liexelrod Palaoe,'" of course, refers to judge Axelrod, and I 
can only draw the inference that his palace is the Hall of 
Jasties and' refers to the lamicipal-Cdurt. And T can't to 
ate this sort of thing.'̀ 

MR. BEIDICH: Your Honor, I would appreciate it if you 
woultidirect acme questions to Mt. Brume as =to the meaning 
whidalwe intended by that phrate. Perhaps he never wrote that 
phrase in longhand. It is entirely possible it is a types 
graphical misinterpretation. As I recall the discussion in 
chambers, there is no interrogaidUmewbatever of the defiondant 
as to whether eruct he saes, any such phrase 'at. all. And I 
would further submit, your Honor, that if the postmark on the 
letter is March .- 
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THE COURT: Do you want to put the defendant on the 

stand and question him about this letter? You may. 

Ma. BENDICH: Yes. Would you take the stand? 

I was going to say, your Honor, if the postmark is 

March 1st -- 
THE COURT: The postmark is March 2nd. The date on the 

letter is March 1, but it is postmarked March 2. 
Ma. BERDICH: March 2. If it was postmarked March 2, air 

moil special delivery, in the normal course of delivery of 

United States mails, it should have been delivered at the very 

latest on March 4th. 
THE COURT: Not to me; I'm not hers on weekends. 

All right, let's proceed with the examination. 

LENNY BRUCE, 

the defendant herein, called as a 'witness in his own behalf 

end first being. duly ° warn, testified as follows: 

THE CLERK: Your name, sir? 

THE WITNESS: Lenny Bruce. 
THE CLERK: And your address? 
THE WITNESS: 8825 Hollywood Boulovard, Los Angeles, 

California. 
=CLERK liumk you. Be seated. 

EXAMINATION BY M. BENDICR 

MR BENDICat Q. Mr. Brunei do you recall writing a 
letter in longhand from Wanda, Florida, to Los Angeles, Cali- 

fornia, regarding the pending trial in the matter of People vsl 
ROBERT N. BEECHINOR, C.B.R. 
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Bruce, of which you have just been acquitted? 
A.  I do. 
Q.  Can you tell us, sir, what you said in that letter? 
A.  Not verbatim, but I can give you most of the letter. 
Q.  Would you please do so? 
A.  At that tine I was at a little loose ends with you. 
Q. Yes. 
A.  I didn't lower were to go for this trial. It's a 

little bard to -- the picture isn't. clear. I travel more than 
aoy of these people. I am here this week and in one town for 
another week, get a date, make a plane at 900. Inaidentally, 
I fly out of here at 12.330 tonight. The dates, the times, the 
hours to se — I get 15 dates a week to mice wad certain hours 
to be certain -places, -so I don't know when to be where, I 
didn't know when to be bars. But I law I had to be here at 
a certain date at. a certain time, and I. sant. the court._-- I -
'told.  then that, which was not. in a lettere 

I an not rebellious by spirit, nor do I want to 
thwart authority. Judge Born I had never mat, and I wanted him 
to *mar this, and I had heard that somebody.  said I took the 
case too lightly and I wanted him to know in all seriougmess 
that I did not, that it had placed a Loperous stain on Tay 
.cartery cut air income in half. I have a siiv.yoar.old daughter 
in Los Angeles dot w111 be a_-real hardship in this case. It's 
really blackoll,.out sir career, knocked out all. the college dates 
I had and, you iMOW, I. don't want to hang up with -my problems 
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but it's really been a bug to me. Since may arrest in San 

Francisco for obscenity, all the jobs -- "too dirty, too dirty, 

got arrested," and that's it. I was afraid to come into a 

court where, perhaps, he felt I'm a snotty kid and I'm just 

here to tell the people that I've got to tell them. No. The 

letter was just meant to entreat with you, not to placate, not 

to be a sychophant. I just wanted to let him know that I was 

not one to thwart authority, and that is all, just wanted a 
fair hearing. 

Q.  Et. Bruce, in your longhand letter that was written 

to someone in Los Angeles and where it was sent for typing -- 
A. 

 
I don't know how it got to Las Angeles. NV agent, 

Jack Sobel 

Ube is your agent,. please? 
A.  1175 York Avenue. 
Q.  Uhere Is that, whet city? 

A.  Ulm York city. And where is this from? 

THE Cu?: This is from Los Angeles. 

THE WITNESS: Hooestly, that is really weird. It's not 

from Los Angeles, your for. The letter is postmarked New 
York. 

 

 

=DICK: qt. goo York? 
A. lea. 

THIS CO: Well, it says Los Angeles on the letter. The 
letter says, %arm Bruce Productions, Hollywood Boulevard, 

Los Angeles." However, it is postmarked New York. You explain 
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1 it. 
2  MR. BENDICH: I can't explain it, your Honor. 
3  Q. Ht. Bruce, where mere you geographically speaking 
4 an March the 1st? 
5  A. This seem disrespectful to the Court, facetious. 
6 Judge Horn, believe me, I autuat. I beg the Judge to under- 
7 stand that the ]:otter was meant as -- to clear up sny inference 
8 preconceived attitude that you might have of me that I had a 
9 reputation for being a sick comic, the fact that I had been 

10 arrested. This is the first time in or life I was ever awes 
11 once in Philadelphia, once here. 
12  MR. WOLLENBERG: The first time you have ever been 
13 arrested? 
14  THE banns: Once in Philadelphia and once here. 

-15  MR. WOLLENBERG: I'll be back ins minute, your Honor. 
16  THE .COURT: Well, is that your signature? 
17.  THE WITNESS: No, honest to God. 
18  MR. WOLLENBERG: Do you want me to get the record, your 
19 Boner? 
20  THE COURT: MO, it's not necessary. 
21  MR. WOLLENBERG: Very well. 
22  =WITNESS: I said here and Philadelphia. 
23  MR. MOLLENNERO: How about Miami as a vag? 
24  THE COUNT: Will, now, wait * minute. I'm not interested 
25 in that. Iluonly interested in this contempt. watter. 
26  Go ahead, Mr. Bendich. 
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THE WITNESS: . Nay 1, pleas., your Honor? The reference 
he mad.e -- I raised money for a leper colony and the lepers 
received a lot of money end I was not guilty. Rave you helped 
a leper colony? 

THE COURT: Mr. Bruce, I'm not concerned with that. I'm 
only concerned with this letter. 

THE WIIIIESS: Yes, air. No, this is not off signature, 
your Honor. 

THE .ODURT: Co ahead, .Nr. .Bendich. He still hasn't 
answered the question as to where he wa,a on hrch lit. 

NIL BENDICElt a. Hr. Bruce,. where were you -- 
A. Miami Beach. I had a plane ticket. The hotel bill 

can prove it. I  I.  right.. from iliac& to here. 
4.  To Sea-Francisco? 
.A.  Honestly, .yes, right from there to here. I've got 

all the.  papers, the .checks in. checking out of the hotel, et 
cetan6 

4.  A .can you recall what you said in your letter that 
was .written out in your owl longhand to Mr. Sabel in Neer York. 

A.  No, it was not written to. Jack Sobel. Jack Sobel 
is try agents  your Honor. 
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3 
1  Q. Mr. Bruce, can you tell us 

2  A. He had nothing to do with this letter. This letter, 

3 I know, was written to Sheldon Cooper, who is a mail clerk 

4 for General Artists Corporation that I used to be with, and 

5 my handwriting -- it was illegible, and I wrote him a three- 

6 page letter., and he just took -- it's ridiculous; he just took 

7 what -- well, that's taken out of context..  

8  Qt. Mr. Bruce, can you tell us what you discussed in 

9  this letter to Mr. Cooper? 
10  A. Oh, I just said, "Would you please" -- I don't 

11 know where the address 0.- I said, "Please try to find Judge 

12 Bur's address, the Judge I'm going to appear before, and 

13 find out, and then *end it to him." 

14  And in the letter, as I told you before, I said 

.15 that% have heard you feel I tike the case too lightly." 

16  I do not; and this gal be repetitive of what I- said -- Shall 

17 I madam what I said before, 
18  Q. Yee. 

19  A. I said I'm not rebellious by nature; I don't want 

20 to thwart authority; I feel no hostility towards anyone. 

21 I never meant --_tbis would be a gpnerslity. I respect the 

22 courts, our judicial system. I do not feel that generalities 
23  are  I will not indict all policemen or one polLmemmi in 

24 110414tirv. I will not cast aspersions. That's it; I don't 

25 generalize. 
26  Q. Mr. Bruce, did you pen in your own longhand, or 
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1 

2  A.  I did. 
Q.  What did you mean by that, please? 

4  A. Hostility. That's the truth; I did. But it was 

not -- I felt that -- The motivation for "Axelrod palace" was 
6  that he violated every concept of what I thought was law, 

what a judge did -- just Listened; he told people to shut up, 

and he said, "I have to hurry to go to Phoenix, my grand- 

children, and I can't"  Well, bow long does it take? It 
vas disappointing to me. My conoept of a jug was one who 

would listen and weigh, and it was just adverse to anything 
I had ever seen, and be leas just completely in control; nobody 

could talk -- would listen to no one. And that's what I said. 

He  a "palace." There was a king in his doodnion. All 

the peOple waresubservient. 

THE COURT: So you attempted to intimidate this Court 

with that letter; is that -right? 

THE WITNESS: Not right at all, your Honor; no intimida- 
tion whatsoever. I beg this Court to tall him that I was 

submissive and respectful of this Court. 
THE COURT: Any other questions, Mt. Bendich? 

MR. BENDICH: Pardon ma, your Honor? 
THE COURT: Any other questions? 

Mg. EEHOICH: Yes. 
Q.  Mr. flues, did you have any intention of being in 

contemot of this Court?  
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pencil in your own longhand, a phrase, to-wit: "Axelrod palace" 
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A.  Certainly not, and I am not contemptuous; and I 
asked this man to check the legality of this letter before he 
sent it, and if it was not legal, I said, do not send it. 
And part of the latter was as to where I was supposed to be. 
So this latter was in part a request towbars to show up, the 
address to be. 

Q. Mr. Bruce, if this letter should, in fact, be in 
legal contemplation contemptuous, what would be your attitude 
toward Lt?  A. Oh, I would negate it --
certainly not; and you don't know me. This is not from a 
practical matter, that I would just say . this is a facade, 
hand raising. I tell you I am not contemptuous; I am very 
'impressed-  by this Court and the way this trial went. 

W31. BERDICB: Your Honor, I would like to submit that 
the defendant acted not in any spirit of contempt, that he 
acted in part, I should says  nth poor and ill judgment, but 
not with any spirit of contempt or intent to be in contempt 
of court. 

THE W/TNESS: Humility is the worst form of ego, and I 
would not do that to-your fir.. 

 

BENDIthi: Your Honor*  I am certain that Mr Bruce is 
now, if he has not boon in the past, aware that sending a 
latter of this type to a Own may very well result in 

• citation and finding and a penalty for contempt.i.I am equally 
certain, your Honor, that the defendant was not aware of that 
at all when he sent that letter, and it was not in any degree  
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=WITNESS: Us. 

ITECOUST: Hi original inclination initially was to, 
.send this defendant.to jail for five drys, but in view-or 

what be has said on the stand, instead of that I will fine 

him $100, or in the alternative„ five days in the countycjeil* 

Art you prepared to pay the fine? 

MR, MUCH: Yes, your Honor. 

THE CCU= Very welL. It may' be paid to- the C1ai  
All right, court will now stand adjourned. 

THE DEFENDANT: Judge Horn, I effil grateful for your 
attitude. 

THE COURT: All right. 

THE DEFENDANT: Thank you. 

..40000•••• 

1 intentionally contemptuous; and I would ask your Honor to 
2 consider those matters in weighing this question. 
3 
 

THE COMT: All right. You may step down, Mr. Ernest- 

4 
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